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THIS IS NOT AN AUDIO CONSOLE

IT'S A DIGITAL
CONTROL SURFAC

THE D-9 interfaces to WHEATSTONE's router -j
based BRIDGE MIXING SYSTEM-a digital I

network that lets multiple control surfaces share
common audio resources, accessing signals and

sending mixes throughout your facility.
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5.1 surround mode.
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Howard L. Lance
Chairman, President and Chief Executive
Harris Corporation

"We're building the industry's strongest portfolio of content
delivery solutions to drive our customers' strategic success."

Managing Content. Delivering Results.

41IP

Harris surrounds your team with the most complete set of content delivery solutions in the industry. Whether
you need post production, graphics, video servers, routers, signal processing, test and measurement, traffic,
automation, ingest software or transmitters for mobile TV, Harris has the solutions you need. Selected as one
of "Forbes' Platinum 400" best managec companies in America, Harris is driving technical innovations that help
you generate new revenue streams, reduce operating costs, and achieve new Levels of productivity. We're the
one source for integrated, open -source solutions designed to help you move content to your consumers.

PiARRIS assuredcommunications"
Broadcast Microwave R F  Government Systems www.harris.com



You cover things completely, end -to -end, 24/7. So do we.



With Avid you don't have to choose between best -of -breed products and end -to -end, integrated
solutions. From big networks to small broadcasters, we provide innovative solutions that work-with
no holes, slowdowns, or bottlenecks. Whether it's news, on -air graphics, play -to -air, or production,
you'll get our leading -edge technology and a depth of commitment you can count on 24/7, 365. To
find out what Avid can do for you, go to www.avid.com/broadcast

O 2006 Avid Technology, Inc. All rights reserved. Product features, specifications, system requirements, and avalability are subject to change without notice. Avid, and do mor+ are elher registered trademarks or trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc or
its subsidiaries in the United States and/or other countries.
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everything needed
to do the job

The all -new,
fully equipped 17"
BT-LH1700W HD/SD
Widescreen LCD Monitor.

res you
need to handle any application.
This flat -screen LCD has built-in
dual auto -switching SDI HD/SD
inputs, waveform monitoring and
split screen/freeze frame that
allows color matching and scene
comparison from a live input.

Blazingly -fast response virtually
eliminates blur and "jaggies': This 14.5 -
pound, rack -mountable, AC/DC monitor
goes everywhere. You'll be amazed by its
color reproduction and its affordable price. For
more information visit www.panasonic.com/broadcast
or call 1-800-528-8601.

Panasonic professional LCD displays in ir to 3r

© 2006 Panasonic Broadcast
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Freezefra me
What is another common
name for a bidirectionally
predictive -coded picture?

Readers submitting winning
entries will be entered into
a drawing for Broadcast
Engineering T-shirts. Enter
by e-mail. Title your entry
"Freezeframe-March" in
the subject field and send it
to: editorOprismb2b.com.
Correct answers received
by May 1, 2006, are eligible
to win.

Question courtesy Tektronix
2005 Desktop calendar.
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BLOWN AWAY BY MAXELL
Marcy Gilbert, President & CEO of IDC (International Digital/Duplication

Centre Inc.), is the ultimate Maxell Professional. IDC is America's premiere
post production facility, utilizing a variety of Maxell professional products,
including Digital Betacam, Betacam SP, Betacam SX, DVCPRO, HDCAM,

D2 and D3. "I depend on Maxell to help achieve maximum video and audio
quality with the highest levels of reliability and integrity." You can reach
Marcy at Marcy@idcdigital.com. To learn more about Maxell Professional

Media, call 1.800.533.2836 or visit www.maxellpromedia.com.

To download a PDF version of our new DVD Authoring

and Duplication booklet, visit www.maxellpromedia.com.
MBAWI

maxell
Expanding Memory & Mobility

Recordable Media Data Storage Portable Energy Technological Partnerships



Editorial

The ultimate
remote

I'm a guy who likes things big. I've got a big TV with
huge 7.1 channel surround speakers. I like big. I'm
going to get a matching sized - I mean colossal

- remote for my big TV and big sound system.
Yep, the Consumer Electronics Association (CEA)

decided its time to reassess remote controls. What used
to be a little bitty, black five -button device is going to
grow up, literally. And, to make sure it does, the CEA

has formed a subcommittee to oversee the design.
As a kid, I remember my grandfather having a really

cool TV remote called the Zenith Space Commander.
About the size of your hand, it used two small ham-
mers to strike one of a pair of hollow tubes inside the
device. When struck, the bars would emit an ultrason-
ic tone, which the TV set could hear.

Pressing the channel change button tripped the ham-
mer above one tube and the channel knob rotated
clockwise, stopping on the next preprogrammed sta-
tion. Once the channel knob reached the zero position,
the TV set would turn off. You'd have to click the chan-
nel button again to turn it on and wait while the chan-
nel knob slowly rotated to the next TV station.

The owner could hit the sound button, and the sound
would go up a preset amount and stop. Hit the button
a couple more times, and the sound would reach the
maximum and decrease back to a low volume. As I

recall, there were about four or
five preset volume levels.

Because the control signal was ultrasonic, other de-
vices also could operate the TV set. My grandfather
could jingle his car keys or his dog could rattle her
dog tags, and the TV would either change channels or
change volume - maybe both.

Ah, the good old days. Today, the CEA's subcommit-
tee is charged with implementing new remote control
standards. Broadcast Engineering has received a secret
list of some of the new functions to be included:
 All off Everything in your whole house will turn off.
 All on. Everything in your whole house will turn on.
 Random. Everything in your house will begin turning
on and off randomly. Press "all off" to stop the process.
 Neighbor on/off. Turns your neighbor's TV on or off.
A caveat: Your neighbor may have one too.
 Dog off Note, there is no "dog on" button.
 Google. Google overtakes your TV, remembers every-
thing you've watched for the past 10 years and sends a
monthly report to the Chinese government.
 Food. Every restaurant within 50 miles pops up on
your TV set with phone numbers. Trying to remain po-
litically correct, the CEA committee can't decide wheth-
er users need separate Northern Italian and Southern
Italian food buttons. After all, there's currently only one
Mexican food button.
 Cell phone. Yep, your new TV remote is also a cell
phone. A monthly report of all your phone calls is also
sent to the Chinese government, along with a separate
list of dirty words you said.

If these functions had been part of Space Command,
my dog shaking her tags could have potentially trig-
gered Google to connect my cell phone to a North
Italian restaurant in Mexico for carryout. Or worse,
the jingle jangle of my keys could send my neighbor
a report of all the four -lettered words I used before
pressing the "neighbor off" button.

,.4e /&`1
Editorial Director

Send comments to:  editor©rismb2b.com  von broadcastengineenng com
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SPECT RATIO

AFD

51 to 2.0
downmix

VBI
conversion

One HD card does it all.
Miranda's XVP-811i Up/Down/Cross converter
provides frame accurate aspect ratio
control, using embedded signaling
based on the Active Format Descriptor
(AFD) standard. This powerful card

also offers 5.1 to 2.0 downmixing,
Dolby E Metadata insertion, and
DolbyTM E decoding (optional card). There's

also frame synchronization, video proc
amp, and audio processing with mux/

demux. The XVP family also includes
simpler interfaces which can be easily
upgraded in the field, thereby minimizing
inventory costs. So if you're looking for

smarter HD interfacing, call Miranda. We'll
help you make it happen.

Tel.: 514.333.1772 lussales@miranda.com
www.miranda.com
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Monitoring the SDI stream
John Luffi

I read your article, "Monitoring
the SDI stream," in August 2005 and
wanted to add something interest-
ing. The actual analog signal for SDI
270Mb is 135MHz because of NRZI
coding.

The Web site www.extron.com/
technology/archive.asp?id=sdi explains
why this is true, under the heading
"Why SDI?"

FRED TULLOCK

BRISTOL, CT

John Luff responds:
Your observation is important to

comment on. SDI is a complex signal.
Today, only the 270Mb version is in
widespread use. The 143Mb/177Mb
composite coding variants are effec-
tively no longer used in new prod-
ucts, and older composite production
and broadcast systems are rapidly
disappearing.

The actual coded bit rate in SMPTE
259M is truly 270Mb. The reference
to 135MHz is part of the specification
for signal amplitude measurement in
Annex A (found on page seven of the
standard):

"The preferred method for measur-
ing serial digital waveform ampli-
tude, rise time and overshoot is us-
ing a 1GHz bandwidth oscilloscope.
Input impedance of the oscilloscope
should be 751Z with a return loss
greater than 20dB to 400MHz. Mea-
surements should be made using a

2m length of coax between
the transmitter and oscil-
loscope, with no more than
0.15dB/m loss at 135MHz."
The bit rate is separate

from this reference, which
refers to the practice of
measuring the amplitude
of the signal for the speci-
fication of cable loss at half

of the fundamental of the signal -
hence, half of 270MHz. If you wonder
what the apparent analog waveform
frequency is, I think you would find
270MHz as the fundamental, but it is
obviously dependent on the content
of the data stream.

Due to the scrambling and relatively
random nature of the video signal,
one might find long periods with-
out transitions. Video signals create
plenty of problems for some hard-
ware and can create DC on the cable,
which upsets transmission.

The NRZI signal has a transition ei-
ther positive or negative. This occurs
every time there is a change of state
(high to low or reverse). That means
if the bit rate is 270Mb, there are po-
tentially 270M transitions per second,
with minor variations due to the ran-
dom coding.

It is a bit misleading to look at this
as an analog sine wave and assume
that a combined positive and nega-
tive transition make one cycle, thus
interpreted as half of the bit rate. A
bandwidth capable of only 135MHz
would not sufficiently pass the signal.
It is also important to look at the rise
time specifications in section 3.3:

"The rise and fall times, determined
between the 20 percent and 80 per-
cent amplitude points, shall be no less
than 0.4ns, no greater than 1.50ns and
shall not differ by more than 0.5ns."

SMPTE 259M does not in fact spec-
ify receiver characteristics. It specifies
launch characteristics and states in
Section 1, Scope:

"This standard has application in
the television studio over lengths of
coaxial cable where the signal loss
does not exceed an amount specified
by the receiver manufacturer. Typical
loss amounts would be in the range
of 20dB to 30dB at one half the clock
frequency with appropriate receiver
equalization. Receivers designed to
work with lesser signal attenuation
are acceptable?'

Thus, SMPTE is mute on standards
for receiver performance. The sugges-
tion to measure at half the clock rate
is about as close as they come to ever
mentioning 135MHz in the standard it-
self. This section is what. SMPTE refers
to as informative, not normative. gE

November Freezeframe

Q. Fill in the blanks.

is the entire time be-
tween the end of the active picture
time of one line and the beginning
of the active picture time of the
next line. It extends from the start
of the front porch to the end of the
back porch.
A. Horizontal blanking

Winners:
Guy St.-Arnauld, Mark Augustine,
Wes Bishop, Jim Borgioli, Chuck
Condie, Al Conte, Mark Everett,
Peter A. Gouweleeuw, John L.
Harris, Scott Holisky, Slobodan
Kozic, Murat Kurubas, Don Nor-
wood, Jayen Patel, Bob Peticolas,
Henry Rousseau, Karl Sargent,
Roman Shkwarok, Slobodan
Uzelac, Al Vandinteren, Chris
Whittington, Bob Woodward,
Pat Yates

Test Your Knowledge!
See the Freezeframe question of the
month on page 8 and enter to win a

Broadcast Engineering T-shirt.

Send answers to editor@prismb2b.com
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Give everybody the power to See and Solve.
Close the case of video compliance.
Tektronix video solutions with exclusive See and Sol fe features help everybody in ycur
operation solve problems faster and eas er. Video Gorr pliance doesn't need to be complicated.
Provide understandable information, not just data, and more members of your team can visualize
and troubleshoot the source of problems. Editors, operators, technicians, and engineers can all
use Tektronix tools to identify and address potential problems with gamut, audio, MPEG
compression, and more with simplicity. You need to see it for yourself.

Give people the power of real information, not abstract data.
www.tektronix.com/seeandsolve

Tektronix -
Enabling Innovation

2006 Tektronix. Inc. All rights reserved. Tektronix products are covered by U.S. and foreign patents. issued and pending. TEKTRONIX and tie Tektrorlx logo are registered trademarks of Tektronix, Inc.
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A lasting
compression standard?
BY CRAIG BIRKMAIER

Given the incredible change
in pace of all things digi-
tal, one might speculate

about the half-life of any technology
that can benefit from the ongoing
geometric progression in processing
power, memory and storage capacity,
network bandwidth, and so on. For
example, the following question came
up recently in the OpenDTV Forum,
an e-mail discussion forum on digital
television issues:

"Is there a Moore's Law regarding
codec efficiency, or is there a theoreti-
cal limit to the improvements we can
expect in digital compression algo-
rithms? If so, then how far away from
that theoretical limit is MPEG-4/AVC
(aka H.264)? Is MPEG-4/AVC to the
point that it really could be a standard
that could last for 20 years?"

Lasting compression
Video compression has been a fact

of life since television hit the airwaves
about seven decades ago. One might

ask how this is possible, because digi-
tal television broadcasting has only
been a practical reality for the last
decade of those seven. The answer is
simple: Video compression need not
use digital signal processing tech-
niques to reduce the amount of infor-
mation that is transmitted.

The true measure of compression

come too objectionable to the hu-
man observer).

Given the high level of compres-
sion artifacts seen today on virtually
all digital television distribution plat-
forms, one could properly surmise
that this limit is exceeded on a routine
basis. Then again, for those of us who
have been around for some or all of

Our analog broadcast standards place hard limits

on the frequency response of the analog signals

that are transmitted.-

efficiencyefficiency lies in the ability to reduce
the amount of information delivered
to a receiver in a manner that lim-
its the distortions and artifacts per-
ceived by the viewer. One measure
of the theoretical limit faced by any
compression technique is known
as the rate/distortion boundary (in
layman's terms, how much we can
squeeze before the distortions be -

Breakdown of DVR users' TV time

Programs during
broadcast

37%

Time -shifted
programs

42%

Video on
demand

3%

Pay per
view
2%

Source: Lyra Research www.lyra corn

the past seven decades, we know lim-
its on image quality, artifacts and dis-
tortions have always been a problem
for television broadcasters.

Over those decades, the analog tele-
vision standards used throughout the
world have relied on analog com-
pression techniques to bring moving
images into our homes. Interlace is
a powerful compression technique,
reducing the amount of information
transmitted by half.

Our analog broadcast standards
place hard limits on the frequency
response of the analog signals that
are transmitted. For several decades,
it has been possible to capture sig-
nificantly more detail in 525- and
625 -line television systems than can
be delivered via NTSC and PAL. This
became obvious in the '80s when
analog component video processing
gear became a practical alternative
to composite signal processing. It
happened again when analog com-
ponent outputs from DVD players
made it possible to deliver the full
quality possible with 525/625 -line
component video to consumer tele-
vision displays.

When we added color to TV, we had

14 broadcastengineering.com MARCH 2006



Next -generation HDTV meets its perfect match.
Dolby® Digital Plus.
Here's multichannel surround sound that's perfectly matched to H.264 and completely compatible with
any Dolby' Digital equipped A/V receiver. So you can immediately deliver more HDTV programming ever
your existing spectrum. Does that sound like a match for your business model? Get the technical specs
and a lot more sound for your HDTV dollar at www.dolby.com

Experience Dolby Digital Plus at NAB.
LVCC South Hall, Upper Level, Booth SU2923 00 DOLBY

Dolby and the double -D symbol are registred trademarks of Dolby La)oratcries. © 2006 Dolby laporatories, Inc. All rights reservec. S06117088



Download

to squeeze even harder. Where one
black and white signal once filled an
entire 6MHz to 8MHz channel, we
now needed to deliver three corn-

- ponents. Only a tiny fraction of the
- color information from a camera
- is delivered using NTSC and PAL

compression.
While these analog compression

- techniques imposed hard limits on
delivered image quality, we became
accustomed to the inherent distor-
tions, even as television images im-
proved over the years. It took about

2

In contrast, it took less than a de-
cade to fully exploit MPEG-2, the
first digital compression standard
used to deliver television pictures
to the masses. Now the question is
whether MPEG-4/AVC (aka H.264)
can be expected to last as the stan-
dard for two decades.

The half-life of a standard
Analog television is still going strong.

While President George W. Bush just
signed legislation setting February
17, 2009, as the official shutoff date

Now the question is whether MPEG-4/AVC can

be expected to last as the standard for

two decades.

five decades to fully exploit the capa-
bilities inherent in these analog tele-
vision standards.

for analog television broadcast in the
United States, many industry observ-
ers question whether this deadline

will be any more real than others that
have come and gone.

To be certain, devices that will sup-
port the signals flowing through that
little RCA connector will not disap-
pear for decades to come. Analog
cable, analog television translators
and huge libraries of analog pro-
gramming will not disappear on any
certain date.

The same is likely to be true for
MPEG-2, MPEG-4/AVC and what-
ever comes next. Legacy standards
will live for decades, even as they
are replaced by the next generation.
A useful threshold to consider when
thinking about the half-life of a digi-
tal compression standard is that point
in time when it becomes possible to
realize a 2:1 improvement in com-
pression efficiency, i.e., the ability to
deliver the same picture quality with
half the bits.

Gary Sullivan, a video architect

Front Panel
Ethernet Port Makes It Simple

I1M5Broadcast Microwave Services
www.bms-inc.com  (800) 669-9667  (858) 391-3050  Fax: (858) 391-3049  dept800@bms-inc.com

UN MS 5
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Now with Multibridge Extreme it's easy
to edit in SD, HD and 2K film quality

Multibridge Extreme is the first bi-directional
converter featuring built-in PCI Express.

Connect to the new Mac G5 or PCIe Windows
computers for the world's highest quality
broadcast editing, effects and paint solution.

Connect to any Deck, Camera or Monitor

Multibridge Extreme supports standard and high definition SDI
4:2:2, SDI 4:4:4 and analog YUV, as well as NTSC/PAL videc in and

out, Work with any deck, camera or monitor. Multibridge Extreme
also features 8 channels of sample rate converted AES audio and
analog stereo XLR audio in and out, combined with two channel
RCA audio outputs, great for low cost HiFi monitoring.

Advanced Digital Monitoring

Multibridge Extreme includes built-in dual link
DVI-D and HDMI monitoring. With dual
link DVI-D, Multibridge Extreme car even
support 2K digital film editing on Apple's

30 inch Cinema Display, or use HDMI for connecting to the latest
big screen televisions and video projectors.

2K
DIGITAL

FILM RESOLUTION

World's Highest Quality

Multibridge Extreme works natively in 4:2:2,
RGB 4:4:4 or 2K digital film resolutions.

Featuring the industry's only true 14 bit analog

conversion - there's no higher quality solution.

Converter or a Capture Card

When not connected to your Mac G5 or PCIe Windows computer
for editing, Multibridge Extreme works as a bi-directional video
and audio converter. Only Multibridge Extreme is two products in
one, always adapting to your changing needs.

Multibridge Extreme

US$2,595

Learn more today at www.blackmagic-design.com

The Aviator Images are courtesy of Miramax, Warner Bros and theBasement.



www. broadcaste

with Microsoft, has worked exten-
sively in the ITU and MPEG on video
compression standards. As chairman
of the Joint Video Team, a collabo-
ration of the ITU and ISO/MPEG,
Sullivan played an important role in
the development of MPEG-4 part 10
(AVC), which is also known as ITU
standard H.264.

video (i.e., a 50 percent reduction in
bit rate with similar video quality rel-
ative to a good use of H.264/MPEG-4
AVC syntax).

But Sullivan cautions that it may
take a number of years before we fig-
ure out how. His guess: between five
and 15 years. That puts the estimated
time necessary to get the next solid

Broadcasters are being told that their new
digital television standard, built on MPEG-2

MEM video technology, is alreadyilatei

When asked how far today's tech-
nology is from the theoretical limits
on compression efficiency, Sullivan
replied, "I think nobody knows the
answer for sure." However, he is con-
fident that we can achieve at least an-
other factor of two in practical com-
pression efficiency improvement for

\A/oh I ;
Description of H.264/MPEG-4 Part
10 video compression algorithm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H.264

Description of SMPTE 421M/VC-1
video compression algorithm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VC-1

MPEG Industry Forum Tutorials on
compression technology
www.mpegiforg/tutorials.php

Apple Computer H.264
in QuickTime 7
www.apple.com/quicktime/
technologies/h264

Microsoft description
of VC-1/Windows Media
compression algorithms
www.microsoftcom/windows/
windowsmedia/forpros/events/
NA82005/VC-1.aspx

ON2 video compression
technologies
www.on2.corn

factor of two in coding efficiency
into the same 10 -year ballpark as the
last time around - with MPEG-1
and MPEG-2 standardized in 1993
and 1994 and H.264/MPEG-4 AVC
standardized in 2003 with its fidelity
range extensions in 2004.

Out of sync
So here we are, some three years

from the date that analog television
broadcasting is supposed to end in
the United States, and broadcasters
are being told that their new digital
television standard, built on MPEG-
2 video technology, is already dated.
The direct broadcast satellite services
are migrating their customer base to
H.264/AVC, to take advantage of the
bandwidth savings so that they can
deliver (H)DTV broadcasts to most
local markets across the country. Ca-
ble is certain to follow.

H.264/AVC is being deployed rap-
idly for Internet download appli-
cations. It is supported natively by
Apple's QuickTime media architec-
ture and is the format used by the
company's video download service
and iPods. Most videoconferencing
systems and some key cellular and
mobile TV services are using one
of the low complexity profiles of
H.264/AVC.
H.264/AVC is not the only new

game in town. There is the new
SMPTE 421M VC -1 standard based
on Microsoft's Windows Media 9
codec design, as well as proprietary

codecs such as On2's VP series that
are popping up in places like Flash,
AOL and Skype.

By the time broadcasters are ex-
pected to turn off those NTSC trans-
mitters in 2009, it is likely that they
will be a generation behind their
competition. To make matters worse,
the ATSC standard has poor support
for the one aspect of over -the -air
television where broadcasters have a
competitive advantage over tethered
services: the ability to deliver bits to
portable and mobile receivers.

Attendees at next month's NAB2006
will have the opportunity to see how
much the landscape of digital televi-
sion has evolved in just one decade.
And they will have the opportunity
to see where we may be in another
decade, as today's emerging technolo-
gies will have run their course and
begin to yield to whatever comes
next.

Broadcasters might question where
the opportunity is for them in all of
this. Here's a clue: It has nothing to
do with government subsidies for
set -top boxes that implement dated
technologies.

Is the broadcast industry's glass half
empty or half full? Have we reached
the theoretical limit on squeezing more
profits from broadcasting as we know
it? What do you think? BE

Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant
at Pcube Labs, and he hosts and moder-
ates the OpenDTV Forum.

SEND Send questions and comments to:

craig_hirkmaier@prismh2h.com

ATTENTION READERS!
Sign up now for

BroadcastEngineering

Transition to Digital
newsletter

at www broadcastengineering.com

ATTENTION READERS!
Sign up now for

BroadcastEngineering
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Networks
agree to KidVid
compromise
BY HARRY C. MARTIN

The four major broadcast
networks, joined by some
public interest groups, have

proposed a compromise on the FCC's
new KidVid rules in an effort to avoid
a showdown in court. Specifically, the
networks and public interest groups
are suggesting revisions to the Web
site rule, the host -selling rule, the
promotions rule, the preemption rule
and the multicasting rule. If the FCC
adopts these recommendations, the
networks and public interest groups
will drop their court challenges to
the new rules. Currently, the rules are
subject to stay while petitions are be-
ing reconsidered.

Web site rule
In the current rules, the FCC bans

the display of Web site addresses in a

imoritomimou--

April 1 is the deadline for TOW
LPTV and Class A stations and TV
translators in Texas to file their 2006
renewal applications. Texas TV
stations must file, along with their
renewal applications, their biennial
ownership reports and EEO pro-
gram reports. Class A TV stations
in Texas must file EEO program
reports with their renewals, but not
ownership reports.

April 1 is the deadline for TV sta-
tions in Delaware and Pennsylvania
to file their 2006 biennial reports.

April 1 is the start date for pre -
filing renewal announcements for,
TV, Class A and LPTV stations that
originate programming in the states
of Arizona, Idaho, New Mexico,
Nevada, Utah and Wyoming in
anticipation of a June 1 renewal
filing date.

1

children's program when the site uses
characters from that program to sell
products or services. The networks
suggest that the FCC rule should be
replaced with a more specific rule
prohibiting the display of a Web site

mercial time exclude promotions
for children's programming on the
same channel or educational and
informational programming on any
other channel. The FCC's new rules
changed the long-standing definition

If the FCC adopts these recommendations, the

networks and public interest groups will drop their

court challenges to the new rules.
address only during or adjacent to a
program where:
1. products are being sold that fea-
ture a character appearing in that
program
2. a character appearing in that pro-
gram is used to actively sell products.

Host -selling rule
The networks and public interest

groups proposed that broadcasters
certify compliance with these host -
selling rules in the same manner as
they currently certify compliance
with the advertising limits.

Promotions rule
The networks propose clarifying

the rule to provide that:
1. the rule apply when Internet ad-
dresses appear during program ma-
terial or in promotional material not
counted as commercial time
2. if an Internet address is displayed
during a promotion for program ma-
terial and the immediately available
pages on the featured Web site contain
commercial matter, then in addition to
counting against the commercial time
limits, the promotion must be clearly
separated from programming material.

In relation, the networks urge
that the FCC's definition of com-

of commercial matter to include pro-
motions of any television programs
other than educational and informa-
tional programs.

Preemption rule
With respect to preemptions of

core programming, the networks
recommend eliminating all percent-
age and other numerical limitations
on preemptions of core children's
programming.

Multicasting rule
The networks recommend keeping

the new multicasting rule with one
minor clarification. The current rule
states that if 50 percent or more of a
station's core programming is repeated
during the same week, the excess does
not qualify as core programming. Un-
der the clarification, repeating core
programming on the main channel or
on any multicast DTV channel will not
count in meeting the additional hourly
core programming requirements that
accrue as a result of multicasting. BE

Harry C. Martin is the immediate -past
president of the Federal Communica-
tions Bar Association and a member of
Fletcher, Heald and Hildreth PLC.

SEND Send questions and comments to:

hany_manin@prismh2b.com
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The ATSC
standard
BY MICHAEL ROBIN

In the 1980s, many interested
parties began developing con-
cepts of advanced television, or

HDTV, geared at reproducing supe-
rior -quality 16:9 aspect ratio pictures
when seated at three times the picture
height. The International Telecom-
munications Union (ITU) defines
HDTV as:

"... [A] system designed to allow
viewing at about three times the pic-
ture height, such that the system is
virtually, or nearly, transparent to
the quality of portrayal that would
have been perceived in the original
scene or performance by a discern-
ing viewer with normal visual acuity.
Such factors include improved mo-
tion portrayal and improved percep-
tion of depth."

A tall order indeed!
In the United States, the develop-

ment of the advanced television
concepts was entrusted to the Ad-
vanced Television Systems Commit-
tee (ATSC), a private sector organi-
zation of corporations, associations
and educational institutions. It was

- A-
Consumer electronic spending for 2006
Th(three of consumers plan to pend $ g e 1000

responsible for exploring the need for
and developing the documentation of
the advanced television system.

Video system
characteristics

The ATSC standard supports a range
of program materials originating in
different picture formats. Two pro-
gram format levels, SDTV (480 active

and several frame rates are specified.
The formats are, respectively:
 a VGA format (640 pixels x 480
lines)
 a slightly modified CCIR 601 for-
mat (704 H samples x 480 lines).

The modification consists in reduc-
ing the number of active samples per
line to 704 and active scanning lines
per frame to 480. This is an MPEG-2

Active Active
Scanning mode Frame rate (Hz)*

H -samples lines

640 480 Progressive 60160/M), 30(30/M), 24(24/M)

Interlaced 30130/M)

704 480 Progressive 60(60/M1, 30(30/M), 24(24/M)

Interlaced 30(30/M)

* M=1.001 is a frame rate divisor for NTSC-friendly systems.

Table 1. 4:3 aspect ratio ATSC picture formats

lines) and HDTV (720 and 1080 ac-
tive lines), are represented.

Table 1 summarizes the 4:3 aspect ra-
tio SDTV ATSC formats. The scanning
mode may be progressive or interlaced,

More than
$1000
29%

$501-1000
33%

$100
or less

5%

Source: AvantGo

$101-500
33%

www.ianywhere.con;

requirement to the effect that the
number of active pixels per line and
active lines per frame be a multiple of
the pixels and lines in a DCT block (8
pixels x 8 lines).

Table 2 on page 24 summarizes the
16:9 aspect ratio formats. NTSC-
friendly frame rates are obtained by
dividing the nominal frame rate by
M=1.001. The formats are:
 SDTV format (704 H samples x 480
lines) modified to MPEG-2 require-
ments as explained above. This format
may use the progressive or interlaced
scanning mode at several frame rates.
SMPTE standards 293M (progressive
scanning) and 294M (bit -serial inter-
face) define the production aspects of
the format.
 HDTV format A (1280 H samples
x 720 lines). This format uses exclu-
sively progressive scanning at several
frame rates and is described in the
SMPTE 296M standard.

22 broadcastengineering.com MARCH 2006
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SMPTE

production standard
Active
H -samples

Active
lines

Scanning mode Frame rate (Hz)*

293M (Progressive scanning) 704 480 Progressive 60(60/M), 30(30/M), 24124/M)

294M (Serial interface) Interlaced 30130/M)

296M (Scanning and interface) 1280 720 Progressive 60(60/M), 30130/M), 24(24/M)

274M (Scanning) 1920 1080 Progressive 30(30/M), 24(24/M)

292M (Serial interface) Interlaced 30(30/M)

* M=1.001 is a frame rate divisor for NTSC-friendly systems.

Table 2. 16:9 aspect ratio ATSC picture formats

 HDTV format B (1920 H samples x
1080 lines). This format uses exclusive-
ly progressive or interlaced scanning
at frame rates not exceeding 30Hz.
This restriction is due to the fact that
a progressive 60Hz frame rate would
result in a non -compressed bit -serial
rate of 3Gb/s, which exceeded the bit -
rate compression capabilities at the
time the ATSC standard was devel-
oped. SMPTE Standards 274M (scan-
ning) and 292M (bit -serial interface)
define several formats, including pro-
gressive scanning, which, currently, is
not an ATSC format.

Accounting for all picture scanning
formats and frame rates, the ATSC

The latter frame rates will simplify in-
terworking with NTSC material dur-
ing the simulcast period.

The audio system
characteristics

The ATSC standard document A-
52 defines audio characteristics. The
digital compression system is a con-
strained subset of the AC -3 system
developed by Dolby Laboratories. It
encodes five full -bandwidth audio
channels (3Hz to 20kHz) including
left, center, right, left and right sur-
round and one reduced bandwidth,
low -frequency enhancement (LFE)
channel (3Hz to 120Hz) by corn -

Designation
Type of

service
Number of
channels

Compressed bit
rate (in Kb/s)

Complete main (CM) Main audio 1 to 5.1 64 to 384

Music and effects (ME) Main audio 1 to 5.1 64 to 384

Visually impaired (VI) Associated 1 128

Hearing impaired (HI) Associated 1 128

Dialogue (D) Associated 1 128

Commentary (C) Associated 1 128

Emergency (C) Associated 1 128

Voice-over (VO) Associated 1

...11
128

_____

Table 3. ATSC audio service types

standard supports 18 picture formats,
based on the nominal frame rates of
60Hz, 30Hz and 24Hz. If we take into
consideration the NTSC-friendly rates
of 59.94Hz, 29.97Hz and 23.976Hz,
we end up with 36 picture formats.

pressing the resulting 5.184Mb/s data
stream into a 384Kb/s data stream.
The LFE channel carries about one -
tenth of the bandwidth of the other
channels, so the AC -2 system is fre-
quently mentioned as carrying 5.1

channels. Table 3 summarizes the au-
dio service type contained in an AC -3

elementary stream.

Wansmission
considerations

Table 4 on page 26 shows essential
(active) bit rates of ATSC-recom-
mended production scanning for-
mats, with 10 bits/sample resolution,
before bit -rate reduction and com-
pression are applied. The total bit
rates, including the samples in the
horizontal and vertical blanking ar-
eas, are shown in brackets.

The ATSC terrestrial transmis-
sion standard defines the bit -stream
content and transport and its digital
transmission in the specified 6MHz
RF channel. The nominal transmis-
sion bit rate depends on the cho-
sen digital RF modulation scheme.
The ATSC chosen scheme, 8VSB,
limits the transmission bit rate to
19.38Mb/s. This constraint offers no
other alternative but bit -rate reduc-
tion and compression to accommo-
date all the ATSC formats.

The video compression scheme is
based on the main profile syntax of
the MPEG-2 video standard. It uses a

motion -compensated discrete cosine
transform (DCT) algorithm and B -

frame prediction. The video encoder
supports the wide motion estimation
range needed for tracking fast -motion
pictures. In addition, it uses source-

adaptive coding, field and frame mo-
tion vectors and other techniques
to improve compression efficiency.
In all ATSC-suggested formats, it is
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possible to transmit film material in
its native progressive 24fps format and
eliminate the 3/2 pull -down concept
used in NTSC countries. This reduces
the transmitted bit rate and eases the
task of the MPEG-2 encoder. The

correction, program stream multi-
plexing and switching, time synchro-
nization, flexibility and extendibil-
ity, and compatibility with the ATM
format. The 19.38Mb/s data stream
feeds a channel encoder, which in

Active (total)
video format
H-sam x lines

640 x 480 (840 x 525)

Nominal frame
rate (Hz)*ples

30 interlaced

Active (total)
nominal hit rate
(in Mb/s)"

184 (252)

30 progressive 184 (252)

60 progressive 368 (504)

720 x 480 (858 x 525)

30 interlaced 207 (270)

30 progressive 207 (270)

60 progressive 414 (540)

1280 x 720 (1650 x 750)
30 progressive 553 (742)

60 progressive 1106 (1485)

1920 x 1080 (2200 x 1125)
30 interlaced 1244 (1485)

30 progressive 1244 (1485)

* For NTSC-friendly systems, this figure is divided by M=1.001.

Table 4. Active and total bit rates for various formats

receiver reconstructs the interlaced or
progressive display.

The ATSC system employs multiple
picture formats, digital audio and
video compression. The compressed
video and associated audio data
streams are packetized into a pack-
etized elementary stream (PES). One
(i.e., one HDTV program) or several
(i.e., multiple SDTV programs) PES
together with auxiliary and control
data and program and system infor-

turn feeds the RF modulator of the
terrestrial transmitter operating in an
allocated 6MHz RF channel.

Receiver and display
considerations

The receiver reverses the functions
of the RF transmission and encod-
ing and, after decompression, gener-
ates video and audio signals suitable
for the display format and listening
conditions chosen. For economic

For economic reasons and to simplify
receiver design, TV receivers may not display

different formats.

mation protocol (PSIP) are fed to a
transport stream multiplexer, which
combines them into a 19.38Mb/s data
stream.

The packetization separates audio,
video and auxiliary data into fixed -
size units suitable for forward error

reasons and to simplify receiver de-
sign, TV receivers may not display
different formats. Depending on its
class, the receiver may be built to
display all transmitted formats or
in a native, receiver -specific display,
in one of the three picture formats

(1920 x 1080, 1280 x 720 or 720 x
480). In the end, the display device
determines the picture detail. Triple
CRT (green, blue and red) forward
or reverse projection systems offer
the best resolution as the picture
quality depends on the beam focus
that can be tightly controlled. The
resolution of the relatively obsolete
triple -gun direct -display CRT de-
pends on the beam focus as well as
the phosphor dot density.

LCD and Plasma devices feature
progressive (non -interlaced) dis-
plays. Because their native format is
typically 1280 x 720, they will work
best with a 1280 x 720 HDTV format.
They will, however, require dein-
terlacing and down -scaling from a
1920 x 1080 HDTV format to their
native format. This, by necessity, will
affect the displayed picture quality.

Reception problems
The ATSC chosen modulation

scheme, 8VSB, provides adequate re-
ception when outside, rooftop, recep-
tion antennas are used. Indoor an-
tennas provide unreliable reception.
However, rooftop antennas are rarely
used except in isolated and remote
reception sites and, in any event, are
impractical - if not impossible - to
use in large cities with many high-rise
buildings.

For this reason, more than 80 per-
cent of North American viewers re-
ceive analog cable TV. Because cable
operators have chosen a different type
of digital TV modulation, a separate
set -top digital cable TV tuner is re-
quired, or a new generation of cable -

compatible ATSC receivers will need
to be made available. BE

Michael Robin, a fellow of the SMPTE
and former engineer with the Canadian
Broadcasting's engineering headquarters,
is an independent broadcast consultant
located in Montreal. He is co-author of
"Digital Television Fundamentals,"
published by McGraw-Hill and translated
into Chinese and Japanese.

SEND Send questions and comments to:

michael_robin@prismb2b.com
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Network
cabling:
A manufacturer's
BY BRAD GILMER

lthough I have worked
with cable for many
years, I had never had

the opportunity to see it being made
until a few months ago when I visited
CommScope's cable manufacturing
plant in Claremont, NC. CommScope
designs and manufactures cable and
makes more than 3000mi of enter-
prise, broadband and wireless cables
per day. At the Claremont plant, the
company manufactures many differ-
ent products, including unshielded
twisted pair (UTP), coax and fiber-
optic cable. This plant is one of the
company's 12 manufacturing facili-
ties located around the world.

Manufacturing single -
conductor and braid wire

The first thing that struck me when
I entered the plant was its size. The
manufacturing plant is held within
two connected buildings that total
587,500sq ft.

The basic layout of the various manu-
facturing lines is similar. CommScope
draws its own single -conductor and
braid wire. Spools of single -conductor
wire or fiber are loaded onto machines
at the beginning of each line. The num-
ber of conductors or fibers needed for

view

Single -fiber reels are loaded onto a manufacturing line to create a multi -fiber
cable. Photos courtesy CommScope.

The jacket starts out as plastic pellets
that are loaded into a hopper above the
extruder. The appropriate color is add-
ed as the pellets are melted. The molten
plastic flows into the extruder head and
onto the individual wires as the wires
move through the head in a continuous
motion. The number of variables that

The number of variables that have to be regulated

to make this work is min -Ili it
the finished product determines the
number of spools. Filler material and
strength members are also loaded, if re-
quired. The cable contents are threaded
through an extruder, which creates a
jacket, which then encloses the wires.

have to be regulated to make this work
is mind -boggling. Wire feed rate, ten-
sion, plastic flow rate and plastic tem-
perature are just some of the items that
must be closely controlled.

CommScope employs computer

statistical process control to identify
short and long-term manufacturing
problems. An example of a short-
term problem is a pressure variation
in the molten plastic as it flows into
an extruder. An example of a long-
term problem is a bearing going bad,
causing periodic fluctuations in cable
thickness.

In addition, operators test each roll
of cable to ensure it meets specifica-
tions before the cable moves on to
subsequent manufacturing steps. Op-
erators also test and inspect the final
product.

Once the jacket is extruded onto
the wires, the completed cable passes
through a number of water baths.
The temperature of these water
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baths is tightly controlled so that the
finished product's jacket bonds prop-
erly to the cable.

The cable is then wound onto spools
or put into conveniently sized boxes.
Custom -designed computers control
the whole process, with proprietary
software written and maintained by
the company.

Manufacturing UTP cable
I had a couple questions about how

UTP cable is made: How are the wires
twisted together? Are the pairs in UTP
manufactured separately and then
woven together, or is the entire cable
manufactured in one step? But be-
fore I got to these questions, I learned
something else.

The raw material for the line is bare
14 -gauge copper wire. As the line moves,
this wire is swaged down to the appro-
priate gauge. This reduces the time be-
tween loading reels of raw materials.

Once the wire is swaged to proper
size, it is insulated and fed into a
twinning machine. Two conductors
are fed through collars with holes in
them. As the wire is fed through the
machine, the collars twist the two
wires into a single twisted pair. The
wires feed into another set of collars,
which twist with a similar motion,
but at a faster rate.

This process continues until the
fourth stage, when the collars are
twisting so rapidly that you almost
cannot see the individual strands.
The output of this line is a reel of one
twisted pair. The four individual pairs
are then loaded into a similar ma-
chine, and they are bunched together
to produce the final UTP wire. From
here, the reels of UTP are loaded onto
a final line that adds a jacket.

Manufacturing
fiber-optic cable

To make fiber-optic cable, multicol-
ored reels of single -coated glass fiber
are loaded at the beginning of the
line. What happens next depends on
whether the cable is loose buffer or
tight buffer.

Loose buffer cable, which is typically

used in outdoor applications, carries
the fiber inside a loose -fitting buffer
tube filled with a water -blocking gel
that virtually eliminates water migra-
tion into the tube. Tight buffer cable,
as the name implies, has a buffer that
tightly encircles the fibers. Tight buf-
fer cable, intended for indoor applica-
tions, does not contain any gel.

A loose buffer manufacturing line in-
jects a water -blocking gel and then ex-
trudes the buffer tube around the fiber.
Multiple fibers in their buffer tubes are
combined according to the cable type
being manufactured. The fibers are

Braiders, mechanical knitting machines,
have been around for more than 100
years and are an efficient way to create
a woven shield outer conductor.

wrapped in Kevlar-strength members
and then fed through another extruder.
They can also be fed into a machine that
covers the cable in an armored jacket.

Tight buffer cable follows a manu-
facturing process similar to standard
wire described earlier in this article.

Manufacturing
coaxial cable

Watching UTP being made was
quite something. But it was also a real
learning experience seeing coax cable
being made.

The manufacturing process starts
with the cable's center conductor,
which is fed off of reels and around

a large capstan. Two capstans, one at
the beginning of the line and the oth-
er at the end, carefully control tension
and feed rate throughout the process.
The center conductor is fed through
an extruder, where the dielectric is
applied. In this case, plastic pellets are
heated to the melting point and com-
pressed nitrogen gas is injected just
before the plastic exits the extruder.
The center conductor moves through
the extruder as the dielectric flows
onto it.

As the dielectric exits the extruder
head, two things occur simultane-
ously. First, the plastic begins to con-
tract as it cools. Second, the plastic
begins to expand as the high-pressure
gas mixed with the plastic is exposed
to ambient air pressure (creating the
foam dielectric).

The two processes are carefully con-
trolled to maintain the cable diameter
within tight tolerances. As part of the
continuous quality control process,
the center conductor is connected to
ground. The cable, with its dielectric
bonded to it, passes through a spark-
er box, where bead chains energized
with a high -frequency HV signal are
used to create a corona. If there is a
fault in the dielectric, the corona field
is disrupted and sets off a detector.

The cable is wound onto spools and
is then fed through another machine
called a braider. The center conduc-
tor and dielectric are fed through the
center of the braider, which weaves the
wire braid onto the cable. The braiders
have been around for more than 100
years and were originally designed to
make rope. The shielded cable is then
fed through an extruder head, where
the appropriate jacket is added. BE

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: Thanks to Ran-
dall Stevens, Betsy Lambert and Comm -
Scope for their hospitality and contribu-
tions to this article.

Brad Gilmer is a SMPTE Fellow and is
president of Gilmer & Associates. He is
also executive director of the AAF
Association and executive director of the
Video Services Forum.

SEND Send questions and comments to:
brad_gilmer@prismb2b.com
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East Coast: (201) 368-9171 West Coast: (310) 297-1900 Southeast: (954) 735-22w

Southwest: (972) 869-2363 Midwest: (630) 834-9774 Ikegami
www.ikegami.com
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HD routing
preparation
BY MITCH HAYDEN

When considering an HD
routing infrastructure
build -out, you'll need

to answer these four questions:
1. 'What specifications do I need to

consider?
2. What are my options and consid-

erations to weigh against my financial
budget?

3. Does the actual picture format
(1080i or 720p) matter?
4. Are there any special timing con-

siderations for HD?
Before we find the answers to these

questions, let's review the background
concepts of SDI.

SDI background
There is a serial signal transport

standard for routing SD digital video
signals (SMPTE 259M) and a differ-
ent, but similar, transport standard
for HD signals (SMPTE 292M). These

SD rates are from 143Mb/s to 360Mb/s,
and the SMPTE 292M HD rate is
1.485Gb/s. Both of these standards are
designed as funnels in which there are
multiple source formatting standards
that can be turned into a compliant SDI
signal. Examples of these standards are
the NTSC 4fsc composite sampling for
SD (SMPTE 244M) or 1080 -line video
(SMPTE 274M) for HD rates.

Specifications
Because the basic characteristics of

SD and HD transport are similar, what
aspects of the specifications are note-
worthy for consideration in planning
for HD? The first issue is cable length.

Today, 100m of coax cable is typical-
ly specified by HD transmission gear
as the equalization length for HD.
Equalization is the process of insert-
ing specific high frequencies back into
the signal to recreate a good signal.

Because HD and SD share this same basic

electrical interface, circuit chips and finished
products can be designed to handle both.

standards' similarities allow HD in-
frastructure to transport SD signals.
The similarities include:
 Electrical interface - 7511 BNC,
unbalanced signal over coaxial cable.
 Signal level - 800mV PP signal
(+/-10 percent) and 0.0VDC offset
(+/- 0.5V).
 Channel coding - scrambled NRZI.

Because HD and SD share this same
basic electrical interface, circuit chips
and finished products can be designed
to handle both SD and HD. Any remain-
ing differences in the specifications can
be handled by equipment designers.

The key difference between the SD and
the HD serial transport standards is the
data rate of the serial bit stream. The

Equalization is possible because the
transport situation is well-defined and
consistent. The signal transport me-
dium is known (a coaxial cable with
specified characteristics), and the sig-
nal being transported is a fixed style.
Therefore, the filtering action on the
signal can be reversed or equalized.

If you have an infrastructure that
requires cable runs for HD equip-
ment longer than 100m, what options
do you have? By choosing the correct
cable types, you can increase the cable
runs about 20 percent to 30 percent.

The 100m equalization specifica-
tion typically calls for Belden 1694A
or equivalent cable. Belden 7731A or
equivalent can increase your reach,

Grass Valley's Trinix digital video rout-
ing switcher is designed for density and
comes in three sizes: 8RU for 128 X 128
frames, 15RU for 256 X 256 frames and
32RU for 512 X 512 frames.

but if significantly longer cable runs
are needed, the best option is to turn
to fiber.

Fiber signal transport options for HD
signals are readily available. With fiber,
the distance of the signal runs can be
anywhere from 1km to 60km, depend-
ing on the device used. Fiber transport
capabilities center on two criteria: sig-
naling type and carrier frequency of
the laser. There are two signaling types:
single- and multi -mode fiber.

Multi -mode fiber has a larger pipe
diameter (50 micrometers) and thus
allows for multiple paths for the
light to travel (hence the term multi).
Single -mode fiber has a much nar-
rower pipe diameter (9 micrometers)
and essentially has only one path for
the light to travel. Because of the many
paths and resulting modal dispersion,
multi -mode fiber has more signal at-
tenuation and thus travels shorter dis-
tances than single -mode fiber.

The second aspect that has a major
impact on the distance traveled is the
carrier frequency. Fiber transmission
on glass fibers has three main fre-
quencies that are used. These frequen-
cies are used because they fit into the
locations where the least amount of
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Revolutionary Wireless
Cellcom 10 digital wireless intercom. Truly
new, truly revolutionary. The first stand-alone
wireless to offer small group person -to -person
conversations among beltpacks.

 Complet programmability with up to six
communications routes per beltpack

 The ability to remote and customize coverage
area, and connect with two wired party -line
and four digital matrix channels

 Ten beltpacks per base - all license free,
above the UHF television bands with no need
for frequency coordination

Clear-Com

CelCom CoIICom

Bettpack Antenna

REMO-E

CELLCOM BASE STATION

Witness our award winning
intercom technology at

"NAB 2006,Booth #C5119D,t...\\ April 24-27, 2006.

2006 Vitec Group Communication www.clearcom.com

Americas and Asia - 4065 Hollis Street  Emeryville, CA 94608, USA Tel: 1-510-496-6600  Fax: 1 510-496-6699

Europe, Middle East and Africa - 7400 Beach Drive, Cambridge Research Park  Cambridge CB5 9TP, UK Tel: +4410) 1223 815000  Fax: +4410) 1223815099
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light is absorbed. The three windows
are 830nm, 1310nm and 1550nm.

The 830nm window is old technology
and not found in new equipment. The
1310 window is used with multi -mode
transmission to create cost-effective
gear, sufficient for use in distances up
to 10km. The single -mode fibers and
the 1550nm wavelength are used in
combination to push the distances up
to the 30km range. There is gear on the
market that can reach 60km distances
while transporting HD -SDI signals.

Costs
It is also important to evaluate the

total cost of ownership of an HD -SDI
routing infrastructure. The total cost of
ownership includes the original price
of the equipment, the day-to-day costs,
and the maintenance and repair costs.

Because of the similarity in the SD
and HD transport standards, there is
plenty of transport gear that ranges
from SD -only to SD/HD-capable.
The original purchase cost of HD to-
day is typically about 25 percent to
35 percent more than SD -only gear.

This cost can be mitigated for those
who need SD -only today but want to
be HD -ready. The minimum required
plan to prepare for HD is to have your
cabling and your frames HD -ready.

The next step is to evaluate how
much of your circuitry should be HD -

capable today. For example, most of
today's routers use a three -board ar-

chitecture. This includes
an input board,

a matrix or

CAM 3
CAM 4 WO BLACK "TESTSTUDIO 3 j STUDIO 4 13 STUDIO 5111STUDID

PUS 18 J PUS IC 13 PUS ID r,KALYPSOI
KALYPS02 D KAL PS 3>r M2140

crosspoint board, and an output
board. To save money, you could pay
for the crosspoints to be HD/SD ca-
pable and select SD -only I/O boards.

One key consideration in choosing
SD/HD gear in routing equipment
is that the equalization distances are
300m for SD and 100m for HD. In
some HD/SD gear, the equalization
specification drops to 100m for SD
and HD. Evaluate your signal trans-
port layout to determine if you re-
quire the full 300m specification for
your SD runs. If that is the case, seek
out gear that allows for the dual -rate
equalization and meets both the SD
and HD specifications.

The operating costs for HD signal
transport equipment is essentially
the power consumption costs. Today,
in many cases, you can expect not to
pay a power premium for HD gear.
However, a quick analysis can show
that it is worth looking at the power
consumption costs.

For example, if you are evaluat-
ing products where the total power
delta is 1000W, you can expect to
save about $1200 to $1500 per year
in power and cooling costs. For 10
years worth of service, you can save as
much as $15,000.

Picture format
The SMPTE 292M serial digital in-

terface standard accepts all the com-
mon picture format scanning and
sampling standards. There are 13 for-
mats outlined in the standard.

The transport was designed to han-
dle 1.485Gb/s, and all picture formats
were designed to create 1.485Gb/s or
1.483Gb/s. The second rate is a result
of accommodating the frame rates of

both 30Hz and 30/1.001Hz, or
29.97Hz. To have all these pic-
ture formats achieve an equal
number of bits, the horizon-
tal ancillary data spaces are
adjusted.

Thus, for signal transport

The Grass Valley Encore offers a scalable
approach to LAN/WAN facility control
with configuration, control, monitoring
and diagnostics.

reasons, products that conform to
SMPTE 292M will handle any of the
SMPTE standard picture formats. The

Choosing the correct cable type allows
you to increase the cable runs by about
20 percent to 30 percent.

real consideration in this case is to
evaluate the gear for its synchroniza-
tion and timing capabilities.

Synchronizing and timing
The frame rates available in HD pic-

ture formats are 24fps, 25fps, 29.97fps,
30fps, 50fps, 59.94fps and 60fps. The
signal routing infrastructure needs
to be able to create switch points at
all these frame -timing rates. This is
a vendor -to -vendor implementation
decision - not something mandated
by a standard. For this reason, you
will need to be sure the routing gear
you purchase has sufficient support
to switch on a frame -rate basis.

If your situation will have multiple
picture formats, you must also evaluate
whether the routing gear will be able
to support multiple switch points. The
two most common situations are when
29.97fps and 25fps content are both in-
cluded in the signal infrastructure and
when SD and HD are in place.

Bring the system together
A little bit of planning and early sys-

tem design work will go a long way to-
ward successful and cost-effective im-
plementation of a reliable, multiformat
HD routing infrastructure. Knowing
your business and how your company
wants to implement new digital signal
distribution paths is critical to avoid
wasted time and money on equipment
you may not need. BE

Mitch Hayden is the director of product
management for routers at Grass Valley.
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V-R72R-2HDSDI
Price: $2999.00

Expanding Our New Line of

TFT-_MegaPixelimi
High Definition Monitors

Competitor's best resolution

Many of our new products feature TFT-Megapixel- displays that provide greatly improved images compared to similar CRT and LCD
products. This new product line features the highest pixel density available for 10.4 -inch to 3.5 -inch displays in one, two, three, and four
screen configurations. Unlike many other LCD monitor manufacturers who simply package OEM open frame monitor sets, Marshall
Electronics has developed these products with newly developed proprietary technology that delivers a totally digital image process
onto each screen with greater than twice the resolution of our competition. Significant improvements have also been achieved in bright-
ness, contrast ratio, and viewing angles. Configurations are available with HDSDI, SDI, DV1, Component HD/SD, and composite video
inputs. All models feature screens calibrated to SMPTE/IBU standards for color gamut and color temperature.

Inputs

VGA

Composite 1, Composite 2

SDI 1, SDI 2

HDSDI/SDI

YPrPb, DVI, XGA,
S -Video, Composite

SDI, YPrPb, DVI, XGA,
S -Video, Composite

HDSDI/S01, YPrPb. DVI,
XGA, S -Video, Composite

Dual 8.4"

V-R82DP-VGA
$1799.00

Stand Alone 8.4"

V-R84DP-VGA
$999.00

V-R82DP-2C V-R84DP-2C
$1999.00 $1399.00

V-R82DP-2SDI V-R84DP-2SDI
$2999.00 $1799.00

V-R82DP-HDSDI
$3399.00

V-R82DP-HDA
$3099.00

V-R82DP-SD
$3699.00

V-R82DP-HD
$4299.00

V-1184DP-HDSDI
$2099.00

V-R84DP-HDA
$1999.00

V-F1134DP-SD
$2199.00

V-R84DP-HD
$2499.00

10.4"
800 x RGB x 600

Dual 10.4"

V-R1020P-VGA
$1999.00

V-R102DP -2C
$2499.00

V-R102DP-2SDI
$3399.00

to.
Stand Alone 10.4"

V-R1040P-VGA
$1199.00

V-R104DP-2C
$1599.00

V -R 1 04DP-2SD1
$1999.00

V-R102012-HDSDI V-R104DP-HDSDI
$3699.00 $2299.00

V-R102DP-HDA
$3399.00

V -81020P -SD
$3999.00

V-11102DP41D
$4599.00

V-R104DP-HDA
$2199.00

V-R1040P-SD
$2399 00

V-R104DP-HD
$269900

www.LCDracks.com  800-800-6608



LCD Racks
Composite
V-R18P
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Inputs -Video per Display (Total)
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V-R25P

CI 7. '141 la?"

V-R43P

V-R44P
010

V-R53P

V-R563P

V-R63P

V-R72DP-2C

V-R72DP

V-RE120P-2C

V-R102DP-2C

1 480 x 234 1

D(11") (250)

2.5" 10 3 480 x 234 1

D(2.65") (250) (10)

4" 3 2 480 x 234 2

D(1.9") (300) (6)

4" 4 2 480 x 234 1

D(1.9") (300) (4)

5" 3 3 960 x 234 2 1

D(2.5") (350) (6) (3)

5.6" 3 3 960 x 234 2

D(2.5") (350) (6)

5.8" 3 3 1200 x 234 2

wide D(2.5") (350) (6)

2 3 800 x 480 2

D(2.5") x RGB (4)

(380)

TFT
ITEIFLICEE111

2 3 800 x 480 2

D(2.5") x RGB (6)

(380)

1.2 TFT
NEW -

8.4" 2 4 800 x 600 2

D(1 x RGB (4)

(500)

NEW

4 I&

V-R151P

1.44 TFT
IMEGAPIXEL

10.4" 2 5 800 x 600 2

D(1.5") x RGB (4)

(600)

impimrjra_4111.44TFT

15.1" 1 6 1024 x 768 1 1

D(2.25") x RGB

(250)

Inputs -Audio

N

N

tL

 ONLY tillable rack mount on the market
with 8 monitors in 1U space!

 High resolution LCD panels
 Active loop through
 NTSC/PAL auto recognition

 ONLY rack mount on the market with
10 monitors in 3U space!

 High resolution LCD panels
 Active loop through
 NTSC/PAL auto recognition
 Blue screen when signal not present

 Ultra compact - Only 2U high
y  Active loop through

 NTSC/PAL auto recognition
 Low price

 Ultra compact - Only 2U high
 Active loop through
 NTSC/PAL auto recognition
 Low price

 High resolution LCD panels
Y  Each display has extra VGA input

 Built-in Color Bar Generator
 Active loop through
 NTSC/PAL auto recognition

 High resolution LCD panels
Y  Built-in Color Bar Generator

 Blue screen when signal not present

 Wide Screen Hi Res panels with
16:9 to 4:3 ratio switch

 Blue screen when signal not present
 Input config stored in memory,

when unit is off
 NTSC/PAL configuration switch
 Active loop through; Bar Generator

 1.2 TFT-Megapbcel 7 -inch wide screen
 800 x RGB x 480 Dots with 1.2 million pixels
 100% digital processing
 Bright 380 cd/m2 luminance
 400:1 ratio of contrast between black and white
 4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios
 Built in Color Bars

 1.2 TFT-Megapixel 7 -inch wide screen
 800 x RGB x 480 Dots with 1.2 million pixels
 100% digital processing
 Bright 380 cd/m2 luminance
 400:1 ratio of contrast between black and white
 Any of the 6 inputs can be routed to each screen
 Each screen can sequence trough al active inputs

 1.44 million TFT-MegaPixel / 8.4 inch
screens

 Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
 50,000 hour backlight half life
 500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
 Composite displayed as 10 -bit digital
 On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue *Gun"

$2299.00

$3299.00

$1299.00

$1699.00

$2249.00

$1799.00

$3099.00

$1999.00

$2995.00

$1999.00

 Large 10.4- inch saeens /1.44 TFT-MegaPkel
 More screen in less space than 9 -inch CRT
 Hyper Process plus Match Color

Conversion $2499.00

 50,000 hour backlight half life
 Composite displayed as 10 -bit digital
 On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue "Gun"

 Compact - only 6U for 15" LCD
 Hi Res LCD panel

2 y  Built-in 125 channel cable ready
TV tuner (NTSC only)
Buitt-in speakers

 NTSC/PAL configuration switch

$2199.00

2 Marshall Electronics



Inputs -Video per

SDI
V -R1 lEIP-S01

V-R25P-SDI

V-R44P-SDI
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V-RetelOP-SDI

V-R53P-SDI

V-R563P-SDI

V-R72P-2S0
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1.8"

2.5"

4"

NEW
3.5"

5"

5.6"

5.8"
wide

NEW
7"

wide

NEW
8.4"

NEW
8.4"

NEW

8 1 480 x 234
D(11') (25C)

10 3 480 x 234
D(2.65") (250)

4 2 480 x 234
0(1.9") (300)

4 2 640 x 480
0(1.9") x ROB

(250)

1 T FT
4ffli

3 3 960 x 234 1

0(2.5") (350) (3)

3 3 960 x 234 1

D(2.5") (350) (3)

3 3 1200 x 234 1

D(2.5") (300) (3)

2 3 BOO It 480 1 1 1

D(2.5") x RGB (2) (2) (2)

(380)

1.2 TFT

2 4 800 x 600

0(1.5") x RGB

(500)

1 1800 x 600 12 4

D(1.5") x RGB ( ) (2) (2)

(500)

1.44 TFT
e.14KNONV11

(8i

(4)

(4)

1

(3)

1

(3)

2

(4)

1 1 1

(2) (2) (2)

10.4" 2 5 800 x 600

D(1.5") x RGB

(500)

1.44 TFT

NEW

2

(4)

10.4" 2 5 800 x 600 1 1 1 1

D(1.5") x RGB (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

(500)

1.44 TF11

 ONLY bitable rack mount on the market
with 8 SDI monitors in 1U space!

N  High resolution LCD panels
 Active reclocked loop through

NTSC/PAL auto recognition

N

Y

 ONLY rack mount on the market with
10 SDI monitors in 3U space!

 High resolution LCD panels
 Active reclocked loop through
 NTSC/PAL auto recognition

 High resolution LCD panels
 4 SDI inputs, each with loop through
- Blue screen when signal not present
- Each channel has Hi -Res SDI to

Composite Video converter
- NTSC/PAL configuration switch

- Four 3.5 -inch Advanced Definition
4:3 screens

 100% digital processing
 Widest quad screen viewing radius

available - 130°
 Brightest quad screen available - 380(cd/m2)
 4:3, 16:9, and 4:3 of 16:9 DTV aspect ratios
 On Screen Display (05D) and Blue "Gun"

 High resolution LCD panels
 Active loop through for composite and SDI inputs
 Built-in Color bar generator
 Blue screen when signal not present
 Each SDI channel has Hi -Res 10 -bit SDI

to Composite Video converter
 NTSC/PAL auto recognition

 High resolution LCD panels
 Built-in Color Bar Generator
 Each channel has Hi -Res 10 -bit SDI

to Composite Video converter

$3599.00

$4599.00

$2299.00

$2999.00

$3399.00

$2799.00

 Wide Screen Hi Res panels with
16:9 to 4:3 ratio switch

 Each ch. has 10 -bit D/A converter
 Blue screen when signal not present $3699.00
 Input config. stored in memory,

when unit is off
 NTSC/PAL configuration switch
 Active loop through; Bar Generator

 1.2 TFT-Megapixel 7 -inch wide screen with
Y 800 x 480 x RGB Dots $2899.00

 100% digital processing
 Bright 380 cd/m2 luminance
 400:1 ratio of contrast between black and white
 4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios
 Standard multiforrnat inputs
 Built in Color Bars

 1.44 million TFT-MegaPixel / 8.4 inch
screens

 100% digital processing
 Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
 50,000 hour backlight half life
 500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
 On Screen Display (05D) and Blue "Gun"

$2999.00

 1.44 million TFT-MegaPixel / 8.4 inch
Y screens $3699.00 ,

 SDI plus all HD/SD analog signals
 Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
 50,000 hour backlight half life
 500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
 On Screen Display (05D) and Blue "Gun"

 Large 10.4- inch screens /1.44 TFT-MegaPixel
 100% digital processing

$3399.00 Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
 50,000 hour backlight half life
 500 (cd/rni brightness modification
 On Screen Display (05D) and Blue "Gun"

 Large 10.4- inch screens /1.44 TFT-MegaPixel
1 1 Y  SDI plus all HD/SD analog formats/frame $3999.00

rates
 Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
 50,000 hour backlight half life
 500 (cd/rn,) brightness modification
 On Screen Display (05D) and Blue "Gun"

www.LCDracks.com  800-800-6608 3



LCD Racks

V -R171 P -SDI

V-R191P-SOI

Lereper

LCD Racks

High
Definition
V-R441P-HOSDI

V-R653P-HDSDI

Inputs -Video per Display (Ti
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17" 1 6 1280 x 768 1 1 1 1

wide 0(2.5") x RGB

(450)

19" 1 8 1280 x 1024 1 1 1 1

D(2.5") x RGB

(300)

3.5"

NEW

NEW
6.5" 3 3 800 x 480
wide 0(2.5") x RGB

(500)

it2.2 TFT-1
 4H1.1z13.4 411
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V-R72P-2HDSDI

4 2 640 x 480
D(1.5") x RGB

(250)
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7K4

NEW
7" 2 3 800 x 480 1 1 1

wide 0(2.5") x RGB (2) (2) (2)

(380)

1.2 TFT
NEW

wideN.Ifkle A

V-R72P-2HD

V-R72P-AFHO

NEW

2 3 800 x 480
D(1.5") x RGB

(380)

7" 2

wide

NEW
7" 2

wide
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V-1=1820P-HDA NEW

8.4" 2

NEW

(4)

1

(3)

1
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HRITH
(2)

1.2 TFT11=M111

3 800 x 480 1 1 1 1

0(2.5") x RGB (2) (2) (2) (2)

(380)

V14;1FT

1 13 800 x 480 1

D(2.5") x RGB (2) (2) (2)

(380)

1.2 TFT
Itz14gzzat4

4 800 x 600 1 1 1

0(1.65") x RGB (2) (2) (2)

(500)

0.et 1.gmerFT

8.4" 2 4 800 x 600
0(1.65") x RGB

(500)

1

(2)

1 1

(2) (2)

HDCP®

 High Resolution wide screen 1280 x
768 Dots with 2.95 million pixels

 CRT style viewing radius - 170° in any
direction provides superior visibility

 Brig ht 450 cd/m2 luminance
produces enhanced image quality

 500:1 contrast ratio
 4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios
 Built-in Color Bars
 Easy to see three color tally indicators

$3499.00

 High Resolution LCD pane1,1280 x 1024
pixels, 1,310,720 total

 CRT style viewing radius - 170° in any
direction provides superior visibility

 500:1 contrast ratio, 4:3 and 16:9 $3995,00
screen aspect ratios for DIV operations

 Standard multiformat inputs:
composite, Y/C and SDI with active loop
through. plus VGA/X)/GA input with auto-
matic scaling
SDI input with standard 10 -bit composite
output is provided using 12 -bit Digital to
Analog processing

 Three color tally indicators

y  Four 3.5 -inch Advanced Definition 4:3 screens

 Bright 300 cd/m2 luminance
 350:1 ratio of contrast between black and white
 4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios for

DIV applications
 Works with all SMPTE/ITU SDVHDSDI

production formats and frame rates

 3 High Resolution 6.5 -inch
1.2 TFT-MegaPixel wide screens

y  100% digital processing
 Bright 300 cd/m2 luminance
 500:1 ratio of contrast between

black and white
 4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios
 Works with all SMPTE/ITU SDVHDSDI

production formats and frame rates

 2 High Resolution 7 -inch
1.2 TFT-MegaPixel wide screens

$2899.00 Analog Signals converted to 10 bit digital
 Bright 380 cd/m2 luminance
 400:1 ratio of contrast between black and white
 4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios
 Works with all SMPTE/ITU SDVHDSDI

production formats and frame rates

y  2 High Resolution 7 -inch
1.2 TFT-MegaPixel wide screens

 100% digital processing
 Bright 380 cd/m2 luminance
 400:1 ratio of contrast between black and white
 4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios
 Works with all SMPTE/ITU SDVHDSDI

production formats and frame rates

Y  2 High Resolution 7 -inch 1.2 TFT-MegaPixel $3999.00
wide screens

 100% digital processing
 Bright 380 cd/m2 luminance
 400:1 ratio of contrast between black and white
 4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios
 Works with at production formats and frame rates

 2 High Resolution 7 -inch 1.2 TFT-MegaPixel
wide screens

 100% digital processing
 Bright 380 cd/m2 luminance
 400:1 ratio of contrast between black and white
 4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios
 Blue Gun for color adjustment
 6 Frame Marker Overlays with Center Mark

$3999.00'

$3999.00

$2999.00

$4499.00

 1.44 million TFT-MegaPixel / 8.4 inch screens $3099.01
 Accepts all analog HD/SD formats/frame rates
 Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
 50,000 hour backlight hat life
 500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
 On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue "Gun"

Y
 1.44 million TFT-MegaPixel / 8.4 inch screens $3399.00
 100% digital processing of HDSDVSDI
 Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
 50,000 hour backlight hail life
 500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
 On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue "Gun"

4 Marshall Electronics



Rack
High I

Definition I
V-R81213P-HD

V-R1342P-APHD

V-R1D2DP-HDA

' -R 102 DP-HDSDI

V-R1D2DP-HD

V -R1 71 P-HDA

V-R171P-HD

V-R231P-AFHO

NEW
8.4" 2 4

0(1.5")

c°a=
e3ex.N

CC

NEW

800 x 600

x BOB

(500)

HInputs-Video

per Disp -Audio
..`-`2

r..f.
wE a

' ''-msO
.

co) g

c

1 1 1 1 1 1

(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

1.44 TFT
MEGAPIXEL

8.4" 2 4

0(2.16")

NEW

1024 x 768

x RGB

(400)

1 1 1 1 1 1

(2) (2) (2) (2) 2) (2)

10.4' 2 5

D(1.5")

NEW

800 x 600

x RUB

(600)

HOFFIF 1-113CP®

1 1 1

(2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

1.44 TFT
117Z171GTI1

10.4" 2 5

0(1.5")
800 x 600

x RGB

(600)

1.44 TFT
I

 1.44 million TFT-MegaPNel / 8.4 Inch screens
 Accepts all HO/SD formats/frame rates
 Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
 50,000 hour backlight half life
 500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
 On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue "Gun"

 High Definition Resolution 8.4 -Inch 2.4 TFT-
MegaPixel screen

 Analog Signals converted to 10 bit digital
 Bright 400 cd/m2 luminance
 400:1 ratio of contrast between black and white
 Build -in Color Bar Generator
 Standard Multiformat Inputs
 Blue Gun for color adjustment
 Zoom function
 Build -in Color Bars
 6 Frame Marker Overlays with Center Mark

 Large 10.4- inch screens /1.44 TFT-MegaPtxel
 Accepts all analog HD/SD formats/frame rates
 Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
 50,000 hour backlight half life
 500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
 On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue "Gun"

 Large 10.4- inch screens /1.44 TFT-MegaPixel
 100% digital processing of HDSDVSDI
 Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
 50,000 hour backlight hail life
 500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
 On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue "Gun"

$4299.00

$5999.00

$3399.00

$3699.00

 Large 10.4- inch screens /1.44 TFT-MegaPixel

10.4- 2 5 800 x 600 1 1 1 1 1 1
y  Accepts all HD/SD formats/frame rates

 Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
D(1.5") x 1100 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)  50,000 hour backlight half life

(600)  500 (cd/m2) brightness modification

1.44 TFT  On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue "Gun"

A/L=1,V

17" 1 7

D(3")

17"
wide

/VELV

23" 1

wide

6

D(2.5")

6

D(2.5")

1280 x
1024
x ROB

(300)

1280 x 768
x RGB

(450)

1920 x 1200
x RUB

(250)

1 1 1 1 1 1

(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1

C1=1
1920 x 1080=1=M

 SXGA 1280 x 1024 pixels, 16.7 million colors
 Compact - fits in EIA standard rack 8U high
 VESA 75 mount for wall, Ceiling or desk top
 170° CRT style viewing angles
 V -Mount battery adapter
 Composite/ComponenVENINGA inputs

I-IDCP®

 Rack mount and Desktop configurations
 High Resolution wide screen

1280 x 768 Dots
 Bright 450 cd/m2 luminance
 CRT style viewing radius - 170°

in any direction
 500:1 contrast ratio
 Pixel response less than 23 ms
 16:9 and 4:3 screen aspect ratios
 Built-in Color Bar Generator
 6 Frame Marker Overlays with Center Mark

 Totally Digital WUGA 6.9 Megapbtel
1920 x 1200 display

 Native HD/SD screen formats
(640, 720, 1080 vertical lines) in TFT
Pixel -to -Pixel"" mode

 CRT style viewing radius - 176°
in any direction

 Bright 250 cd/m2 luminance
 CRT style viewing radius - 170°

in any direction
 500:1 contrast ratio
 16:9 and 4:3 screen aspect ratios
 All analog signals internally converted to 24

bit component digital with 5 line adaptive filter
 6 Frame Marker Overlays with Center Mark

$4599.00

$2995.00

$4399.00

$5999.00
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LCD Racks
himDVI /VGA

r, g
a

NEWV-R44P-DVI

V-RB 20P -VGA

V -R1021313 -VGA

NEW

NEW

 rndows

LCD Racks

Quads
V -R151 P-4

NY-R154P

v-1=1131 51

V -R 171 P-4

N

VJG
-13

Inputilligpo Display (Total)

N 7-

7,

E

4" 4 2 840 x 480
D(1.9") x RGB

(300)

1 TFT
1114-mr.9,14q1

8.4" 2 5 800 x 600
0(1.5") x RGB

(500)

10244 TFT

10.4" 2 5 800 x 600
D(1.5") x RGB

(600)

1.44 TFT

O

O

03

0

V) V)

O
O

(2) (2)

trC

1

(4)

y  Four 3.5 -Inch Advanced Definition 4:3 screens
 100% digital processing of DVVVGA signals
 Widest quad screen viewing radius available -130"
 Brightest quad screen available - 380(cd/m2)
 4:3, 16:9, and 4:3 of 16:9 DTV aspect ratios
 On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue "Gun"

 For PC signals up to SXGA resolution
1 1 y (1280x1024)

(2) (2)  1.44 million TFT-MegaPixel / 8.4 inch screens
 Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
 50,000 hour backlight half life
 500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
 On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue "Gun"

$3599.00

$1799.00

1 1 Y  For PC signals up to SXGA resolution $1999.00
(1280x1024)

 Large 10.4 inch High Res screens
 Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
 50,000 hour backlight half life
 600 (cd/m2) brightness modification
 On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue "Gun"

15.1" 1 6 1024 x 768 1 4

D(2.25") (250)

15.1" 1 8 1024 x 768 1 4

D(3.33") x RGB

(250)

15.1" 1 1 1024 x 768 1 4

D(22") x RGB

(250)

17" 1 8 1280 x 1024 1 4

D(2.5") x RGB

(250)

1

1

1

1

 Compact - only 6U for 15" LCD
 Hi Res LCD panel

 Buitt-in Quad Splitter with on screen
display

N  Freeze -zoom function and PIP
capability

 Available in NTSC or PAL config.

(V-R151P-4-PAL)

 Hi Resolution LCD panel
 Bait -in 125 channel cable ready TV

tuner (NTSC only)
 Built-in speakers
 Built-in Quad Splitter with on screen

8 Y display
 Freeze -zoom function and PIP

capability
 Buitt-in audio bar graph display
 Headphone output
 Available in NTSC or PAL config.

(V-R154P-PAL)

 High Resolution 1024 x 768 pixels,
786,432 total

 Bright 250 cd/m2 luminance
 4 Video inputs with 750 termination

2 N and active loop through feature
 Ultra -compact design fits in EIA

standard rack 1U high
 Built-in Quad Splitter/Sequential Switcher
 Available in NTSC or PAL format
 Key lock for secure transportation

 High Resolution 17" LCD monitor
 Best viewing angle in the Industry -

170° in any direction
 Menu driven 4:3 or 16:9 ratio switch
 Buitt-in Quad Splitter with

N on -screen display

 Freeze -zoom function and PIP
capability

 With optional HDSDI to VGA
converter can accept 1080i or 720p

 Only 2.5" deep
 Available In NTSC or PAL config.

(V-R171P-4-PAL)

$2699.00

$4995.00

$2699.00

$3699.00
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LCD Racks

Audio +
Video

V-R81PA

V-R71 PA-SDI

LCD Racks

Pull -OutDrawers
V-RD151-4

V-RD151P

Monitors
VGA

O

C'r FE

2
cc

7.9" 1 4 1400 x 234 1 2

0(2.65") (350)

7" 1 3 1440 x 234 1 1

wide 0(2.65") (400)

lib 0 CZ

O

Displ

o
3-

N h
CD

0

A m

1

libputs-Audio

=
03 OD

LIJ

W.0 iu 03

17,

I's
 Built-in speakers / Headphone output

 Ability to choose any audio input to

4
y any speaker independently

 NTSC/PAL auto recognition

 4 channel bar graph display

 Low cost

4 2 4 N

 Wide Screen Hi Res panel with
16:9 to 4:3 ratio switch

 Accepts all types of audio/video inputs

 4 channel high res bar graph display

 NTSC/PAL auto detection

 Active loop through; Bar Generator

 Revolutionary Class D digital audio

amplifier offers 5W per channel

$1999.00

$3299.00

15.1" 1 1 1024 x 768 1 4 1 2 id

0(22") x ROB

(250)

15.1" 1 1 1024 x 768 1 1

D(22") x RGB

(250)

 High Resolution 1024 x 768 pixels,

786,432 total
 Bright 250 cd/m2 luminance
 4 Video inputs with 75f1 termination

and active loop through feature
 Uttra-compact design fits in EIA

standard rack 1U high
 Built-in Quad Splitter/Sequential Switcher

 Available in NTSC or PAL format
 Key lock for secure transportation

 High Resolution 1024 x 768 pixels,
786,432 total

 Bright 250 cd/m2 luminance
 Video and S -Video inputs with 75D

termination and active loop through
2 N feature

 Ultra -compact design fits in EIA
standard rack 1U high

 Built-in Speakers
 NTSC/PAL recognition
 Key lock for secure transportation

$2699.00

$2199.00

O

Ea
V-RB4DP-VGA NEW

V-R104DP-VGA NEW

10.4"

800 x 600
x RGB

(500)

'1.44 TFT

800 x 600
x RGB

(600)

1.44 TFT
L.1111-111-1111

_

 Easy to View 8.4 -inch screen
 800x600 Dots (1.44 million ROB pixels)
 100% digital processing
 5 Year /50,000 backlight life

3.62" x 14  10 bit Analog to Digital conversion $999.00
3.32" x  Wide viewing angle - 130°

0 95"  500 (cd/m2) luminance
 500:1 contrast ratio
 Response rates less than 25 ms
 4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios
 Direct access for all adjustments
 Durable metal enclosure
 Configurable 1/4 20 Mounting
 Operates on 12 VDC

3.62" x
3.32" x
0.95"

 Large 10.4 -inch screen
 800x600 Dots (1.44 million RGB pixels)
 100% digital processing
 5 Year /50,000 backlight life

IN  10 bit Analog to Digital conversion
 Wide viewing angle - 130°
 600 (cd/m2) luminance
 500:1 contrast ratio
 Response rates less than 25 ms
 Direct access for all adjustments
 Durable metal enclosure
 Configurable Y4 20 Mounting
 Operates on 12 VDC

$1199.00

www.LCDracks.com  800-800-6608 7



Monitors
Composite

V-LCD3.5-PRO
NEW

V-LC04-PA

V-LC04-PRO-L

V-LCD4-PRO-L-KIT

V-LCD5.6-PRO

V-LCD5.6-PRO-KIT

E

3.5" 480 x 234 1 3.62" x N

(250) 3.32" x
0.95"

4" 480 x 234 1 6" x N

(210) 4.5" x
2.5"

V-ASL7070 NEW

V-ASL8080 NEW

4" 480 x 234 2 5.51" x N

(250) 3,62" x
1.81"

4" 480 x 234 2

(250)

 High resolution LCD Panel
 Bright 250 cd/m2 luminance
 NTSC only
 Miniature and lightweight package
 Optional stand
 Optional Power Supply (V-PS12-500)
 Weighs only 0.32 lbs

$399.00

Plastic cabinet with 1/4" mount
 Sound and brightness control
 Built-in speaker and removable stand

 Power supply and RCA to BNC adapter $299.00
are included

-Available in NTSC or PAL format
*Weighs only 1.12 lbs

 Heavy Duty compact metal cabinet
with brushed aluminum finish has
1/4" mount for ease of installation

 Switchable dual video BNC inputs
 Color, tint, contrast and

brightness control

 Wide viewing angle
 Active loop through feature
 Weighs only 0.92 lbs

Kit includes:
 V-LCD4-PRO-L

 Weather Proof Caring Case

5.51" x N  High Capacity Battery

3,62" x  Charger

1.81"  Can run up to 1 hour and 20 min
on the battery

5.6" 960 x 234 1 1 6.4" x N

(250) 5,3" x
2.0"

5.6" 960 x 234 1 1 6.4" x N

(250) 5,3" x
2.0"

7" 1440 x 234 1 2 7" x N

wide (200) 4,75" x
1.0"

8" 640 x 480 x RGB 2 2 7.8" x N

(380) 5,8" x
1.3"

$399.00

$474.00

 Plastic cabinet with 1/4" mount
 Side mounted volume, color, contrast

and brightness controls

 Power supply and adapter cables included $399.00
 Built-in speaker
 Measures 6.4"W x 5.3"H x 2.0"D
 Weighs only 1.14 lbs

Kit includes:
 LCD5.6-PRO
 Padded Caring Case
 High Capacity Battery
 Charger
 Cables
 Can run up to 1 hour and 45 min

on the battery

$429.00

 Low Cost Wide Screen Field Monitor
 NTSC/PAL System Selectable
 Mirror Mode
 Headphone Jack with volume control $499.00
 IR Audio for wireless headphone
 On Screen Display (OSD) for adjustment

functions

 Low Cost Screen Field Monitor
 NTSC/PAL System Selectable
 Mirror Mode
 Headphone Jack with volume control
 On Screen Display (05D) for adjustment

functions

$529.00
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Monitors
Composite

V-R7ODP NEW

V-LCDB-PRO

V-RE4DP-2C NEW

V -R1 040P -2C NEW

Monitors
Composite +

VGA
V -LCD 1 2.1 -SVGA

V-LCD15

E

O L 17,

cc -2 E

7" 800 x 480 x RGB 1 2

wide (380)

Off jrclimiFT

7.9" 1440 x 234 1 1

(350)

8.4" 800 x 600 x RGB 2

(500)

[orl44"-FT

10.4" 800 x 600 x RGB 2

(600)

7.60" x Y

5.16" x
2.16"

 High Resolution 7 -inch wide screen
800xRGBx480 Dots with 1.2 million pNels

 Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover
 Analog signals converted to 10 bit digital
 Bright 380 cd/m2 luminance
 400:1 ratio of contrast between black

and white luminance
 4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios
 "V Mount battery adapter included
 Built in Color Bars
 Blue Screen for color adjustment

$999.95

 Plastic cabinet with 1/4" mount
 Bright and vivid color picture
 Slim, portable design
 Law power consumption

9.41" x N  Accepts composite and S -Video, $949.00
6.25" x each with active loop through

1.50"  N1SC/PAL auto recognition
 Power supply included
 Weighs only 1.7 lbs

 1.44 million TFT-MegaPixel / 8.4 inch
screens

 Hyper Process plus Match Color
Conversion

9"x Y  Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover $1399.00
6.875" x

2.50"

 Rugged Enclosure with
AR/Scratch Resistant screen

 500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
 Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4 Pin

XLR Pwr
 On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue "Gun"

 1.44 million TFT-MegaPixel / 10.4 inch
screens

 Large 10.4 Screen Field Monitor

10.25" x y  Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover $1599.00
8.5" x
2.50"

 Hyper Process plus Match Color
Conversion

 Rugged Enclosure w AR/Scratch Resistant
screen

 Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4 Pin
XLR Pwr

 On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue "Gun"

12.1" 800 x 600 x RGB
(210)

1 1 1 1

15.1" 1024 x 768 x RGB 1 1 1 1

(250)

11.50" x N

8.75" x
1.25"

 Lightweight and portable
 Remote control included
 Buitt-in speakers
 Optional VESA adapter available

(VESA 75mm Adapter V -LCD -VA)

 NTSC/PAL switchable
 Optional Ceiling Mount ($75.00)
 Optional Wall Mount ($75.00)
 Low cost
 Weighs only 3.25 lbs

$1199.00

 High resolution LCD panel
 Remote control included
 Built-in speakers
 Optional VESA adapter available

15.37" x N (VESA 75mm Adapter V -LCD -VA) $1499.00
12.19" x  NTSC/PAL switchable

2.10"  Optional Ceiling Mount ($75.00)
 Optional Wall Mount ($75.00)
 Weighs only 9 lbs
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Monitors
Composite +

VGA
V-LCD17

Monitors

SDI
V-R7OP-SD NEW

V-R841.DP-2S0t NEW

V-R84DP-S0 NEW

V -R 1 040P-2SDI NEW

V -R1 04DP-SD NEW

.40

E

17.0"

20.1"

1280 x 1024 x RGB
(250)

640 x 480 x RGB
(450)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

16.96" x
14.29" x

2.16"

N

 Best viewing angle in the Industry - 170°
in any direction

 Software driven 16:9 to 4:3 switch
 HD Ready: will accept 1080i or 720p with

optional HD/SVGA converter

 VESA 75mm mount compliant
 NTSC/PAL switchable
 Weighs only 12.95 lbs

$2569.00

$2799.0020.08" x
18.90" x

2.36"

N

 Ultra bright 450 cd/m2 luminance

 Highest contrast ratio 400:1
 Full function remote control
 NTSC/PAL switchable
 VESA 75mm mount compliant
 Weighs only 17.95 lbs

7"
wide

800 x 480 x RGB
(380)

1 2 7.60" x
5.16" x
2.16"

Y

 High Resolution 7 -inch wide screen
800x13GBx480 Dots with 1.2 million pixels

 Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover
 100% digital processing
 Analog signals converted to 10 bit digital
 Bright 380 cd/m2 luminance
 400:1 ratio of contrast between black

and white luminance
 4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios

$1499.00

1.2 TFT  Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4 Pin
XLR Pwr

 Built in Color Bars
 Blue Screen for color adjustment

 1.44 million TFT-MegaPixel / 8.4 inch
screens

 Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover

8.4" 800 x 600 x RGB
(500)

2 5"x
6.875" x

Y  100% digital processing
 Hyper Process plus Match Color

Conversion

$1799.00

2.5"  50,000 hour backlight half life1.44 TFT  500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
 Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4 Pin

XLR Pwr
 On Screen Display (05D) and Blue "Gun"

 1.44 million TFT-MegaPixel / 8.4 inch
screens

 Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover
 SDI plus all HD/SD analog signals

8.4" 800 x 600 x RGB 1 1 1 1 1 1 9"x Y  Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion $2199.00
(500) 6.875" x  50,000 hour backlight half life

2.5"  500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
1.44 TFT  Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4 Pin
1111=11:1=11 XLR Pwr

 On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue "Gun"

 Large 10.4- inch screens /
1.44 TFT-MegaPixel

 Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover

10.4" 800 x 600 x RGB 2 10.25" x
 100% digital processing
 Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion $1999.00

(600) 8.5" x  50,000 hour backlight half life
2.5"  500 (cd/m2) brightness modification1.44 TFT  Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4 Pin

XLR Pwr
 On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue "Gun"

 Large 10.4- inch screens/1.44 TFT-MegaPtgel
 Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover
 SDI plus all HD/SD analog for rates

10.4" 800 x 600 x RGB 1 1 1 1 1 1 10.25" x Y
 Hyper Process plus Match Color

Conversion $2399.00
(600) 8.5" x  50,000 hour backlight hat life

2.5"  500 (cd/m2) brightness modification1.44 TFT  Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4 Pin
XLR Pwr

pAl4=7.1.t1K4"

 On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue "Gun"
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Monitors
TV Tuner

V-ASL7000 NEW

V-ASLEI000 NEW

V -LCD -1 2 -TV

V-LC015-TV

V-LC0 1 7 -TV

V-LCD2D

O
_E

IL
*E"
O.

 NTSC VHF/UHF/CAN (cable ready)
125 channel tuner built-in

 2 Composite NTSC plus

7.375" x N 2 Mono Audio inputs $549.00
4.625" x  Composite NTSC output

1.0"  Built-in FM Transmitter 87.5 to 89.5 MHz
 Will work from 10V to 16V DC
 Weight only 1.0 lb

 NTSC VHF/UHF/CAN (cable ready)
125 channel tuner built-in

 2 Composite NTSC plus
7.8" x N $599.00

2 Mono Audio inputs
5.8" x  Composite NTSC output
1.3"  Built-in FM Transmitter 87.5 to 89.5 MHz

 Will work from 10V to 16V DC
 Weight only 1.5 lbs

7" 1440 x 234 2

wide (200)

2

8" 640 x 480 x RGB 2 2

(380)

12.1" 800 x 600 x RGB 1 1

(210)

15.1" 1024 x 768 x RGB 1 1

(250)

17.0" 1280 x 1024 x RGB 1 1

(250)

20.1" 640 x 480 x RGB 1 1

(450)

1 1 11.50" x
8.75" x
1.25"

 Lightweight and portable
 Remote control included
 Built-in speakers
 Optional VESA adapter available (VESA

N 75mm Adapter V -LCD -VA)

 If-SC/PAL switchable
 Optional Ceiling Mount ($75.00)
 Optional Wall Mount ($75.00)
 Low cost
 Weighs only 3.25 lbs

1 1 15.37" x N

12.19" x
2.10"

1 1 16.96" x N

14.29" x
2.16"

1 1 20.08" x
18.90" x

2.36"

$959.00

 High resolution LCD panel
 Remote control included
 Built-in speakers
 Optional VESA adapter available

(VESA 75mm Adapter V -LCD -VA)

 NTSC/PAL switchable
 Optional Ceiling Mount ($75.00)
 Optional Wall Mount ($75.00)
 Weighs only 9 lbs

 Best viewing angle in the Industry - 170°
in any direction

 Software driven 16:9 to 4:3 switch
 HD Ready: will accept 10801 or 720p with

optional HD/SVGA converter

 VESA 75mm mount compliant
 NTSC/PAL switchable
 Cptional Ceiling Mount ($75.00)
 Cptional Wall Mount ($75.00)
 Teighs only 12.95 lbs

 Ultra bright 450 cd/m2 luminance

 Highest contrast ratio 400:1
N  Full function remote control

 NTSC/PAL switchable
 VESA 75mm mount compliant
 Weighs only 17.95 lbs

$1059.00

$2059.00

$2799.00
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Monitors
High

Definition
V -R6 5 P -HD

V-R70P-HDA w

V-R7OP-HDSDI

V-R84DP-HDA
NEW

V-RB4DP-HDSDI

V-R840P-HO

V-RB41 P-AFHD

V-R104DP-HDA

O4DP-HDSDI
7EW

V -R 1 04DP-HD

6.5"

7"

7"

800 x 480 x RGB 1 1 1 1 7.25" x
(380) 4.6" x

1.2 TFT 2.4"

1 1800 x 480 x RGB 7.60" x
(380) 5.16" x

216"

BOO x 480 x RGB 7.60" x
(380) 5.16" x

1.2 TFT'
IM14.1Mr.INV

 High resolution 6.5" wide screen LCD
Y Panel with 1.2 million pixels $3799.00

 Blit 380 cd/m2 luminance
 Optical' grade polycarbonate screen cover
 186:9 and 4:3 screen aspect ratios for DIV app.
 Standard muhitormat inputs

 High Resolution 7 -inch wide screen
800xRGBx480 Dots with 1.2 million pixels

Y  Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover $1599.00
 100% digital processing
 Analog signals converted to 10 bit digital
 "V" Mount battery adapter included
 Bright 380 cd/m2 luminance
 4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios

 "V" Mount battery adapter included
 High Resolution 7 -inch wide screen

Y 800xRGBx480 Dots with 1.2 million pixels $1999.00
 Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover

2.16"  100% digital processing
 Analog signals converted to 10 bit digital
 Bright 380 cd/m2 luminance

8.4" 800 x 600 x RGB 1 1 1 1 1 9" x Y

(500) 6.875" x
2.5"1.44 TFT

800 x 600 x RGB
(500)

1.44 TFT

8.4" 800 x 600 x RGB 1 1 1 1 1 1

(500)

1.44 TFT
IVA 4.-TILIK1 411

9" x
6.875" x

2.5"

 1.44 million TFT-MegaPixel/8.4 Inch screens
 Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover
 Accepts all analog HD/SD formats/frame rates $1999 00
 Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
 50,000 hour backlight half life
 500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
 Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4 Pin

XLR Pwr
 On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue "Gun"

 1.44 million TFT-MegaPixe1/8.4 inch screens
 Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover
 100% digital processing of HDSDVSDI $2099.00
 Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion
 50,000 hour backlight hail life
 500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
 Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4 Pin

XLR Pwr
 On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue "Gun"

9"x Y

6.875" X
2.5"

 1.44 million TFT-MegaPixel/8.4 inch screens
 Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover
 Accepts all HD/SD formats/frame rates "mAmo
 Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion *''
 50,000 hour backlight half life
 500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
 Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4 Pin

XLR Pwr
 On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue "Gun"

 High Definition 8.4 -inch 2.4 Megallel screen
 "V" Mount battery adapter included
 Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover

8.4" 1024 x 768 x RGB 1 1 1 1 1 1 9" x Y
 Bright 400 cd/m2 luminance

$3899.00 400:1 ratio of contrast between black
(380) 6.9" x and white luminance

2.4 TFTi

10.4" 800 x 600 x RGB 1 1 1

(600)

1.44 TFT

10.4" 800 x 600 x RGB 1

(600)

1.44 TFT
11=2M127111

2.8" - Blue Gun for color adjustment
 Zoom function
- 4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios
 6 Frame Marker Overlays with Center Mark
 Built- in Color Bars

10.25" x Y

8.5" X
2.5"

 1.44 million TFT-MegaPtxel/10.4 Inch screens
 Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover
 Accepts all analog HD/SD formats/frame rates
 Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion $2199.00
 50,000 hour backlight haft life
 500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
 Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4 Pin

XLR Pwr
 On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue "Gun"

 1.44 million TFT-MegaPtire1/10.4 inch screens
 Optical grade polycarbonate screen cover
 100% digital processing of HDSDVSDI

10.25" x Y  Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion $2299.00
8.5" x  50,000 hour backlight half life

2 5"  500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
 Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4 Pin

XLR Pwr
 On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue "Gun"

NEW  1.44 million TFT-MegaPtm1/10.4 inch screens

10.4" 800 x 600 x RGB 1 1 1 1 1 1 10.25" x Y
Optical grade polycarbonate screen coverAccepts

all HD/SD formats/frame rates $2699.00
(600) 8.5" x - Hyper Process plus Match Color Conversion

2.5"  50,000 hour backlight half life

(

14A:lA  500 (cd/m2) brightness modification
 Includes V -Mount Battery Adapter / 4 Pin

XLR Pwr
 On Screen Display (OSD) and Blue "Gun"

12 Marshall Electronics



U.S" and 7" Stand Alone Monitor Kits

a durable
breakout cable, A.C. stand alone power supply and cleaning wipes.
A variety of kits are available with batteries, charger, sun hood, plus
Anton Bauer Gold and four pin D.C. power adapter cables. Tough,
rugged and lightweight, the carry case provides the safest transport-
able environment for your monitor. Each case is manufactured with a
proprietary HPX- high performance resin, and features secure Press
& Pull latches, automatic pressure relief valve and a durable soft -
grip handle. This is the most comfortable, toughest case available.
Airtight, watertight, dent & shatter -resistant, our carry case is made
to defy the elements.

A range of pre-packaged kits

for 6.5" and 7.0" stand alone
monitors are available. Each

kit includes options that make
these monitors even more por-
table. Every kit is provided at a
discounted package price and
no substitution of components
is allowed. All of the kits in-

clude components reouVed for
portable operation and include
carry case, analog component

Part Number Including Description 0-4 Price

V-R65P-HD 6,5" HD monitor 1

RGB-5HD15.6 Analog Video Break -Out Cable 1

V-R65P-HD-K1 V-CC1 Carrying Case 1 3899.00
V-PS12-3.3 A.C. Power Supply

1

V-HWP-K Cleaning Wipe 10

V-R65P-HD-K1 Anton Bauer Gold Power Adapter 1

V-R65P-HD-K2
V -PAC -D

V-PAC-XLR
4 pin XLR Power Adapter
Viewing Hood

11

3999.00
V-H700P

1

V-R65P-HD-K2 se above
V-R65P-HD-K3 V -R65 -BA V Mount Battery Adapter 1

4399.00
IDX-E5OS Battery 1

V-R65P-HD-K2 SOB above
1V-R65P-HD-K4 IDX-VL-2Pluo 2 Channel Sequential Charger
1

4999.00

V-CC7 Carrying Case
1

V -R70 -K1 V-PS12-3.3 A.C. Power Supply
1 249.95*

V-HWP-K Cleaning Wipe 10

V -R70 -X1 se above
1

V -PAC -D Anton Bauer Gold Power Adapter 1
V -R70 -K2

V-PAC-XLR 4 pin XLR Power Adapter
1

449.95*
V-H700P Viewing Hood

1

V -R70 -K3
V -R70 -K2

IDX-E5OS
se above
Battery

1

1
649.95*

V -R70 -K4
V -R70 -K3

IDX-VL-2Plus
see above
2 Channel Sequential Charger

11

1185.00*

* Only when purchase with r LCD monitor

.-c Accessories for Stand Alone / Video Assist Monitors

V -I -17M
Sun Hood for 7" monitors.
Use for viewing in bright lighting
or outdoors.
Price: $99.95

V-14900
Sun Hood for 8.4" monitors.
Use for viewing in bright lighting
or outdoors.
Price: $129.00

V-H1OM
Sun Hood for 10.4" monitors.
Use for viewing in bright lighting
or outdoors.
Price: TBD

V -ABA -01
V -Mount to Anton Bauer Adapter.

Use to power Marshall Electronics moni-
tors that have V -Mount plate with Anton

Bauer Gold Mount battery.
Price: $199.00

V-DV-PWR1
Use the DV -Power pack with Marshall
Electronics line of Stand Alone monitors.
This product is the perfect solution for
users of DV and HDV Camcorders.
Price: $299.00

V-RE5-BA
Mount for IDX Batteries.
Attaches to V-R65P-HD monitor.
Price: $150.00

V-CC1, V-CC7
Airtight, watertight, dent & snatter-
resistant, carry case for V-R65P-HD.
Price: $199.00

V -LCD -MT -01
Camera Hot Shoe Mount.

Attaches monitor to camera.
Price: $24.95

V-LCD4-ST
Stand. Use for table top mount.
Price: $39.95

V -PAC -D
Power Adapter Cable. Use with
Anton Bauer D -type connection.
Price: $60.00

V-PAC-XLR
Power Adapter Cable.Use with 4
Pin XLR connections.
Price: $60.00

RGB-5HD15-X
Component input cable.
HD -15 to BNC breakout cable

(X = Length in feet: 6, 10, 15, 20)
Price: $34.95 to $68.50
(See Page 16 for pricing details)

V-HWP-K
Package of 10 non-toxic, anti -static, alco-
hol and ammonia free cleaning wipes
for LCD displays.
Price: $9.95

www.LCDracks.com  800-800-6608 13



Distribution Amplifieres
In Out Features Price

MD -0114

MD -0514

BD -0314

BD -0914--D

(V-CRM2
Single RU Conversion and D/A Module Bracket

Single RU (1.75" tall) Conversion and Distribution 2 Module Bracket. Two
Marshall Electronics 7.75" wide or one 7.75" plus one 4.75" wide conver-
sion or distribution modules can be securely installed into a standard EIA
19" rack with the V-CRM2 mounting bracket. Every V-CRM2 includes one
blank panel and one 4.75" adapter for a clean cosmetic appearance.

1 Composite

1 Composite

1 Composite

1 Component
1 RGBHV

4 Composite

 Use in short cable run and desktop/
multimedia applications

 Self terminating 750 BNC input
 750 BNC outputs (4)
 Power indicator on front panel

 All connections in rear of module
 Install in rack or use on the desktop

4 Composite

 Convenient front panel adjustments of gain
and high frequency equalization

 Adjustments to compensate for cable

runs up to 1000'

 Self terminating 750 BNC input
 750 BNC outputs (4)
 All connections in rear of module

 Install in rack or use on the desktop

4 Composite  Signal Bandwidth up to 300Mhz
 Use 3 modules for Y-Pr-Pb applications

 Self terminating 750 BNC input
 750 BNC outputs (4)
 All connections in rear of module
 Install in rack or use on the desktop

$89.95

$159.95

$179.95

1 Component
1 RGBHV

1 SDI

1 HDSDI/SDI

2 Component  Signal Bandwidth up to 350Mhz

 Multiple applications
 HD -15 Input Connection self terminating 750

 2 HD -15 Output Connections

 All connections in rear of module
 Install in wall or use on the desktop

$159.95

4 Component
 Signal Bandwidth up to 350Mhz

 Multiple applications
 HD -15 Input Connection self terminating 750
 4 HD -15 Output Connections

 All connections in rear of module

 Install in rack or use on the desktop

4 SDI

 Use for distribution of SDI signals 143Mbs to 540Mbs
 Self terminating 750 BNC SDI input
 4 reclocked and equalized BNC SDI Outputs

 Power indicator on front panel
 All connections in rear of module

 Install in rack or use on the desktop
 Can also be used as a signal repeater

 Includes power supply

4 HDSDVSDI

 Use for distribution of HDSDI or SDI signals
143Mb/s to 1.5Gb/s

 Self terminating 750 BNC SDI input
with adaptive equalization

 4 buffered and reclocked BNC HDSDI or SDI Outputs
 Power indicator on front panel
 All connections in rear of module

$179.95

$299.00

$699.00

Price: $95.00 Price: $95.00

(v-CRM3
Single RU Conversion and D/A Module Bracket

Single RU (1.75" tall) Conversion and Distribution 3 Module Bracket. Up to
three Marshall Electronics 4.75" wide conversion or distribution modules
can be securely installed into a standard EIA 19" rack with the V-CRM3
mounting bracket. Every V-CRM3 includes two blank panels for a clean
cosmetic appearance.

14 Marshall Electronics



MC -0201-4

MC -0105

NEW

Converters
In Out Features Price

4 S -Video

1 SDI

1 SDI

4 Composite

 Compact design can be installed on the tabletop, wall mounted or
placed into a standael 19" EIA rack using the optional
W-CRM2 rack kit

 Full bandwidth conversion of S -Video (Y/C) chrominance and
luminance components to composite video

 Four channels of corversion it each MC -0201-4. This is a
)erfect fit for use of S -Video signals with the Marshall Electronics
I screen monitor se' model V -344P

 _Ow Power consumption less han 10 watt
 )perates from 6 Volt DC
 3 -Video signal loops out for toe with downstream equipment like

switcher, vision mixer, or VCR

;189.95

1 SDI
1 S -Video

2 Composite

 Converts component serial digital signal to analog composite and WC

 Active loop through for SDI signal with reclocking

 Simultaneous outputs for 2 video and 1Y/C (S -video)

 PAL/NTSC auto detection will led indicator

 Pedestal on/off selection for NTSC signals

 10 -bit processing with two-times over sampling

 Supports closed captioning

 Includes color bar generator

$289.00

1 SDI
1 S -Video

2 Composite

 Converts component serial digital signal to analog composite and WC

 Active loop through for SDI signal with re -clocking

 Simultaneous outputs for 2 composite video and 1 Y/C (S -video)

 PAL/NTSC auto detection with led indicator

 Pedestal on/off selection for NTSC signals

 10 -bit digital encoding with 4x over sampling

 Supports closed captioning

 Includes Color Bar Generator and Power Supply

$379.00

1 Composite
1 S -Video

1 SDI

 Converts Composite Video or Y/C to Digital Component (SDI)

 Illuminated power and input signal indicators

 Adaptive filtering removes NTSC interlace artifacts

 2x over sampling for true color reproduction

 10 Bit analog to digital conversion

 8 -bit qauntization of output signal

 Supports closed captioning

$495.00

1 Composite
1 S -Video

1 Component

1 Component
or

1 S -Video
Or

1 Composite

1 SDI

 Converts Component, Composite Video or Y/C to Digital
Component (SDI)

 Illuminated power and input signal indicators

 NTSC or PAL operation with automatic detection $575.00
 Adaptive filtering removes IIITSC interlace artifacts

 2 x over sampling for true color reproduction
 12 Bit analog to digital conversion
 10 -bit qauntization of output signal

 Supports closed captioning

2 HDSDVSDI

 Converts Analog High Definition

(SMPTE-260/274/296M) to Digital (HDSDI)

 Converts XVGA, SXGA and WXGA $1995.00
to Digital (HDSDI SMPTE-292M)

 Converts Analog Composite (PAL/NTSC)

to Digital (SDI SMPTE-259M)

 Converts Y/C (S -Video) to Digital (SDI)

 End to end 10bit processing

 2x over sampling of Composite and Y/C signals

 Adaptive comb filter for noise reduction on composite and Y/C signals

1 HDSDI
Or

1 SDI

1 Composite
1 S -Video

1 VGA

1 HDSDVSDI
1 Component

or
1 SDI

1 Component

 Converts HDSDI to Analog High Definition RGBHV or Y-Pr-Pb
 Converts HDSDI to VGA, SXGA and WXGA
 Converts SDI to Analog Composite (PAL/NTSC)
 Converts SDI to Y/C (S -Video)
 Converts SDI to Analog Component RGB/Y, R -Y, B-Y/YUV ;999.00
 Converts SDI to VGA
 PAL/NTSC auto detection with led indicator
 Active loop through for SDI signal with re -clocking
 Automatic detection range of 142Mb/s to 1.485Gb/s
 Automatic Compensation of SDI input for cable length up to 1000'
 10 -bit processing with 4x over sampling

1 VGA

 NTSC or PAL operation vith automatic detection
 Illuminated power and input signal indicators
 Converts Composite Video or Y/C ( Svideo ) to VGA ( RGBHV )

for display on projectors or data screens
 Transforms interlaced 53/625 images to Progressive Scan
 Adaptive tittering removes NTSC interlace artifacts
 2x over sampling for true color reproduction.

VGA output prccessed a; 4:4:4/RGB
 Automatically scales NTSC input to 640x480 RGB Peel screen format
 Automatically scales 525 oput to 768x576 RGB Pixel screen format
 Automatic Gamma cormtion. Automatic color space conversion
 Seamless swthing between VGA and composite or Y/C inputs

$249.00

www.LCDracks.com  800-800-6608 15



ccessories
CV -R70-1 NO Price: $95.00 (V -R84--1 M V -R104-1 NO Price: $99.00

Rack mount adapter kit for all V-R7OP and V-R70DP models.
The V -R70 -1M can be used to mount any of our 7 -inch portables into
a standard 19 -inch EIA rack. Two monitors can be installed or a single
monitor with a blank insert that is included.

(V-CB1 )
Price: $19.95

Converters and D/A Base Holder for desktop use
For desktop applications like editing and graphics, use the V-CB1 stand
to reduce the footprint of the conversion or distribution module. The
V-CB1 stand provides a sturdy base with a secure attachement to the
module while reducing the desk space to under 4 square inches.

V-EIG-P-PAS ) V-BG-PCB--IVIS

Price: 5249.00 Price: $199.00

Color Bar Generator NTSC/PAL (Handheld and PCB)
Use the V-BG-P-MS portable color bar generator in the field or on the
desctop. This dual model runs on a standart 9VDC battery of on option-
al external power supply, and is used to generate a full field color bar
test pattern as a composite video signal for PAL or NTSC Systems.

Rack mount adapter kit for all V-R84DPN-R104DP models.
A single V-R84DPN-R104DP model with 8.4/10.4 Inch screen can be
installed into a standard 19 -inch EIA rack with this kit.

CRGB-5H015-X)

RGB-5HD15-6 6ft $34.95

RGB-5HD15-10 10ft $39.95

RGB-5HD15-15 15ft $59.95

RGB-5HD15-25 25ft $68.50

BNC Breakout Cables
Our RGB-HD-15-X cables are available in 6, 10, 15 and 25 foot lengths
and are used to transform individual signals, such as RGBHV from BNC
connections to a Female DB/HD-15 connector.

C Power Supplies
V-PS12-3.3A V-PS12-500 / V -P512-1000

04*
V-PS6-1.2A

Part No Descridion Price

V-PS12-500 12VDC (500mA) regulated power supply w/coax plug $16.00

V-PS12-1000 12VDC (1A) regulated power supply w/coax plug $24.95

V-PS12-3.3 12VDC (3.3A) w/coax plug $79.95

V-PS12-5V-1 12VDC (5A) P/S w/twist lock connector $89.95

V-PS6-1.2A 6V (1.2A) P/S w/twist lock connector $39.95

COMING SOON
AV-840/AV-411040
Pedestal Microphone with 8.4/10.4 -inch TFT-MegaPixel Monitor

 Desktop or recess install
 Precision gooseneck microphone
 High Resolution 8.4/10.4 -inch screen
 Display tilts to store/view
 Internal Speaker plus Audio Jack
 100% digital processing
 5 Year /50,000 backlight life
 Accepts VGA, SVGA, and XGA

plus composite and S -Video
 Wide viewing radius - 130°

 Microphone PTT/PTM/On/Off
 Remote control RS -232, GPI or IR
 GPI Input output
 500 (cd/m2) brightness
 500:1 contrast ratio
 Excellent quality moving images
 4:3 and 16:9 screen aspect ratios
 Security enclosure locks microphone

and local adjustments
 Lighted Controls

Use our TFT-MegaPixelT AV-840/AV-1040 as a direct replacement for podium microphones and

benefit from the extra versatility of the integrated computer and AudioNideo monitor. The goose-
neck microphone is manufactured by our renowned MXL division and delivers maximum clarity

while the video/computer display expands the applications where a podium microphone is

required. The system can be operated locally or via remote control RS -232 and GPI, plus

there are General Purpose Outputs to provide interface to projectors, screens, lights, etc.

A Universal voltage DC Power supply is also included for the system and phantom power.

Price: TBD --)

Marshall Electronics
Toll Free: 800-800-6608  Direct: 310-333-0606  Fax: 310-333-0688  www.LCDracks.com
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Seldom does a business get
to start with a clean sheet
of paper. Market opportu-

nities that have been developing for
several years offered Crown Castle
International (CCI) just such an op-
portunity. CCI owns and operates
thousands of broadcast and telepho-
ny transmission towers in Europe,
Australia and North America. Its ten-
ants include AT&T Wireless Services
(AWS), Cingular, Nextel, Sprint PCS,
T -Mobile and Verizon Wireless, as
well as various state and federal gov-
ernment agencies, and broadband
data service providers.

BY JOHN LUFF

Part of its business includes CCI
sites, a state-of-the-art tower inven-
tory management system containing
more than 117,000 co -locatable sites
in the United States. As it turns out,
the new business it is developing relies
on the control center, which monitors
their tower -related businesses.

All of us have seen demonstrations
of video delivered to mobile devices.
Much of that content has been de-
livered at extremely "challenged" bit
rates. Such poor quality is unlikely

to be a regular and satisfying viewing
habit. But if the quality of the content
is sized for the display and the chan-
nel bandwidth, it might well be pos-
sible to get committed consumers.
CCI is doing exactly that.

The Modeo (a subsidiary of CCI)
network will use 5MHz of unencum-
bered nationwide spectrum acquired
by Crown Castle through the FCC
auction in 2003. It is building a net-
work that will distribute multichan-
nel video and other services over that

Modeo will begin delivering multichannel video servers to the top 30 markets from
As new control room this year.
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NO
this year, the network

plans to deliver live mobile

the United States. For several
months, it has been operating two test
delivery systems, in Pittsburgh and

TV to the top 30 markets across

The results have been encouraging.
The system chosen for transmis-

sion is DVB-H, which uses COFDM
transmission. (See Figure 1.) Com-
pression is WM9. The delivered pay-
load includes about five channels of
programming regionalized to allow

MODEO
mobile video

from all of the transmission sites al-
ready, including tower lighting infor-
mation required by the FAA. By ex-
tending that network, Modeo will be
able to bring extensive information
about the deployment back to the
central monitoring site.

IP Multicast-based
services

Streaming

Files

ESG

1

DVB-H
IP encapsulator

MPE

MPE-FEC

Timeslicing

MPEG-TS
(data)(data)

DVB-H IP datacasting

DVB-H
MPEG transport stream

concentrator

DVB-H systems

Transmitter

DVB-H
modulator

4k DVB-H TPS

Receiver

Power ---
control

IP-based
services

Streaming

Files

ESG

DVB-H
IP decapsulator

MPE

MPE-FEC

Timeslicing

DVB-H
demodulator

MPEG-TS
(data)

Figure 1. Based on the DVB-H standard, Modeo plans to deliver live mobile TV to
the top 30 markets across the United States beginning this year.

New York City. Both of those, as well
as all of the markets in the commer-
cial roll -out, are fed from CCI's head-
quarters in suburban Pittsburgh. The

specialized programming tailored to
each area. The central distribution
facility in Canonsburg, PA, as well as
the demonstration system, were inte-

Broadcast
NOC

ASI multiplex
of all regions

Network
multiplexer

Satellite TX

Region SFN (one node)

Single
gion1E

Satellite RX/
deconcentrator

DVB-H TX

DVB-H signal
(1670MHz)

I I

\

Figure 2. Content is aggregated at the central distribution facility in Canonsburg,
PA. Then it is compressed and delivered to a DS -3 Ku band satellite channel, which
is downlinked at each transmission site.

demonstration system has allowed the
network to experiment with coding
and transmission options without in-
terrupting a commercial service later.

grated and designed by AZCAR USA.
Monitoring and control is critical in
such a national service. CCI has the
ability to bring status information

Multicast network Modeo employs
the OPAL IP encapsulator from Thales
Broadcast & Multimedia.

Mobile video delivery has different
requirements than other content. It
would be difficult to deliver the full
range of channels available to the
general consumer audience, though
not all would be of interest to mo-
bile users. News and entertainment
programming would be among the
program offerings. The content is
aggregated in Canonsburg, com-
pressed and delivered to a DS -3 Ku
band satellite channel, which is down -
linked at each transmission site. (See
Figure 2.)

The calculated link budget should
provide in excess of 10dB fade margin
and more than 99.95 percent avail-
ability in all markets served. In every
market, all of the transmitters are
tightly synchronized to allow users to
move from coverage of one transmit-
ter to another, which is a requirement
of the DVB-H standard. The resulting
system has been shown to provide a
solid viewer experience on watching
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FOR ALL

HD FOR ALL. Now all who work in video can afford to work in HD.

Shoot with Sony professional HDV camcorders. Or choose CineAlta formats: XDCAM HD, HDCAM or
HDCAM SR equipment. Capture and store with Sony recording media. Broadcast with Sony multi -format
HD cameras, monitors, switchers and recorders. Browse, share and edit HD with ingenious new Sony solutions.

We can also assist you with HD systems consulting, support you with HD Select system pricing and put it
all together with Sony's superb team of independent authorized Systems Integrators.

Once the exclusive domain of the select few, HD is now for all. It's a whole new way of business.

www.sony.com/professional

THE NEW WAY OF BUSINESS'
t 2006 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited. Sony, HDCAM, HOCAM SR, CireAlta,, HD Select and SDCAM are trademarks of Sony.
The New Way of Business is a service mark of Sony. HDV is a trademark of Sony Corporation and the Victor Company of japan, Ltd.



on PDAs, laptops and
likely eventually in cars

and other motor vehicles.
The operations center includes

satellite and terrestrial receive capa-
bility, which brings the signals in. The
monitoring center can view both in-
bound and outbound signals in a con-
trol room with access to information
about the transmission sites as well. As

Design team
AZCAR, systems integrator

Technology
Evertz terminal equipment and

monitoring software
Omneon video server
Thales Broadcast & Multimedia

ARGOS encoder
OPAL IP gateway

RKP-4
,ss Intelligent

Keypanel
 UHF Frequency Agile
 Digital Encryption

CRONUS

each market is rolled out, the monitor-
ing and control systems will be expand-
ed to allow monitoring the reception of
the digital satellite signal, as well as pro-
vide the ability to decode the transmit-
ted signal and return it to Pittsburgh for
analysis and troubleshooting.
The ingest subsystem receives con-

tent delivered by programmers ei-
ther as conventional full bandwidth
services or groomed services in-
tended for low -bandwidth distribu-
tion streamed over VPNs on either
the public Internet or point-to-point
circuits. Full -bandwidth content is
either processed and compressed live,
or it is recorded to a local Omneon
server for delay and broadcast. The
Windows Media 9 encoders are Tha-
les ARGOS, and the IP encapsulation
hardware is Thales OPAL. The Thales
subsystem includes DRM and failover
redundancy protection.

One of the capabilities in the system

vim
MODEO
mobile video

allows content to be downloaded to lo-
cal memory (disk or flash) in the receiv-
er. Using the program guide and user
interface on the local display, a con-
sumer can pick a program for delivery,
which is then pulled from the transmit-
ted carousel and locally stored for view-
ing in the future. Some of this content
is stored on the Omneon video server.
Delivery of these "file services" uses a
FLUTE server, a protocol that might be
thought of as similar in purpose to FTP.
In addition, the system includes several
channels of audio programming pro-
vided through a national service.

The transmission network deliv-
ers over a national 5MHz channel at
1670MHZ. The nationally delivered
single 45Mb Ku satellite signal on
AMC9 has the capacity to carry re-
gionalized programming to approxi-
mately 30 markets.

The launch was announced formal-
ly at CES, though Modeo and AZCAR

it' La, 'ay at NAB,
 Advanced DSP

Visit our booth at NAB!
Booth# C4535

every moment is critical.
You need an intercom system
that is up to the challenge.

I I;
a

COMMUNICATIONS
Telex Communications, Inc.] 12000 Portland Avenue South I Burnsville. Minnesota 55337 Phone: 1.800.392.34971 Fax: 1900.955.58311 etww.rts.intercoms.com BE HEARD
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Fujinon's 27X lens delivers
the longest focal length and
widest viewing angle!
 Widest angle of 6.5mm
 Highest optical performance

Improved color balance
Smaller size

 Reduced operating noise

FUJINON
FUJIFILM

Broadcast and Communications Products Division
FUJINON INC. 10 High Point Dr., Wayne, NJ 07470-7434 Phone: (973) 633-5600, FAX: (973) 633-5216

FUJINON CORPORATION 1-324 Uetake, Kita-Ku, Saitama City, Saitama 331-9624 Japan Phone: 81-48-668-2152

www.fujinon.corn

OS TECH

DIGITAL

Visit us at
NAB Booth

SU1.9.



The Pittsburgh control center can even
monitor tower lights throughout the
entire system.

Encoding equipment relies on Thales
technology.

MODEO
mobile video

have been at work on the technical
and operational plans for a consid-
erable period of time. In addition to
Pittsburgh and New York City, Modeo
expects to deploy other markets dur-
ing the balance of 2006.
AZCAR supplied design and inte-

gration services, including most of
the origination center equipment.
In addition to the package of Thales
encapsulation and compression hard-
ware (and support software systems),
several other manufacturers' hard-
ware was important to the project.
Evertz provided terminal equipment
and monitoring software.

As with any 24/7 commercial facility,
Modeo has built backup power (UPS
and generator) and has provided for
disaster recovery and transmission re-
dundancy as the network grows. BE

John Luff is the senior vice president of
business development for AZCAR.

ntlflc Manta has helped deliver Fl d Cup Ch'

and Summer and Winter Olympic Games coverage to sports

fans around the globe for over 20 years.

Competition for viewers is greater than ever.

MPEG-4 AVC encoding from Scientific Atlanta delivers a winning performance.

 Superior video coding/quality - 50 percent improvement over MPEG-2.

 Bandwidth efficiency - More channels over existing bandwidth.

Reliability - Maximum service availability.

 Bandwidth use - CBR and VBR encoding.

Live Simply. Launch Simply

Scientific Atlanta @ NAB 2006 -
Booth 1608 South Hall

www.scientiticatlanta.com/compete

Scientific
Atlanta
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You're focused on signal processing and infrastructure.

So are we. That's all we do.

Whether upgrading your
broadcast facility to digital,
or converting to HD,
Avenue will take you there.

HD up/down/cross conversion HD/SD Dual rate modules
New optical I/O Best control system plus SNMP

NAB Booth SU 2997

ENSEMBLEDESIGNS
Tel +1 530.478.1830 A Fax +1 530.478.1832

www.ensembledesigns.com A info@ensembledesigns.com
PO Box 993 Grass Valley CA 95945 USA



snellwilcox.com/nab

HD, IPTV, mobile TV - the

broadcast digital media

world is rapidly evolving

with new formats and new

ways of creating, packaging

and delivering "content
everywhere."

Increasing consumer choice

means new opportunities

for broadcasters and content

owners to put their pictures

to work and generate

extra revenue.

The challenge is to make

evolving technology work

for you profitably and in
harmony with your existing

plant.

At NAB we're demonstrating

how you can meet that

challenge - with new,

cost-effective solutions for

live production, playout and

mastering and repurposing.

© 2006 Snell & Wilcox Limited

Snell & Wilcox and Putting

Pictures to Work are trademarks

of the Snell & Wilcox Group.

Watch us putting pictures to

work on Booth #SU156 at NAB
and find out more at
www.snellwilcox.com/nab
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Extreme makeover:

COURT
It's a familiar story: Someone has
a brilliant idea for a new TV net-
work, he cobbles together a basic

system to get it going, grows it a little,
and then it sits. While the engineer
hopes to one day move the station to
a larger facility, the system continues
to grow into a success beyond its cre-
ator's original dreams. Then, finally,
the station realizes it needs to do a
major overhaul of the systems in or-
der to continue to better its product.

Court TV is no exception. Founded
in 1991, it has lived at its current loca-
tion for 13 years. It now fills 10 floors
for its three studios, two control
rooms, multichannel master control,

BYTOM MICHALES
AND

JOE SCHWINGHAMMER

The expansive, new control
room has no CRT monitors
because viewing is done in

the video shading room.

post production and many other ar-
eas. In 2002, the graphics and post ar-
eas were rebuilt, and in 2003, master
control was moved to a separate floor
and a new technical core was built to
support it and other future upgrades.
Then, in 2005, enhancements to one
of the production control rooms cre-
ated an extreme makeover.

Initially retained as a consultant,
Ascent Media Systems & Technology
Services (formerly A.F. Associates)
helped define the operational goals
and concepts for a new production
control room. To make the upgrade
possible, one control room was taken
offline, and production doubled up
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During the last mission by Discovery, audio engineers,

Royce Bowie and Greg Wiseman (standiing, 1-r), with

John Stoll, senior audio engineer and audio engineer  81. . 
Beth Weissinger (seated, l -r), in the Johnson Space ---  
Center Audio Control Room, handled all the communi- ip'  
cation and media feeds as well as NASA TV broadcast '  III
audio from the System 5-8.

NASA Lifts
Off With
Euphonix

NASA has installed a 64 fader System 5-B audio mixing system to

handle audio from the shuttle and space station communications,

mission commentary, media feeds, Presidential and VIP hookjps,

and audio from the various NASA operations canters together

with audio for NASA TV.

euphonix.com

4s:4'u/II/unix

©2005 Euphonix, Inc, All rights reserved  220 Portage Avenue  Palo Alto, CA 94306

Phone: (650) 855-0400  Fax: (650) 855-0110

The System 5 has
opened up a world of
operational ease for us

Johr Stoll - Senior Audio Technician

pastas courtes,
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in the remaining room

while the new system was

Cl4

built out.

Spacious design
Because Court TV is on the air live

nine hours each day, it was important
to create a comfortable work environ-
ment - one that was a break from
the ordinary technical space. The new
control room is comprised of a gener-
ous video control room, audio control
room, green room and makeup area,
a media and producer room, and a
video shading room.

There are three tiers of consoles in
the video control room. The front
section is for the TD, CG ops, direc-
tor and assistant director. The middle
section is for production staff, includ-
ing the lead producer and prompter
operator. The rear section is for a
dial -in phone operator, and space is

HDSD9545-PRO profanity delay cre-
ates a 10 -second delay for live events.
The production system is tied to an
SDI/embedded AES Thomson Trinix
house router and master control via
a frame sync and AES embedder pro-
cessing chain.
The audio control room is based

on a Wheatstone Bridge digital audio
mixing system with a D5.1 control
surface. Additional equipment in-
cludes RTS TIF-4000 hybrids, patch -
bays and miscellaneous gear in a two -
bay -wide equipment credenza located
beside the operator. The main console
contains the D 5.1 board, and above it
is a ceiling -hung 40in NEC LCD with
its own output of the Evertz MVP
processor. A 360 Systems Digicart/E
provides audio clip playback. Audio
post operators can drag and drop files
onto the Digicart hard drives from
the Digidesign Pro Tools system.

The new Court TV control room uses
4M/E Grass Valley Kalypso switcher.

flush with the front wall soffit and
is flanked by a pair of Martin Logan
Voyage speakers.

All displays at the desktop are LCD -
based. This concept was extended
from video production to audio pro-
duction, where an additional Evertz
MVP -fed LCD panel monitors video

. .11 ..... .1...

XAMAS\\`

In Court TV's old audio control room, staff members used The new audio control room for CourtTV features a Wheatstone
a Wheatstone SP6. D 5.1 audio board

available for executive guests wanting
to sit in on the production.

An operational leap
In a dramatic break from tradition,

there are no glass monitors in any of
the control rooms. This decision was
made because color -critical viewing
is done in the video shading room,
not in the control room. The virtual
monitor wall is based on a 72 -input
Evertz MVP processor system used
with four Barco 70in DLP-based
rear projection units. It is mounted

signals. The executive producer also
has an MVP -fed display that moni-
tors inbound feeds and uses the MVP
control panel to select which audio
feed to listen to.

The production video control room
is based on a Grass Valley Kalypso
Classic SD 4M/E switcher, Chy-
ron Duet character generator and
Aprisa RePlay still store, Grass Valley
Gecko and Kameleon Series modu-
lar gear and BDL Autoscript tele-
prompter control, NEC LCD panels,
and RTS intercom panels. An Evertz

To tie the new production environ-
ment to the existing studios, new BSPs
with empty triax panels, mic connec-
tions and other I/Os were installed
in each studio. The triax panels will
be populated as the video shading
system gets moved and rebuilt. New
local routers were also installed in
the studios to support on -camera
monitoring.

Equipment selection
After weighing many factors, Court

TV decided that standard definition
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Video 20 SB
Payload 7-25 kg

Video 18 SB
Payload 2-18 kg

sachtler - New York Office
7C9, Executive Blvd.
Valley Cottage. NY 10989
USA
Prone (+1) 845 268 2113
Fzx (+1) 845 268 9324
Enail sales@sachtlerusa.com

Video 5 SB
Payload 1-16 kg

sachtler - Burbank Office
2701 N. Ontario St.
Burbank, CA 91505
USA
Phone (+1) 818 8454446
Fax (+1) 818 845 4572
Email sales@sachtlerusa.com

EEDIVLZg, HOF

DV 12 SB
Payload 1-14 kg

DV 8/100 SB
Payload 1-12 kg

DV 8 SB
Payload 1-12 kg

DV 6 SB
Payload 1-9 kg

+ IDEAL FOR EVERY CAMERA

+ TOUCH & GO® CAMERA PLATE
+ SELF -ILLUMINATED TOUCH BUBBLE NEW,

+ COUNTERBALANCE WITHIN SECONDS

+ FINER COUNTEFBALANCE GRADUATION NEW,

SPEEDBALANCE

sachtler - Headquarters
Erfurter StraBe 16
85386 Eching
Germany
Phone (+49) 89 321 58 200
Fax (+49) 89 321 58 227
Email contact@sachtler.de

Visit Us at NAB Booth # C5119B.

www.sachtler.com

sachtler
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was the most prudent
choice for its facility. The

vast majority of the video
feeds that originate in court-

rooms are analog, not SDI, and
certainly not high definition. The
Kalypso platform was chosen not
only for its power and flexibility, but
also because of the staff's familiarity
and comfort level with the Grass Val-
ley product. The technical directors
had been switching on Grass Valley's
250 Series for more than 12 years.

The facility evaluated audio con-
soles from several manufacturers.
The audio operators wanted a more
traditional TV -specific console, so
the Wheatstone D 5.1 was the best
choice. One of the big pluses of the
system is that it is based on a router,
making it flexible. It has an architec-
ture that supports the use of mul-
tiple control surfaces using a single
router core. In the long run, this is

An Evertz remote control panel
monitor reconfiguration sits at the
ecutive producer's position in the mid-
dle of the control room.

for
ex -

a great advantage, as Court TV can
provide all control rooms and the ra-
dio studio access to all signals in the
production environment.

The facility chose the RTS TIF-4000
for IFBs and PLs. The operators were
used to standard telco couplers, so the

new system provides improved flex-
ibility, allowing anyone to check in
any feed from any location, as well as
enhanced operator friendliness, with
better displays for conditions.

Graphics
Court TV has always used Chyron

graphics products, and this job was
no exception. Two dual -channel Duet
LEXs were chosen for CG work. The
facility selected two four -channel
Aprisa RePlays for stills and clips. It
picked the RePlay because of its da-
tabase and search capabilities. Each
televised trial has its own extensive
set of graphics files. Having these ele-
ments organized and easy to find was
important for the production staff.

To help manage and publish graph-
ics to all of the production devices, a
VertigoXmedia Vertigo Xmediaserver
media server system was implement-
ed. Using specific rule sets, the server

Fair and Balance
is true. Kino Flo's telegenic
ParaBeam 400 studio fixture

 delivers 3,000 Watts worth of
tungsten soft light on 2 Amps-with-
out the heat and without compromis-
ing your picture's color quality! The
ParaBeam 's cool brilliance ,to

a special parabolic reflector that p A
light waves into projectiles.

As for image quality, the fixture uses
designed True Match lamps that display pr
sional tungsten and daylight balanced illuminati
(CRI 95). A center mount lets you rotate betwee
horizontal and vertical beam. Slide in your choice
of focusing louvers to spot the beam ,downto
90', 60° or 45° pool of light.
DMX, analog and manual con-
trols can dim the light to black.
Like all Kino Flos, the ParaBeam
is flicker free and dead quiet.

If you think the ParaBeam
looks good on paper, wait 'til
you see how it looks on video.

tg_pj Beam

2840 North Hollywood Way Burbank CA 91505 818 767 6528 voice 818 767 7517 fax WWW. kinoflo.com
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The UTAH-400 li
thealready

world's mo vanenow offers
even

more:Automatic
crosspoint re urnancy in all matrix sizes UTAH

-400

The UTAH-400 allows you toprotect your critical signal paths

against
interruptionwith

AUTOMATIC internal
redundancy.

Three Frame Sizes -- 64x64,
144x144, and 288x288

You can use the UTAH-400 for any digital router
application

from the smallest utility router to the largest central matrix.
Inany size, all UTAH-400 systems offer the same set of

world-class features -- and the
industry's lowest prices:

Full time Input /Output Signal
MonitoringReduced Power

Consumption and Rack Space
Requirements

SD/HD
CompatibilityFiber Optic I/O Option

LLIGS-saj; mEnripiceNew Directiols in Digital
Switching

4750 Wiley Post Way. Suite 150, Salt Lake City. UT 84116 USA

Ph:
801.575.8801  Fax:

801.537.3099  Email:

sales@utahscientific.com



publishes content out
to edge devices from a

central repository for all of
the graphics at Court TV. This

product has greatly streamlined the
creation and distribution of graphical
elements.

Integration challenges
Because Court TV had been work-

ing in the same control room for
13 years, there definitely was resis-
tance to change. To minimize this,
the technicians and production staff
were involved early in the process.
Equipment was demonstrated, feed-
back solicited, workflows reviewed
and training provided. All of these
things helped prepare for the chang-
es to come.

Modifying the signal chain to ac-
commodate the new control room
while leaving enough of the infra-
structure in place to stay on the air
in the legacy control room made the
project particularly difficult. Without
the benefit of previous system draw-
ings, it was an adventure.

This project was often delayed due
to construction issues. Some materi-
als took time to arrive, but even that
time was well spent getting the rest of
the technical system built. The con -

Design team
Ascent Media & Technology

Services
Tom Michales, sr. project

manager
Bruce Giuriceo, site project

manager
Eddie Ly, sr. project engineer
Tim Caldecott, project engineer
Craig Kellingbeck, project

leader
Court TV

Joe Schwinghammer, sr. vp of
engineering and facilities

Paul Kelly, director of
engineering

Mike Rosker, project engineer
Tom Schoenwandt, project

engineer
Mitch Silberbush, project

engineer
Janson Design Group, architect
Forcast Consoles, Ernesto

D'Angelo, vp of design and
engineering

trol room portion was completed just
a couple weeks after construction was
complete.

In addition to rebuilding the con-
trol room, the facility expanded the
intercom system by adding a new
RTS Adam frame located in the
equipment center. This was trunked
to the legacy system located in the

old SVO room, which allowed for a
clean, phased implementation and
migration strategy with minimal
system downtime. In due time, the
intercom system will be consolidated
in the equipment center.
A lesson learned from using a vir-

tual monitor wall was a lip -sync er-
ror present within the control room.
Multi -window display processors gen-
erally yield a small video delay. To
create a simple fix, the control room
audio monitor output was delayed
three frames. While the Wheatstone
system can delay any input, it can
also delay the monitor output. So
with a small adjustment, the prob-
lem was solved.

Operational results
Court TV's staff has been impressed

with the system even during the con-
struction phase. Operators visited the
new system during construction and
were consistently blown away by the
system's look and feel. Now that the
system has been on the air for some
time, the results are spectacular. BE

Tom Michales is senior project manager
for Ascent Media & Technology Services.
Joe Schwinghammer is senior vice
president of engineering and facilities
for Court TV

network

Need Hi Def? We've got it.

Network Electronics US
800-420-5909
ussales@network-electronics.com

 small to large routing systems
 fixed and modular routing systems
 fiber optical signal transport
 signal processing

Visit us at NAB 2006 Booth# SU199

network-electronics.com
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The old Control A was on -air for at least
nine hours a day for the last 13 years.

Technology
at work
Barco rear projection

displays
BDL Autoscript teleprompter

control
Chyron

Aprisa RePlay still store
Duet LEX CG

Digidesign Pro Tools
Evertz

HDSD9545DLY-PRO

profanity delay
MVP display processor

Grass Valley
Gecko signal processing

system
Kalypso Classic 4M/E

production video switcher
Kameleon media

processing system
Martin Logan Voyage in -wall

loudspeakers
NEC LCD panels

RTS

Adam intercom
TIF-4000 hybrids

Thomson Trinix house router
360 Systems Digicart/E audio

server
VertigoXmedia Vertigo

Xmediaserver graphics
server

Wheatstone
Bridge router
D 5.1 audio board

The Unique
Azden 1000
Integrated
UHF

Receiver
Whether you use the Anton -Bauer

Gold Mount, a V -Mount battery,

or have a Panasonic or Ikegami

camera which takes a "slot -in"

receiver, there's an Azden 1000

that's been designed specifically

for your use, giving you maximum

performance with no additional

batteries needed. Using the latest

production techniques and the

highest quality components, we've

made a bullet-proof receiver which

is ideal for broadcast cameras.

Features include:

Gold Mount
100OURVAB

100OURX-Si
"Slot -In"

IDX "V" Mount
100OUDXNM

 121 UHF channels (723-735MHz) user -selectable, with LCD readout

 True diversity system with 2 complete front -ends and high -gain antennas

 Proprietary DLC (Diversity Logic Control) circuitry for reduced dropouts

 State-of-the-art dielectric filters throughout, for improved image rejection and
superior diversity isolation  High 5th order filters for improved S/N ratio

 Multi -function LCD shows channel number and frequency, battery info,

AF level, and diversity operation  Ultra small, lightweight, switchable,

Earphone -out w/level control

Badypack transmitter (1000BT) with
reduced current -drain for improved battery

life, is available with Azden EX -503H,
Sony ECM -44H.

Plug-in XLR transmitter
(1000XT) works with
dynamic mics.

;1jAZDEN
P.O. Box 10, Franklin Square, NY 11010  (5161328-7500  FAX: (516) 328-7506

E -Mail: azdenus@azdencorp.com Web site: www.azdencorp.com
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Antenna
installation and
tower construction
BY DON MARKLEY

Recent events have con-
vinced me that certain
areas of antenna installa-

tion and tower construction need to
be revisited. In particular, there are
steps that station personnel should
take when antenna or transmission
line work is done or when towers are
being constructed or modified.

If all goes well, most of these steps
will prove unnecessary. But, if there is
a problem, the station's staff will need
to revisit these steps to make sure
nothing was missed.

The planning stage
First, determine what needs to be

done as opposed to how it should be
done. Figure out what the load crite-
ria is for a tower, what the limits are
on the guy radius, what the soil con-
ditions are (if known), what antennas
and lines need to be installed, etc. In
other words, determine what the fi-
nal project needs to include and what

Stations should leave the design
and installation of the tower to the
manufacturer.

standards will apply.
As a minimum for a new structure,

the current version of ANSI/EIA/TIA
222 should be met, along with any ad-
ditional strengthening for ice or un-
usual conditions. Once those criteria
have been determined, preferably in
cooperation with the station's con-
sulting engineer, a full set of speci-
fications should be prepared. That

In addition, that rigger who has al-
ways been a good old boy may disap-
pear like the morning fog if some-
thing really goes wrong. That is why
everyone's liability needs to be nailed
down by contract before any work is
done.

The detailed specifications are good
for all parties. In my experience, de-
pendable tower companies are in fa -

That rigger who has always been a good old boy

may disappear like the morning fog if something

really goes wrong.
applies whether or not any bidding is
involved.

The specifications and the contract
clarify what all parties involved will
do and how they should interact with
each other. There are several points
that need to be seriously considered
to reduce each party's liabilities, es-
pecially those of the station and
engineer.

Detailed specifications
and a written contract

First, never omit the requirement for
detailed specifications and a written
contract. Stations often work off of a
simple proposal from the tower com-
pany because they've worked with the
rigger for years and think he is a good
old boy who would never do anything
wrong. Don't make this mistake!

If something does goes wrong, the
tower company may not have a choice
in how the situation is handled. Often,
the insurance companies involved will
try to subjugate their damages. That
means the insurance companies can
sue parties in the name of the insured
to recover their losses.

vor of tight specifications. The speci-
fications protect the tower company
by identifying the conditions that the
company must meet.

Leave the design
to the experts

In identifying the project goals, the
station must be careful not to get in-
volved in the actual design. For exam-
ple, if the station states that the tower
face must be 8ft, it now is involved in
the design. If the tower comes down
like a gut shot cat, the manufacturer
can claim that the face requirement
was a limitation placed on the design
by the station.

The station needs to state what the
goal of the project is and then stay
out of the design and the installation.
If the station determines that there
is something wrong with either the
material or the installation services, it
can stop work under the terms of the
contract until the issues are resolved.
It is highly recommended that no

work be done nor should any tower
materials be accepted on -site until
the station receives a complete set
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of design calculations and material
specifications signed by a registered
structural engineer, licensed in the
state where the project takes place.
The statement should attest that the
project meets all necessary standards,
both national and local. A copy of
that statement should be provided to
the station's insurance carrier imme-
diately . Written notification of accep-
tance for insurance purposes should

Tower companies should provide a cer-
tificate of insurance for liability cover-
age. Photos courtesy Dielectric.

be obtained from the insurance car-
rier before any work commences.

Insurance
On the subject of insurance, stations

should demand that the tower com-
pany provide a certificate of insurance
for a reasonable amount of liability
coverage. That insurance should also
cover all vehicles that are owned or
rented by the tower company.

In today's climate, the liability in-
surance should be at least $5 million.
If it's a large project, that liability
amount jumps to $10 million.

In addition to the certificate, insist
that the station and the station's con-
sultants (broadcast or structural) be co-
insured on the tower company's policy.
That policy addition doesn't cost much
(usually it is free) and reduces the argu-
ments in the case of problems.

Before you decide that your project

is too small to go through all these
steps, consider this: A fall from a 60ft
STL tower will probably be fatal. The
liability and the size of the claims for
damages are going to be just as large
as if the accident had occurred from a
2000ft structure.

Detailed specifications and contracts
are needed for small jobs, because if
there is an accident with significant
injuries or deaths, everyone within

The liability insurance for a large tow-
er project can be around $10 million.

shotgun range of the project will
probably be sued. The station may
get out clean, but that will depend on
how carefully it has been protected by
the contracts.

Regulatory agencies
Dealing with regulatory agencies is

another significant problem. If the
station engineer thinks OSHA is a
small town in Wisconsin, you are al-
ready in trouble.

The new ANSI 222 standard speci-
fies that the project owner is respon-
sible for dealing with OSHA. I highly
recommend that you ignore this. Re-
member, the standard is a recommen-
dation as opposed to an absolute law
that you must meet.

The specifications should include
that the tower company is responsible
for meeting all OSHA requirements.
The tower company is, or should be,
much more familiar with those re-

quirements than the station staff.
In any case, make sure that the

tower company holds regular safety
meetings with its staff. The company
should identify all hazards on the
project and post a listing of those haz-
ards. There should be posted listings
of all emergency numbers as well as
procedures to be followed in the case
of an accident or fire. Everyone in the
tower crew should sign all the listings
to demonstrate that they have read the
material. The tower company should
record the training program for its
entire staff, and that information
should be available for inspection by
both the station and OSHA.

In conclusion
There are a number of items to cover

in the specifications for a tower or an-
tenna installation project. Obviously,
these will seem like overkill to many
stations, especially for small projects.
However, remember that the damages
resulting from an accident depend on
the size of the accident, not the size of
the tower.

As you consider the preparation of a
detailed contract, ask yourself one ba-
sic question: Would you rather spend
time preparing a thorough document
or facing the front office suits as you
try to explain why they are out a few
million dollars?

The chief engineer doesn't need to
do all this by himself; in fact, he proba-
bly shouldn't try. The legal counsel for
the station should be involved along
with its insurance carrier and consult-
ing engineer. Get the experts involved
before any trouble occurs. It certainly
makes things a lot simpler. BE

Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley
and Associates.

SEND Send questions and comments to:

don_markley@prlsmb2b.com
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SONY

"Our HD Select system helps grow
our mmistry" - Pastor Joel Osteen, Lakewood Church

"When we renovated the former Compaq Center,
we created a i6,000 seat sanctuary," says Lakewood
Church Pastor Joel Osteen, whose broadcasts reach
loci countries. "Sony showed us the advantage of
high definition: better quality in today's standard
defi iition world, plus a path to the HD future."

"Sony quality and service after the sale make them
an easy choice. We've got a long-term relationship
with Sony. Our relationship is not just a sales
transaction; it's a partnership to help us grow our
ministry. There is a tremendous difference."

Practical, affordable HD Select systems... that's the
new way to share the Word.

Discover special system pricing and a six-month
extension* on the Sony limited parts warranty at
www.sony.com/HDSelectl
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United States downhill skier Julia Mancuso goes over a bump on the course
during the third training run on the women's downhill at the 2006 Torino
Winter Olympic Games. Mancuso finished third. (AP Photo/Kevin Frayer)
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NBC GETS

BY BRAD DICK, EDITORIAL DIRECTOR

After you've done some-
thing six, going on sev-
en, times, you would

think that the process would become
easier. For David Mazza, senior vice
president of engineering for the NBC
Olympics, that's true - and not.
"When I first took this job in Atlanta
in 1994, I was a freelancer. We had
budgets, and I thought this would be
easy," he said.

On the eve of the 2006 Winter
Olympics in Torino, Italy, I sat down
with Mazza to find out how the game
had changed. It's his responsibility
to show millions of American view-
ers the competition in living color
and, this time, in HD. This challenge
shows just how far Torino is from At-
lanta technologically.

With NBC forking more than $614
million dollars for the 2006 Olympics
and the pressure to deliver in all HD,
one would expect Mazza to be a bit
frazzled just days before the opening
ceremonies. However, during our in-
terview, he was as cool about the events
as the snow caps on the nearby moun-
tains. Cool, but not careless. When this
kind of money is on the line, there's no
room for error, hence his belt -and -sus-
penders approach to the use of tech-
nology. But more about that later.

Something tried,
something new
Just three years ago, NBC com-

mitted $2.2 billion for the 2010 and
2012 Olympic broadcasts. These kind

of numbers echo the pressure to be
more efficient at everything. Some-
times that means you have to try new
things, unproven things.

Each year, changes are made to the
NBC Olympics broadcast facility.
Sometimes this means new camera
technology, tape machines, routers
and such. However, one point Mazza
strongly emphasizes: He doesn't like
being first with anything.

"We're not trying to be new," he said.
Covering sports is always tough, you
get only one take, and with the Olym-
pics, the risks are even bigger.

"This isn't the place to experiment,"
he said. And, buying new for newness
sake is a sure path to disaster. Mazza
and his crew must walk a path between
the new (and unproven) and older (but
well known and reliable) solutions.

Mazza faces a second equipment
challenge: The games require millions
of dollars in new equipment for a 17 -
day broadcast. "Rule number one is
not to burn up capital that you're only
going to use for three months," Mazza
said. "If I can't reuse it, I have to rent
it. All our purchases are wrapped up
in this kind of philosophy. This also
means I won't buy something that's
perfectly mature, because the downline
customer wants something newer?'

The challenges of HD
While there have been some HD im-

ages from previous games, the 2006
Winter Olympics represented the first
time that virtually everything brought

to U.S. viewers was available in HD.
This begins with most productions be-
ing originated and produced in HD,
and only at the last minute downcon-
verting the HD images to SD for OTA
transmission. Oh, did I mention the en-
tire production was handled in PAL?

So, what were some of the chal-
lenges in doing the Olympics in HD?
Initially, it seemed straightforward.
The needed equipment and budgets
were there, so where was the prob-
lem? Turns out, the devil was in the
details.

First, the system needed to be upgrad-
ed for HD. To avoid throwing away the
whole SD infrastructure and building
an entirely new 1.6Gb/s HD one, the
team decided to overlay the new HD on
top of the old SD infrastructure.

"This allows the existing SD equip-
ment to be used for monitoring HD,"
Mazza said. "And actual HD signals were
plumbed only where required. The new
Sony HD equipment and router were
key in this effort's success?'

But there was another imp stoking the
problem fires. "Technically, what con-
sumed a lot of our pre -games time was
solving the aspect ratio issue Mazza
said. While the capture, graphics and
production was handled in HD, most
of the audience still watched in SD.
This meant using center cuts, shoot-
ing in safe areas and preventing aspect -
ratio production mistakes by way of
some automated manner. A key part
of the solution included using Sony
HDCAM's SD output to automatically
generate a 4:3 center cut.

Embracing an HD workflow
"You can't upset how people do things,"

Mazza said about his decision to keep
actual workflow similar to that used in
previous games. "With less than a week
to train folks, this isn't the time to intro-
duce entirely new workflow practices.

"I'm also a firm believer that you can't
just impose workflow on your people,
your producers and creative guys. Sure,
you may have to get people to change
the way they do their work, but you
can't impose workflow without listen-
ing to what they're trying to do."
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Another factor he took into con-
sideration: "The NLE conversion has
taken about 10 years. Because we are
such a short-term event, our ability to
exploit some NLE changes are harder
for us to do," Mazza said.

Graphics solutions
Graphics embraced a new HD

workflow the most. This was headed
by long-time director of graphics
engineering and operations for NBC
Olympics, Phil Paully. "One lesson
from Athens was that we routed no

The Winter Olympic broadcast cen-
ter is constructed inside a large, open
convention space. Everything that isn't
standing on the concrete floor hangs
from the black temporary steel girders
located just above the room walls.

video between an Avid edit session
and a graphics session," Paully said.

Echoing Mazza's point of listening to
the users resulted in a simple, but effec-
tive, new procedure for storing images.
"At Athens we came up with the idea of
using a single graphics folder per day,"
Paully said. "We have folders for each
day, one per day for the 10 days leading
up to the games and one folder for each
of the 17 days of the games. This means
everyone, including all the audio guys,
knows where to drop their work."

An Avid -centric workflow
The Olympics graphics department is

responsible for all the eye candy that is
so important to an exciting visual Olym-
pics presentation - moving transitions,
bumpers, transitions and openings. To
make this happen, Paully's department
relied heavily on Avid technology, pri-
marily Avid Adrenalins. A total of 47

Adrenalins formed the backbone of the
graphics and editing platform.

Avid's just -introduced ISIS (which
stands for infinitely scalable intelligent
storage) system was a new addition to
this year's Olympics. Operating with
Avid's DNxHD 120Mb/s signal, the
SAN provides a highly scalable, self -
balancing and distributed architec-
ture, which was just what Mazza and
Paully were looking for to implement
HD production.

Because HD files are three times
larger than SD files, the staff needed

Each of NBC's portable ribs in a box
(RIBS) has two outside working rack
faces. Between the two rows of racks
is a walk space where technicians can
interconnect the equipment.

twice as much storage as in Athens just
to stay even. And because graphics was
the biggest storage hog, the team de-
cided that Avid's ISIS would give them
the biggest bang for their HD buck.

Inside the ISIS SAN
Images are stored in 8 -bit 1920 x 1080

sizes at 120Mb/s. The NBC Olympic in-
stallation relied on a pair of ISIS SANS.
Based on an 8TB, 4RU structure, an ISIS
can be scaled up to 64TB of storage. A
40TB ISIS was is used in graphics, which
provided about 380 hours of storage. A
second 24TB ISIS supported the video-
tape room and three NBC edit suites.

The ISIS architecture supported
Mazza's belt -and -suspenders ap-
proach. Multiple levels of redundancy
exist on each server. Each of the four
bays of drives that make up the SAN
has its own backup drive.

Six drives form the basic storage

module, with a seventh RAID spare
drive. Should any problem develop,
the spare drive automatically kicks in,
and the system immediately begins
rebuilding itself in the background.
No images or time is lost.

Each ISIS is equipped with double-

power supplies, dual -power feeds with
auto switchover. Any type of system
alert triggered sends an e-mail to Paully.

Outlying seats connected into the
ISIS system. Users could point over
to the graphics ISIS and select the
desired elements, which were then

David Mazza has been running NBC's
Olympic broadcast crews since the
1996 Atlanta Summer Games. His suc-
cess is grounded on being techno-
logically savvy and believing that new
isn't necessarily better.

transferred via GigE to the seat's local
storage system for use.

On -site NBC network users "Access
Hollywood" and Telemundo also had
access to the ISIS SANS. While both
operated in SD, the same storage served
both HD and SD production needs. The
SAN doesn't care whether the images
are SD or HD; it's just data. A third ISIS
SAN located in New Jersey produced
the curling programming.

The benefits are more than just added
space. "We also win on the dollar side
by combining users rather than having
separate storage systems, separate media
managers, separate index servers and
various bits combined together," Mazza
said. "The risk may go up slightly, but
that's a balance we try to keep in check."

Fully digital production
NBC creates the Olympic graph-

ics on Avid Deko/Thunders, with
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all images saved as QuickTime files.
QuickTime Movies become the ba-
sic file exchange format for Olympic
graphics. "The term still store is obso-
lete," Paully said. "There are no more
stills; everything moves."
The graphics stations were Macs

running Final Cut Pro for ingest.
Over -the -shoulder shots were man-
aged by After Effects. All graphics and
edit suites were the same so operators
didn't have to train on multiple setups.
All suites have identically loaded and
configured software. Each edit station

Phil Paully, director of graphics engi-
neering and operations for the NBC
Olympic crew, has a Ph.D. in visual phi-
losophy, which he said works perfectly
in helping him design the infrastructure
to create dynamic broadcast visuals.

was equipped with 6GB of RAM, dual
processors complete with HD I/O. Two
graphics Macs, with 3TB of external
storage, connected to the local SAN.

Venue ingest was handled by six
Avid workstations connected to the
primary graphics ISIS SAN. These
stations processed the live venue feeds
into the ISIS. At the end of each day,
every venue created a highlight reel.
The reel was then transmitted to the
NBC facility and ingested into the
ISIS. With six venues and six ingest
stations, multiple feeds could be han-
dled simultaneously.

The typical NBC Olympic edit suite
consisted of two Avid Adrenaline media
composers with DNxHD I/O. Miranda
processors were used to embed and de -
embed the audio from the SDI stream.

Each production suite had two Sony
HDCAM VTRs, a router, HD LCD
monitors, a Tektronix WFM and Dol-

by decoder, as well as NHT and Gen-
elec speakers for surround monitor-
ing. Two edit suites were also equipped
with Panasonic DVCPRO HD decks.

Flexible graphics production
The Olympic broadcasts place

unique requirements on the graph-
ics department. Not only are there
thousands of graphic elements, but
it's impossible to plan for every
contingency

"Things change, so you need people
pushing buttons:' Paully said. "When

eo," Paully said. "Now we have four op-
erators. They can pre -build images and
let the Avid render it at the desktop.
We'll do a QuickTime MXF transfer
and simply drop it onto the timeline.
We proved this works at Athens:'

Paully created a flexible and fast
graphics and editing platform at a cost
he could afford. "If it wasn't for the PC
and Mac platforms, I don't know how
I'd afford to do graphics. They've al-
lowed us to go from using custom, pro-
prietary hardware that cost $350,000
per room to $40,000," he said.

Each Avid graphics suite was identically equipped, making the transition between
suites easy for the temporary staffs.

the director says 'drop cut seven and
insert cut six; automation can't do that.
Sports is a seat -of -the -pants operation.
For instance, we don't have a graphic
for someone breaking a leg or falling
on the ice or sky jump. If that happens,
we need a custom graphic. You have to
be able to change on the fly:'

Transferring moving graphics was
another issue that had to be solved. The
Avid Deko graphics platform provided
the solution through Make Deko-
Movie. "Every graphic that we make is
a movie:' Paully said. "We don't make
still graphics any more. Backgrounds
move. Heads animate. There's always
motion in a graphic."
Any information an artist creates,

such as clips or CGs, is done with Make
DekoMovie. Once an artist saves it as a
movie, the graphic can be shipped or
dragged and dropped and rendered on
any Avid desktop.

"Our workflow had to change be-
cause we couldn't tie up 14 edit rooms
trying to time graphic changes to vid-

Proxies and metadata
The workflow at the Summer Games

in Athens relied on MXF proxies gener-
ated by Sony eVTRs. Because that fea-
ture hasn't been implemented yet on
the HDCAMs, which were employed in
Torino, a different solution was needed.

Forty MOG Solutions proxy encod-
ers were used to generate the 16:9
MXF proxies. The real-time MPEG-4
proxies were generated for each venue
feed to support desktop browsing at
both Olympic suites and back in the
United States.

The proxies were handed off to a Blue
Order MAM system, which, among
other chores, added scene transitions
information and generated a story -
board. In addition, during live events,
operators manually inserted dynamic
metadata such as race results.

Editors could access the proxies with-
in seconds after the ingest started. The
proxies were searchable locally and
via IP through Internet interfaces to
multiple remote locations. The system
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allowed graphic artists and editors to
quickly find the footage they needed as
well as identify the tape reels contain-
ing the master footage, all without ty-
ing up a lot of network bandwidth.

The Avid ISIS SAN is located in the
smaller center rack, number four from
either end. This SAN provided 40TB, or
about 380 hours of on -site storage, for
the network's graphics department. A
second Avid ISIS was used in the tape
room and a third back in New York.

Tape is not dead
At this Olympics, NBC recorded

almost 20,000 hours of tape, which
would be tough to put on spinning
disks. Any disk solution would have
required a lot of drives, creating its
own set of problems. "Besides," Maz-
za said, "those HDCAM tapes are a lot
cheaper than a disk drive. Also, there
is the added benefit of distributed
risk. If one tape machine breaks, there
are still 149 machines working:'

Tape is still the most portable of me-
diums. And, according to Bill Lorenz,
project manager of edit systems for
NBC Olympics, it's very reliable. "You
have to have a piece of tape to go any-
where you want to go. You aren't go-
ing to trust any disc system with your
entire show. If you can, you'll put a
piece of tape down at the same time
you record to hard drives. You can
take tape anywhere; it's a wonderful
way to operate," he said.

Last, but not least: audio
Audio is a huge component of any

HD broadcast, and NBC didn't short-
change this effort either. Most venues
created six discrete audio channels.
Once they were returned to the NBC
broadcast facility for post production,
the discrete channels were encoded into
two -channel Dolby Pro Logic II. This
turned out to be key to moving some
250 HD video signals around the facili-
ty with accompanying surround audio.

By re -encoding the original six chan-
nels into two Dolby Pro Logic channels,
the NBC infrastructure handled the full
mix and effects sound. The studios still
monitored discrete surround.

However, to maximize the benefits
of capturing in six discrete channels,
Dolby modified the encoding soft-
ware slightly to spread the center im-
age somewhat for decoding in viewer's
homes. The result was a wider aural
image that reinforced the HD images.

quantel.com

low-cost, risk -free
and it works'
Newsbox - the big integrated news system in a little box
...from just $199K

Now every broadcaster can match the look and speed of even the largest stations. Newsbox is a complete
pre-packaged system. It can be up, running and on air in just a few hours; oh yes, and every Newsbox
comes with a 5 year QCare warranty. It's time to think inside the box, Newsbox.

Newsbox is News to Go'"
0

Quante!
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The videotape room is composed of three RIBs, each holding
up to 16 Sony HDCAMs. Most venue feeds were first captured
and stored on tape here.

At NBC, the graphics department handles all the sweeten-
ing for bumpers, promos and teasers. Therefore, along with
the HD upgrade, Paully and his crew needed a different au-
dio mixer. He selected Digidesign Pro Tools driven by an
IKON digital console control surface.

"This Mac -based console interfaces seamlessly with the
Mac -based edit stations," Paully said. "Although the con-
sole also comes in a PC flavor, the majority of our audio
engineers prefer the Mac version:'

Ship it home
Once the Olympic content was packaged for transmis-

sion to the United States, it was sent via geographically
and technologically divergent paths. The SD and HD sig-
nals even took different paths. In other words, there was
no single point of failure in any of the three paths - belt,
suspenders and a second belt approach.

The HD feeds were converted by ShibuSoku converters.
The SD feeds were converted by Snell & Wilcox converters.
TANDBERG Television transmission encoders were the
last devices in the NBC Olympic center to see the images
before they were relayed back to the United States.

That's a wrap
Back in 2002, when I interviewed David Mazza at the

Salt Lake Winter Olympics ("An Olympic success," March
2002), he compared the Olympic production to doing 16
Super Bowl games - all at once. When I asked the same
question again this year, he said, "The Olympics is a giant
remote. We still do everything in a temporary fashion; we
just do it in a much bigger way. We have a lot more risk.
We're on more nights, and we have more stuff and people.
But, at the end of the day, we'll do whatever we have to do
to stay on the air."

So is it worth all the effort? Mazza quickly says "yes." The
only disappointing side, he sighs, is that despite all the effort
of his network and crew to produce pristine HD images,
90 percent of his audience never saw them. Most Olympic
viewers were still watching in 4:3 and analog NTSC.

Oh well, there's always 2008 in Beijing. Stay tuned. BE
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BROADCAST NETWORKS
Are all your eggs in one basket? A centralized

tion center (BOC) improves efficiency. Yet it significantly increases

the impact of a system failure. The NV8256-Plus, with patented

redundant crosspoint technology, provides affordable, error -free

video routing that protects you from single point failures. Major

networks worldwide depend on NVISION synchronous audio and

HD -SDI routers in their BOCs for 100% reliability and proven

performance. Built-in system features such as integrated video

encoders and decoders, MADI, and audio mono routing add

significant value. With the NV5128-MC Master Control you have

a complete, integrated path for program play -out in any format -

analog, digital, SD or HD. You can easily upgrade by simply

replacing modules. Rest easy. Your eggs are secure with NVISION.

For broadcast networks and post production facilities, error -free video and audio signal
processing and distribution means faster installations, lower operations cost, and a nonstop
HD viewing experience for audiences. NVISION pioneered, and continues to set standards
for, serial digital HD -SDI routing and multichannel, multiformat master control.
We provide flexible control of all your program material, including Dolby E and
Dolby Digital Audio. Dolby compatibility and well -managed signal flow ensure
low-cost, robust video playout. Format independence and modular systems
maximize plant flexibility and give you room to grow.



The smallest
big router in the world.

CorpMA's mobile unit Platinum uses
NVISINI to route HD broadcasts of
the Masters and PGA Championship

golf tounaments for CBS Sports.
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NEW NV8288:
the studio router
built to go.

Size matters when it comes
to mobile video production.
As trucks get larger and
more complex, the number
of signals you must manage
multiplies. Increasing the
physical size of the routing
system is not an option.
So NVISION invented the
smallest large scale router,
two and a half times as
dense as other routers. It
offers the same high level
of performance you've come
to expect from NVISION's
full studio routers. Yet we
fit 288 x 576 in 10RU and
576 x 576 in only 20RU.
Available configured with
SD and HD I/O and Composite

Outputs or any mix, these
routers guarantee trouble -
free operation day or night,
even in the harsh environ-

t of a mobile truck.
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LOCAL STATION GROUPS
How much will it cost for your transition to digital? Even if you

think you can't afford it, DTV is now a legal requirement. NVISION

will help you make the transition while protecting your investment

in analog equipment. The NV5128-MC Master Control Switcher

provides flexible support of analog audio and video, AES, SDI and

HD -SDI input and output signal formats. It simplifies integration

of analog and digital formats by combining routing and conversion

in the same frame. Upgrade to HD -SDI or increase the number

of channels of master control by simply adding modules to

the frame. Multi -channel control and flexible panel delegation

increase plant reliability, simplify distributed facility design,

and reduce service and support costs. It's also the only master

control system offering fully integrated Dolby E decoding with

delay management for seamless handling of full 5.1 channel audio.

POST PRODUCTION
Your demanding post production schedules require efficient,

multiformat, signal management. Join Ascent Media, ILM, Laser
Pacific, Modern VideoFilm and a long list of prestigious studios

that choose NVISION. The gold standard in routing systems and

router control, NVISION helps you manage signals flawlessly and

securely, regardless of complexity. Our video routers handle

any data rate from 3 Mb/s to 1.5 Gb/s and manage all digital

video formats inside one frame, simultaneously. With N -on -1

crosspoint redundancy, NV8256-Plus is a bulletproof 256 x 256

video router, field expandable to 512x 512. Our digital audio

routers handle AES, analog, and MADI signals, with a host of

advanced features like full mono channel routing. For the

ultimate in system power and flexibility, add the NV9000 router

control system. Plug-in modules make upgrading and expanding

easy - without the cost and pain of rewiring and recabling.

y III

Installing the intelligent and innovative NVISION routing and master control platform in your
facility today paves an upgrade path for the future. Our philosophy is that DA cards are
disposable, facilities are not. Our forward -looking designs leverage your investments and
help you avoid costly replacements, recabling, or ground -up installations. You can expand
capacity or upgrade capability quickly and cost-effectively with simple, front -plane module
replacement. High product quality and strict control of manufacturing at our US headquarters
ensure NVISION products continue running reliably, year after year.



MOBILE TRUCKS
Does size matter? For mobile video production +t's critical.

That's why NVISION offers any size router, for any size mobile

truck, in any format you need. NVISION builds tie most

reliable routers in the world, so even in the harsh environment

of a mobile truck, you can depend on trouble -free operation
when the pressure is on. And we protect your capital invest-

ment. To scale up, simply add more feeds or capability with

front -serviceable modules. For the ultimate in truck routers,

test drive the new NV8288. The smallest big router in the

world, it houses an ultra high density 288 x 576 system in a

10RU frame just 12 inches deep. It supports HD and SD and

expands to 576 x 576 in only 20RU. Low power consumption

and front -to -back forced air cooling make it the perfect fit for

your truck.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
IPTV is challenging cable and satellite for a share of the pay

TV market. Telecommunication leaders, like Verizon and KDDI

in Japan, are ramping up for IPTV with NVISION's NV8256-Plus

router. Its redundant crosspoint technology, recognized for

high reliability and superior quality, is the obvious choice for

backbone signal transmission and bandwidth provisioning.

NV8256-Plus and NV5128 routi lig systems deliver error -free

signal distribution for SDI, HD -SDI and composite video.

They protect your installed equipment base and enable a

cost-effective upgrade path that extends the life of capital

investments. The NV9000 system provides a unified com-

mand and control environment with a uniform control layer

distributed over secure VPN links. Deliver a quality viewing

experience with precise and reliable transmission of content.

Count on local service and rapid response
from real people
Routing problems are like people: each one is unique. NVISION's custome
service, support team, and world -class, third party system integrators ar
committed to helping you solve your technical problems, and getting you
back on the air or in production as soon as possible. Located across thre
continents, we're ready with local support worldwide. At our Grass Valley,
California headquarters, the service and support groups are located with
engineering and manufacturing, giving you ready access to new product
developments, the latest upgrades, and off in-house knowledge base.

For detailed product information
and technical specifications, !limit
our websle. Then let us help you
plan your next installation. Call our
toll free number and talk to a real
person who understands routing.
Put NVIStON behind the scenes and

you'll always be ahead of your time.

1-800-719-1900
www.nvision.tv



Ahead
of our tim

If your business depends on managing large

numbers of quality video and audio signals,
you've come to the right place. NVISION is

the leader in HD, SD, and digital audio routing

systems. By specializing in routing, we've
developed the most innovative products and

systems to flawlessly manage signals from
point to point. And we do it more efficiently,

reliably, and cost effectively than anyone else.

Since 1989, the biggest names in TV broadcast,

entertainment and post production have trusted
NVISION award winning technology behind the

scenes to keep them years ahead of the times.

NVISION's history of industry breakthroughs

HE FIRS

THE FIRST

'THE FIRST

nchronous AES router for audio,199

e code router with digital signal
(US patent awarded), 1992

directional machine control router
yna is port management (US patent

awarded), 1996

ge-scale HD -SDI router (US patent
awa 998

tegrated multichannel master
cher and multiformat router, 2003

rge scale digital video router
sma e gh for mobile trucks, 2005

We firmly believe that the key to our success,

and the high satisfaction of our customers -
large or small - depends upon our understanding

of each facility's unique needs and budget. We
always create a best -in -class routing solution

that achieves your goals, even when others say
it's impossible.



Five things you should know about

BY JOHN WADLE
he process that creates a cen-
tralized repository for digital
files containing non -textual

content, such as video recordings, still
pictures, audio clips and graphical im-
ages, has several names - digital asset
management (DAM), media asset man-
agement (MAM), digital asset ware-
housing and content management.

DAM provides tools that allow the
content (assets) held in those files to be

archived, searched and retrieved. Asset
repositories store digital files. Asset da-
tabases store associated metadata de-
scribing the content, including file lo-
cations, assigned IDs, durations, titles,
descriptions, annotations, key words,
usage rights and low- res thumbnail
images or proxy copies.

This definition is not specific to broad-
casting, and in fact, DAM found its
early adopters in publishing long before
it arrived at the broadcast facility. While
broadcasters have used asset manage-
ment systems in the form of program
tape libraries and news clip archives
since the beginning of TV, the advent

The integration of OmniBus' news solution and content management system with
AP/ENPS newsroom system allows a news producer to manage the live news
broadcast and the production process from the producer's pod.
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Five things you should know aboutDAM
of digital files as the primary media for
video and increasing requirements for
the repurposing of video assets has cre-
ated a demand for more sophisticated
asset management tools.

In response, solution providers from

the objective here is to offer a dis-
cussion of requirements to consider
when deciding on a broadcast DAM
solution. The following sections cover
five things broadcasters should know
about DAM.
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Figure 1. Focus of DAM by type of solution provider

several distinct application areas now
offer products for broadcast DAM.
These include enterprise DAM com-
panies, automation software providers,
editing and production system vendors,
newsroom system suppliers, resource
scheduling system providers and video
storage system manufacturers.

From these diverse perspectives, the
scope and required features of broad -

iiA database and
media manager
Companies offering DAM so-

lutions have different views on what
broadcasters need. Understanding
what the potential supplier sees as DAM
is essential in selecting a company and
product that can meet your current, as
well as future requirements.

DAM found its early adopters in publishing long

before it arnved at the broadcast facility.

cast DAM have been interpreted dif-
ferently to leverage the technology
found within each company's prod-
ucts. This has resulted in a wide range
of products labeled as broadcast
DAM, leaving a challenging evalua-
tion process for broadcasters.

This scenario has benefits and disad-
vantages. Since all broadcasters are not

At one end are enterprise DAM pro-
viders with solutions emphasizing data-
base capabilities, sophisticated indexing
and search tools, and inclusion of (or
integration with) such business systems
as rights management. These solutions
are primarily designed for business and
planning processes, not for broadcast
operations or content production.

40 Nett: NUMB3RS

Figure 2. CBS Eyeliner uses logo, text and still with animated reveal.

the same and therefore have different
requirements for asset management,
multiple solution choices provide a bet-
ter fit. However, finding one solution
to match all operational requirements
can be difficult, especially when many
products claim end -to -end reach.

Rather than offering an evaluation
or categorization of specific products,

With few exceptions, enterprise DAM
products do not control video storage,
playback or routing equipment and
normally do not provide content ac-
quisition (or ingest). In other words,
they are designed to track and distrib-
ute information about content, not
manage the content itself.

At the other end are video storage

system manufacturers. Their stake in
the DAM landscape is in broadcast
operations where their storage devic-
es are located. From this perspective,
DAM is primarily a media manage-
ment tool and an extension of video
storage technology. It emphasizes
access performance, large storage ca-
pacity and multiformat support.

In the movement to IT platforms,
video storage systems have added
enhanced database capabilities and
options for proxy creation. However,
their capabilities in these areas are of-
ten severely limited as compared with
database -centric and client -server
platform DAM solutions.

In choosing a DAM provider, de-
cide where your requirements and in-
tended usage fall on the scale shown in
Figure 1. There are always some uses
(and users) that are exceptions, but your
primary use of DAM should match the
perspective of the solution provider.

2 In DAM, "A isn't
just video
In parallel with the demand

for repurposing of assets, broadcasters
are faced with increasing competition
within their traditional markets. For
each distribution path and market (e.g.,
broadcast TV in a major city), product
differentiation has become an impor-
tant tool for maintaining market share.

Besides local news, branding is one of
the few options available to enhance the
broadcast product within a local mar-
ket. By branding I mean not just the
bug but also animated graphics, over-
lays, voice-overs and effects sequences
that make their mark in the viewer's
mind. (See Figure 2.)

Many of the components of brand-
ing (e.g., stills, graphics, logos, anima-
tions, audio clips) are digital assets in
their own right and should be part of
your plans for DAM. While the media
management capabilities of the de-
vices that store and deliver these com-
ponents currently lag behind those of
video servers, that gap is closing. In
other words: A solution for broad-
cast DAM today should include both
video and non -video assets.
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Five things you should know aboutDAM
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Figure 3. Keywords table with cross-
referencing

gph Upstairs, downstairs4 In this business, the needs
and objectives of manage-

ment, planning, production, news
and operations define a diverse set of
requirements for DAM. From their
origins in other applications, enter-
prise DAM systems have developed
advanced methods of database orga-
nization and indexing to provide so-
phisticated search capabilities, such as
keyword cross-referencing (see Figure
3), phonetic matching, thesauri and

word proximity criteria.
Because of their wide deployment

within an organization, many DAM
systems offer multiple forms of user
interface, such as a Web browser or
application GUI. In some cases, this
includes the ability to integrate DAM
access within related applications
(e.g., a window to find and view an
asset from within a rights manage-
ment system). These techniques from
enterprise DAM provide a road map
for broadcasters to deliver depart-
ment's requirements via the existing
IT infrastructure and systems.

4 DAM for the big
and small
DAM provides effective tools

for both large and small broadcasters,
but the volume and types of content
can vary widely. The key to adapt-
ing DAM to your requirements lies
in workflow or, more correctly, auto-
mated workflow.

Most DAM systems include some
workflow management, providing
tools to define a sequence of process-
ing steps (i.e., tasks) using the capa-
bilities of the DAM system. Beyond
defining a workflow of tasks within

Start
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system
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Content file
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house format

Transcode
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copy
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Desktop
louier

Passed
compliance?

Workflow
manage

End

the DAM system, advanced workflow
managers automatically initiate tasks,
monitor jobs through the workflow
and assign tasks by external systems.

For example, a workflow to acquire
and prepare content for air will use
functions of the DAM system, such as
content registration, metadata capture
and proxy creation, as well as require
tasks from other systems to control
ingest, verify standards compliance
and cache content files for playout. A
comprehensive, automated workflow
manager within the DAM system is
an invaluable tool in optimizing the
use of generalized solutions to spe-
cific requirements. (See Figure 4.)

5 Old news
From using index cards and
tape to databases and video

servers, news operations have always
found ways to store and catalog their
clips. With or without the acronym,
this is DAM.

The ability to locate and reuse clips on
a specific topic or showing a particular
person or location is a core part of news
production. As with any mission -criti-
cal function, these tools must work reli-
ably without speciali7Pd training. These
requirements from news - both the
functions themselves and the effective-
ness of their implementation - will be
essential for broadcast DAM overall.

The message here is to use the experi-
ence of your news department to assist in
the evaluation of a proposed DAM solu-
tion. Even if initially they have no plans
to replace their current news library
system, their input on requirements and
ease of use can be invaluable.

Conclusions
DAM for broadcasters is here. As

broadcast technology merges with in-
formation technology, the proven ben-
efits of digital asset management are
dose behind. With broadcast solutions
operating on IT platforms, proving
wide access to assets becomes a business
decision, not a technical hurdle. BE

Figure 4. A well -designed workflow optimizes the use of generalized solutions 7o John Wadle is product manager for OPUS
specific requirements. at OmniBus Systems.
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Demand More. Expect More. Get More.
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Demand More.
First, we took some of the brightest minds in meteorology, and put them in the

same room with supercomputers.Once the numbers were crunched and the

models were run, hyper -local forecasts of unprecedented accuracy became

available to thebroadcaster. BAMS' 96 -hour model runs are the most accurate,

credited with saving countless lives during the 2005 hurricane season.Along

with the wealth of forecast data BAMS delivers, there's also our exclusive

Air Quality model.This kind of technology should be in your weathercast.

And BAMS is the only place you'll find it.

Expect More.
Speed. Agility. Performance. While these are words more typically associated with

fast Ferraris or the latest jet fighter, we find they work for Baron Doppler radar, too.

Because it's time to expect more from this weather center workhorse. To that effect,

no other vendor offers the leadership in Doppler design that our radar division does.

Field -proven in broadcast television, overseas markets and the US military, Baron's

live radar systems come backed with years of design experience. Superior accuracy

and speed are at your command. We'll blow your expectations away.

Call 256-881-8811 for an analysis.
Find out how much money Baron can save your station.



WxWorx

BARON
Weather Solutions

Get More.

Why did heavyweights like Gamin, Rockwell Collins, Cessna and XM Satellite Radio

choose to work with us? Because they knew they could get more with WxVvtorx, our

mobile weather company. But there's more to the story than that. After all, it was our

innovations in the broadcast arena that opened the doors for WxWorx. Now, your trust

in us is repaid in the form of unprecedented value.ln fact, some clients have saved

literally hundreds of thousands of dollars. Funny how things always come full circle.

BARON
Weather Solutions

Demand More. Expect More. Get More.
it's time to expect more from your weather vendor. But we bet you didn't expect this.

Baron Se -vices is the only complete weather company, providing winning weather

solutions Ike the all -encompassing VIPIR system-a one -box solution for 365 days of

weather, vvriatever they bring. Sensors, radar, forecasting, storm tradking-everything

comes to you from one vendor, at an unprecedented value, and suppo-ted with ex-

ceptiona service. Your viewers deserve this. You have the right to demand it for them.

Do you want to win weather? Then this is where you have to be.

The Only Complete Weather Company

Visit us at NAB - C7407

www.baronservices.com



Four Companies in One
More
than just the biggest weather company.

It's not that we don't enjoy being the biggest guys on the block. But the most

important thing about Baron Services' unique "Four Companies in One"

structure is how it lets you beef up your weather presence while saving money.

Our live graphics and sensors. instant alerts and storm tracking are simply

the best in the industry. Then there's Doppler radar. advanced forecast

modeling. mobile weather - you name it. Only Baron Services provides the

only Complete Weather Solution.

It's more than the convenience of getting all your weather from one trusted

source. Over the past few years. we have helped our customer stations save

literally hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Superior technology. Superior value. It's finally okay to expect more from

your weather vendor.

The Only Complete Weather Company

BARON
Weather Solutions
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Call 256-881-8811 for an analysis.
Find out how much money Baron can save your station.



IMAGE FORMAT
FIEL11131
BY LARRYTHORPE AND GORDON TUBBS

The 1/2in camera -imager
format has returned, but
this time around it's a

high -definition 1/2in camera -imager
format.

A year ago, two of the major camera
manufacturers shut down production
of all SDTV camcorders conforming
to the 1/2in image format. Born in the
1980s, this image format was destined
to propel thousands of cost-effective
SDTV cameras and camcorders into
a broad variety of sectors of lower -

budget production. corporate
production and smaller

market television sta-
tions. The format

reached a zenith

in the late 1990s and then entered a slow
decline, displaced by increasingly low-
er -cost 2/3in image format products
and higher -end 1/3in image format
cameras. Now, however, a contempo-
rary HDTV camcorder squarely cen-
tered on a 16:9 112in image format has
entered the market.
The 1/2in format holds the promise

of the same advantages for HD
that success-
fully thrust it
into the low-
er -budget SD
world 20 years
ago. Namely,
the 1/2in for-
mat facilitates
the production
of a more com-

pact camcorder at a lower cost.
A survey of contemporary 2/3in image

format SDTV newsgathering camcord-
ers offered by all of the major manu-
facturers shows these products broadly
range from $20,000 to $30,000 in cost.
Lenses for these camcorders (from all
of the manufacturers) span roughly the
same pricing range. Broadcasters have
made little secret of the fact that they
believe that HDTV newsgathering can
only be successfully implemented if
the HD camcorders and lenses entail a
modest czst premium over SDTV ENG
camcorders.

The challenge to produce HDTV
camcorders and lenses that meet this
criterion has sparked an extraordi-
nary diversity of innovative design
strategies. The use of the smaller
1/2in image format is only one of

these design exigencies.
Indeed, no less than three
HD image formats have
emerged-the traditional
2/3in, the 1/2in and the

even smaller 1/3M.
Some of the

optical manu-
facturers have

New tapeless HD
systems are emerg-
ing in three image -
format sizes (2/3in,
1/2in, and 1/3in).
Sony's HD XDCAM

uses the 1/2in image format.
Photo by Jim Huibregtse.
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Figure 1. A scaled comparison between
the sizes of the standard 2/3in image
format and the 1/2in image format

already planned to develop more
cost-effective HDTV lenses for both
the 2/3in and the 1/2in image formats
on the assumption that these two im-
age formats will coexist in the larger
HD marketplace. In the case of the
separate tape -based HDV format,
interchangeable HD lenses for the
popular 1/3in image format play a
role. This article will, however, focus
on the 2/3in and 1/2in formats.

The possible lens options
for the 1/2in format

It is useful to open the discussion
with a reminder of the difference in
image size for the 2/3in and 1/2in im-
age formats. (See Figure 1.)

The dilemma for many end us-
ers contemplating the new 1/2in
HD systems, however, is that they
are entering a marketplace awash in
2/3in camcorders and lenses - both
HDTV and high -end SDTV. Accord-
ingly, many are naturally asking:
 Will the same family of 1/2in HD
lenses emerge that are operation-
ally compatible with established 2/3in
optics (in terms of popular angles of
view and ranges of focal length)?
 Can a 2/3in HDTV lens work with
these 1/2in HD cameras?
 Can legacy 2/3in SDTV lenses be
considered for the new 1/2in HDTV
cameras?
 Would a new 2/3in HD lens pur-
chase be a better investment if a
downstream transition to a higher -
level 2/3in HDTV camera were, for

some end users, a possibility?

The new 1/2in
HDTV lenses

New lenses specifically designed for
the new 1/2in HDTV cameras are
the optimum choice for that format.
Their optical performance effectively
matches the performance of 1/2in
imagers that typically employ a sub -
sampling lattice for the 1080 -line
production format. So far, only 1080 -
line cameras have been unveiled. The
same lenses will match well with the
full 1280 x 720 sampling lattice of the
alternate 720 -line system when that
inevitably emerges.

Strenuous design efforts have tar-
geted the production of lenses close
in price range to the established
2/3in SDTV lenses. That is a crucial
consideration for broadcast HD ENG.

Direct coupling of these 1/2in lenses
with 1/2in imager -equipped cameras
makes full use of the entire operation-
al capabilities of these acquisition sys-
tems in terms of angles of view, range
of focal lengths and system sensitivity.
In that sense, these new lenses closely
match the operational capabilities of
the traditional 2/3in lenses presently
popular in SDTV and HDTV broad-
cast newsgathering.

Glass
element

Figure 2. The LO -3211113T adapter sup-
ports the mounting of a 2/3in lens on
a 1/2in camera

A 2/3in HDTV lens
with adapter

For rental houses already well -stocked
with 2/3in HD lenses, it is natural to
question whether these lenses can be
made functional with the new 1/2in
cameras.

The answer is that yes, it is techni-
cally possible to couple a 2/3in lens
to these new 1/2in cameras. However,
there are important operational con-
siderations that must weigh on any
decision here.

The mating of the 2/3in HD lens
with the standardized B4 mount to the
1/2in camera is accomplished by us-
ing a relatively simple and inexpensive
adapter. (See Figure 2.) The task of the
adapter is threefold:
 provide the appropriate mechanical

Final lens
element

LO -32BMT
adapter

Camera lens
mounting flange

Effective
flange back

48mm

1/2in green
11111Nommy image sensor

4,

1/2in
flange back

Figure 3. A simplistic illustration of the coupling of a 2/3in HD lens to the 1/2in HD
camera
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IMAGE FORMATREDUX
coupling between the larger format
lens and the smaller image format
camera
 restore the correct flange back dis-
tance of 48mm required by the 2/3in
lens (the smaller 1/2in camera optics
have a shorter distance) to ensure that
its back focus control operates in ac-
cordance with its original design
 restore the effective optical path
length for which the 2/3in lens was de-
signed, in terms of the optical interface
with the camera's beam -splitting block.

The deployment of the adapter is
depicted in Figure 3 on page 98. (This
is illustrative only and not an accurate
optical tracing.)

The adapter does not make any optical
adjustment to image size. Accordingly,
the 2/3in HD lens projects its normal
size image into the camera optical port.
Only that central rectangular portion of
the image that lands on the 1/2in 16:9
imagers is relevant for sampling. The
camera ignores all of the remaining pe-
ripheral circular imagery.
The optical element in this adapter

is simple, and its optical transmission
characteristics are high. Thus, it leaves
no discernible optical footprint on
an HDTV optical image in terms of
modulation transfer function (MTF)
loss, chromatic aberrations, colori-
metric alteration or con-
trast ratio impairment.

Using a 2/3in
HDTV lens on a
1/2in HDTV
camera

While the technical op-
tical performance can be
protected, there are in-
evitable compromises in
the operational aspects.
Figure 4 simulates a

2/3in lens set to present a
certain angle of view cp 1
to a 2/3in CCD. For that
same lens focal length
setting of fl, when that
image is presented to
the 1/2in CCD, it will intercept only
a truncated inner section of the im-
age. In order for the 1/2in sensor to

Figure 4. (a)The effective reduction it angle of view when the 2/3in lens is set for
a specific image width on a 2/3in image sensor and that same image is projected
on to the 1/2in CCD; (b)The lens focal) length must be shortened to restructure the
same size image onto the 1/2in image sensor.

see the same image being presented to
the 2/3in CCD, the focal length of the
lens must be readjusted to a shorter
focal length that provides the same
angle of view - namely, the new set-
ting of y 2. This effectively shrinks
the horizontal width of the image to
squarely fit the entire image content
to the 1/2in imager size.

Because this is an important opera -

Figure 5. The red circle shows the object image from
the 2/3in lens as it is projected into the camera. The
portion of that larger image inside the yellow rect-
angle is all that is seen by the three 1/2in CCD sen-
sors - the associated shortfall in effective angle of
view is evident.

tional limitation that must be catered
to, it is helpful to illustrate the issue
with some simulated imagery. In

Figure 5, that simulated imagery
clearly shows that there is a quite
discernible difference in the angle of
view seen by the 1/2in camera sensors
compared with that seen by a 2/3in
camera. If the 2/3in lens is not at the
end of its focal range, then a simple
adjustment of the zoom control can
restore the original wide angle of view
to fit to the camera image sensors. (See

Figure 6. Recovery of the original angle
of view created in the 2/3in image for-
mat by adjusting the lens zoom control
to reduce the focal length.

Figure 6.) If the lens is operating close
to its widest angle, then that readjust-
ment to parity with the 2/3in angle
of view will not be possible - it does
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NEC Display Solutions of America. Inc. 0 200E NEC Display Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved.
Simulated images in monitors.

NEC
NEC Display Solutions
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not have the requisite focal
range.

In practice, what is the
magnitude of this shortfall in
angle of view? A simple cal-
culation can quantitatively
produce that answer. If the
width of the image sensor (w
in mm) and the focal length f
(also in mm) are known, the
angle of view can be readily calculated
from the well-known formula:

= 2 Tan -1 w/2f
As was shown in Figure 1, the width

of the 2/3M sensor is 9.59mm and
that of the 1/2in sensor is 6.67mm.
Using this information and consider-
ing two portable 2/3in HD lenses (a
wide angle 4.7mm lens and a telepho-
to 158mm lens), it is simple to calcu-
late the percentage change in angle
of view from the 2/3in lens image to
that applied to the 1/2in sensor - at
both extremities of the focal range of

HJ11ex4.7

2/3in camera
1/2in camera
Percent change

HJ22ex7.6

2/3in camera
1/2in camera
Percent change

4.7mm 52mm

91.14° 10.54°

73.14° 7.66°

19.7% 27.3%

7.6mm 168mm

64.5° 3.28°

49.26° 2.38°

23.6% 27.4%

Table 1.The percentage change in angle of view from the 2/3in
lens image to the 1/2in lens image

each lens. (See Table 1.) The effect is
not linear over the focal range of the
lenses.

Employment of a 2/3in
SDTV lens with adapter

It is perfectly understandable that
end users already in possession of a
quantity of SD 2/3M lenses from the
earlier SDTV ENG era - users who
may now be contemplating a transi-
tion to HDTV ENG based on a 1/2in
camcorder - might seek to amelio-
rate their capital investment by using

fest a

those older SDTV lenses
(via the same adapter
described earlier). The
argument is sometimes
presented that a high -
quality SDTV lens cou-
pled to an HDTV cam-
era - one that sports a
subsampled HD imager
- should actually mani-

reasonable technical imaging
compatibility. Regrettably, this is not
the case.

The optical bandwidth required
for 1080 -line HDTV is substantially
greater than that for SDTV. It is 2.7
times that for SDTV (82 line -pairs
per millimeter versus 31 line -pairs
per millimeter). The very essence of
what constitutes high definition lies
in the additional spatial information
contained within that frequency re-
gion beyond the 31Lp/mm bound-
ary of the SDTV system. And, this is

HD and SD Converters boast solid performance.
Rigorously tight specs. Unsurpassed reliability. That's precisely why

they're the products of choice for major professional sports events.

From miniature stand-alones to rackmount interface cards and

frames, we offer a full range of digital/analog models. Built by

video pros for video pros, they deliver top -of -the -line quality at a

can't -beat -it price.

Keepin' It Real
Our HD and SD converters consistently
score a hole in one, working flawlessly 24/7
70 deliver perfect signal and image quality at
breakthrough prices.
No worries. Now enjoy that doughnut.

Prepare for the ultimate reality.
:heck out our product line, call 530.274.2048 or

iisit www.aja.com for details.\J\
ILIA VIDEO SYSTEMS INC
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CALREC BROADCAST SYSTEMS

SYSTEM PLUS
THE EVOLUTION OF 3ROADCAST

AUD 0 PRODUCTION
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Visit Us at NAB Booth # N917.
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Tel: (615) 871 0094 Email: ericj@redwoodweb.com
Tel: (212) 586 7376 Email: dsimont§studioconsultants.com
Tel: (818) 841 3000 Email: jschallergaJdiospec.com

Contact: Calrec Audio Ltd, Nutclough Mill, Hebden Bridge, West Yorkshire, HX7 8EZ, UK
Tel: 01144 1422 842159 Email: enquiries@calre:.com Web: www.:alrec.com

The System Plus platform represents
a new -milestone in facilities which are
now availab e across the Alpha, Sigma
and Zeta range
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colour ITT meter -rig syst.,--J-ri that

enables user derned metering schemes
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is the prov sion for SNMP reporting to
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status reporting.
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 Automaoc redundancy PSUs, DSP and

control processors

III All cards and pales are hot -mappable
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 8 stereo or mono audio groups
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II Console operAes ndependently of PC

 Console and -arks boot from power
on in less than 20 seconds

 Full control system rese: in less than 15
sera -ids with ro loss of audio

CALREC
Find out why the world's biggest
broadcasters trust Calrec with
their most cricial creative
decisions at vwww.calrec.com
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IMAGE FORMATREDUX
where the problems lie.

In an earlier article in this series
on HDTV lens design, "Manage-
ment of MTF" in March 2005, it was
shown that the behavior of the MTF
of an SDTV lens over those spatial
frequencies beyond the SDTV pass -
band are much less well controlled than
in an HDTV lens. The behavior of the
MTF of a typical SDTV lens (measured
at a spot spatial frequency of 56Lp/
mm, which lies halfway between the
31Lp/mm boundary of the SDTV
system and the 82Lp/mm boundary
of the HDTV system) is unruly. (See
Figure 7.)

These vagaries in optical MTF be-
havior apply to both the horizontal
and the vertical domains. The con-
sequences will be highly dependent
upon scene content and are difficult
to predict. But, they will mar the im-
age sharpness of the acquisition sys-
tem. For the record, an even worse

Object distance in meters

(c) Zoom range

HDTV lens

SDTV lens

HDTV lens

SDTV lens

2

Center

(d) Iris range

HDTV lens

SDTV lens

Middle Corner

Diffrection

.1411111611111

limited
F 2.0

F 4.0 (Perfect lens)

F4.0 (HDTV)

F4.0 (SDTV)

F 16.0

Wide Telephoto 20 40 60 80 Lp/mm
Focal length in mm Spatial resolution

Figure 7. The variations in MTF of generic HDTV and SDTV lenses - measured at a
spot spatial frequency of 56Lp/mm - across the image plane (b) and when the op-
erational controls of focus (a) and zoom (c) are manipulated.The relative behavior
of MTF with iris setting is indicated by (d).

technical choice would be deploy- Larry Thorpe is the national marketing

ment of older pro -video 1/tin SDTV executive and Gordon Tubbs is the as -

lenses on these new camcorders. BE
sistant director of the Canon Broadcast &
Communications Division.
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Nucomm is ready to help you navigate
through the 2 GHz transition

Experience the Nucomm difference, with products optimized for the
2 GHz relocation.

Nucomm's proven, comprehensive se- of solutions feature:

:: Equipment designed for high data rate HD applications

:: Software based multiple modulation formats for maximum flexibility

:: High performance ultra linear low noise RF components

:: Optional 10 Watts digital RF output

:: Enhanced ease of use through quick keys and dedicated presets

:: Expanded high quality manufacturing capability with
Comtech/EF Data

Make Nucomm your choice for upgrade or replacement
2 GHz systems.

Nu =mm

Visit Us At NAB2006, Booth #(320
01 Bilby Road, Hackettstown New Jersey 07840 USA Phone: 800.968.2666 Fax 908.813.0399 www.nucomm.co
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he NAB show always serves as a place for broadcasters worldwide to gather and

learn more about their industry. Not only does it provide the opportunity to

see tomorrow's technology today, but also it offers attendees the chance to have

questions answered on the technology and policy.

Every year, the Broadcast Engineering staff provides a guide full of com-

prehensive coverage to help you make the most of this chaotic event. First,

we announce the winners of our fifth annual Engineering Excellence Awards

competition. We'll recognize these facilities at NAB for their achievement in

each of nine categories.

Next, our Exhibit Hall Map will help you find your way through the hun-

dreds of booths and new products. Vendors from around the world will be dis-

playing new solutions and updated favorites, giving broadcasters the chance

to shop for a wide range of new technologies. You'll save time and not

get lost if you use our map to find your way through the maze of

booths.

Our FASTtrack section also will save you time and make navigat-

ing NAB a breeze. This listing is organized to help you find your way

to the vendors you're interested in - whether you're looking for

transmitters or routers. Vendors are divided into product cat-

egories and then listed geographically for
q r 111100Mr 404 easy reference.

Finally, our DTV Marketplace showcases

this year's hottest products! Browse more than 30 pages of prod-

uct descriptions and photos to build your ultimate shopping list. Whatever

you're looking for at this year's NAB, we will help you find it!

TABLE OF CONTENTS
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Engineering Excellence Awards 108
Exhibit Hall Map 129
FASTtrack 157
DTV Marketplace 170



The fifth annual

And the winners are ...
With five Excellence Awards un-
der our belt, we've got this pro-

cess nailed down. This year's 42 entries
topped last year's by 25 percent. And,
in a time of rapid transition, consoli-
dation and HD conversion, Broadcast
Engineering is leading the charge to
full digital and HD television.

As always, our readers picked the
winners. We believe that because our
readers are so involved in the indus-
try, they know what technology works
best. That's why they're the judges.

Drum roll, please ... The winning
entries are featured throughout the
next 17 pages.

Please stop by the winners' booths
to congratulate them. The 2005 win-
ners of the Broadcast Engineering Ex-
cellence Awards are the finest facility
installations. Congratulations win-
ners! You're the best.

The names of the voters who were
picked to win Broadcast Engineering
T-shirts from the random drawing
are shown on page 12.

Brad Dick
Editorial Director

This year's winners are:
New studio technology -
station:
Winner: WMHT 110

Submitted by: CEI

Winner: KNTV and Telemundo 110

Submitted by: Ascent

Runner-up: TV8 and TV17 110

Submitted by: Omneon

New studio technology -
network:
Winner: Discovery 112

Submitted by: Ascent

Runner-up: Medcom 112

Submitted by: AZCAR

New studio technology -
HD:
Winner: ESPN 114

Submitted by: Grass Valley

Runner-up: NBC's SNL 114

r Submitted by: The Systems Group

New studio technology -
non -broadcast:
Winner: LSU 116

Submitted by: Network Electronics

Runner-up: Columbia 116

Submitted by: Media 3

Station automation:
Winner: Bay News 9 118

Submitted by: OmniBus

Runner-up: WISC-TV 118

Submitted by: Sundance Digital

Network automation:
Winner: TV Guide Channel 120

Submitted by: Omneon

Runner-up: CBC-TV 120

Submitted by: Inscriber

Newsroom technology:
Winner: SBT 122

Submitted by: Leitch

Runner-up: WFTV 122

Submitted by: Avid

Post & network
production facilities:
Winner: Food Network 124

Submitted by: Solid State Logic

Runner-up: CIRIS 124

Submitted by: SGI

RF systems:
Winner: KNTV-TV 126

Submitted by: Thales

Runner-up: WCJB-TV 126

Submitted by: Axcera
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The Best in Routing
just got smaller
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Smaller footprint,
increased agility and reliability.

512 x 512 Multi -Rate Routing in 2711U
1024 x 1024 Multi -Rate Routing in Two Racks

All large-scale SD/HD multi -rate digital routing technologies follow in Cheetah's tracks
for size, function and value. Cheetah has the vital agility to match your digital format,
matrix size and space requirements.

Full redundancy for mission critical on -air environments is achieved using Cheetah's
Matrix Watchdog, our redundant crosspoint feature, along with redundant power and control.

Optional fiber optic input/output, 10 -bit D to A, and HD to SDI internal conversion cards
further increase Cheetah's ability to fill current and future requirements.

Cheetah - light on its feet and your budget.
Explore the value at www.pesa.com
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See Us at NAB Booth # SU1370.

24 Woodbine Ave Suite 16

Northport, NY, USA 11768

Tel: +1 (631) 912-1301
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Tying for the win of new studio technology - station are WMHT, and KNTV and Telemundo

WMHT
II

SUBMITTED BY CEI

Located in New York, WMHT
operates three TV stations,
plus two radio stations and a

radio reading service for the visually
impaired and print disabled.

To meet the challenges of the new
digital age, the station purchased a
42,000sq ft office building and added
10,500sq ft of studio space for its new
production and broadcast center.

The facility hired systems integrator
Communications Engineering (CEI)
to provide a turnkey design and in-
tegration solution. A major require-
ment was to move the station's pro-

duction and on -air operations 22mi
with no disruptions.

CEI engineers coordinated every
aspect of the buildout and transition,
including new satellite downlink an-
tennas, tower construction for televi-
sion and radio STLs, a multichannel
master control room, two televisicn
studios, a production control room, a
5.1 audio control room, three nonlin-
ear edit systems with shared storage,
an FM on -air studio, an FM produc-
tion studio, audio editing, three aud_o
live and record control rooms, tape
and DVD duplication systems, and

1

t 1: In
IP in NEM   Ai.:1-
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or

media -capable conference rooms.
A primary goal for all new systems

was efficient operations with digital
file -based content flow.

KNTV and Telemundo
II II I I

SUBMITTED BY ASCENT MEDIA SYSTEMS &TECHNOLOGY SERVICES

KNTV and Telemundo are in-
dividual stations that share
resources to transmit simulta-

neously from the same building. The
stations share a 100,000sq ft space in
San Jose, CA.

Ascent Media served as the system
integrator for the turnkey move and
digital upgrade, including the satel-
lite facilities that took approximately
one year from design to launch. The
firm worked with the NBC team and
Gensler, an architectural firm, to de-
sign an infrastructure based on SDI

signal distribution with two -channel
non -embedded AES audio.

A central equipment room con-
tains 140 racks of core gear, including
routing switchers, the NBC hub racks,
distribution equipment, MATV, net-
working equipment, patching, au-
dio equipment, intercom, clock, and
reference and studio gear. One Grass
Valley Trinix switcher accomplishes
routing for both stations.

Two separate, but nearly identi-
cal, production control rooms have
a fully loaded 64 -input Sony MVS-

SUBMITTED BY OMNEON, NVERZION AND BECK ASSOCIATES

Technology at work: Beck Associates custom consoles; Evertz 5600 MSC
master sync generator; Grass Valley Concerto/Encore digital router, 8900

Series terminal equipment and Kayak DD -2 production switcher; Leitch
LogoMotion II channel branding, Panacea 16x2 MC switching; Omneon
Spectrum media server; NVerzion NControl automation; Pinnacle Deko
1000 CG; Sony DSR-2000 DVCAM VTRs; Telex/RTS Zeus intercom system;
Videotek VTM-200 T&M; Wohler audio monitors.

8000 production switcher system,
Calrec audio consoles and Pinnacle
EFX Dekos.
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CHANNEL
HD VIDEO SERVER

MCS
MULTI -CHANNEL SERVER

Broadcast Time Delay

Commercial Insertion

Live to Air Playback

Sports Slow-Mo

VTR Replacement

Multi -Channel HD Video Servers start at $30,900
Multi -Channel SD Video Servers start at $9.9C0

MCS-HD Multi -Channel HD Video Server

0.o' eNvi 2 record & 2 play independent video channels

System Compatibility
 HD -SDI, SDI input and output
 P2, VDCP, Odetics and GPI control
 Compatible with leading automation systems
 Automated playback via our ListMaker software

Reliable and Upgradeable Design
 Lower cost 2 channel configuration available
 Dedicated video hardware platform
 External RAID5 storage
 Redundant power supply

Video Servers - HD MPEG2 Encoders and Decoders - SDI / DVI Converters - HD Vidbo Test Generator

Doremi Labs. Inc. tel. 818 562-1101 info@dorenilabs.com www.doremilabs.com doremi
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Discovery
Communications

A

SUBMITTED BY ASCENT MEDIA SYSTEMS &TECHNOLOGY SERVICES

The new Discovery Television and Technology Center in Sterling, VA,
features a glass -enclosed, circular master control area surrounded by
10 transmission pods. Its control system is capable of transparently

reassigning networks to any number of master control rooms. The facility
was built to handle distribution for Discovery Communications' current U.S.
networks and designed to seamlessly accommodate growth.

Ascent Media provided the technical integration services for the 53,000;q
ft showcase that serves as the network origination for 13 of Discovery's U.S.
networks plus BBC America - comprising 17 network feeds. The facility can
support any mixture of 64 channels of HD or SD programming and currently
provides West Coast feeds for three networks.

Each of the 10 transmission pods is easily configured by the push of a button
and the click of a mouse to control up to six networks in any combination.
These pods are monitored by three centrally located supervisory positions,
each of which can take full control of any network. This design, resulting in
significant cost savings, also allows the networks to be moved from pod to pod
with all their associated audio and video monitoring and control, error report-
ing, graphic control and automation.
Three tightly integrated applications provide the key to this operational sce-

nario. A custom -engineered Evertz MVP 3000 system with integrated packet
routers serves as the core A/V controller for the entire facility. Each of the pods'
MVP 3000s are responsible for all the audio and video monitoring, error dis-
play and logging and tallies, while also displaying all VBI information relating
to a signal, such as closed captioning. The system takes full advantage of the ex-
treme flexibility of the facility by reassigning any audio or video sources to any
pod. With 20 images associated with each network, it supports and manages
in excess of 640 inputs along with the connected audio, regardless of format.
It also supports all the routing and control required to move formats between
pods.

The other critical elements are a Miranda Presmaster multichannel HD/SD
master control panel and the OmniBus Colossus automated transmission
suite.

Discovery has its eye on the future with specialized technology that com-
prises a blended infrastructure of both broadcast and IT solutions.

Runner-up: Medcom
SUBMITTED BY AZCAR

Technology at work: Clear-Com 128x128 intercom matrix; Evertz MVP
monitor walls; Florical automation; Leitch Newsflash and NLE systems;

Miranda Presmaster MC system with four streams; Quartz 256 x 256 SDI/
AES with control and time code routing switcher; Ross Synergy production
switchers; Wheatstone consoles.
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You Configure It.
We Build It.

The New Optiva
Configurable
Fiber Optic System
by Opticomm

oopticorpm

...

Design Your Own Fiber Optic System On-line
at www.opticomm.com
The Product Configurator at www.opticomm.com lets you design a fiber optic
transmission system to your precise needs. In one short visit you can select
the exact signals you wish to transport, the optics and connectors you need,
and the most suitable housing unit. You even get a diagram of the system
you create, all at the touch of a button.

The Optiva- Series of fiber optic systems are digital laser -based multiplexers
with optional combinations of various video, audio and data signals. Optiva-
systems utilize daisy -chain multiplexing to optimize bandwidth allocation.
Anywhere from one to hundreds of channels can be transmitted over one optical
wavelength, where required.

All Optiva' systems can be controlled and monitored using the SNMP based
OptivaView- Network Management Suite.

All transmission is broadcast quality, without compromise.

Select from any of the following
protocols to transport over
multimode or singlemode fiber:

Video
Composite (NTSC/PAUSECAM)

Studio Composite (NTSG/PAUSECAM)
(12 -Bit Processing)

SDI

HD -SDI

DVB-ASI

S -Video

Audio
Analog
(13alanced and Unbalanced)

Studio Analog (18 dBu)

Digital AES/EBU

Data
10/100 Ethernet

RS -232

RS -422

RS -485 (2 or 4 wire)

Contact Closure

See Opticomm's pre -configured systems

for transmission of additional protocols

%opticomm000 travel by light'

800.867.8426 I www.opticomm.com

Visit us in Las Vegas
NSCA March 16-18

(Booth 3331)

NAB April 24-27
(SU-4183)
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SUBMITTED BY GRASS VALLEY

ESPN's 120,000sq ft, all -digital HD digital center in Bristol, CN, is the
future of broadcast production. Networking and automating many of
the labor-intensive processes has led to reduced errors and continued

system reliability. If there is such a thing, this is HD heaven.
A signal distribution and processing system design has been implemented to

support nine different TV networks that originate from Bristol. These include
all U.S.-based ESPN-distributed channels and are supported by the facility's
massive signal routing architecture that feeds more than 19 nonlinear edit
rooms, four master control suites and a large sports content ingest screening
area. Signal paths can be changed quickly to accommodate new channels and
future internal growth.

The facility features resilient, physically dispersed HD SDI and AES signal
paths throughout the building, requiring more than 7 million ft of coax and
fiber-optic cable to handle a mixture of SD and HD signals.

ESPN distributes its highest -rated programs, including "SportsCenter, in
the 720p HD format. These widescreen telecasts, with multichannel AES
audio, are supported by a variety of multiformat broadcast equipment to
produce more than 6000 hours of originally produced HD programming
annually.

The requirements of ESPN's production infrastructure are handled by mul-
tiple racks of HD routing switchers and a dense AES router for audio routing.
The video router can handle both SD and HD signals in the same frame. Rout-
ers are controlled through a centralized facility control system.

To support its signal distribution paths, the facility has installed hundreds
of modular equipment products to route digital audio and video signals to
routers, production switchers, audio mixers and other destinations.

There's a large complement of nonlinear editing and media server equip-
ment, including 25 edit systems tied to 68 main media servers to distribute
media on and off the SAN that currently includes a capacity of more than 3500
hours (in SD mode).

The facility houses three HD studios, which are home to all ESPN Bristol -
based studio shows, including "SportsCenter." To capture its live shows in
widescreen (16:9 aspect ratio) 720p, ESPN uses 20 multiformat HD cameras.
Fiber-optic transmitters and receivers, in tandem with air -blown fiber be-
tween buildings on the Bristol campus, have enabled the facility to network
seven studios via more than 1000 fiber-optic circuits.

II
SUBMITTED BYTHE SYSTEMS GROUP

Technology at work: Barco OverView DLP projectors; Calrec Alpha 100
console; Digidesign Pro Tools; Enco Digital audio workstations; Euphonix

System 5 console; Evertz 5600MSC reference generator and MVP multi -image
viewer; Grass Valley Trinix router and Encore control system; Miranda Densite
distribution, Imaging series format conversion, XVP-801 crossconverter;
RTS/Telex Adam Intercom Matrix; Sony MVS-8000 HD switcher, HDC-950
cameras and BVM-D monitors; Ward Beck 8200 AES distribution.
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CD Conver ent Design

Introducing the Missing
HDV Connection

HD - Connect LE
®Convergent Design

HDISD-SDI

Finally an HDV converter that allows you to do it all.
The HD -Connect LE features either HD or SD output
in a simple -to -use package. HDV Conversion has

never been easier or more affordable.

HD - Connect LE Features
 HDV -> HD/SD-SDI

(with embedded
audio and time code)

1080i60, 1080i50
(Sony/Canon);
720p30, 720p25,
720p24 (JVC)

 Simultaneous
HD/SD-SDI, Component,
Composite (SD),
LTC, AES Outputs

 Unique HD or SD
Video Output

 RS422 -> 1394 or
1394 -> RS422
Deck Control

 ASI (MPEG2 over SDI)

 Simple Operation

 $1995

TOP
NNOVATION

AWARD 2005
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NOW SHIPPING
Phone: (720) 221-3861 www.convergent-design.com sales@convergent-design.com
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Louisiana State
University

Winner of new studio technology - non-broadcast
SUBMITTED BY NETWORK ELECTRONICS

Louisiana State University (LSU) recently launched a 150,000sq-ft
Football Operations Center. The $15 million facility includes offices,
a locker room, an equipment room, an indoor football field for game

preparation and an elaborate video operations center with an extensive
technology package to drive training efforts to the highest possible level.

A heavy investment in legacy component and composite gear prevented LSU
from immediately reaching its goal of a total SDI infrastructure. Working with
Technical Services Group (TSG), a full -service electronic systems contractor,
the university implemented a phased approach to take full advantage of its
current equipment as it transitions to SDI. TSG designed and built the com-
plete technology layer of the center.

Price point and flexibility played equal roles in equipment selection, par-
ticularly router choices. LSU went with a robust Network Electronics routing
system to bridge the gap between component and composite gear and an SDI
format. The university established a virtual SDI domain within the existing
SDI and non -HD SDI infrastructure using the modular and compact routing
system's ability to transparently route component signals through transcoders
and into the facility's new VikinX VD3232S SDI router. The configuration al-
lows for an easy migration to SDI and HD SDI as legacy gear is replaced and
formats move forward.

The university also took advantage of Network Electronics' new CP-MDP
router control panel, which provides a live video preview of both sources and
destinations via a QVGA high -resolution color graphics display. The CP-MDP
capabilities allowed operational setups to be programmed as opposed to mere
source selections. The capability greatly enhances efficiency as well as stream-
lines workflow more than the traditional method of manually selecting mul-
tiple devices during a rigorous time -sensitive daily routine.

Total migration to SDI will become a reality in phase two, slated to com-
mence in another year. The extensive audio and video system, which touches
every part of the building, will route HD SDI signals to all displays within the
facility via Network Electronics' VD3232S. The 32 x 32 router will be expanded
to 64 x 64 to meet the demands of the tasks that include support of the Exos
Sports online storage system as it converts to SDI. The complex setup also in-
cludes extensive HD capabilities integrated into its AV presentation solutions,
plasma and video displays and playback.

Runner-up: cambia Business School
SUBMITTED BY MEDIA 3

1'1ethnology at work: Dell dual CPU edit workstation; Electro-Voice
1 RE -20 AT mic; ISDN phone patch; JVC DVD hard disk recorder; M Audio

studio monitors; Media 3 BureauCam 3 BCSO-2500; Rane EQ; Sharp DVD
recorder; Sony DXC-990 camera, BCS-500 robotic tilt head, ECM -77B mi:s,
PVM production monitor and DSR 11 DVCAM VTR; Telos Zephyr; XStream
ISDN encoder/decoder.
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assembly... durability... value

Fastest
XLR Assembly

in the World!

The AAA R Connector
Another first from Switchc-aft...the auickest,
easy -to -assemble XLR cc.nne-_-;tor available
today. The 2 -piece construction of the AAA
XLR Connector saves time in assembly, and
increases your job efficiency.

And second...the all metal, RE shieldinc body is
made with Switchcraft duraoi ity.

Pat them together and you have a new level of
value in critical components'

 ntegral strain relief locks cable n shell, while 4 barbs
comfortably adjust to cable diameter.

 Exclusive one-piece head with solder pots.

 2 -piece, all -metal, RF shielding construction.

 Available with:

-3 to 7 pins, gold or silver plated contacts

- Black or Nickel finish

Visit www.switchcraft.com/aaa.pdf for detailed in'ormation
on the new AAA XLR Connector.

4',

www.switchcraft.com
5555 N. Elston Ave.  Chicago, IL  60630

ph: 773.792.2700  fx 773.792.2129
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ILENCE Bay News 9
Winner of station automation

SUBMITTED BY OMNIBUS
Bay News 9 of Tampa, FL, has shifted its broadcast operations to a new
23,000sq ft facility that houses automated server -based production and
playout for the 24 -hour local news channel, as well as the network's

weather, on -demand and Spanish channels.
More space was needed to accommodate the joint broadcast operations of

the network's different channels. The engineering and design team also sought
to put playout under the umbrella of a single flexible and scalable automat=on
system that could adapt to the company's future growth. Shared and easy ac-
cess to media in standardized formats for streamlined production and playout
was another key element in the facility design.

Ascent Media was chosen to integrate and install the facility's broadcast sys-
tems. The facility features integrated control and studio spaces. Two control
rooms and one master control room, separated by glass walls, allow staE to
make visual contact and voice contact over the intercom. The facility boasts
four studios that can be used interchangeably and run simultaneously in Eng-
lish or Spanish to facilitate regular production as well as breaking news and
weather coverage.

Under the umbrella of OmniBus Systems' Columbus automation, the four
news channels share media via centralized storage on a Pinnacle Systems Vor-
tex media server with 1000 hours of storage at 25Mb/s. An archive storage
solution from ASACA is integrated into the system to allow any user at any
desktop to pull video from archives.

The automation system serves as the facility's central interface for controlling
devices, getting feedback and relaying playout messages. OmniBus' Desktop
Control (ODC) interface gives the station's reporters and other staff the ability
to search and browse archived material, create graphics, put production ele-
ments for studio events into the script and control a variety of other functions
from a single desktop. The ODC user interface is installed at all edit stations in
the newsroom, at all workstations within the facility and, through a dedicated
WAN, at each of the network's remote bureaus.

The real challenge proved to be moving all four channels and the station's
online news source to the new studios, control room and newsroom.

Four hurricanes forced the network into a short timeframe for systems plan-
ning and building. However, the network launched broadcasts from its new
facility on June 27, 2005, without taking programming off air.

Runner-up: WISC-TV
SUBMITTED BY SUNDANCE DIGITAL

rr ethnology at work: 360 Digicart/E audio server; Omneon Spectrum media
1 server system; NVISION NV5128-MC MC switchers and NV8256 digital

routing system; Sundance Digital Titan automation, Intelli-Sat broadcast
manager and Digital Delivery Management System (DDMS); Telestream
FlipFactory.

4.4
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for You expect more from your channel branding.

E

With optional VxScaler
HD/SD conversion
module

VertigoXG
Channel branding has never been more critical to your broadcast ratings. You need a
flexible, powerful branding engine that delivers everything your GM demands: automated
promos and snipes, headline crawls, weather and stock tickers, EAS, Amber Alerts, sponsor
logos, school closings... But your current channel branding engine isn't up to the task.
ake the VertigoXG challenge and change what you expect from a branding engine.

Key Features Your System Vertigo XG Vertigo XG

Video Formats Ni, SDI or HD/SDI inputs with NB switching in a single or dual channel configuration

Format Conversion -94 HD/SD cross conversion with VxScaler module

Audio Nr AES -16 embedded and 8 discrete stereo channels

Graphics Layers pf Unlimited layers for multiple animations, tickers, crawls, and DVEs

Clip & Graphic Formats

(f'
Support for MOV+ alpha, AVI +alpha, WMV, MPEG, DV, DivX, plus over 150 image file formatsIII

Video Bypass Mr Auto -detect bypass on hardware, power, or software failure

Station Integration NI Integration with MOS newsrooms, station automation, and traffic with full os-run loggingIII

Data Support (yr Drag & Drop data linking from databases, spreadsheets, web & live data feeds

Reliability III Up to 1 TB internal RAID with redundant power, networking & fans
......_

Future SD -HD field upgrodeobleII

VERTIGO MEDIA
we know graphics

info@vertigoxmedia.com www.vertigoxmedia.com Tel: 1.514.397.0955

See Us at NAB Booth # SL4726.
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Winner of network automation
SUBMITTED BY OMNEON

Tv Guide Channel provides nearly 80 million homes in 27,000
different localities with comprehensive program listings and original
programming. With its rapid growth, the channel has expanded its

programming services, adding more live content and highlighting VOD and
HD programming in its program listings.

To accommodate its increasingly sophisticated production and playo at
needs, the network selected Omneon Spectrum media servers and Pro -Bel
automation for a more flexible transmission infrastructure for its transmis-
sion center in Tulsa, OK. The first phase in this project, completed success-
fully in May 2005, involved installation of a new automation and master
control facility.

In overhauling its transmission operations, TV Guide Channel sought to
move towards a dynamic and flexible output. To this end, the network inte-
grated Pro-Bel's Aurora control system, Sirius multiformat routing for audio
and video, TX Series master control and Morpheus automation with Om-

neon Spectrum media servers, as well as existing Pinnacle DekoCast graphics
and branding systems.

Morpheus gives operators at the facility's transmission center the ability to
schedule down into the details of playout. The automation solution allows
operators to discretely schedule individual graphics without pre -authoring,
which offers greater flexibility in presentation styles.

The Sirius and Morpheus systems respond to and react along with the op-
erator, providing cut -in capabilities within master control and allowing users
to switch, brand and change content as necessary.

In addition to updating transmission operations, the facility also stream-
lined the workflow between production and playout. The facility's produc-
tion center is located in Los Angeles. Material is produced there using non-
linear edit systems. Finished sequences are then transferred to the Omneon
media servers in the Oklahoma transmission center over fiber, transcoded by
Telestream's FlipFactory software. This IP transfer allows TV Guide Channel
to maximize the use of both facilities while enabling the greatest flexibility.

As the facility delivers a growing amount of media to more consumers via
television and other platforms, network staff will have the tools to efficiently
move content around the primary pictures and sound. In addition to simpli-
fying presentation of clever graphics, the new playout system also supports
transmission of additional digital data for digital broadcast. As content is
distributed to such platforms as mobile phone networks and IPTV, the au-
tomated master control will simplify many playout operations too complex
and unwieldy to be handled manually.

Runner up. CBC TV
SUBMITTED BY INSCRIBER

Technology at work: Inscriber AutoCG SD and HD systems; Grass Valley
automation; Leitch Digital Das and closed -captioning equipment; Sony

routing switcher.
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The Most Powerful
2M/E Switcheras
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INNOVATIONS IN VIDEO
and AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

Imagination to Creation

www.for-a.com

HD/SD 2M/E Digital Video Switcher

HVS-3800HS "2M/E HANABI"
With HD/SD multi -bit rate/multi-format support, color correction, forced background,

and a host of other functions, the all -new HVS-3800I-S "2M/E HANABI" will take your

video productions to an entirely new level. The 2M/E ILANABI stands out from the

competition with unparalleled features and performEnce.

 Supportel lormats; 1080i160, 59.94, 50, 243, 24sF, 23.

 New corrpact main frame and control panels

 16 inputs standard; max. 28 inputs

 6 keyers :with 4 Chroma keyers)

 Real 3D DV= support and a wide range of 3D effects

 Allows acdition of a wide array of other functions,

such as Lphdown converters, 4 -split screen display,

color collector and movie file support

 HVS-380)S SD model upgradeable to HVS-3800HS

98p, 720p, 525.'60, 625/50

HE lin
tni!

...... ....71112

11111111 --------------
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TWA .ifilfrfr.=-
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FJR-A Company Limited / Head Office (Japan): Tel: +81 (0)3-3446-3936
USA (CA, NY, FL) / FOR -A Corporation of America: Tel: +1 714-894-3311
CANADA (Toronto) / FOR -A Corporation of Canada: Tel: +1 416-977-0343

UK (London) / FOR -A UK Limil3ct Tel: +44 (0)20-8391-7979
ITALY (Milan) / FOR -A Italia S.LI. Tel: -39 02-254-3635/6
KOREA (Seoul; / FOR -A Corpoi atin of Korea: Tel: -82 (0)2-2637-0761



SBT
Winner of newsroom technology

SUBMITTED BY LEITCH

When Sistema Brasileiro de Televisdo (SBT), Brazil's national televisicn
network, set out to design a news production facility, the network's
goal was straightforward: build a facility that would facilitate the

integration of content acquisition, contribution and newsroom technologies;
create an end -to -end digital infrastructure; and provide journalists arid
operators with a wide gamut of tools for their workflow requirements.

The new Leitch system at SBT replaces an existing Digital S tape environ-
ment. The system design consists of a NEXIO server newsroom system that
includes five NEXIO transmission servers; six NEXIO NewsFlash FX editing
systems with approximately 300 hours (at 50Mb/s I -Frame) of high-res stor-
age in a fully mirrored configuration; and two VelocityQ multi -stream NLEs.
The low-res portion of the system consists of 10 NewsFlash Preditor viewing
and editing client seats, along with 120 AP/ENPS client seats. The new facility
features a central ingest point, six edit suites, a newsroom complex and a pro-
duction control room for news play -to -air.

Systems integrator Brasvideo was charged with the system design and instal-
lation of the facility. The installation was a major upgrade -a complete tran-
sition to digital - and involved a total transformation of the operations that
had been in place for many years.

On a typical day in the new facility, as material is being ingested from satellite
or remote feeds into the server system via Leitch's Ingest Control Manager, a
low-res frame -accurate proxy is created simultaneously. The proxy copy can
be viewed and edited by journalists; voiceovers can be recorded and insertel;
stories approved and inserted into a MOS-active rundown; and high-res, ed-
ited originals can automatically be conformed. Proxy -based, edited content is
created faster than real time for rapid playout on the high-res server, or the
content can be sent on for further editing, including the addition of dissolves,
wipes, and 2-D and 3-D effects by the NewsFlash. All of this is done directly on
the journalists' desktop workstations. In addition, Leitch's Rundown Manager
provides active MOS status and connectivity to the MOS-enabled AP/ENPS
newsroom computer for play -to -air.

SBT also uses AP's SnapFeed for content contribution from international
correspondence. The material is sent via the Internet, converted by the Veloci-
tyQ NLEs and sent to the NEXIO server system via LAN FTP.

The news production facility also includes Leitch CCS Navigator and Pilot
control software, NEXIO Remote and Pilot applications, 6800 plus modular
series products, an X75 SD multiple -path converter/synchronizer for video
processing, an Integrator 32x32 serial digital video routing switcher and a
SuiteView multi -image display processor; and Videotek serial digital/analog
multiformat on -screen monitors and signal monitors.

SUBMITTED BY AVID

Technology at work: Avid iNEWS Instinct, NewsCutter Adrenaline XP
editors and Unity for News media network; Panasonic P2 cameras; Sony

HDV cameras.



Bridge the 3D Gap

to Real-Time HD
Broadcast Graphic
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NVIDIA Quadra® FX 4500 SDI by PNY, featuring

NVIDIA® PureVideo- technology, is THE INDUSTRY LEADING

graphics -to-video solution for broadcast and video professionals

DELIVERING THE HIGHEST QUALITY uncompressed
SDI video,

enabling direct
connection to broadcast equipment.

Key Features:
Fully programmable

NVIDIA Quadro
graphics board

Uncompressed
8 -bit, 10 -bit, or 12-tit SDI

SD, HD, and 24 Support

Come see this solution at NAB2006

-NVIDIA booth #SL591

For more information and where to bey NVIDIA Quadro

by PNY, visit www.pny.com/quadro

reesflowzogies

02006 NVIDIA
Corporation. NVIDIA,

the NVIDIA Logo,
NVIDIA Quadro. and

PureVideceare trademarks
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Food Network
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SUBMITTED BY SOLID STA E LOGIC

Food Network's corporate and production facility represents a leap
forward from its previous locations.

With the move to its new facility, Food Network consolidated what
had been separate office and production sites. The two primary objectives: to
build a facility that would allow the network's continued growth of successful
new programs, such as "Iron Chef America" and "Food Network Star," and to
upgrade to a fully digital facility that could seamlessly transition to HD.

The design and installation was a joint effort by Ascent Media, HLW and
Scripps Productions. The initial challenge was to create a contemporary pro-
duction environment within the raw space of a century -old building, includ-
ing two production studios; two production control rooms; edit, graphics and
audio post rooms; and technical support facilities. Steel girders had to be tied
between the walls on each side of the building and elevated above the exist-
ing flooring. The infrastructure had to be deemed structurally sound and safe
before the project began.

Another objective for the new facility was to build a kitchen that would show-
case the network to visitors while also serving as a fully functioning studi3.
The kitchen was fully wired for audio and video and lighting was tied into
the dimmer system. As a result, the kitchen/broadcast facility supplements the
7000sq ft main studio for a myriad of productions.

Nine Grass Valley LDK5000 HD upgradeable cameras - four mounted cn
pedestals, three mounted on jibs and two handheld - support the complex,
which also includes a smaller 2000sq ft studio. Significant attention was pa:d
to the microphone distribution system due to the number of shows with live
audiences and multiple band mixes. Last summer, the "Food Network Sta.-:"
finale was shot live in the kitchen.

The audio control room is based on a Solid State Logic C100 digital broadcast
console. It replaces the analog console at the Food Network's previous facili7
and allows vastly enhanced flexibility and speed. It addresses all of the produc-
tion department's needs, including the ability to create and store recallable set-
ups and to allow different EQ settings and dynamics processing for individual
actors to be quickly called and recalled.

The facility's production team also liked the C100 for its ability to route vir-
tually any signal through the entire console and, importantly, the 5.1 -channel
surround -sound mixing capabilities it provided.

The heart of the production control room is a Grass Valley Kalypso digital
production switcher supported by a Pinnacle Deko character generator.

SUBMITTED BY SGI

Tethnology at work: Apple Final Cut Pro NLEs and XSAN; Ardenco
ARDOME MAM, ARDCAP, DART and ArdUpload ingest and PreCut and

EasyCut proxy editing solutions; Avid Unity; Front Porch Digital DIVArchive;
InfiniteStorage TP9300S; Pinnacle Liquid Edition NLEs; SGI Altix 350 server;
Sony PetaSite tape archive.

e '001
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Come see us Et NAB 2006
April 24-27, Las Vegas

Booth #C830

Transmitter presence.

We're building our 7ransmitter business
with performance, reliability, and service.

Our installed transmitter base is large and growing.

There are many reasons:

 Both air-cooled and liquid -cooled, solid-state

technology for exceptional reliability

 VHF and UHF, Analog and Digital

 Small footprint, low noise, high efficiency

 Responsive US -based service

 Unbeatable support

We've sold more digital television transmitters than

anyone in the world. Like so many others, you stand

to benefit from our technical excellence, comprehensive

US service infrastrLcture and proactive support. Find

out more at test-rsa.comfMrans/BE

ROHDE&SCHWARZ
rohde-schwarz.com/USA 1-888-837-8772
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Ct KNTV-TV
Winner of RF systems

SUBMITTED BYTHALES BROACAST & MULTIMEDIA
1(NTV served the Salinas and Monterey, CA, markets for 45 years from

Loma Prieta Mountain. In 2001, KNTV switched to cover the San Jose,
San Francisco and Oakland DMA. In order to improve coverage, the

station decided to move the transmitter location to San Bruno Mountain.
Although KNTV's tower site was an existing facility on a mountaintop near

the San Francisco airport, there were both FAA and environmental concerns
due to the fact that the tower height was being increased by 57ft. It took three
and a half years of planning, petitions, hearings and legal motions that added
challenge, time and cost to this project.

Besides monitoring, there is only 30ft of analog signal path between the DA
converters and the transmitter inputs. KNTV's new transmitter site was de-
signed to be as reliable as possible, with all systems configured as dual and
most as hot standby. The Thales OPTIMUM solid-state VHF NTSC and DTV
parallel transmitters satisfied this need. Liquid cooling offered the station two
important benefits. The transmitter cabinets are physically smaller because
there are no air plenums. They also help reduce operating expenses because
heat energy is transferred outside the building, minimizing the requirement
for building cooling systems.
The transmitter facility -was remodeled to the extreme with construction

and project management services provided by McCormick Construction.
The existing 35ft x 35ft cement block building was completely stripped be-
fore the new construction proceeded. A new roof, new electrical, new floo:-
ing, new HVAC, new security system and water storage systems completed
the building upgrade. A total upgrade to current seismic code for both the
building and the tower were completed. In addition, the existing tower was
stripped, and the top 110ft was replaced with new steel before the new Di-
electric antennas and transmission line were installed. A new grounding
system was required to protect all the solid-state hardware from lightning
strikes. SAE designed and installed a special grounding system that provides
5f/ to ground from anywhere on the site.

Emergency power for the site's entire load was installed, including a new
UPS, automatic transfer switch, diesel generator and fuel storage system. GE
provided a kinetic energy UPS system with sufficient capacity to keep KNTV
on -air during any momentary power bumps or surges. The emergency power
system is fully automatic with adequate fuel storage to keep the site on -air at
full power for up to seven days.

EN

Runner-up: WCJB-TV
SUBMITTED BY AXCERA

Technology at work: Axcera Visionary HP8ODAW NTSC transmitter
and Innovator DT-LDU2A-8 DTV transmitter; Dielectric filters and

combiners, transmission line and antenna; MYAT filters and combiners.
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v8, JDSU
Enabling Broadband & Optical Innovation

WWW.JDSU.COM/ACTERNA

NORTH AMERICA 1 866 228-3762

LATIN AMERICA +55 11 5503 3800

ASIA PACIFIC +852 2892 0990

EMEA +49 7121 86 2222

> WE BROUGHT YOU THE DTS-330,
THE ONLY ONE -BOX SOLUTION FOR
IPTV, MPEG-2, DVB, AND ATSC TESTING.

> YOU GOT THE ABILITY TO MAINTAIN
THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF QoS.

WITH ACTERINA TEST AND MEASUREMENT SOLUTIONS,
NOW PART OF JDSU, YOU GET MORE.
Broadcasters, equipment manufacturers, and operators alike - for terrestrial, cable,

telco, or satellite - gain more confidence in their digital video delivery.

The DTS-330 provides the flexibility to support up to six different input and output

combinations, while the DTS-200 provides mobility, flexibility of plug-in modules,

and remote troubleshooting. Both platforms are able to host multiple test access

interfaces - such as QPSK, COFDM/8VSB, ASI, full bandwidth Gig -E, SMFTE-310, and

QAM - to help analyze, segment, or isolate issues anywhere in the delive-y chain.
JDSU DTS-330

The DTS family combines lab -grade quality with user-friendly and mobile designs, for an

industry leading solution. For more information, visit www.jdsu.com/actern3.

SEE US AT NAB - BOOTH #SU4201 AActema Test &
Measurement
Solutions



For Your Complete HDTV Et IPTV Solutions...

...Evertz is the Leader

 HD Infrastructure
 Up/Down or Cross Conversion
 Multi -image Display & Monitoring Systems
 Routers from 4x1 to as large as 256x256

 A full line of Fiber Optic products
 Advanced monitoring over IP Systems
 Logo Inserters, Downstream Keyers & Captioning
 Master SPG, Master Clock & Test Set Systems

Monitor Everything - View by Exception Solutions

Bring your HDTV, /PTV & signal monitoring plans to reality by contacting your Evertz representative.

US & International Sales
9053353700

sales@evertz.com

US West Coast Sales
818.558.3910

LAsales@evertz.com

New York Sales
newyorksales@evertz.com

Washington DC Sales
703330.8600

dcsales@evertz.com

UK Sales
011 44 118 926 0871
uksales@evertz.com

Quartz Electronics Inc.
011 44 118 935 0200
sales@quartzuk.com

NAB2006 - Booth #SU170 www.evertz.corn  www. quartzuk. corn eWHZ
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LONG-LASTING

#11ZITIS The Global Leader in Total Content Delivery Solutions.

Visit our 2 NAB
locations for

a chance to
Visit both booths Ibr z :hance to win a video iPod.

Download your Harris Passport at www.broadcast.harris.com/nab2006.

 Scuth Hat, il12929
Traffic, Scheculing, Playout Automatic., Graphics,
Test and Measurement, Leitch HWY Iirastructure,
Servers, Neva and Editing

 Central Hall, C807
TV, Radio, and
Networking Systems

See .-larris at Booths C807 and SU2929, pages 6 and 8
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We are so confident in our technology that
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We know a lot about
fluorescent studio lighting.

After all, we invented it.

Our founder invented the
first fluorescent lighting for
television studios, more than
23 years ago. And we've been
helping stars to shine ever
since. With a whole range of
innovative products including

the only fluorescent fixture in the industry with an
adjustable beam, we pride ourselves on being a tough
act to follow. In fact, we continue to set the standard
in efficient design, flexibility and performance.

626.579.0943 www.videssence.tv

NAB Booth # C7116

Videssencd
10768 Lower Azusa Road

El Monte, CA 91731
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LECTROSONICS
NOW

E See Lectrosonics at Booth N3225, page 5

3

Digital Hybrid
wireless

microphones

r6ACql-tW'L.))
Lam'

See the very latest designs
and a few surprises !

Booth N3225
North Hall LECTROSONICS'

E See EVS at Booth C3230, page 6

Visit us at
---mp1/48?_006,

Lasvegas,
4.6,22-27
Booth 3230

World -class tapeless technology

Contact us today
EVS Broadcast Equipment
Sales & Maiiceting

Phone: +32 4 361 7000
Fax : +32 4 361 7099

E-mail: saleseevs.tv w w w e

Ey
E See Utah Scientific at Booth C4507, page 6

Why Pay Extra for Service and Support?
 Ten -Year Warranty

 24 Hour Service / Support Line

 Full Support of All Legacy Products

Utah Scientific gives you all three at no charge.
4 broadcastengineering.com MARCH 2006



NAB Exhibit Hours, April 24 - 27, 2006
Mon. - Wed. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thurs 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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0 See Utah Scientific at Booth C4507, page 6

When you are choosing a routing or master control
system, remember to consider the cost of support.

Only Utah offers these first-class support services
to all customers at no additional charge.
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New Directions in Digital Switching
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www.utahscientific.com
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Central Hall
NAB Exhibit Hours, April 24 - 27, 2006
Mon. -Wed. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thurs 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

 Advertisers  Map advertisers n Points of convenience
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 See Harris at Booths C807 and SU2929, pages 6 and 8

The Global Leader in Total Content Delivery Solutions.
Visit Harris at NAB and see how our products, platforms, and services deliver business results and drive your success.

South Hall (SU2929)
Solutions to create, manage, and distribute content, including:
 H -Class- Content Delivery Platform and Applications Suite
 Leitch" HDTV Infrastructure, Servers, News and Editing
 Videotek Test and Measurement
 Inscriber Graphics and Digital Signage
 D -Series, ADC and H -Class' Playout Automation Systems

Video and Audio Networking
Traffic and Scheduling

Visit both booths for a chance to win a video iPod.
Download your Harris Passport at www.broadcastharris.comInab.2005

Central Hall (C807)
Solutions to distribute and deliver video and
audio content, including:
 TV, Radio, and Mobile TV Transmission
 HD Rad 0- Solutions
 Studio Consoles and Equipment
 Studio -to -Transmitter Links
 Studio -to -Studio Audio Transport
 Video and Audio Networking

LEITCH.
Leitch is a brand of Harns Corporation.

HARRIS assuredcommunications-
Broadcast Microwave RF Government www.harris.corn
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USP,alada and World editions
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MAP # COMPANY BOOTH

1 Modulation Sciences C118
2 White Sands Engineering C739
3 ESE C1639
4 Miteq C5145
5 IABM C5246
6 Videssence C7116
7 HM Electronics C9335
8 Eartec C9912
9 NEC Solutions C9811

10 Convergent Design C10845

r--

eiWilismem

wimig
Hod

1=i
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Ni

Wel
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sr

Right:111See
Broadcast Engineering

at Booth SL4750, page 12

Visit us at

Booth SL4750 in

the lower level

of the South Hall,

and pick up an

additional copy of

the March issue.

['See Sencore at Booths C3810 and SU3009, pages 6 and 9

Complete MPEG over IP SolutiDIS
tmislTs

Operations onitoring

110

CrossLayer Ar diysis

Video Decoding of MPEG over IP

Locking For An Ir novative Solution To
MPEG over IP Problems?

Stop By 0 le Of Our Booths At
NAB2006 (SU 3009 or C38101

And Discover The Sencore Advantage

',200 Sencore Drive SIU1.1 X Falls, SD 571)7
,700-SENCORE(736-2673) www.sencore.:0M
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South Hall, upper level (A)
Advertisers ['Map advertisers

TO BRIDGE

+ MEETING ROOMS
AND CENTRAL HALL

Thomson /Grass Valley
SU2906A

Points of convenience
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1
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Ross Video
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9.011

Tektronix
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AISLE 5000
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See Harris/Leitch at Booths C807 and SU2929, pages 6 and 8

The Global Leader in Total Content Delivery Solutions.
Visit Harris at NAB and see how our products, platforms, and services

deliver business results and drive your success.

South Hall (SU2929)
Solutions to create, manage, and
distribute content, including:

H -Class" Content Delivery Platform and Applications Suite

Leitch° HDTV Infrastructure, Servers, News and Editing

Videotek" Test and Measurement

 Inscriber. Graphics and Digital Signage

 D -Series, ADC and H -Class'" Playout Automation Systems

Video and Audio Networking
 Traffic and Scheduling

Central Hall (C807)
Solutions to distribute and deliver
video and audio content, including:

1V, Radio, and Mobile TV Transmission

HD Radio' Solutions

Studio Consoles and Equipment

 Studio -to -Transmitter Links

 Studio -to -Studio Audio Transport

Video and Audio Networking

Visit both booths for a chance to win a video iPod.
Download your Harris Passport at www.broadcast.harris.com/nab2006

Leitch is a brand of Harris Corporation. t)LEITCH

liARRIS® assuredcommunicationsT"
Broadcast Microwave RF  Government www.harris.com
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South Hall, upper evel (B)
NAB Exhibit Hours, April 24 - 27, 2006
Mon.-Wed.9 am -6 pm
Thurs 9 a m.- 4 p.m.
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111 See Broadcast Engineering at Booth SL47E.9, page 12

ANNOUNCING THE 2006
EXCELLENCE AWARD WINNERS!!

Don't miss our coverage of the 2006

Excellence Award winners on

page 108 of the March issue.

Visit us at Booth SL4750

in the lower level of the South Hall,

and pick up a copy of the March issue.
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South Hall, upper level (C)
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 See Thomson/Grass Valley at Booths SU2906 and SU2906A, page 8

Choice of video formats

Choice of compression codecs

Choice of recording media

Choice of connectivity

Choice of workflows

sEHIES

Grass Valley has taken a monumental leap in

redefining our role as a technology provider and

our responsibility to our customers. For many years.

limitations such as dictated formats, proprietary

technologies, and closed solutions have caused
frustration and workflow inefficiencies. The time

has come to break down old barriers and open up
the bottlenecks.

The Grass Valley- Infinity- Series is a revolutionary

IT -immersed ENG/EFP product line that crea:es a truly

open solution-one that avoids proprietary

approaches and uses advanced technologies in new

ways to give you the power of choice. The Infinity

Series line represents a whole new way of *inking

for the video industry by taking advantage of IT

benefits in many ways.

For more information visit

www.thomsongrassvalley.com/infinity

6/grass valley
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South Hall, lower level (A)
NAB Exhibit Hours, April 24 - 27, 2006
Mon. -Wed. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thurs 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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See NVISION at Bocth SU1414, page 9

FIRST in routing.
Behind the scenes. Ahead of our time.

Since 1989, the biggest names in TV broadcast, entertainment and p
production have trusted NVISION award winning technology behind t
scenes to keep them gars ahead of the times.

synchronous AES router for audio,1992
time code router with digital signal processing
(US patent awarded), 1992
bidirectional machine control router wita dynamic port
management (US patent awarded), 1&96
large-scale HD -SDI router (US patent awarded), 1998
integrated n- ultichannel master control iwitcher and
multiformat router, 2003
large scale eigital video router small 1an3ugh for mobile
trucks, 2005

If your business depencs on managing large nunters of quality videc
anc audio signals, turn to NVISION, the leaders in HD, SD and digital audio
routing systems.

Stop by our booth
to see the latest technc logical innovations.

+1-800-7 9-, www.nvision.tv
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South Hall, lower level (B)
DAdvertisers Ei Map advertisers ElPoints of convenience
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ElSee Ensemble Designs at Booth SU299Z page 9

You're focused on signal processing and infrastructure.
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South Hall, lower level (C)
NAB Exhibit Hours, April 24 - 27, 2006
Mon. - Wed. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thurs 9 a.m - 4 p.m.
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See Ensemble Designs at Booth SU2997, page 9

So are we. That's all we do.

Whether upgrading your broadcast facility to digital,
or converting to HD, Avenue will take you there.

HD up/down/cross converters Digital/Analog video converters
New optical I/O Best control system plus SNMP

NAB Booth SU 2997

ENSEMBLEDESIGNS
Tel +1 530.478.1830 A Fax +1 530.478.1832

www.ensembledesigns.com A info@ensembledesigns.com

PO Box 993 Grass Valley CA 95945 USA

MARCH 2006 broadcastengineering.com 13



Outside exhibits
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 See Vinton at Booth C5119C, page 6

=

CENTRAL HALL

TO SOUTH HALLS

LINKING TECHNOLOGY
DRIVING THE FUTURE

RO3OTIC CAMERA CONTROL SYSTEMS

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW VINTEN COM OR EMAIL: CONTACT@VINTEN COM
USA

Telephone: (8451 268 0100
Facsimile: (845) 268 0113

JAPAN
Telephone: +81 (01 3 5456 4155
Facsimile: +811013 5456 4156

UNITED KINGDOM
Telephone: +44 (0)1284 752121
Facsimile: +44 (0)1284 750560

SINGAPORE GERMANY FRANCE
Telephone: +65 6297 5776 Telephone: +49 (01671 / 483 43 - 30 Telephone: 00 33 (0) 820 821 336
Facsimile: +65 6297 5778 Facsimile: +49 (0)671 / 483 43 - 50 Facsimile: 00 33 (01 825 826 181
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NAB Exhibit Hours, April 24 - 27, 2006
Mon. - Wed. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thurs 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

E Advertisers E Map advertisers  Points of convenience

f TO NORTH HALL AND HILTON

12111
BANNERS

RESTAURANT

- Up to
session rooms
N231-284

GROUND LEVEL
(between north and central (halls)

RAMP

DOS%

BUSINESS

CENSER

Sr FED -EX

CENTRAL HALL CENTRAL HALL

1

MAIN LEVEL MEETING ROOMS
(NI01-N120)

CENTRAL HALL

Escalator to sec nil level
meeting rooms N201 -N236

CENTRAL HALL

TO
CENTRAL

HALL BRIDGE MEETING ROOMS
(between central and south halls)

MEETING

ROOM

5123

MEETING R0066BRO3E

SOUTH HALL UPPER LEVEL

Don't miss the
2006 Pick Hits.

The top new
products from this

year's NAB convention.
Selected by readers I ke you!

.ecK
yid

Broadcalogineering

\ 2006 /

See the June issue of

BroadcastEngineering

Next page (insert):
OSee Evertz at Booth SU170, page 9

El See IABM at Booth C5246, page 6

dirfil
Wiabm .1 ) +NIP

Broadcast -Broadcast Equipment - what it is and what it does
An IABM interactive guide to broadcast technology, from television and radio to post production. Designed for professional

development of non -technical staff at all levels in broadcast and media technology suppliers as well as broadcasting organisations.

Take a tour of 5 areas:

Ci. TV Studios ( 2. Gallery ) ( 3. Post Production ) E. 4. Running a Channel )( 5. Radio )

Order Your Copy NOW www.theiabm.org/dvd ISBN -10: 0-9552173-04

ISBN -13: 978-0-9552173-0-2
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 HD Infrastructure
 Up/Down or Cross Conversion

Multi -image Display & Monitoring Systems
 Routers from 4x1 to as large as 256x256

 A full line of Fiber Optic products
 Advanced monitoring over IP Systems
 Logo Inserters, Downstream Keyers & Captioning
 Master SPG, Master Clock & Test Set Systems

Monitor Everything - View by Exception Solutions

Bring your HDTV, /PTV & signal monitoring plans to reality
by contacting your Evertz representative.

ever712-



Multi -Input Monitoring Et Display Processors

The MVPTM and VIPTm - Perfect to
meet the demands of an ever
expanding signal monitoring and
display world.

The Evertz f/1VP-m revolutionizes the
multi -display marketplace with a highly
flexible, int Jitfve, simple & comprehensive
approach 'o virtual wall monitor
applications.

The VIPTM series of multi -input display
& signal monitoring products is based

on Evertz NIVPTM
technology and is ideally
suited for dedicated
signal monitoring
applications with limited
rack space and/or

number of signals.

Routing Systems

UA1

The 4RU & 8RU HD/SD Multi -
Format Quartz Xenon Routers
give unprecedented HD & SD
powe.r in a small box.

Xenon brings many advanced new
capabkties tc the world of routing
switchers, budding or a new
genera- tion design that starts with
a solid multi -format router core.

A compact, scalable architecture
allows ycu to ouild a system that is
the right size for today with "in-
service" expansion capability to
meet future needs.

www.evertz.corn
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Production &
Post Production

Channel Branding
& Keyers Products

Multi -Image Monitoring
& Display Processing

010111

r I
111 A[01

RIO

041

stem of Choice! As chosen by the largest Telco's, Broadcasters & Cable Companies.



Map index
Color indicates advertiser

KEY COMPANY BOOTH PAGE COMPANY BOOTH PAGE
Here is a key to help you understand the Allied Tower N2132 5 Axcera C8519 7
NAB's hall lettering and numbering system. Alpermann + Velte E.E SU1388 9 Axel Technology N2433 (5) C111 6

Altera C8112 7 Axia Audio N2714B 5
C = Central Hall Altronic Research N 911 5 Axis Graphics -Fast Maps R219
CW = Central Hall, Technologies for Worship AMCC Storage SU3819 9 Axon Digital Design SU1414A 9
N = North Hall AMD - Advanced Micro Dev....SL555 12 Azcar SU205 9
OE = Outside Exhibits American Grip C9541 7 Azden N4218 5
SL= South Hall, Lower Level American Recordable Media C10748 7
SU = South Hall, Upper Level American Tower N3637 5
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Aaton C7737 7 Archion SL1003 13 Blackmagic Design SL3791 12
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Advanced Microwave Comp...C5245 6 Audio Precision N1317 5 Broadcast Software Int. N3515 5
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Akiwa Technology SL1412 13 Avid Technology SL701 11 Burk Technology N3802 5
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Cablecam International C10121

Caldigit SL3231

Caliber International C11437

Calrad Electronics C9235

Ca!roc Audio N917
Calumet Photographic C10441

Calutech Mobile Solutions 0E120
Camera Turret C10111

Cammate Systems C6630

Camplex SU3019

Camrade C7415A

Canare SU4164

Canon SU131

Canopus SL544

Capital Networks SL1623

Caption Colorado SU5156

Captionmax SL4369

Cartoni C8515

Cavena Image Products SU4601

Cavision Enterprises SU5175

CCBN C5107F

CDR Software C7114

Celco C351

Centaur Storage C11635

Chapman/Leonard Studio SU3793

Checkers Industrial C9821

Chief Manufacturing SL2385

Chimera C7526

China Mfg Pavilion C5107

Christie Digital Systems SL1519

Chyron SU2964

Cinebags C10147

Cinegy SL3236

Cinemek C10738

Cinemills C6311

Cinemoves 0E125

Cine-tal C7729

Cinevation C8935
Cinital SL647

Cintel C9307

Ciprico SL4987

Cixi Weishi Equipment C5107A
Clarity Visual Systems SL1810
Clark Wire & Cable C6330

Clear-Com Comm. Systems... C5119D
ClearStory Systems SL3230

Coast to Coast Tower Service..C2117
Coastal Satellite C4543

Coaxial Dynamics N1319

Cobalt Digital SU4564
Codecsys SU850

Coffey Sound N4526

Colem Communications C7846

Colorspace C11331

Comet Video Technologies C10745

Commandsoft S L3032

Comm. Specialties SL2958

Compix Media SL564

Comprehensive Video Group .SL2919
Compunicate Technologies.. C5107M
Computer Prompting & Cap C8933

Comrex N2722

Com-Tech N1131

Comtech EF Data C3845

Conax SU5009

Condre S L2030

Conductix C11433

Conoa SL51381

Controlware Comm. Sys. SU1653
Convergent Design C10845

COMPANY BOOTH PAGE

Cooltouch Monitors C9548 7

Coolux International C11636 7

Coptervision C7528 7

Coship Electronics SU2239 10

Countryman Associates N3202 5

CPI C1526 6

Crawford Communications C8641 7

Creative Cow S13121 11

Creative Network Design SL1513J 11

Creative Technology SL5138N 11

Crispin SU608 9

Crown Broadcast N3912 5

CRT, Custom Products N624 5

Crystal Vision C7912 7

CTM/ Debrie C5414 6

CTX Technology SL1212 13

Custom Flix C10815 7

Cypress Semiconductor C10148 7

D

DAN.I.D. Systems N3034

D.Co. Marketing SU1406

D2 Software SL1513DD
Da Vinci Systems SL713

Daktronics S L2404

Dalet Digital Media Systems SL1132
S L5400

N2431

SL4794
SL3756
SL2985
SL2932
N1000
C7141

SL2437
SU4209
SU 1656

N3505
SL1796

C7726

C10249
SL5584

N600

C10531

Da-Lite Screen Company
Dan Dugan Sound Design
Darim Vision
Data Check Video
Datadirect Networks
Datavideo
Davicom
Dawnco
DAX Archiving Solutions
Dayang International
Dayport
DB Elettronica
Decisionmark
Dedotec
Delta Digital Video
Deltacast
Denon & Marantz Pro.
DeSisti Lighting
Deyan Automation Systems.. SU5198
DH Satellite C5641

Dielectric Communications C2020

Digidesign CW11005
Digieffects SL5138B

Digigram N1222

Digital Anarchy SL5138F

Digital Asset Mgmt. Pavilion ..SL3032
Digital Asset Mgmt. Theatre S114

Digital Broadcast C9818

Digital Cyclone C10711

Digital Film Systems C10846

Digital Rapids SL616

Digital Studio C10128

Digital Transaction Group C11031

Digital Vision SL517

Digital Voodoo SL778

Diskstream SL3030

Display Devices SL4755

DK Technologies America C2044

DRAT C316

DNF Controls SU2955

Dolby Laboratories SU2923

Doremi Labs C5712

Dorrough Electronics C1233

Dove Systems C1641

DPA Microphones N608

COMPANY BOOTH PAGE

Draper... SL602 13

Drive Savers SL624 13

DRM Networks N1226 5

DS Technologies SU5178 9

DSC Laboratories SU4120 8

DSI RF Systems C10135 7

DTV Hot Spot SU

DTV Innovations SU4596A 9

Duma Video SL1206R 13

DVB C836 6

DVEO/Computer Modules SU1205 9

DVIDS Hub C10812 7

DVS Digital Video Systems SL2964 12

Dylux Technology SU215 9

Dymo N2133 5

Dynamic & Proto Circuits SU1631 10

E

E2V Technologies C1236

E3 C6607M
5 Eartec.. C9912

9 Easy Cover SU1329

11 Ebenezer Technology SL1621

11 Echolab C6026

13 Ecinema Systems C2333

11 Econco C1526

13 Econco N1611

5 Edirol . SL3781

12 Editshare SL1410

12 EEG Enterprises SU3601

12 Egatel C8047

11 Egripment C8035

5 Eizo ShImbun C1348

7 Elber C336

13 Electronic Farm SL4964

9 Electronic Theatre Controls C7732

10 Electrosonic SU5173

5 Electrosys C311

12 Elenos N1826
7 Elettronika N2436

7 ELTI...._ N3631

12 EMC SL596

5 Emerson Network Power C113

7 Empire State Filter Company.... C3343
9 EMR N1300

6 Enco Systems C2507F

6 Enco Systems N617

7 Enensys Technologies SU2250C
11 Energy-Onix N3335

5 E -N -G Mobile Systems C7446

11 Enhance Technology SL600

13 ENPS/Associated Press N111

Ensemble Designs SU2997

7 Enterprise Electronics C7815

7 Envivio SL4403

7 EOS International SL1833

13 ERG Ventures SU2231

7 Ergo 2000 SU546
7 ERI N2406

11 ESE C1639

12 Esser Test Charts C6607E

13 Etere Automation SU129

12 Etilux C10418C

6 ETL Systems C7542

6 Euphon ix N1002

8 Eutelsat C4541

8 EV Microphones N1214

6 Eventide N2416

6 Evertz SU170

6 EVS C3230

5 Exanet SL1436
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Exavio SL585 12

Eyeheight SU147 8

Eyeon Software S L2903 11

EZ FX Jibs C2847 6

EZNews SU241 10

F

Facilis Technology SL1600
Fairlight SL2923
FAR C10418D

Fast Forward Video C1851

Fast VDO C10825
FBBT SU186D
FCC N3526
FH Video SU1054

Fiberplex N2031
Fibrenetix SL1230
Field Goal & Rocket C10129
Filewave C9649

Film & Data Technologies C1226

Filmlight SL1391

Final Draft SL1376
FirmTek SL1238

Fischer Connectors SU5193
Fission Software C7907

Fjord Media SU5016
Flash Technology N412
Flip4Mac SL2781
Flir Systems C6943

Florical Systems SU2941
Flying -Cam C10428
Focus Enhancements SL2136
Focus Optics
FOR -A C3210
Force10 Networks C9946

Forecast Consoles SU146
Forman C5119G

Foundry, The SL643
Foxcom C4748

Fraunhofer IIS C2507M
Frezzi Energy Systems C5726
Front Porch Digital SU2236
Frontline Communications C4426
Fuji Photo Film SU149A
Fuji Television Network C10818

Fujinon SU149
Fujitsu Computer Products C10211

Furukawa America C8543

Future Media Concepts SL309
Future Medium SL1620
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7
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7

7
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7
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7
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13
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7
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11
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Color indicates advertiser
COMPANY BOOTH PAGE COMPANY BOOTH PAGE

G HD Wireless C15539B 7

Heil Sound N407 5
GCS C8535 7 Helicopters C355A 6
GE - Fiber Options SU2253 10 Helinet Aviation Services C10425 7
Gecko -Cam C6607A 7

Helius C8545 7
Gefen SL541 11 Henry Engineering N1200 5
GenArts SL5138J 11 Hewlett Packard SL3744 12
Gencom Technology SU5199 9 Hi Tech Systems SU4317 8
Genelec SL4791 12 High Tech Industries SU2230 10
General Dynamics Hilomast C3341 6
C4 Systems 0E320 14 Hitachi Kokusai Electric C3926 6
Gennum SU4214 9 Hi -Tech Enterprises SU2129 8
Gepco Internabonal C5733 6 HM Electronics C9335 7
Gerling & Associates 0E200 14 Holophone N3931 5
Gesturetek C9846 7 Honeywell Obst. Lighting N2922 5
Gigabit Sytems SU5190 9 Hoodman C1249 6
Gigasat 0E116 14 Horita C9020 7
Glidecam Industries C6030 6 Hosa Technology SL542 11
Global Media Resource C2549 6 Hotronic C5515 6
Global Microwave Systems C8528 7 Hoverlord C10418E 7
Global Security Systems N2733 5

G -SAM 5114
Globaistor Data SU841 10

Globalstreams
Globecast
Globecomm Systems
GMPCS Personal Comm.
Grass Valley
Green -Box Technology
Gridiron Software
Gridmedia Americas
GRID -TV

GVS

Gyrocam Systems
Gyron Systems Int

C9248

C1530
C6241

C4846

SU2906
SL5566

SL5138E
SL5000

C6333B

SL620

C11044

C11539D

7

6

6

6

8

12

11

13

6

1

7

7

IABM
IBIS
IBM
Iconix Video
Ideal Technology
Ideasunlimited
'direct
IDX System Technology
IDX System Technology
IEEE Broadcast
Technology Society
IKAN

C5246

SU183

SU2976

SU1650
C5107R

SU5187
C7443

C4235

SU143

Lobby 27
SL1247

6

9

9

10

6

9

7

6

8

15

13

Ikegami Electronics C3226 6

H ILC SU3998 9

Illbruck Acoustic/Sonex N1700 5
Hamilton Metalcraft C1248 6 ILY Enterprise S L4406 13
Hamlet C9319 7 Image Video SU2205 9
Hangzhou Linan Wanpeng .... C5107H 6 Imagica SL1826 13
HanJiang Feiyu Electronics .. C510711 6 Imagineer Systems SL5564 12
Hannay Reels C7836 7 Immersive Media SU1831 10
Hansen Industries C5107L 6 I-Movix C10418F 7
Hansun Technologies C5107E 6 Impact Cases C9337 7
Hardata N3138 5 IMT RF Products N2830 5
Hardigg Cases SL3785 12 Independent Audio N4508 5
Harmonic SU1383 9 Industrial Acoustics N2131 5
Harris C807 6 Industry Advanced Tech C6637 7
Harrison Audio Consoles N1522 5 Infortrend SL1830 13
Hash C9019 7 InfoSys Technologies SL3235 13

 See IDX at Booths C4235 and SU143, pages 6 and 8

Just Keep Shooting

PowerlinkTM

Available only on ENDURATM Camera Power Systems

From the Creative Minds at IDX

ID IDX System Technology, Inc.

www.idx.tv idx.usa@idx.tv +1.310.891.2800

See us at NAB 2006 Booth C4235

Stack Potteries

Cn the fly

While you keep ;hooting

think:innovation
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COMPANY

niet Technologies
nmarsat
nnes
nnovative Office Products
nnovision Optics
novonics
ntelsat
nternational Datacasting
nterra Systems
ntrinet Systems
PV Limited
qstor Networks
rdeto
RTE Spa

silon Systems
SIS Group
sodisc
-Star SL3806

wedia Technologies C9412

BOOTH PAGE COMPANY BOOTH PAGE

SL3803 13 Kings Electronics C4711 6

0E336 14 Kino Flo C6633 7

N2523 5 Kintronic Labs N3211 5

N4017 5 Klotz Digital Audio Systems N826 5

SU193 9 Knox Video SL2141 11

N3206 5 Ko Yong Photo C1844 6

C3641 6 Kodak C5707 6

C5841 6 Konan Digital SL1835 13

C10747 7 Kontiki C11431 7

SL1023 13 Kramer Electronics SL549A 12

SL15130 11 Kroma Telecom C9936 7

SL1832 13 KTech Telecommunications .. SU2247 10

SU793 9 Kubotek SL5587 12

C10131 7 Kupo Company Limited C7849 7

SL2843 13 KW/2 Lighting Products C9837 7

SU141 8 K -Will C6936 7

C7214 7

13

7

J

J A Taylor & Associates 0E317

J.L. Fisher C5445

Jadoo Power C10444

Jampro Antennas/RF Sys. C1517

JBL Professional N2426

JDSU SU4201

Jennings Technology N411

JK Audio N4215

J -LAB C3241

JLCooper Electronics SU5158

Joseph Electronics C4531

Junger Audio Studiotechnik N3200

Just Edit SL1240

JVC Professional Products C3217

L

L.T.M. C4207

L-3 Electron Devices C9015

LaCie SL1223

14 Laird Telemedia SL3769

6 Lamar Systems SL1958

7 Larcan C4119

6 Lasergraphics C8215

5 Lawo N3808

9 Lawson & Associates SU1647

5 LBA Technology N4512

5 LEA International C1642

6 Leader Instruments C7332

8 Lectrosonics N3225

6 Leightronix SU4593

5 Leitch/Harris SU2929

13 Lemo C3243

6 Let It Wave C11028

Libec C9621

LightTech Group C7817

Lightworks SU5199

7 Ligos SU4596

8 Linear N402

7 Linear Acoustic C2507B

6 Linear Equipamentos C9010

6 Link Electronics SU4172

5 Link International C10744

5 Link Research C2007A

7 Linkset C10211

7 Listec Video C11041

6 Litepanels C9618

7 Live Design SL4750

11 Livetools Technology C5248

K

K5600 C8041

KAE SU5160

KATA C5119G

Kathrein Scala C3907

Kathrein-Werke C3907A

Kay Industries N1600

KD Kanopy N4516

KDDI R&D Laboratories C6936A

Keith Austin C8217

Kencast C4741

Kenwell Inverter C7747

Keywest Technology SL3119

COMPANY BOOTH PAGE

Locolabs C11327 7

Logic Innovations C5847 6

Logic Keyboard/BSP SL4765 12

Logitek Electronic Systems N2802 5

Logus Microwave C5249 6

Loral Skynet C2516 6

Lowel-Light Mfg. SU1989 9

LP Technologies C9948 7

LSI Logic SU2431 10

Lynda.com SL1820 13

Lynx Technik C9246 7

M

M&I Network SU236 10

Mackay Communications C5543 6

Mackie SL561 12

Maestro Vision SU614 9

Magma C11633 7

6 Magma SL2920 11

7 Magnum Towers N3918 5

13 Main Concept SL1227 13

12 MAM-A CW10500 7

12 Management Science
6 Associates SU5014 9

7 Manfrotto C5119G 7

5 Manzanita Systems C7112 7

10 Marshall Electronics SU4355 8

5 Martin & Ziegler SL773 12

6 Masstech Group SU1642 10

7 Master Recording Supply SL5606 13

5 Masterclock C5716 6

9 Mathstar C10511 7

8 Matrox Electronic Systems SL1137 11

6 Matthews Studio Equipment C10435 7

7 Max Vision SL5569 12

7 Maxell C6932 7

7 Maximum Throughput SL610 13

9 Maxon Computer SL5567 12

9 Mayah Communications SL1206 13

5 Medea SL2387 12

6 Media 3 C4815 6

7 Media Excel SL4997 12

9 Media Links C9537 7

7 Media Monitors N627 5

6 Mediaproxy C6845 7

7 Mediazone SL2407A 13

7 Medical Coaches 0E108 14

7 Mediornet C8642 7

12 Memory Link SU239 10

6 Merging Technologies S13755 12

EISee 1DX at Booth C4235 and SU143, pages 6 and 8

From the Creative Minds at IDX

A division of IDX System Technology, Inc.

www.wevi.tv wevi.usa@wevi.tv +1.310.891.1081

See us at NAB 2006 Booth SU143

thonlo :innovation
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Metaglue SL1513C
MGE UPS Systems C7837

Micro Communications (MCI)....C307
Micro Communications (MCI) N418
MicroArchives C6607R
Microboards Technology SL532

Microdolly Hollywood C9233

Microfirst SU233
Micronwireless N4531

Microsoft/Microsoft
Digital Theater SL1161

Microspace Communications C7741
Microwave Advances C122

Microwave Radio
Communications C2007

Microwave Service C539

Middle Atlantic Products SL1181

Mikrom C6333A
Milestek C10523
Miller Camera Support C5736

Millimeter magazine SL4750

Minnetonka Sudio Software C2507G
Miranda Technologies SU1341

Mirror Image Teleprompters....C2255
Miteq C5145
Mitsubishi Diamond
Vision Sys. C11037

Mitsutech C4715

Mix magazine SL4750
Mixed Signals SU1636
Mobile DTV Alliance SU5196
Mobile Power 0E111
Modular Components N1532
Modulation Sciences C118
Modulus Video SU250
MOG Solutions SU5169
Mohawk SU5155
Mole -Richardson C4210

Morrow Technologies C344

Motion Analysis SL4976
Motorola SU1752
MPEG Industry Forum SL1206
Msoft C1242
MTI Film SL3800

Multidyne Video & Fiber
Optic Systems SU1729
Musicam N914
My Weather C6014A
Myat C817

Color indicates advertiser
BOOTH PAGE COMPANY BOOTH PAGE

11 Network Electronics SU199
7 Neural Audio C807

6 Neuro TV C10418G
5 Neutrik C6033
7 New Skies Satellites C2330

11 Newpoint Technologies C5642
7 Newsroom Solutions C10115
10 Newtec America C7144
5 Newtek SL526

Nex Computer C9546
12 Nexsan Technologies C11332
7 Next Gen. Content Del SL2407
6 Nicom N3435

Ningbo Wanji Elect. C5107D
6 Nixus SL2941

6 NKK Switches SL4400
12 NL Technology SL1513A
6 Nnovia SU216
7 Noise Industries SL1513I
6 Nokia Communications SL2414A

12 Norcom Info. Techn C6333C
6 Noren Products SL1141

8 Norpak C1251

6 Norsat C3848
6 Novella Satcoms C7845

NPR Satellite Services C6841

NTT Electronics SL2391

Nucomm C320
Nverzion C2046

Nvidia SL591
Nvision SU1414

7

6

12

10

9

14

5

6

10

9

8

6

6

12

8

13

6

13

8

5

6

6

N

N Systems
NAB -HD
Nada-Chair
Nagra
Nagravision - Kudelski
Narda Satellite Networks
Narrowstep
Natexpo
Nat. Assoc. of Tower Erectors...C123
National Captioning Institute ...C9643
National Weather Service N4018
ND Satcom C6544

NEC Solutions C9811

Nemal Electronics Intl C744

NEP 0E307
NES Comm. Serv. C1643
Net Insight C826
Neterion SU2031
Netia N3208

C3507

C11539

SL2342
N3100

SU1976
C10144
SL5607

C10212

9 Path 1 Network Technologies C9535 7

6 Pathfire SU164 9

7 Patriot Antenna Systems 0E107 14

6 Peak Communications C7748 7

6 Pebble Beach Systems SU244 10

6 Pelican Products SL1847 13

7 Pentadyne Power C6942 7

7 Pesa Switching Systems SU1370 9

11 Peter Storer & Assoc. SL1378 12

7 Pharos Communications SU186A 9

7 Philips Content ID. SL1840 13

13 Philips Semiconductors C10811 7

5 Phonak Communications N2136 5

6 Photoflex C9121 7

11 Photo-Sonics C10737 7

13 Photron SL3148 12

11 Pictron SL1959 12

9 Pilat Media SL1585 12

11 Pineapple Technology N622 5

13 Pixel Farm, The SL3764 12

6 Pixel Instruments SU4319 8

11 Pixel Power SU4359 8

6 Pixelmetrix C6616 7

6 Pixeltools SL1541 11

7 Platform, The SL1210 13

7 Playbox Digital Media S L3037 13

12 Pleora Technologies C4814 6

6 Plisch Broadcast Asia C134 6

6 Plug In Pavilion SL5138 11

12 Polyphaser C9238 7

9 Popwire SL1047 13

Porta Brace,
K & H Prod C11604 -MR, C8531 7

Porta-Jib/Hollywood C4511 6

7 Portaprompt SU186F 9

7 Post Holes SL4169 12

11 Potomac Instruments N2422 5

6 Precision Communications C9321 7

5 Premier Mounts SL4985 12

8 Prime Image C5136 6

5 PrimeLED N606 5

9 Primera Technology SL1233 13

5 Prism Business Media SL4750 12

12 Prism Media Products N1327 5

5 Prism Media Products N2524 5

12 Pristine Systems N614 5

7 Pro Consultant Informatique..SL3796 12

8 Pro Cyc C10127 7

14 Pro -Bel SU1749 8

11 Pro -Bel SU4347 8

9 Production Intercom N405 5

7 Professional Label C10844 7

7 Professional Sound Corp. N4022 5

12 Professional Sound Services... C7730 7

5 Promax C9648 7

11 ProMax Systems SL534 11

7 Promedia SL1224 13

5 Prompter People C9241 7

Prompting.com- C5514 6

Propagation Systems (PSI) C330 6

Prophet Systems Innovations ..C4431 6

°roprompter C4714 6

Prosonic C6607D 7

Provys C10725 7

Proximity SL2430 13

PSNI S230
PSSI Global Services C7744 7

0

Obor Digital C11012
Ocean Optics/SeaChanger C10447
Ocean Systems SL1513B
Octopus Newsroom Trading ....C5416
OMB Sistemas Electronicos... N1812
Omneon Video Networks SU2959
Omnia N2714A
OmniBus Systems SU2983
Omnirax N2424
Omnitk SL5595
OMT Technologies N2908
On -Air Systems SL5158
Onan C6843

OpenCube Technologies SU1129
Operation Interdependence.... 0E323
Optibase SL2927
Opticomm SU4183
Optimal Solutions C7107

6 Opvision Technology C10729
7 Orad Hi-Tec Systems SL3776
11 Orban/CRL N1136
5 Orbital Data SL1513R
9 Outfitter Satellite C11328
7 Overly Door Company N4511

13

7

6

7

5

7

7

6

14

6

6

10

5

P

P.I. Engineering SL5165
P+S Technik C6607K
Pacific Radio C2551

Pacsat C6945

PAG (STE-MAN) C8515
Panamsat 0E300 (14) C1420

Panasonic Broadcast C2518
Pandora International SL2950
Paradise Datacom C7541
Patchamp C3045

12

7

6

7

7

6

6

12

7

6

a
QLogic SL4801 13
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QTV/Autocue SU4167 9 Samik Electronics SL5403 13 Spectra Logic SL1601 13

Qualcomm-Mediaflo SL1242 13 Samy's Camera C6813 7 Spectsoft C2548 6

Qualcomm-Mediaflo SL2420D 13 Sanken Microphones/plus24 .. N4011 5 Speedsix Software SL2947 12

Quantel SL1544 12 Sanyo Fisher Company SL4944 12 Spider Support Systems C6816 7

Quantum SU783 9 Satellite Bus. & Tech. C6147 6 Spinner C6607B 7

Qube Cinema SU1253 10 Satellite Engineering Group C4443 6 SPL Innotech Pte SU253 10

Quest Research & Satmex C11025 7 Sprint Nextel C11035 7

Development C7916 7 Satvision Technology Intl C6941 7 Square Box Systems SL2438 13

Quickset International SL4764 12 Scheduall Software SL1955 12 SRS Labs N731 5

Quintech Electronics C5948 6 Schill C339 6 ST Electronics C7442 7

QuVIS SU847 10 Schneider Optics SU4122 8 Staco Energy Products C107 6

QVS SL5173 12 Schulze-Brakel N4532 5 Stagetec - Salzbrenner N3502 5

Sciencentral C1939 6 Stainless C2447 6

Scientific-Atlanta SU1608

SCO Group SL2407H

9

13

Statmon Technologies
Ste -Man

C8511

C8515

7

7R

Radian Communications C3814 6 Scopus Video Networks SU4175 9 Storagetek SL3809A 13

Radian Communications SL4401 13 ScoreBox SU854 10 Stradis SU3996 9

Radio Frequency Screen Service Broadcasting Strand Lighting C1230 6

Systems C11600 -MR, C1217 7 Technologies C333 6 Stratacache SU231 10

Radio magazine SL4750 12 Screen Subtitling Systems . .SU4598 9 Stratos C9843 7

Radyne SU2033 10 Sea Change International SU1393 9 Stratos International SU3006 9

Raidon Technology SL2000 13 Sencore C3810 6 Streambox SL581 12

Rapidtext/Transcription C3344 6 Sencore SU3009 9 Streams! SU617 9

Rathbone Energy C10621 7 Sennheiser Electronic N1822 5 Studer Soundcraft N2426 5

RDL Radio Design Labs N3331 5 Sentivision SL2407C 13 Studio and Film & Video SL4806 13

Re:Vision Effects SL5138K 11 Server Technology SL2847 13 Studio Cutz C1763 6

Red Digital Cinema SU1401 9 SES Americom C4145 6 Studio Network Solutions SL5350 12

Red Giant Software SL5138C 11 SGI (Silicon Graphics) SL3764 12 Studio Systems C10126 7

Rees Associates C7426 7 SGL SL1513E 11 Sun Microsystems SL3809 13

Reflecmedia C5119G 7 Shenzhen Av. C51070 6 Sundance Digital SU1425 10

Remote Audio N4514 5 Shining Technology SU5172 9 Supacam SUNS 9

Renegade Labs SU1529 8 Shively Labs N1517 5 Superior Broadcast Products.... C131 6

Rentex S L4007 13 Shook Mobile Technology 0E102 14 Superior Electric N708 5

Research Concepts C7844 7 Shotoku Broadcast Systems....C7336 7 Sure Shot Transmissions C4441 6

RF Central C820 6 Shure N1307 5 Surface Heating Systems C8049 7

RF Technologies C120 6 Siemens SU23-MR 10 Swe-Dish Satellite Systems.... 0E314 14

RGB Spectrum SL2159 12 Sierra Automated Sys. N907 5 SWIT Electronics C7612 7

Rhozet SL4006 13 Sierra Video Systems SL549 12 Switchcraft C9316 7

Richardson Electronics C526 6 Signasys C11539A 7 Switrorix C963 6

Richland Towers C746 6 Signum Bildtechnik C6607H 7 Symetrix N2414 5

Ricsonix/Grace Distribution .... N4024 5 Silhouette FX SL5138D 11 Synergy Broadcast Systems....SL776 12

Riedel Communications C8507 7 Silicon Color SL1816 13 Synthetic Aperture SL5138G 11

Rimage SL1843 13 Sintec Media SL4979 12 Systems Wireless C5119E 7

Rip -Tie C9848 7 SIRA N1131A 5 Systor Systems SL4355 12

Rivulet Communications C10746 7 SIS Link C4731 6

RIZ - Transmitters
RJS Electronics

N625
C11337

5

7

Sky Micro SL847

Sky Perfect Communications.SL2916
13

11
T

Tajimi Electronics C8116 7Rohde & Schwarz C830 6 Skyline Communications SU5189 9

Rohn Products C3814 6 SkyStream SL2987 12 Talking Type SU5197 9

Roland Systems Group SL3781 12 SLI SL2647 13 Tandberg Television 0E122 14

Rololight C10248 7 Slik Broadcast C8044 7 Tandberg Television SU1164 9

Root 6 Technology SL1513Z 11 Smartjog SL2636 13 Tascam SL2913 11

Ross Video SU1356 8 Smartsound Software SL2955 12 Tata Elxsi C9849 7

R -Quest Technologie SL4807 13 SMPTE Lobby 29 15 TBC Consoles SU1390 9

RTCom C6613 7 Snell & Wilcox SU156 8 TC Electronic C2507E 6

RTI-Research Tech. Int C2851 6 SBE Lobby28 15 TDK Electronics C10741 7

RTS Intercoms C4535 6 Society of Sat. Ind. Prof. C6147 6 Teac... SU1053 10

RTW N3400 5 Softel SU3605 9 Tec Nec Distributors C5541 6

Rushworks SU5011 9 Softni SU3788 9 Techflex C941 6

Russ Bassett SL3787 12 Solid State Logic N822 5 Technicolor Services SU2906 8

RVR Elettronica N1133 5 Sonic Solutions SL3750 12 Technicolor Services SU3500 8

Rycote Mic. windshields N2730 5 Sonifex N4507 5 Techni-Lux C9641 7

Rymsa C307A 6 Sony Electronics CW10300 7 Techni-Tool C7826 7

Sony Electronics SU107 8 Technocite C10418H 7

Sorenson Media SL1513D 11 Technscrane C2036 6

S SOS Global Express, C4533 6 Tecnovision SL1373 12

S.two SL632 13 Sound & Video Contractor SL4750 12 Tedial SL1236 13

Sabre Towers N2831 5 Sound Devices N3915 5 Tektronix SU4141 8

Sachtler C5119B 6 Sound Ideas C2151 6 Telairity Semiconductor SU1639 10

Sadie N2138 5 Soundminer C2063 6 Telecast Fiber Systems SU4717 8

Sam Woo Electronics N3911 5 Specialty Data Systems C9119 7 Teledyne MEC C7915 7
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Map index
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COMPANY BOOTH PAGF COMPANY BOOTH PAGE COMPANY BOOTH PAGE

Telemetrics C4141 6 UK/US Partners Pavilion SU186 9 Voice Tech./Redding Audio N3038 5

Telesat C8948 7 UK/US Partners Pavilion SU5188 9 Volicon C2316 6
Telescript C5116 6 Ultimatte SL3726 11 Vorsis N1815 5

Telestream SL2781 12 Ultrahigh-Def. & 3D Theater ..C11215 7 VSE IT & Media C6607C 7

Teletest C9935 7 Ultralight Control Systems C10838 7 V -Shine C51071 6
Television Engineering C5141 6 Unimar N2134 5 V -Soft Communications N3922 5

Telex Communications C4535 6 Uni-Set C939 6 Vyvx C8537 7

Telos Systems N2714 (5) N2515 5 Unitek Video SL5582 12
Tentel C2118 6 University Products C9549 7

Tenues Systems C6607I 7 Unlimitech Software SL5407 13

W&W Communications SU5205 9
Teracom Components C2033 6 Utah Scientific C4507 6
Teranex SU4983 9 Utility Tower N2522 5 Wacom Technology SL4597 12
Tessco Technologies C10827 7 U -Turn Media Group SL2420C 13 Wagner Media SL4173 12
Textcaster C10247 7 Ward -Beck Systems C326 6
TFT

Thales- Angenieux
N2012 5

SU4125 8
Wavestream
Weather Central

C5947 6

C6014 6
V

Vaddio SU247 10Thales Broadcast SU2970 9 Weather Data C5114 6
Thales Components C9007 7 Valcom Mfg N419 5 Weather Metrics C7212 7
That Corporation N1224 5 Vancouver Film School SL1173 12 WeatherBug/AWS Tech N105 5
Thermo Bond Buildings N4518 5 Vantage Point SL5593 12 Web Checkout C10749 7
Thermodyne International SU743 8 Varizoom Lens Control C7412 7 Wegener SU1376 9
Thomson/ Grass Valley SU2906 8 VBrick Systems SL2576 12 Westcott C8941 7
Thomson Content Security SU844 10 VCI (Video Communications)....C2543 6 WEVI SU 143(8) C4235 6
TI Broadcast Solutions SU3014A 9 VCom SU547 8 Wheatstone N1815 5
Tieline Technology N3215 5 VDB Audio N3917 5 Whirlwind C6541 7
Tiernan SU2033 10 VDS SL4573 12 WhisperRoom SL4387 12
Tiffen Company SU2989 9 Veetronix SU4117 8 White Sands Engineering/TVC..C739 6
Tightrope Media System SU2030 10 Vela SL2936 11 Whiteblox SL2407E 13
Tokina Company C7736 7 Venaca SL1603 13 Wideorbit C361 6
Toner Cable Equipment C11335 7 Venera Technologies C10623 7 Widevine Technologies SL2407F 13
Toon Boom Animation C10512 7 Venue Services Group C7047 7 Will -Burt C7543 7
Torpey Time SU946 8 Verimatrix C10727 7 Winsted SU741 8
Toshiba C5126 6 Verity Systems SL5586 12 WireCAD C9310 7
Total Immersion C10808 7 Verizon SL522 11 Wireready N500 5
Total Training SL1942 11 VertigoXmedia SL4726 11 Wireworks C3043 6
Tote Vision C9937 7 VFGadgets.com C10735 7 Wit N3039 5
Tower Consultants N2034 5 VFinity S L3033 13 Wohler Technologies C5132 6
Tower Elevator Systems C2116 6 Via Satellite C7847 7 Wolf Coach C3835 6
Tower Engineering/KPFF N3037 5 Viaccess SU4405 9 Wolfe Air Aviation C11529D 7
Towerline Software N607 5 VidCAD Documentation C8526 7 Work Microwave C6607F 7
Traffic.com C9615 7 Video Accessory SL3147 12 World Video Group C8217 7
Transaudio Group N1326 (5) N407 5 Video Bank SL606 13 Worldtech Devices SU5168 9
Transmedia Dynamics SU186H 9 Video Codes C863 6 WSI C4519 6
Transradio Sender Systeme N404 5 Video Helper C1659 6 Wuxi LeiHua Network Tech... C5107B 6
Transvideo C7428 7 Video International SU214 9
Trapcode
Triangle Software

SL5138H 11

C9313 7

Video Products Group
Video Systems magazine

C10137 7

SL4750 12 X

XenData SL2635 13
Trilithic C9547 7 Video Technics SU3014 9
Trilogy Communications C4743 6 Videoframe SU5164 9 Xicom Technology C5448 6
Triveni Digital SU1999 9 Videomagnetics SU747 8 Xilinx C10515 7
Troll Systems C125 6 Videoquip Research C6736 7 Xytech Systems C860 6
Trompeter S U3006 9 Videssence C7116 7
Tron-Tek C942 6 Viewcast SL2840 13
TSL SU1433 10 Vimsoft C10848 7
T -Systems International C1548 6 Vinpower SL4585 12 Yamaha N3222 5Tut Systems SL635 13 Vinten C5119C 6 Yang Ming International SL3047 13TV One Broadcast Sales C347 6 Virage SL1020 13 YEM SU3001 9TV -Animation C10513 7 Virtual Katy SL1513F 11
T-Vips C9544 7 Vision Research C10225 7
TWR Lighting N1511 5 Visionary Solutions SL2247 13
Tyloon SU853 10 Vista Systems SL626 13 Z Technology C2039 6

Vistek SU4347 (8) SU1749 8 Zanalyzer C9949 7
Visual Data Media Services.. SU1630 10

Visual Europe C9646 7
Zander Technologies
Zaxcom

SU1033 10

N4227 5

U

U.S. Army Forces Command ..C10828 7 VitalStream SL4207 13 Zaxel Systems SL637 13U.S. Army Reserve C10449 7 Vitec Multimedia SU210 9 Zaxwerks SL5138L 11
U.S. Digital Television N217 5 Vity Technology SU2250B 10 Zeiss SU2917 8U.S. Helicopters C8026 7 VIZRT, Curious, Ardendo SL1323 11 Zero Manufacturing C1463 6UAL - Moore Wallace C2339 6 Vocality International C4542 6 ZGC C8935 7UK/US Partners Pavilion N4208 5 Vocas C8937 7 Zylight C9410 7

Right: E See Nvidia at Booth SL591, page 12
Back cover: D See Thomson/Grass Valley at Booths SU2906 and SU2906A, page 8
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Bridge the 3D Gap
to Real -Time HD
Broadcast Graphic
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NVIDIA Quadro"' FX 4500 SDI by PNY, featuring
PureVideo- technology, is THE INDUSTRY LEADING

graphics -to -video solution for broaccast and video professionals
DELIVERING THE HIGHEST QUALITY uncompressed SDI video.
enabling direct connection to broadcast equipment.

Key Features:
Fully programmable NVIDIA Quadro graphics board

Uncompressed 8 -bit, 10 -bit, or 12 -bit SDI

SD, HD, and 2K Support

Come see this solution at NAB2006
-ANIMA booth #SL591

nVIDIA
QUADRO.

For more information and where to buy NVIDIA Quadro
by PNY, visit www.pny.com/quadro

'WY
Afe69110WY 064Cf

02006 NVIDIA Corporation. NVIDIA the NVIDIA Logo. NVIDIA Ouadro. and PureVideo are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of NVIDIA Corpociton. All rights reserved. Other company and product names
may be trademarks or registered trademarks of 'he respective owners with which they are associated.
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See us at NAB 2006
Booth # SU-2906

A growing family of SD
and HD models

With 14 models spanning 1 M/E to 3 M/E

in 1/2 M/E increments, there's a Grass Valley -

Kayak switcher that's perfect for your

production budget.

Our new HD -ready Kayak SD line and our expanded Kayak HD

line come in two frame sizes and let you add M/Es as your needs change.

And it takes only a software upgrade to move from SD -only to multi -format HD switching,

protecting your investment.

The new switchers also support our revolutionary MatchDef scalars, an option that

lets you match SD sources into an HD production, HD sources into an SD production,

and cross -match HD formats-without sacrificing critical elements such as keyers.

The Kayak HD and Kayak SD lines also support complete machine control, powerful

internal effects and animation capabilities, and an intuitive user interface with an

integrated touch -screen display.

Making them the most powerful systems in their class.

To learn more please visit www.thomsongrassvalley.com/KayakHD or contact your

Grass Valley representative today.

i TH OMSON BRAND
Grass val ley
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C = Central hall; CW = Technologies for Worship (Central hall); N = North hall; OE = Outside exhibits;
SL = South hall, lower level; SU = South hall, upper level

IN ending your way through the
halls trying to find your way

from point A to B? Getting all you
want out of your NAB2006 experi-
ence will be easier with this guide at
your side.

The Broadcast Engineering exhibitor
map on page 129 gives you an over-
view of what is where and how far
you'll have to trek to get there. Tak-
ing your planning a step further, the
FASTtrack section on the following

ages catagorizes the booths by inter-
est. Looking for graphic and anima-
tion products? Flip to page 160 for a
list of companies featuring graphic
and animation products, complete
with their booth numbers.

Listings are based on information
provided to us by man ifacturers.

Booth numbers are provid-
\ ed by NAB and are cur-

rent as of our press
deadline. BE

ARCH 2006
4

TABLE OF CONTENT
Audio mixers, on -air, portable, studio, playback 158
Audio recording, storage, playback 158
Audio routing, distribution 158
Automation, including news and master control 158
Camera support, robotics, virtual sets 160
Cameras, lenses, accessories 160
CGs, prompters, captioning 160
Graphics, annimation products 160
Intercom, IFB products 152
Lighting equipment 162
Microphones, accessories 162
Microwave, fiber optic, telco equipment 152
New media, streaming products, multimedia/Internet 132
Power products, batteries, generators 164
Recording media 164
Satellite equipment, services 164
Studio, facility support products 164
TBCs, frame syncs, conversion equipment 166
Test & measurement equipment 166
TV transmitters, feedline, antennas, towers, services 166
Video editing systems 168
Video rout ng 168
Video storage 168
Weather/data services 168
Wire, cable, connectors 10
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AUDIO
MIXERS, ON -

AIR, PORTABLE,
STUDIO,

PLAYBACK
Ward -Beck Systems C326
Linear Acoustic C2507B
Burst Electronics C4717
Whirlwind C6541
Sony Electronics ...CW10300
Solid State Logic N822
Klotz Digital Audio Sys N826
Calrec Audio N917
Euphonix N1002
Harrison Audio
Consoles N1522
Wheatstone N1815
Sennheiser Elec. N1822
Studer Soundcraft N2426
Telos Systems.... N2515, N2714
Logitek Electronic Sys N2802
Aphex Systems N2906
STAG ETEC N3502
Lawo N3808
Sound Devices N3915
Location Sound N3926
Azden N4218
Zaxcom N4227
Sonifex N4507
Independent Audio N4508
Mackie SL561
Dalet Digital Media SL1132
TASCAM SL2913
Sony Electronics SU107
ISIS Group SU141
Dolby Labs SU2923
Pixel Instruments SU4319

AUDIO
RECORDING,
STORAGE,
PLAYBACK

MSoft C1242
Volicon C2316
Sony Electronics...CW10300
RCS N602
ENCO Systems N617
Euphonix N1002
Henry Engineering N1200
Aphex Systems N2906
NETIA N3208
Audio-Technica N3218
Location Sound N3926
Zaxcom N4227

Color indicates advertiser

Sonifex N4507 KeywestTechnology SL3119
Independent Audio N4508 ISIS Group SU141
Digital Vision SL517 eyeheight SU147
Gefen SL541 Evertz SU170
Mackie SL561 Pharos Comm. SU186A
Dalet Digital Media SL1132 Network Elec. SU199
Exanet SL1436 Miranda Tech. SU1341
Alcorn McBride SL1542 Ross Video SU1356
TASCAM SL2913 Wegener Comm. SU1376
Merging Technologies .SL3755 NVISION SU1414
Sony Electronics SU107 Axon Digital Design....SU1414A
Pharos Comm. SU186A Multidyne SU1729
NAGRAVISION SU1976 Image Video SU2205
Front Porch Thomson/
Digital SU2236 Grass Valley SU2906
Dolby Labs SU2923 Dolby Labs SU2923
DNF CONTROLS SU2955 Harris/Leitch SU2929
Omneon Video DNF CONTROLS SU2955
Networks SU2959 Ensemble Designs ... SU2997
Pixel Instruments SU4319 Telecast Fiber Sys.... SU4717

AUDIO
ROUTING,

DISTRIBUTION
Ward -Beck Systems C326
MSoft
ESE
Anixter
DKTechnologies
Linear Acoustic
Patchamp
Audio Accessories
Utah Scientific
Burst Electronics
WohlerTechnologies
Whirlwind
Crystal Vision
Riedel Comm
Switchcraft

C1242
C1639
C1957
C2044

C2507B
C3045
C3047

C4507
C4717
C5132
C6541
C7912

C8507
C9316

Klotz Digital Audio Sys N826
Sierra Automated
Systems & Eng N907
Wheatstone N1815
Logitek Electronic Sys.... N2802
Aphex Systems N2906
STAGETEC N3502
Lawo N3808
Sonifex N4507
Gefen SL541
Sierra Video Systems SL549
Kramer Electronics SL549A
Dalet Digital Media SL1132
TASCAM SL2913
Comprehensive Video
Group SL2919
Communications Spec SL2958

AUTOMATION,
INCLUDING
NEWS AND

MASTER
CONTROL

Harris C807
Marquis Broadcast C807
Volicon C2316
EVS C3230
Prophet Systems C4431
OCTOPUS C5416
Masterclock C5716
Fission Software C7907
Obor Digital C11012
DigitalTransaction Grp.... C11031
RCS N602
Klotz Digital Audio Sys N826
Sierra Automated
Systems & Eng N907
NETIA N3208
Broadcast Software Intl N3515
Anystream SL197-MR
Avid Technology SL701
Dalet Digital Media SL1132
Just Edit SL1240
Quantel SL1544
Konan Digital SL1835
ScheduAll Software SL1955
BitCentral SL2158
Chief Manufacturing SL2385
Proximity SL2430
Telestream SL2781
Adtec Digital SL2961
Blue Order SL3232
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NABCD005
THE WORLD'S LARGEST ELECTRONIC MEDIA SNOW

VISIT US AT

SU4164

HFO Camera Cable Checker

Compact and easy to use

Measures optic loss

Verifies electrical continuity

Features Canare HF connector design

Backlit LCD display for easy reading

California: 531 5th Street, Unit A San Fernando, CA 91340
Tel: 818.365.2446  Fax: 818.365.0479

New York: 60 E. 42nd Street, Suite 2306 NY, NY 10165
Tel: 212.682.9661  Fax: 212.682.9480

Affordable, compact, Simple and Smart Solutions

STAR 005
TUrnmemsuwer A
Sur&tr **WOW AM?ROCOMI1

Govergenkm

2005

TOP
INNOVATION
AWARD 2005

N

Visit us on the web: www.canare.com

Check out all our New Products at NAB '06

 South Hall SU4164, adjacent to Miranda
 New Mid -size Video Jacks
 Low Profile SMPTE FO Cable
 Expanded Optical Links Line
 Exclusive SFF Optical Transceiver
 Low-cost HD BNC Connectors



Ultimatte SL3726
VertigoXmedia.. SL4726

Si ntecMedia SL4979
ON -AIR Systems SL5158

eyeheight SU147
Pathfire SU164
Pharos Comm. SU186A
Transmedia SU186H
Innovision Optics SU193
AZCAR SU205
MicroFirst SU233
Pebble Beach SU244
Crispin SU608
I rd eto Access SU793
Miranda Tech SU1341
Ross Video SU1356
Wegener Comm SU1376
Sundance Digital.. SU1425
Masstech Group SU1642
Controlware Communications
Systems SU1653
Pro -Bel SU1749
Triveni Digital SU1999
Thomson/
Grass Valley SU2906
Harris SU2929
Florical Systems SU2941
DNF CONTROLS SU2955
Marquis Broadcast SU2959
OmniBus Sys. SU2983
Scopus NetworkTech..SU4175
Hi Tech Systems SU4317
Pro -Bel SU4347
Avocent SU4572
Leightronix SU4593
Videoframe SU5164
Lig htworks SU5199

CAMERA
SUPPORT,
ROBOTICS,

VIRTUAL SETS
FOR -A C3210
Hitachi Kousai Electric... C3926
Telemetrics C4141
Media 3 C4815
Anton/Bauer C5119A
Sachtler C5119B
Vinten C5119C
Bogen C5119G
Frezzi Energy Systems .. C5726
Miller Camera
Support C5736
Glidecam Industries C6030
AbelCineTech C6136

Panther C6136
Spider Support Sys. C6816
Shotoku Broadcast Sys C7336
PAG C8515
VIZRT SL1323
Telestream SL2781
Orad Hi-Tec Systems SL3776
Fujinon SU149
Innovision Optics SU193
Camplex SU3019
Chapman/Leonard Studio
Equipment SU3793

CAMERAS,
LENSES,

ACCESSORIES
Nucomm C320
RF Central C820
TRON-Tek C942
Link Research C2007A
Broadcast Microwave
Services (BMS) C2326
Panasonic
Broadcast C2518
JVC Pro. Products C3217
Ikegami Electronics . C3226
Lemo C3243
Hitachi Kousai Electric C3926
Telemetrics C4141
IDX System Tech. C4235
Media 3 C4815
GMPCS Personal Comm.C4846
Telescript
Anton/Bauer
Bexel's Broadcast
Bogen

C5116
C5119A

C5119F
C5119G

Frezzi Energy Systems C5726
AbelCineTech C6136
ARRI C6926
PAG C8515
Cinebags C10147
Sony Electronics.CW10300
M. KlemmeTechnology ..N4011
Da-Lite Screen SL5400
Sony Electronics SU107
Canon SU131
IDX System Tech. SU143
Fujinon SU149
Evertz SU170
Innovision Optics SU193
AZCAR SU205
Miranda Tech. SU1341
Thomson/
Grass Valley SU2906
16x9 SU2917

Color indicates advertiser

Band Pro Film & Dig SU2917
Carl Zeiss SU2917
Camplex SU3019
Schneider Optics SU4122
Thales- Angenieux SU4125
Teranex SU4983

CGS,
PROMPTERS,
CAPTIONING

Harris C807
Mirror Image
Teleprompters
Astro Systems
Burst Electronics
Telescript
Vinten

C2255
C3246
C4717
C5116

C5119C
Computer Prompting &
Captioning C8933
HORITA C9020
Listec Video C11041
ENCO Systems N617
Broadcast Software Intl. N3515
Compix Media SL564
Digital Voodoo SL778
Just Edit SL1240
VIZRT SL1323
KeywestTechnology SL3119
VertigoXmedia SL4726
eyeheight SU147
Evertz SU170
Miranda Tech. SU1341
Wegener Comm. SU1376
Harris/Leitch SU2929
EEG Enterprises SU3601
SoftNl SU3788
QTV/Autocue SU4167
Pixel Power SU4359
Cavena Image Prod.....SU4601

GRAPHICS,
ANIMATION
PRODUCTS

Panasonic Broadcast C2518
FOR -A C3210
AccuWeather C4314
Burst Electronics C4717
Broadcast Software Intl N3515
BOXXTechnologies S208
Nvidia SL591
Avid Technology SL701
da Vinci SL713
Digital Voodoo SL778
VIZRT SL1323
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It's What's Inside
That Counts!
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MT4400
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MT3400
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MT3300
HPA
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MCL's outdoor HPAs, offered in C-,
X-, Ku- and DBS-Band, are now available

with Integrated MITEQ L -Band Input Block
Upconverter Modules, with optional 10 MHz

internal or external frequency reference.

MITEQ offers a full line of separate BUC modules for
C-, X-, Ku-, DBS-, Ka- and Multi -Band applications,

in addition to our Outdoor Antenna Mountable
Block Up- and Downconverter Solutions.

Visit us at www.miteq.com

Thivirr=c1 & aakW:"7 WIC

For additional information, please contact the MCL Sales Department

501 S. Woodcreek Road, Bolingbrook, IL 60440-4999
(630) 759-9500  FAX: (630) 759-5018  sales@mcl.com

Mqpidlful©10@CAN

Worldwide Communication Solutions!



Quantel SL1544
Proximity SL2430

KeywestTechnology.... SL3119
Autodesk SL3719

Ultimatte SL3726
SGI (Silicon Graphics) SL3764
Orad Hi-Tec Systems SL3776
VertigoXmedia SL4726
AJA Video SL4913
Digital Anarchy SL5138F
GenArts SL5138J
eyeheight SU147
Miranda Tech SU1341
Harris/Leitch SU2929
DNF CONTROLS SU2955
Chyron SU2964
AJA Video SU5125

INTERCOM, IFB
PRODUCTS

Modulation Sciences.. C118
Telex Comm. C4535
Clear-Com Communication
Systems C5119D
Systems Wireless C5119E
Television Engineering...
Riedel Comm. C8507
HME C9335
Eartec C9912
Klotz Digital Audio Sys..... N826
Sierra Automated
Systems & Eng. N907
Comrex N2722
Location Sound N3926
JK Audio N4215
Evertz SU170
Broadata Comm. SU805
Multidyne SU1729
Opticomm SU4183
Telecast Fiber Sys SU4717

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

Anton/Bauer C5119A
Bogen C5119G
Frezzi Energy Systems ... C5726
AbelCineTech C6136
Kino Flo C6633
ARRI C6926
Videssence C7116
Dedotec C7726
LightTech Group C7817
K5600 C8041
SabreTowers N2831
Alcorn McBride SL1542

MICROPHONES,
ACCESSORIES

Panasonic
Broadcast C2518
Wireworks C3043
FOR -A C3210
Lemo C3243
Media 3 C4815
Systems Wireless C5119E
Bogen C5119G
Whirlwind C6541
Riedel Comm. C8507
NEC Solutions C9811
DPA Microphones N608
Sennheiser Elec. N1822
Beyerdynamic N2412
Audio-Technica N3218
Lectrosonics N3225
Location Sound N3926
M. KlemmeTechnology ... N4011
Azden N4218
Zaxcom N4227
Independent Audio N4508
Broadata Comm SU805
Zandar Tech. SU1033
Miranda Tech. SU1341
Marshall Elec. SU4355

MICROWAVE,
FIBER OPTIC,

TELCO
EQUIPMENT

Nucomm C320
Screen Service
Broadcasting Tech. C333
Harris C807
TRON-Tek C942
Microwave Radio
Comm. (MRC) C2007
Allen Avionics C2139
Broadcast Microwave
Services (BMS) C2326
Audio Accessories C3047
Ikegami Electronics. C3226
N Systems C3507
MITEWMCL C5145
Quintech Elec. & Comm .C5948
ADC C6526
Crystal Vision C7912
Riedel Comm. C8507
L-3 Electron Devices C9015
Fiberplex N2031
Rycote Mic. Windshields . N2730
TANDBERGTelevision 0E122

Color indicates advertiser

ATTO Technology SL537
Communications Spec..SL2958
Canon SU131
Evertz SU170
Network Elec. SU199
TAN DBERG Television SU 1164
Miranda Tech. SU1341
Harmonic SU1383
Scientific-Atlanta.... SU1608
Multidyne SU1729
ERG Ventures SU2231
Thomson/
Grass Valley SU2906
Harris SU2929
Camplex SU3019
Opticomm SU4183
Telecast Fiber Sys SU4717

NEW MEDIA,
STREAMING
PRODUCTS,

MULTIMEDIA/
INTERNET

Celco C351
Harris C807
DVB C836
Tektronix C941
MSoft C1242
Volicon C2316
JVC Pro. Products C3217
Sencore C3810
AccuWeather C4314
Logic Innovations C5847
Sony Electronics.. CW10300
Sonifex N4507
Anystream SL197-MR
Digital Vision SL517
Canopus SL544
Streambox SL581
Avid Technology SL701
Just Edit SL1240
IPV SL1513N
Alcorn McBride SL1542
VBrick Systems SL2576
Telestream SL2781
ViewCast SL2840
Optibase SL2927
VELA SL2936
Adtec Digital SL2961
SkyStream Networks SL2987
KeywestTechnology SL3119
Inlet Technologies ... SL3803
Envivio SL4403
Sony Electronics SU107
Snell & Wilcox SU156
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With its directly accessible, network -attached, MXF-aware
tape -based file system, the SDLT 600A for professional video

helps you beat the buzzer every time.
Today, the name of the game in the broadcast and video industry is file -based workflow.

The Quantum SDLT 600A is your team's top pick to seamlessly integrate and

automate your workflow - from ingest to archive. With MXF-aware performance that accesses

valuable metadata, built-in Gigabit Ethernet and faster -than -real-time transfer rates of up to

288Mb/sec, the SDLT 600A will help you run the fast break to a pure digital workflow. To develop a

game plan, jet your free Guide tc File -Based Workflow at wvvw.quantum.com/tape4tapelessvvorld

Quantum

BACKUP RECOVERY. ARCHIVE. IT'S WHAT WE DO:'

,,-.2006 Quantum is a tradema"k of Quantum Corporation in the United States and other countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective companies.



Pathfire SU164
AZCAR SU205

Crispin SU608
Irdeto Access SU793

Zandar Tech. SU1033
Miranda Tech SU1341
Wegener Comm SU1376
Harmonic SU1383
Axon Digital Design... SU1414A
Triveni Digital SU1999
Radyne SU2033
Thomson/
Grass Valley SU2906
Harris SU2929
Florical Systems SU2941
Thales Broad. & Multi... SU2970
Sencore SU3009
Video Technics SU3014
Lig htworks SU5199

POWER
PRODUCTS,
BATTERIES,

GENERATORS
Staco Energy Products C107
Superior Broadcast Prod C131
Active Power C2257
Audio Accessories C3047
IDX System Tech. C4235
Anton/Bauer C5119A
Frezzi Energy Systems ... C5726
AbelCineTech C6136
PAG C8515
Kay Industries N1600
Location Sound N3926
IDX System Tech. SU143
Brick House Video SU230
16x9 SU2917
FOR -A C3210
Ikegami Electronics C3226
Astro Systems C3246
Utah Scientific C4507
Bexel's Broadcast C5119F
Bogen C5119G
Logic Innovations C5847
Echolab C6026
Crystal Vision C7912
Digital Voodoo SL778
RGB Spectrum SL2159
Broadcast Pix SL2400
Comprehensive Video
Group SL2919
KeywestTech nology SL3119
Laird SL3769
Blackmagic
Design SL3791, SL3985

ISIS Group SU141
eyeheight SU147
Snell & Wilcox SU156
Evertz SU170
AZCAR SU205
Brick House Video SU230
Miranda Tech. SU1341
Ross Video SU1356
NVISION SU1414
Pro -Bel SU1749
Thomson/
Grass Valley SU2906
Harris/Leitch SU2929
Pro -Bel SU4347

RECORDING
MEDIA

MSoft C1242
Fast Forward Video C1851
Vol icon C2316
Ikegami Electronics... C3226
Bexel's Broadcast C5119F
Maxell C6932
Global Media Resource ... N2733
Dalet Digital Media SL1132
Just Edit SL1240
VELA SL2936
ISIS Group SU141
Crispin SU608
Videomagnetics SU747

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT,

SERVICES
Modulation Sciences....C118
Harris C807
Microwave Radio Comm.
(MRC) C2007, C2326
Intelsat C3641
SES Americom C4145
Frontline Comm. C4426
MITEO/MCL C5145
Logic Innovations C5847
Quintech Elec. & Comm C5948
ND Satcom C6544
L-3 Electron Devices C9015
Stratos C9843
Patriot Antenna Sys. 0E107
TANDBERG Television 0E122
ScheduAll Software SL1955
SkyStream Networks SL2987
AZCAR SU205
Crispin SU608
Irdeto Access SU793
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TANDBERGTelevision SU1164
Wegener Comm. SU1376
Harmonic SU1383
Scientific-Atlanta.... SU1608
Motorola SU1752
Radyne SU2033
Harris SU2929
Thales Broad. & Multi...SU2970
Stratos SU3006
Scopus NetworkTech SU4175
ViACCESS SU4405

STUDIO,
FACILITY
SUPPORT

PRODUCTS
Harris C807
ESE C1639
Allen Avionics C2139
RTI-Research Tech. Intl C2851
Lemo C3243
Media 3 C4815
Bogen C5119G
WohlerTechnologies C5132
Masterclock C5716
ADC C6526
Leader Instruments C7332
Shotoku Broadcast Sys C7336
Riedel Comm. C8507
Statmon Tech. C8511
HORITA C9020
Switchcraft C9316
Hamlet C9319
Sennheiser Elec. N1822
NETIA N3208
TANDBERG Television 0E122
Digital Vision SL517
Gefen SL541
Kramer Electronics SL549A
Middle Atlantic Prod. SL1181
Christie Digital Sys. SL1519
ScheduAll Software SL1955
RGB Spectrum SL2159
Chief Manufacturing SL2385
Barco SL3738
Laird SL3769
AJA Video SL4913
Da-Lite Screen SL5400
Siemens SU23-MR
B&H Photo -Video -Pro
Audio SU128
Forecast Consoles ....SU146
eyeheight SU147
Pathfire SU164
Pharos Comm. SU186A
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More people
are looking to Ross products
to handle their production needs

... so they can stay focused on their production
rather than their equipment.

Synergy SD
Production Switchers

Synergy MD
SD / HD Production Switchers

CilOverDrive
Production Contra) System

Ross

Routing Systems
by Codan

Geartite
Compact Terminal Equipment

Gearlite MD
SD / HD Compact Terminal
Equipment

RossGear
Terminal Equipment

comGear
A new open standard
for SD/HD terminal
equipment.
See it at NAB
- Ross Video

Booth SU1356
- Cobalt Digital

Booth SU4564

SD or HC, Ross products are known
for robust feature sets, user-friendly
installation and operations, extensive
warrarries and years of trouble -tree
use... making them the choice cf
many broadcasters, sports stad ums,
educatior al institutes, corporate
and gove-nment agencies,
as well as religious institutes.

w

:t a 7 "16

See :he latest advancemerts
in live aroduction technology

NAB Booth SU1356

Cool Practical Technology"

(613) 652-4886 solutions@rossvideo.com rossvideo con]



Boland Comm.
ZandarTech

AZCAR SU205
Brick House Video SU230

Crispin SU608
Winsted SU741

SU796
SU1033

TANDBERGTelevision....SU1164
TBC Consoles SU1390
NVISION SU1414
Triveni Digital SU1999
Image Video SU2205
ERG Ventures SU2231
Harris SU2929
Ascent Media Group ....SU2947
Ensemble Designs ... SU2997
Chapman/Leonard Studio
Equipment SU3793
Marshall Elec. SU4355
Avocent SU4572
AJA Video SU5125
Videoframe SU5164

TBCS, FRAME
SYNCS,

CONVERSION
EQUIPMENT

Ward -Beck Systems C326
FOR -A C3210
Intelsat C3641
Trilogy Broadcast C4743
Bexel's Broadcast C5119F
WohlerTechnologies C5132
Prime Image C5136
Hotronic C5515
Doremi Labs C5712
ADC C6526
Crystal Vision C7912
LYNXTechnik C9246
Convergent Design.. C10845
Sonifex N4507
Digital Vision SL517
Kramer Electronics SL549A
RGB Spectrum SL2159
Telestream SL2781
KeywestTechnology SL3119
Data Check SL3756
Laird SL3769
Blackmagic
Design SL3791, SL3985
AJA Video SL4913
eyeheight SU147
Snell & Wilcox SU156
Evertz SU170
Network Elec. SU199
Brick House Video SU230
Miranda Tech. SU1341

Ross Video SU1356
Axon Digital Design SU1414A
Pro -Bel SU1749
Thomson/
Grass Valley SU2906
Harris/Leitch SU2929
Ensemble Designs SU2997
YEM SU3001
Pixel Instruments SU4319
Pro -Bel SU4347
Cobalt Digital SU4564
Ligos SU4596
Teranex SU4983
AJA Video SU5125
Videoframe SU5164

TEST &
MEASUREMENT

EQUIPMENT
Modulation Sciences C118
Ward -Beck Systems C326
Harris C807
Rohde & Schwarz C830
DVB C836
Tektronix C941
ESE C1639
ZTechnology C2039
DKTechnologies C2044
Audio Accessories C3047
Astro Systems C3246
Sencore C3810
Burst Electronics C4717
Bexel's Broadcast C5119F
WohlerTechnologies C5132
Hotronic C5515
Doremi Labs C5712
Whirlwind C6541
Pixelmetrix C6616
K -WILL C6936
Leader Instruments C7332
HORITA C9020
Hamlet C9319
eyeheight SU147
Evertz SU170
TANDBERGTelevision SU1164
Miranda Tech. SU1341
Multidyne SU1729
Triveni Digital SU1999
Image Video SU2205
KTech Telecom. SU2247
Harris/Leitch/
Videotek SU2929
DNF CONTROLS SU2955
Sencore SU3009
DSC Laboratories SU4120
Canare SU4164
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Acterna SU4201
JDSU SU4201
Videoframe SU5164

TV
TRANSMITTERS,

FEEDLINE,
ANTENNAS,

TOWERS,
SERVICES

Micro Comm. (MCI) C307
DMT C316
Screen Service
Broadcasting Tech. C333
RichlandTowers C746
Harris C807
Myat C817
Rohde & Schwarz C830
DVB C836
TRON-Tek C942
Radio Frequency Sys. C1217
e2v technologies C1236
Jampro Antennas/RF
Systems C1517
CPI C1526
Microwave Radio
Comm. (MRC) C2007
Dielectric Comm. C2020
Teracom Components C2033
Broadcast Microwave
Services (BMS) C2326
Radian Comm. Svc. C3814
Comtech EF Data C3845
Kathrein Scala C3907
Hitachi Kousai Electric C3926
LARCAN C4119
Advanced Designs C5730
Acrodyne Industries C6207
ADC C6526
ND Satcom C6544
Axcera C8519
Thales Components C9007
L-3 Electron Devices C9015
Micro Comm. (MCI) N418
Shively Labs N1517
UNIMAR N2134
ERI-Elec. Research .... N2406
UtilityTower N2522
SabreTowers N2831
Elti N3631
MagnumTowers N3918
Canon SU131
Radyne SU2033
KTech Telecom SU2247
Harris SU2929
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Exclusive Test Instruments For
vrifir MPEG_ "PTV, & HDTV Needs

Signal Analyzing
Sencore provides a wide variety of comprehensive
signal analyzers designed to provide the insite needed
to isolate video problems, digital or analog. No matter
which format or interface you are using, MPEG-2,
H.264NC-1, QAM, 8-VSB, or QPSK. We have a solution
for you.

Receiving And Decoding
We offerireveral options for you, including Ye new
Atlas MRD 3187A Modular Receiver Decoder, that
allows you to design the receiver decoder for your
specific needs. You can choose from a wide range of
Inputs or Outputs including: ASI/S-310M, 10/100/1000,
DVB-S, DVB-S2, COFDM, H.264 (4:2:2), 8-VSB, or QAM

Signal Monitoring
Today's video services run 24/7. Service interruptions-
are not acceptable by, or your customer. We can
simplify your life by monitoring the system's
performance 24/7. Sencore offers a full line of
instruments designed to monitor MPEG-2, H.264, 8-VS3
IP Video, as well as other types of RF transmissions or
network content.

Plan To Visit Ifs At NAB2006 /n One Cr

Our Locations: South Ha// - S1/300.9
Central Ha// - C3810

New Product
Announcements
Coming At NAB2006
Be Sure To Check

Them Out!
Innovative Video Solutions Since 1951

3200 Sencore Drive Sioux Falls, SD 57106
1-800-SENCORE(736-2673) www.sencore.com



Thales Broad. &
Multi SU2970

Opticomm SU4183

VIDEO EDITING
SYSTEMS

ESE C1639
Fast Forward Video C1851
Panasonic
Broadcast C2518
JVC Pro. Products C3217
lkegami Electronics..C3226
EVS C3230
Astro Systems C3246
Prime Image C5136
OCTOPUS C5416
BOXXTechnologies S208
Canopus SL544
Avid Technology SL701
da Vinci SL713
Digital Voodoo SL778
Dalet Digital Media SL1132
Matrox Electronic Sys SL1137
IPV SL1513N
ViewCast SL2840
Optibase SL2927
Blackmagic
Design SL3791, SL3985
AJA Video SL4913
Brick House Video SU230
Masstech Group SU1642
Thomson/
Grass Valley SU2906
Harris/Leitch SU2929
DNF CONTROLS SU2955
Video Technics SU3014
Pixel Power SU4359
AJA Video SU5125

VIDEO ROUTING
Harris C807
Allen Avionics C2139
Patchamp C3045
Utah Scientific C4507
Gefen SL541
Sierra Video Systems SL549
Kramer Electronics SL549A
Comprehensive Video
Group SL2919
KeywestTechnology SL3119
Video Accessory SL3147
ISIS Group SU141
eyeheight SU147
Evertz SU170
Pharos Comm. SU186A

Color indicates advertiser

Network Elec. SU199 Quantum SU783
AZCAR SU205 Wegener Comm. SU1376
ZandarTech. SU1033 Masstech Group SU1642
Miranda Tech. SU1341 Front Porch
Ross Video SU1356 Digital SU2236
PESA Switching SU1370 Thomson/
Wegener Comm. SU1376 Grass Valley SU2906
NVISION SU1414 Harris/Leitch SU2929
Scientific-Atlanta.... SU1608 DNF CONTROLS SU2955Multidyne SU1729 Omneon Video
Pro -Bel
Image Video
Thomson/
Grass Valley
Harris/Leitch
DNF CONTROLS

SU1749
SU2205

SU2906
SU2929

SU2955

Networks
360 Systems
VideoTechnics
Daya ng
Lightworks

SU2959
SU2993
SU3014
SU4209
SU5199

Opticomm SU4183
Pro -Bel SU4347 WEATHER/DATA
Leightronix SU4593 SERVICES
VIDEO STORAGE
Fast Forward Video C1851
Panasonic
Broadcast C2518
RTI-ResearchTech Intl. C2851
JVC Pro. Products C3217
lkegami Electronics C3226
EVS C3230
Prophet Systems C4431
Doremi Labs C5712
Maxell C6932
TDK Electronics C10741
Sony Electronics.. CW10300
Solid State Logic N822
Avid Technology SL701
Just Edit SL1240
Quantel SL1544
Konan Digital SL1835
BitCentral SL2158
Medea SL2387
VELA SL2936
Adtec Digital SL2961
Digital Video Sys. SL2964
Datadirect Networks SL2985
Merging Technolog ies SL3755
SGI (Silicon Graphics) SL3764
Bright Sys./MTI Film SL3800
StorageTek SL3809A
Ciprico SL4987
Studio Network
Solutions SL5350
Siemens SU23-MR
Sony Electronics SU107
ISIS Group SU141
Pharos Comm. SU186A
Crispin SU608

AccuWeather C4314
Advanced Designs C5730
Weather Central C6014
Baron Services C7407
VIZRT SL1323
KeywestTechnology SL3119
I rdeto Access SU793
Triveni Digital SU1999
Pixel Power SU4359

WIRE, CABLE,
CONNECTORS

White Sands
Engineering C739
Radio Frequency Sys. C1217
Belden CDT Elec. C1655I
Dielectric Comm. C2020
Wireworks C3043
Patchamp C3045
Audio Accessories C3047
Lemo C3243
Kings Electronics C4711
Gepco C5733
Neutrik C6033
ADC C6526
Whirlwind C6541
Switchcraft C9316
Trompeter Elec SU3006
Canare SU4164
Marshall Elec. SU4355
Telecast Fiber
Sys. SU4717
Fischer
Connectors SU5193
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"We needed 8vsb Analyzers

for both WNET DT New

York and WLIW DT

Plainview, NY. I made a list

of parameters that we

needed to analyze and

priced equipment. / thought

we'd have to spend $30,000

or more, then we discovered

the 8vsb Analyzer from

Modulation Sciences for

under $10,000."

Visit Us at NAB Booth # C118.

11,11 modulation
4111=1

A sciences
I inc.

aybill is
Clio() cnirm

Frank Graybill,
WNET, New York

When WNET Needed 8vsb Analyzers,
Frank Picked MSI
The msi 4400 has many standard features the expensive boxes lack-like
full remote control via the Internet, alarm a -d trend logging, automatic
email generation and tap we ght comparison over time, and most importantly,
a commitment of support for the lifetime of the unit.

All the features we neel come standard with the box.

 Eve Pattern & Constellation Displays
-- 8 External Alarm Channels

 Signal Quality Metering
 SNR, MER, or EVM Readout with 20 mi-IL:e History
 Tap Weight Equalizer - pis play, Zero, F-e-Eze & Compare
 Trend & Alarm Data Logs - with Negative Time History

-- B t Error Rates - Raw, pre -RS, & post -RS
 E-mail notification of Alarms

- Fully Web Enabled for Remote Operatior
DVB/ASI and SMPTE 310M TS Outputs

The msi 4400 delivers accurate real-time data from an antenna at our
WNET studios in Manhattan, while at WLIW it takes its signal directly from
the transmitter. Our engineers have full access and control of both units
from their desks and through remote netwo-k connections.

12A World's Fair Dr. Somerset, NJ 08873  (800) 826-2603 Toll Free  (732) 302-3090
E-mail: sales@modsci.com  Web: www.modsci.com





hen attending the world's largest electronics media event, you will quickly

face a wide variety of technologies, companies and products. How do you

find that one, best -fit NLE or transmitter? Who offers the best graphics plat-

form or weather radar? Finding the answers to these and other product -spe-

cific questions is sometimes difficult. Fortunately, the editors at Broadcast

Engineering are geared to help.

More than 300 new products are highlighted on the next 55 pages - more

than you'll find anywhere else. To help your search be efficient, we've broken

down the hundreds of products into 19 equipment categories. Along with

complete descriptions, many listings include a photo so you know more about

the solutions being offered. So, read on. The answers to tomorrow's technology

challenges lie just head.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

BE

Audio accessories 172

Audio recording, storage, playback 176

Audio routing, distribution 176

Automation, including news and master control 178

Cameras, lenses, accessories 185

Camera support, robotics, virtual sets 188

CGs, prompting, captioning 191

Graphics, animation products 192

Intercom, IFB products 192

IPTV 194

Lighting equipment 19L

Microphones, accessories 195

Microwave, fiber-optic, telco equipment 196

Multi -image displays 197

New media, streaming products, multimedia/Internet 198

Power products, batteries, generators 200

Production switchers, video effects, keyers 200

Satellite equipment, services 202

Studio, facility support products 204

TBCs, frame syncs, conversion equipment 206

Test & measurement equipment 212

TV RF systems 215

Video editing 217

Video routing 218

Video storage 220

Weather/data services 224

Wire, cable, connectors 224
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AUDIO
ACCESSORIES

AUDIO TEST SYSTEM
Prism Sound dScope
The audio test system's new software
includes the Acoustics 1 package,
which offers transducer/room test
support with dBSPL units, measure-
ment mic sensitivity and frequency -
response calibration, impulse response
by MLS, and swept -sine method.
973-983-9577; www.prismsound.com

BOOTH: N2524, N1327

11111111MMIIIIIIM
STEREO AUDIO DELAY
SYNCHRONIZER
Soniflex RB-DS2
Resynchronizes audio to video follow-
ing delay processes such as standards
conversion and transmission delay;
features balanced analog and AES/
EBU digital audio inputs and outputs
on three -pin XLR connectors; can act
as a combined A/D and D/A unit, with
analog inputs delayed and output as
AES/EBU and vice versa.
+441933 650700; www.sonifex.co.uk

BOOTH: N4507

AUDIO METER
DK-Technologies
MSD600M
MSD audio meters; connects directly
to a PC to transfer of data for logging
signal parameters, opening new ap-
plications for automatic monitoring
of audio signal levels in playout areas
and transmission links and by accep-
tance testing of program material.

+45 44 85 02 55
www.dk-technologies.net

BOOTH: C2044

STUDIO MONITOR
JBL Professional
LSR4300 Series
With supplied Control Center soft-
ware, users can address system set-
tings, create custom EQ presets, and
store and recall system configurations
from the computer desktop; a wireless
remote control allows control of all
features from anywhere in the room.

818-894-8850; www.jblpro.com
BOOTH: N2426

WIRELESS POWERED
SPEAKER
Azden APS25b
Powered by a rechargeable battery
that can operate the speaker for six
to eight hours between recharges; can
also be powered via AC; will operate
while being recharged; includes mic
and line -level inputs, as well as user -
installable wireless microphone re-
ceiver modules for UHF, VHF or in-
frared; inputs have individual volume
controls; a line output is available for
multi -speaker operation; includes a
mounting bracket.
516-328-7500; www.azdencorp.com

BOOTH: N4218

AUDIO MONITORING UNIT
TSL AMU2 8HD
Offers eight channels of HD/SD em-
bedded audio; Dolby E and Dolby
Digital signals can be accurately
monitored in a wide variety of system
applications.

+44 1628 676 200; www.tsLco.uk
BOOTH: SU1433

172 broadcastengineering.com
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HD AUDIO EMBEDDER/
DE-EMBEDDER
Network Electronics
AV-HD-XMUX
Offers multiformat SD/HD support;
features both optical inputs and out-
puts as options; embeds four AES
streams with selectable sample rate
conversion, allowing sampling rates
from 8kHz to 216kHz; offers embed-
ding of one RS -422 serial interface
with up to 115,200kb/s baudrate; fea-
tures audio processing functions with
group swap, channel shuffle, L/R in-
version and variable delay.

800-420-5909
www.network-electronics.com

BOOTH: SU199

AUDIO MIXERS,
PLAYBACK

DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE
Calrec Alpha System Plus
Designed for live production and on -
air use; assignable control minimizes
screen use, enabling direct access to
the majority of console functions;
features up to 96 faders, 226 equiva-
lent channels, comprehensive sur-
round panning and monitoring with
an optional motorized joystick.

+44 142 284 2159; www.calrec.com
BOOTH: N917



EyEhEight

NEW US frEEphonE: (866) 469 2729

NAB 2006 nEw products from EyEhEight

° log o E yes HDi 1 1 1 1

0
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logoEyEsHDi HDTV logo gEnErator
LogoEyesHDi dramatically reduces the complexity and cost of television channel branding. Up to two modules
can be accommodated in a 1 U chassis, enabling a full-scale multichannel system to be created quickly and
easily with practically unlimited expansion capability The user interface allows still and animated HD
program channel idents to be prepared rapidly from industry -standard TARGA files. Up to 64 channels can be
managed from a local or remote PC or under the control of broadcast station automation. Each module
incorporates non-volatile RAM storage, sufficient for multiple logos.

0 leg al HH Pi I 000

!EgalHHPi HDTV VC legalizer

mo miliw ih
gyp mi. ',kw tocokAm,

OOT OUT 

Eyeheight has expanded the capabilities of its legalEyesHDi legalizer with the addition of digital composite signal
handling. The enhanced version features separate settings for luma and chroma limits in HDTV, including vector
and total video level. Tailored for independent program -makers and editors working for the broadcast market,
legalHHPi enables signal levels to be kept within legal limits to prevent over -saturation which in turn could
cause color errors or transmitter overload. Levels can De evaluated on a continuous basis and instantaneously
corrected. All controls are easily accessible from the front panel.

UURLILLLEYEhEight. evsalEs@EythEight.com
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canalettoMDi is a high -quality multi-def digital color corrector for 1920 pixel x 1080 line television signal
formats. Input and output are both to 1.5 gigabit/s HD -SDI SMPTE-274 with SDI auto -sensing. Each R, G
and B channel has individually controllable gain, lift and gamma. Overall adjustment of luma, chroma gain
and black level is also provided together with overall hue correction. An integral legaliser with automatic luma
overshoot suppression and undershoot control ensures that canalettoMDi's output conforms fully to
user -specific presets.

0 kEy Ey ES MDi

ell

)0 p0

4mimp I *if (1)*

A high -definition downstream linear keyer with background, fill and key inputs, keyEyesMDi incorporates all the
facilities required for generating HD matte overlays. Fill and key inputs with adjustable horizontal timing are
provided. Other production features include matte generators, wipe, independent main and preview keyers, and EDH
re-insertion for the main output. An integral GPI interface card provides key on/off plus six user -definable control
sequences. keyEyesMDi is housed in a compact 1 U chassis designed for local, remote or automated control. Equipped
for easy HD -SDI connectivity, it incorporates program and preview outputs.

Playout Application Suite

Playout Application Suite enables Eyeheight's playout
Master Control switcher, bugEyes logo generator and
SQ-2 image -squeeze processor to be configured and
managed from a standard PC running Microsoft Win-
dows. It also allows new or existing installations to be
checked thoroughly and any wrongly -set parameters
automatically repaired. Logging facilities are incorpo-
rated to assist integration with third -party automa-
tion systems. Playout Application Suite connects via a
single RS -232 cable and incorporates an easy -to -use
1024 x 768 pixel GUI.
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FIELD MIXER
Azden FMX-32
A portable three -channel, battery -
operated mixer targeted toward mo-
bile professional videographers; of-
fers three balanced XLR inputs with
individual level controls and +48V
DC phantom power; measures 1.96in
x 6.69in x 4.33in; made of all metal;
mixer can be attached directly to the
camera with supplied hook -and -loop
mounting tape.
516-328-7500; www.azdencorp.com

BOOTH: N4218

DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE
Wheatstone D-10
Based on the feature set and dimen-
sions of Wheatstone's D-9; offers an
array of operator enhancements, in-
cluding programmable individual
channel delay adjustments.
252-638-7000; www.wheatstone.com

BOOTH: N1815

AUDIO NETWORKING
SYSTEM
Calrec Audio Hydra
System Plus
Designed to provide a powerful net-
work for sharing I/O resources and
control data between Calrec digital
mixing consoles; uses a scalable, flex-
ible architecture tailored to the re-
quirements of each installation; fea-
tures remote I/O units with up to 96
inputs or output (analogue or digital)
that may be connected onto the same
network, providing remotely located
sources and destinations that can be
used by any or all mixing consoles.

+44 142 284 2159; www.calrec.com
BOOTH: N917

MULTI -APPLICATION
CONTROL SURFACE
Euphonix MC Intelligent
Controller
Serves as a standalone product as well
as the centerpiece of the System 5 -MC
console surface; has four levels of con-
trol; includes a keyboard and trackball
and 56 LCD SmartSwitches that can
be programmed to send out keystroke
commands; features HUI and Mackie
Control protocol and EuCon.

650-855-0400; www.euphonix.com
BOOTH: N1002

DIGITAL MINI MIXER
Lawo z4
Features four stereo channel strips
with 100mm faders, pan and balance,
PFL, and display; high -quality signal
processing is included in the four
channels; features four freely configu-
rable summing busses with limiters;
channel modes include stereo, mono,
left or right signal; has an integrated
PPM with correlation ratio meter.

+49 7222 1002 0; www.lawo.de
BOOTH: N3808

DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE
Wheatstone D-12
Delivers the same feature set of the
much larger D 5.1 television console
but in a smaller package; features in-
clude 5.1 surround inputs, outputs
and monitors; internal signal routing
puts any source to any fader.
252-638-7000; www.wheatstone.com

BOOTH: N1815

Video Content
Management in
a Multi -System

Workflow

Intuitive desktop controls

 Complex video content
processes made simple

 Search, view, move
video content among
multiple systems

 Integrates business
workflows, operational
processes and content
management with high-
level task management

Efficient, intuitive content
management . . . integrating

and enhancing your
broadcast operation.

Make an appointment to see
us at NAB in booth SU2983

M N ,q 13 LJ S
Innovate I Integrate I Deliver

www.omnibus.tv

MARCH 2006
1 303 237 4868

Visit us at NAB Booth #SU2983



DIGITAL AUDIO
PROCESSOR
Linear Acoustic
AEROMAX-TV
For two- channel main plus SAP au-
dio with front -panel display and con-
trols plus Ethernet remote control;
four -channel unit can be configured
as 2+2 or 2+1+1 (stereo plus two
mono channels).

717-735-3611
www.linearacoustic.com
BOOTH: C2507B, C2507D

4

CONSOLE
Lawo mc266
Broadcast and production console has
lightweight construction, low -power
consumption and compact dimen-
sions; in combination with the routing
matrix integrated in the core, it offers
maximum flexibility for I/O interfaces
and DSP resources; has a matrix capac-
ity of 8192 mono inputs and outputs,
as well as up to 512 DSP channels.

+49 7222 1002 0; www.lawo.de
BOOTH: N3808

DIGITAL CONSOLE
Solid State Logic C300
Designed for fast and efficient sweet-
ening and mix creation; addresses the
requirements of nonlinear film and TV
production; features more than 500
mix inputs and 80 mix busses, with
DSP from a single Centuri processor.

212-315-1111
www.solid-state-logic.com

BOOTH: N822

DIGITAL AUDIO MIXERS
Euphonix Max Air V1.4
and System 5-B V2.8.1
Software and hardware upgrades for
the on -air digital audio mixing systems
include live control surface module
resynchronization, configurable aux
sends, Image Video TSI-1000 integra-
tion, ergonomic improvements to the
surface and faster embedded proces-
sors; individual control surface mod-
ules can be removed and reintroduced
without the need to reboot and without
loss of audio; can be configured with 24
aux send busses or the original 16.

650-855-0400; www.euphonix.corn
BOOTH: N1002

AUDIO
RECORDING,

PLAYBACK
LOSSLESS AUDIO
TECHNOLOGY
DolbyTrueHD
Designed to take advantage of high -
definition optical disc formats; fea-
tures end viewer performance equal
to high-res recording studio masters;
allows viewers to experience multi-
channel surround sound as the co-
dec provides support for all of the
new speaker locations designated
by SMPTE for digital cinema
applications.

415-558-0200; www.dolby.com
BOOTH: SU2923

MULTICHANNEL AUDIO
ENCODER/DECODER
Dolby E DP571/DP572
Encodes up to eight channels of digital
audio and metadata for use in DTV pro-
gram production and broadcast distri-
bution; decodes Dolby E bit streams for
use in DTV program production and
broadcast distribution infrastructure.

415-558-0200; www.dolby.com
BOOTH: SU2923

Color indicates advertiser

DIGITAL AUDIO
WORKSTATION
Merging Technologies
Pyramix version 5.0
A DAW that offers instant and un-
limited fades and X -fades, even
across 128 tracks; major advances to
the systems' firmware has expanded
its capability from 64 I/O to 128
I/O; existing users can install the new
V5.0 software; features a new inter-
face that can be fully customized to
the operator's specific needs.

+44 1606 892788
www.merging.com

Booth: SL3755

AUDIO
ROUTING,

DISTRIBUTION
AUDIO ROUTER
NTP Technology NTP625
A multinorm audio routing matrix;
can be installed either as a master
control room matrix system or asso-
ciated to user surfaces and/or control
panels for use in studios.

+45 44 53 11 88; www.ntp.dk
BOOTH: TBA

AUDIO ROUTER
Lawo Nova73 HD
Router is scalable up to 8192 mono
channels; synchronous system has de-
fined latency of few samples; features
a variety of interfaces and direct ATM
link; is 96kHz and Dolby -E compat-
ible with integrated signal processing;
features STAR2 architecture and re-
dundancy options.

+49 7222 1002 0; www.lawo.de
BOOTH: N3808
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www.mrcbroadcastcom

World Class Solutions . .

M nibs
Lightweight carbon fib?r design
Multi -band operations
IATA baggage compliant
"Two Box" stores anterma &
components

IF 1,0 c.,1 r 1111

NAE100

LINK
Wireless Camera System for ENG
and Cutside Broadcast
Low signal delay of just 40ms
DigitEl COFDM, MPEG 4:2:2 system
Diversity receive system for robust
reception and multiple area
coverage

You can't afford to settle for

anythirg ess than MRC's world -

class solutions. MRC

manufactures innovative

transpert solutions for global

satellite aoplications. We invite

you to e>perience what our

techno c4gy can do for you.

Visit wvf.v.mrcbroadcast.com and

obtain 'our FREE VIP Pass to join

us at NAB2006, where we will be

demonstrating the latest satellite

news gathering equipment.

SCM4OC C
Single Carrier Modem providing
HD contribution rates up 105 Mbps
Programmable occupied channel
band dvidth

Th
MICROWAVE RADIO

COMM1INICAI IONS

Innovative Trai:sport Solutions . . .



ANALOG AND DIGITAL
AUDIO TRUNKING

Telecast Fiber
Adder II BoothPak

Successor to the Adder 162 and 322; is
a single -box solution for larger point-
to-point audio applications; can han-
dle analog and digital AES audio while
converting between them; features
factory -configurable modules.

508-754-4858
www.telecast-fiber.com

BOOTH: SU4717

AUTOMATION,
INCLUDING
NEWS AND

MASTER
CONTROL

AUTOMATED CABLE VOD
CONTENT CREATION
Anystream Agility VOD
A cable VOD content creation tool that
features Nielsen audience measure-
ment technology integration; provides
automated schedule -based advertising
and promotional spot rotation within
cable VOD content; features pre -built
configurations that define and enforce
package requirements for all major
U.S. cable systems.
202-661-4665; www.anystream.com

Booth: SL2944

1111111111111M
INTEGRATED RECEIVERS/
DECODERS
Scopus Video
Networks IRD-2900
Supports a wide range of front-end
options, including ASI transport -
stream input and output supporting
rates over 155Mb/s, up to four QPSK
L -Band inputs and up to four pairs
of balanced outputs; features a dual
decoder for decoding two programs
within the same transport stream, as
well as built-in full transport stream
descrambling capability.

609-987-8090; www.scopus.net
BOOTH: 4175

OPERATIONS
MANAGEMENT
ScheduALL Media
Connection Services
Allows bi-directional API access for
strategic third -party companies with
industry -standard media partners;
designed for use in the asset man-
agement, traffic, automation, rights
management and content manage-
ment areas of broadcasting, cable and
satellite operations.
303-399-5454; www.scheduall.com

BOOTH: SL1955

ENCODER
Adtec Digital adCode
A media ingest station for MPEG-2
standard -definition encode, review
and approval of commercial and pro-
gram material from FireWire (DV25),
SDI, analog composite or YC sources.

615-256-6619; www.adtecinc.com
BOOTH: SL2961

HD CONTROL ROOM
Grass Valley Ignite HD
Designed to allow broadcasters and
video production studios to efficiently
and cost-effectively migrate from SD
to HD production, leveraging Grass
Valley's Kayak HD video production
switcher frame; is available with one
to four M/Es and up to 32 control
ports; is scalable from 24 to 93 video
inputs and 24 to 96 audio inputs.

503-526-8150
www.thomsongrassvalley.com

BOOTH: SU3500, SU2906

MONITOR
Florical Supervisory
Monitor
Enables centralized operations to have
a dashboard view of up to 10 chan-
nels per monitor in a moving time-
line display; the operator can control
channels and troubleshoot problems
using SNMP.

352-372-8326; www.floricaLcom
BOOTH: SU2941

Color indicates advertiser

MEDIA MANAGMENT
Avocent EWMS1000
Broadcasts high -quality, full -motion
streaming video from virtually any
source to multiple display devices up to
1000ft without wires; can be deployed
in either a point-to-point (extension)
or point-to-multipoint (broadcast)
configuration.

800-275-3500
www.ay.avocentcom

BOOTH: SU4572

DIGITAL ARCHIVE AND
CATALOG SYSTEM
Crispin NewsCat
Enables the news department to store,
index and later locate and quickly re-
trieve news stories aired from a video
server; also organizes and manages
the content so operators can find
what they need on -the -fly; digitally
archives stories after airing and pro-
vides a method to easily locate mate-
rial at a later date; archived video clips
are linked to a database containing all
script information from the news-
room computer system.

919-845-7744
www.crispincorp.com
BOOTH: R218, SU608

PATHFIRE INTERFACE
Digital Transaction Group
Xe System
Provides a hands-off, automated ingest
and playback process for Pathfire-de-
livered syndicated programs; with the
Xe Pathfire interface, syndicated pro-
grams are automatically transferred to
the station's play -to -air server.

512-837-3737; www.dtgtv.com
BOOTH: C11031
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We could have also called it the Standard-
Fast-Operating-Ultimate-Matrix-Capacity-
DSP-Core-HDTV-OB-Van Mixing Console
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mc266. More Power. More Speed. More Flexibility.
The toughest boxers, the fastest skiers, the most brilliant opera singers -

when the best in :he world line up to compete, the mc266 must not be

missed out. Its plus points: the largest audio matrix, the most powerful DSP

core, and fast and efficient operation. No wonder that, within a short time,

the mc266 has establishei itself as the new reference console for OB vans.

The best thing to zonvince yourself is what is one of the most successful

mixing consoles in Europe: The mc266, made by Lawo.

NETWORKING
AUDIO
SYSTEMS

Las Vegas, 22/27 April 2006, Booth No N.3808, North Hall Headquarters: Lawo AG Rastatt/Germany  +49 7222 1002-0  www.lawo.de
Lawo North America Corp.  Canada  +1 416 292-0078  www.lawo.ca



AUTOMATED
VIDEO INTERFACE

Crispin Digital
Transfer Agent

An intuitive, fully automated inter-
face that seamlessly moves program-
ming from third -party content deliv-
ery systems to a video server in prepa-
ration for play -to -air; eliminates the
need for manual tasks in the program
acquisition process; no dubbing or
segmenting of programs is required.
919-845-7744; www.crispincorp.com

BOOTH: R218, SU608

CONTENT DELIVERY
PLATFORM
Harris H -Class Content
Delivery Platform
Solutions include the H -Class Airtime
Sales, H -Class Scheduling, H -Class
Digital Asset Management, H -Class
Media Ingest, H -Class Playout Auto-
mation and H -Class Intelligent Trans-
port; offers platform -based advan-
tages, including content management
and sharing, intra-application mes-
saging, increased security and sched-
uling functionality; management of
content assets, associated metadata
and content relationships enables the
delivery of rich media across multiple
distribution channels.

513-459-3400; www.harris.com
BOOTH: SU2929

ASSET AND WORKFLOW
MANAGEMENT
Obor Digital Zeus
For physical asset management,
tracks equipment using such identi-
fiers as name, description, location,
type, cost, serial and model number,
manufacturer, service history, cur-
rent status, and user -defined fields;
for technical workflow management,
provides ticket generation and man-
agement, automatic routine ticket
generation, interdepartmental com-
munications, shift notes, service
scheduling and more.
407-352-6501; www.obordigitaLcom

BOOTH: C11012

NEWSROOM
COMPUTER SYSTEM
OCTOPUS Newsroom
OCTO PU S5
All incoming information, such as
wires, Web feeds, media, faxes and
e -mails, are organized and ready
to be used as ideas for last -second
news coverage; offers a global search
engine, keyboard shortcuts for fre-
quently used actions and saved screen
layout recall; features a new service
for transferring stories and even
whole rundowns, allowing channels
to share their assets between offices
around the world.

+420 221 181 511
www.octopus-news.com

BOOTH: C5416

AUTOMATION
Sundance Digital
FlexEvents
Enables complex secondary event
command sets to be organized into
named macros placed within the
station's traffic log for auto -execution
within the Titan or FastBreak NXT
on -air playlist.

972-444-8442
www.sundancedigitaLcom

BOOTH: SU1425

PLAYOUT SYSTEMS
ON -AIR Systems playKast
Part of the K Series of channelKast
products; offers a simple way of in-
tegrating systems together; features
simple integration capabilities into
traffic, billing and archive systems.

+44 20 7663 3663
www.on-air-sustems.com

BOOTH: SL5158

Color indicates advertiser

MASTER CONTROL
AND BRANDING
Harris Icon suite
The SD/HD master control and
branding products include IconMas-
ter, IconStation and IconLogo; based
on the Leitch NEO modular plat-
form, IconMaster combines critical
master control functions with mul-
tilayer integrated branding and can
be used with other advanced applica-
tions to create a plug -and -play system
all in the same frame; IconStation
combines logo insertion with mul-
tiple real-time data -fed crawls and a
squeezeback DVE.

513-459-3400; www.harris.com
BOOTH: SU2929

 -
Moir ARARRIB

MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
SintecMedia OnAir
Manages airtime sales, traffic oper-
ations, content acquisition, broad-
cast rights, long-term and detailed
schedule planning, and promotion
planning; features real-time, inter-
active report and graphical analy-
sis tool for revenue and inventory
management, with analysis at the
individual channel level or consoli-
dated across multiple channels in
the organization.
866-746-8321; www.sintecmedia.corn

BOOTH: SL4979
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Filter and
Combining Systems

Transmission
Line

Visit Us in Booth N2406 at NAB 2006

Broadcast Towers
and

Structural Products

Make Your Move to DTV With
An ERI Broadcast System

Antennas

!ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.) Your Single Source for Broadcast Solutions'""
Call 877 ERI-LINE  Visit www.eriinc.com



AUTOMATION
Sundance Digital
FastBreak NXT XPress
The automation solution is ideal for
operator -supervised program play-
back and spot insertion; features
include switch events, clock triggers
and automatic or manual Join -in -
Progress (JIP) cues; base configura-
tion provides two Sundance worksta-
tions: Media Prep for ingest and con-
tent management, and Air Control to
supervise the actual playout.

972-444-8442
www.sundancedigital.com

BOOTH: SU1425

BROADCAST MONITORING
AND LOGGING SYSTEM
Volicon Observer 2.0
New features include closed caption
display, Exportview for scheduled ar-
chiving, support for Front Porch Digi-
tal archiving and Sundance automa-
tion solutions, and multi -rate stream-
ing for simultaneous coding of chan-
nels running at multiple bit rates.

781-221-7400; www.volicon.com
BOOTH: C2316

PRODUCTION
CONTROL SYSTEM
Ross Video OverDrive
version 4.0
Production control system has con-
trol interfaces for Avid Deko and Vizrt
graphic systems; features an enhanced
RundownControl GUI and a MOS in-
terface to Autocue's QNews NCRS; hot -
standby backup operation is now in-
cluded with redundant server packages.

613-652-4886
www.rossvideo.com

BOOTH: SU1356

OFF -AIR LOGGING
AND MONITORING
Transmedia Dynamics
MediaTraX
The off -air compliance logging and
media monitoring is designed for the
off -air recording of multiple channels;
allows broadcasters and media moni-
toring companies and departments
do away with tape -based methods;
can be delivered in either Windows
Media 9 format or MPEG-1, both in
time -code frame -accurate streams;
uses industry standard servers and
commodity disks.

+441296 745080; www.tmd.tv
BOOTH: SU186H

CONTENT MANAGEMENT
CONTROL SYSTEM
Wegener MediaPlan
Allows operators digital asset manage-
ment in an end -to -end environment,
supporting ingest of analog and digital
assets, management of archived digital
assets, remote tracking, and updating
or deleting of individual assets on the
company's iPump media servers, tar-
geting the company's receiver groups,
regions or individual sites.

770-814-4000; www.wegenercom
BOOTH: SU1376

MEDIA ASSET
MANAGMENT
Konan DigitalArc
Manages media life cycle and con-
trols the entire process of media flow,
from ingest to archiving; an embedded
workflow engine provides advanced
status management for all assets; users
can subscribe to automatic notification
services to track media and story status
across every step of the workflow.

626-579-0943; www.videssence.tv
BOOTH: C7116
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REMOTE NEWSROOM
COMPUTER SYSTEM
OCTOPUS Newsroom
Field Reporter
All incoming information, such as
wires, Web feeds, media, faxes and
e -mails, are organized and ready
to be used as ideas for last -second
news coverage; offers a global search
engine, keyboard shortcuts for fre-
quently used actions and saved screen
layout recall; features a new service
for transferring stories and whole
rundowns, allowing channels to share
their assets between offices around
the world.

+420 221 181 511
www.octopus-news.com

BOOTH: C5416

REMOTE MONITORING
AND CONTROL
Harris Nucleus
The next -generation, user -configu-
rable, real-time control panel is de-
signed to centralize the operational
control of processing, branding and
routing products; offers improved
access to device control parameters,
a user-friendly display and a higher
degree of user customization.

513-459-3400; www.harris.com
BOOTH: S U2929



he Best Technology, Quality &
Support for Over 2.3 Years...

INTRODUCED
INNOVATOR LXDUAL -USE

ANALOG/DTV
TRANSMITTER

AND "DM8"
MODULAR DTV

MODULATOR
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INDUSTRY'S FIRST

COMPANY
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TRANSMITTERS
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Visit Us at NAB Booth # C851
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MAM SYSTEM
Transmedia Dynamics

Mediaflex Version 3
Supports Windows Media 9 and

simultaneous parallel ingest from
multiple systems; offers scene change
recognition in both high- and low-
res formats and Web capabilities
for searching and streaming media;
quickly and accurately inserts subtitles
into file -based media content; the new
add-on subtitle insertion application
is compatible with Softel's insertion
software and Om neon's video server.

+441296 745080; www.tmd.tv
BOOTH: SU186H

NEWSROOM
INTEGRATION SYSTEM
Masstech Group MassStore
News Interface
Integrates a newsroom automation
system with the media lifecycle man-
agement infrastructure; searches and
retrieves material from the archive
directly from within the newsroom's
automation system; backs up content
and projects to any standard tape li-
brary system.

905-886-1833
www.masstech.com

BOOTH: SU1642

AUTOMATION
Pebble Beach Neptune
An automation system for large mul-
tichannel systems with complex func-
tional requirements, such as archive
control, low-res media browsing and
complex secondary events; there is no
limit to the number of playlists, clients
or devices; a full range of fault -toler-
ant options are available.
+44 1932 333 790; www.pebbletv.com

BOOTH: S U244

ASSET MANAGEMENT
Controlware OpenBroadcast
The software suite offers management,
monitoring, scheduling, switching and
billing solutions for media networks;
NetSwitch and EasySwitch network
management software help move vid-
eo and media between locations; en-
ables broadcasters to switch video and
data connections via a telecommuni-
cations network; the networks can be
based on different technologies such as
PDH, SDH, ATM, DTM or IP.

732-919-0400; www.cware.com
BOOTH: SU1653

WORKFLOW DESIGN TOOL
Marquis Broadcast
Operal version 3.0
New software will provide workflow
modelling and graphics -based proc-
ess tools, enabling users to more
easily identify potential workflow
bottlenecks; supports additional in-
dustry standard interfaces for seam-
less integration with business process
management systems for use in larger
broadcasting operations using form -
driven process monitoring.

+44 118 984 4111
www.marquisbroadcastcom

BOOTH: C807, S U2959

DIGITAL NEWSROOM
SYSTEM
JustEdit vsnnews
News management system allows text
and video to be edited in the same
application; integrates the rundown
planning assigning of resources,
text editing, material ingest, storage
and cataloging, archive integration,
shared editing of video/audio with
voice-over from journalist worksta-
tions, graphics in real time and the
automatic publication of news on the
Web; integrates with most NLEs.

+34 902 35 37 39; www.vsn-tv.com
BOOTH: S11240

Color indicates advertiser

NEWS PRODUCTION
SYSTEM
BitCentral Pr6cis
Provides total integrated management
of all video assets from acquisition to
air; the all file -based workflow im-
proves speed -to -air and video qual-
ity while reducing operating costs;
the system is browser -based, making
it fully scalable to as many individu-
als as required, regardless of where
they're located; requires no changes
to a station infrastructure; is designed
with an easy and affordable HD up-
grade path.

800-214-2828
www.bitcentratcom

BOOTH: SL2158

AUTOMATION SYSTEM
OmniBus Systems iTX
Replaces all of the functions of a broad-
cast master control and playout chain
in a single software application; ideal
for both SD and HD content; acts as a
video server, master control, and graph-
ics and logo inserter with automation,
ingest, editing and basic content man-
agement; integrates with video or IT
storage to manage video files.

704-319-2231; www.omnibus.tv
BOOTH: SU2983

AUTOMATION SYSTEM
Pro -Bel Morpheus
Manages everything from server
playout to complex channels where
schedules are changing regularly
and unpredictably; at the core is

Pro-Bel's Mediaball concept, a pack-
age of media and data elements that
are brought together at transmission
time to create a virtual asset; now in-
cludes a media browse facility, which
provides effortless access to media
across a facility or facilities.

925-735-9269; www.pro-bel.com
BOOTH: SU4347
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CAMERAS,
LENSES,

ACCESSORIES

ENG/EFP LENS
Fujinon HA16x6.3ERM
The 2/3in HD lens combines wide-
angle of 6.3mm and high magnifi-
cation (16X zoom ratio), enabling
production crews to carry just one
lens for a range of shooting environ-
ments, including handheld produc-
tion; features a telephoto focal length
of 202mm with the 2X extender; the
minimum focusing distance is 0.4m.

973-633-5600
www.fujinonbroadcastcom

BOOTH: SU149

ND CAMCORDERSCAMCORDERS
Sony XDCAM HD
PDW-F330 and PDW-F350
Part of the XDCAM HD Series and
Professional Disc system; both offer
24p recording in SD or HD, interval
recording and slow shutter; the same
Professional Disc media used in the
SD version of the XDCAM system is
also compatible with the new HD ver-
sion; users can record up to two hours
of HD content on the versatile optical
media.

800 -686 -SONY
www sony.com/professional

BOOTH: C9618

FIBER-OPTIC HD CAMERA
lkegami Electronics
HDL-40 with Fiber
Extension
Integrates the HDL-40 one-piece
full -digital box -type HDTV camera
with Telecast Fiber Systems' HD/POV
fiber-optic video, audio and two-
way data transceiver module; offers
1080i/60i or 720/60p image capture;
uses fiber optics for transmission
distances of 3mi or more; offers one -
connector operation for HD -SDI
camera output, as well as all camera
controls and genlock.

201-368-9171; www.ikegami.com
BOOTH: C3226
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35 Years of Precision Timing
Broadcasters have counted on ESE p-ecision master clocks
and timing -related products for over 35 years. ESE products
accurately synchronize broadcast operations using a choice of
GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency for affordab
reliable, perfect time.

Spend a few seconds on www.ese-web.com to discover a
brilliant display of timing systems that are designed for easy
installation, set-up and operation.

(Eg
142 Sierra Street
El Segundo. CA 90245 USA
Tel: (310) 322-2136
Fax: (310) 322-8127
www.ese-web.com

Visit us at NAB Booth #C1639
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HDTV ZOOM LENS
Canon HJ18ex28B IASE

A lightweight, compact Super Tele-
photo portable HDTV zoom lens;

features Canon eDrive technology;
designed for portable cameras and
aircraft, robotic camera mounts, TV
trucks, and anywhere else that needs
telephoto performance, small size and
extreme light weight; weighs 5.71bs.

516-328-5000
www. canonbroadcast. com

BOOTH: SU131

ND CAMCORDER
Panasonic AJ-HPC2000
A P2 DVCPRO HD 2/3in camcorder;
is equipped with three HD resolution
2/3in CCDs and 14 -bit A/D process-
ing; offers dynamic range and low -light
recording in 720p, 1080i HD or 480i
formats; the 2/3in CCD imager allows
the use of widely available professional -
quality lenses and accessories.

201-392-4127
www.panasonic.com/broadcast

BOOTH: C2518

HDTV CAMERA
Hitachi DK-H31S
A compact, two-piece full HDTV cam-
era built for demanding environments;
provides full HDTV resolution in either
1080i or 720p formats due to the use of
2/3in CCDs; the small head is typically
used for increased magnification optics
(larger lens) inside robotic assemblies.

516-921-7200
www.hitachikokusaLus

Booth: C3926

HDTV STUDIO LENS
Fujinon HA27x6.5ESM
Features a long focal length and an
extremely wide viewing angle mag-
nification up to 27X and the widest
angle at 6.5mm; features high optical
performance, reduced flair, improved
color balance, a reduction in oper-
ating noise, and a smaller size and
weight than previous models; is avail-
able with Fujinon's Precision Focus
Assist, which automatically corrects
for minute focus errors.

973-633-5600
www.fujinonbroadcast com

BOOTH: SU149

Color indicates advertiser

TAPELESS HD DNG
Ikegami Electronics
HDN-X10 Editcam HD
Features a non -tape -based record-
ing system and 2/3in 2.1 megapixel
CMOS sensors for superior picture
quality and wide dynamic range; uses
the Avid DNxHD mastering codec
to deliver HD -resolution full -raster
(1920 x 1080) images that can be ed-
ited in real time; features a data rate
of 145Mb/s to capture images in the
1980/60i, 1080/24p and 720/60p HD
formats on Ikegami's FieldPak2 re-
cording media.

201-368-9171; www.ikegamicom
BOOTH: C3226

TRIPOD
Broadcast Microwave
Services Field -Coder 11
A portable, modular tripod is mount-
ed to the COFDM transmitter's base
unit; includes a 1W digital transmit-
ter and encoder with full COFDM
DVB-T specifications; an optional
external 4W PA and weatherproof
power supply is available to allow the
Field -Coder II to provide long dis-
tance links.

858-391-3050; www.bms-inc.com
BOOTH: C2326
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The Communications People

The Advanced Communcations Platform
Decentralized master -less intercom architecture,
matrix size 1,024 x 1,024, full summing, non -
blocking, redundant dual ring fiber optic network,
AES3 audio, intuitive configuration software, ...

What's new?
Enhanced scalability, speed boost, increased
memory, flexible fibre option, quiet operation, fully
compatible with former Artist systems, ...

More News at NAB?
Connectivity solutions for analog PSTN, ISDN & IP, ...

Riedel Communications Inc.  3605 W. Pacific Avenue  Burbank, CA 91505  USA  Phone: +18_8 563 4100  Fax: +1 818 563 4345  www.riedel.net
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CAMERA SYSTEM
Grass Valley HD Wireless Camera System
Given a bandwidth of 55Mb/s to 75Mb/s, high -quality
HD images can be transferred using JPEG 2000 with a la-
tency of just one frame; ideal for intercutting HD images
with cabled cameras in studio situations; offers reception
across the sort of spaces required for typical sports and
event coverage - up to 3280ft, with an optional roaming
kit; is dockable with existing LDK 6000 series of HD cam-
eras and the LDK 8000 HD camera.

503-526-8150
www.thomsongrassvalley.corn

BOOTH: SU3500; SU2906

24P CAMCORDER
Sony HDW-F900R
Features a more compact and lighter chassis, HD -SDI out-
puts and new accessory boards for slow shutter, image in-
version and downconversion with 3:2 pull -down; can take
advantage of the optional video cache feature of Sony's
HDW-730/750 camcorder series; features three 2.2 mega -
pixel CCDs, 12 -bit DSP; has the same optical axis as its
predecessor model, with virtually identical image -making
capabilities.

800 -686 -SONY
www.sony.com/professional

BOOTH: C9618

COFDM CAMERA -BACK TRANSMITTER
Nucomm Campac
A miniature 2GHz COFDM wireless camera transmitter;
designed to deliver full broadcast quality in a small, light-
weight and rugged aluminum case that fits on the back
of a portable video camera; transmitter mounts to profes-
sional cameras using a standard Anton Bauer battery clip
or Sony V clip.

908-852-3700; www.nucomm.com
BOOTH: C320

SOLID-STATE MEMORY DRIVE
Panasonic AJ-PCD20
A five -slot P2 solid-state memory drive; the P2 internal/
external drive is designed for high-speed file transfer of
25Mb/s DVCPRO or 50Mb/s DVCPRO50 video into non-
linear editing systems and servers; users can mount five
8GB P2 cards at the same time and have access to the con-
tents on all five cards for continuous editing of recorded
clips in sequence.

201-392-4127
www.panasonic.com/broadcast

BOOTH: C2518
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CAMERA LIGHT
16x9 Lux -DV

A camera light that works with
Sony camcorders of any size; is

compact, low -profile and weighs less
than 8.8oz when fully equipped with
two barn doors, flip -out 56000K di-
chroic filter and power cord; the 20W
bulbs feature a built-in mirror and dif-
fuser and employ IRC technology for
30 percent more efficiency.

818-972-2839; www.16x9inc.com
BOOTH: SU2917

HDTV LENS
Canon DIGI SUPER100xs
The Advanced Focus version of the
DIGI SUPER100xs HDTV long -field
lens; enables camera operators to in-
stantly achieve exact focus at all times;
provides full HDTV image qual-
ity while implementing an unprec-
edented control of focal length over
the formidable range from 9.3mm to
930mm (1860mm with extender).

516-328-5000
www. canonbroadcast. com

BOOTH: SU131

CAMERA ZOOM LENS
Carl Zeiss Telephoto
DigiZoom
Camera zoom lens; focuses to 22in
from the image plane, 11in from the
front of the lens; has the ability to
focus tightly on objects as small as
66mm x 117mm, bringing them fully
into frame in precise focus; industry
standard -pitch zoom, focus and iris
gears and brightly marked, oversized
windowed cine scales are employed
for ease of use and optimal compat-
ibility with cine lens accessories.

818-841-9655; www.bandpro.com
BOOTH: SU2917

WIDE-ANGLE LENS
CONVERTER
Schneider Optics Century
An HD compact 0.8X wide-angle
converter; features universal screw -on
threads for easy installation; fits DV/
HDV cameras such as the Sony HDR-
FX1 HDV/HVR-Z1U, Panasonic AG
DVX100A/B, Canon XL -2 and more;
measures 1.14in x 3.54in at its broad-
est point; weighs 10oz; comes with a
rectangular sun shade.

818-505-9865
www.centuryoptics.com

BOOTH: SU4122

BOOM POLE
M. Klemme Technology
Avalon Graphite
Boom poles constructed from high -
quality graphite tubing; are durable
and lightweight; five telescoping sec-
tions lock together via a captive col-
lett for maximum holding power
with minimum torque; each unit is
fitted with the company's proprietary
pole top equipped with cable retain-
ing slots and a replaceable stainless
steel threaded mounting stud.

760-727-0593
www.mklemme.com

BOOTH: N4011

HD SLOW-MOTION
CAMERA SYSTEM
Sony HDC-3300
A multiformat HD slow-motion cam-
era for high -end studio and sports
broadcasting; achieves 3X speed slow-
motion effects in full HD resolution;
can output normal speed signals si-
multaneously for live feeds through
separate digital signal processing;
includes three 2/3in high-speed pro-
gressive CCDs; enables recording at
1920 x 1080/180i or 150i, as well as
1280 x 720/180p or 150p.

800 -686 -SONY
www.sony.com/professional

BOOTH: C9618
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HD CAMERA
Panasonic AK-HC1500
A compact, 1080i/720 switchable HD
camera; compatible with all interna-
tional HD standards; the multiformat
camera weighs 3.31bs; features a vari-
able frame rate functionality and cine
gamma curve, which is key to many
special effects and sports -related
applications.

201-392-4127
www.panasonic.com/broadcast

BOOTH: C2518

CAMERA
SUPPORT,
ROBOTICS,

VIRTUAL SETS
DIGITAL REMOTE
BROADCAST SYSTEM
Media 3 BureauCam
incorporates all functions necessary
for local or remote operation via net-
work or dial -up; features an intuitive
touch -screen interface, interactive
help screens and user prompts; its pre-
cision robotic camera positioning and
shot control system, integrated camera
control unit, and extensive audio/vid-
eo routing and distribution capabili-
ties achieve smooth on -air shots.

212-983-5200
www.liveshots.com

BOOTH: C4815

CAMERA STABILIZING
SYSTEM
Saddler Artemis DV Pro
A MiniDV, DV Cam, HD DV camera
stabilizing system; optimized design
adds just the right amount of inertia to
professional lightweight cameras; en-
ables a dynamic balance and gives op-
erators full control of every movement.

+49 89 321 58 200
www.sachtler.com

BOOTH: C5119B
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POWER SUPPORT SYSTEM
Anton/Bauer STASIS
A lightweight shoulder mount that
redirects the geometry of a mini -DV
camera to the body; improves the
ergonomics and performance of a
professional mini -DV handheld; the
frame supports the camera weight;
its adjustable front plate comfortably
takes weight off the operator's hand.

800-422-3473
www.antonbauercom

BOOTH: C5119A

TRIPODS
Miller Camera
Support Sprinter II
ENG tripods feature Miller Sprint-
Loks - dual, side -action leg locks that
let both stages of a two -stage tripod
be adjusted independently using one
hand; each leg has two Sprint-Loks,
co -located on the upper leg clamp;
features patented transport clips and
a mid -level spreader, with adjustable
center hub and telescopic extensions.

973-857 8300
www.millertripods.com

BOOTH: C5736

DIGITAL -TO -ANALOG
CONVERTER
Oxygen DCT OxBox
9B11 DA -C
Is also a multifunction, tri-level sync
generator; works at 1080 progressive
and interlaced standards, 720p at 50Hz,
60Hz and 59.94Hz and 1250/50i.

+44 8707 462 062
www.oxygendctcom

BOOTH: TBA

FLUID HEAD
Shotoku Broadcast Systems CrescentM
Is capable of mounting a wide range of small to large cameras; launches with the
same smoothness as the Crescent and uses the same balancing technology.

866-746-8658; www.shotoku.tv
BOOTH: C7336

fischer
bi uaucast
connectors

TOP

AWARD 2005

HDTV 1053-
 No Epoxy - No Porsh

 Incorporates Corn-ngs
UniCame Fiber -Optic
technology

 Fast and easy rabic,
termination

NAB booth # SU5193

 Truly field install -able

 Outstanding ircrease
in connector sianpl.city
and convenience

 Significant decrease in
assembly labor costs

FL
1735 Founders Parkway

Alpharetta, GA 30004
Te : 800.5E1.0121

Fax: 678.383.5401
mail@fischerconnectors.com
wwwlischerconnectors.com

Triax 1051/1052
For American and
International Standards

Compatible with
3/8" and 1/2" cables

Superior shielding

Waterproof rugged
design with corrosion
resistant finish

 Ideal for multiplex
signal transmission

 Precision self-locking
connector for low
contact resistance and
long life

plus

SCORNING

her
T 0 R
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CAMERA PEDESTAL
Vinten Vision Ped Plus
The successor to the company's Vision
Pedestal; new features include camera
balance developed from the Osprey
range of pedestals, an increased pay-
load of 30kg, and a manual pump
and an inlet for use with an external
supply; also features a pressure gauge
for clear and reliable setup, a new
detachable skid for improved overall
stability and a revised wheel braking
system that ensures a smooth rolling
base at all times.

+44 1284 752121;
www.vinten.com
BOOTH: C5119C

LIGHT PEDESTAL
Vinten Osprey Light
A 40kg capacity pedestal; improves
wheel/floor interface, using crab -
only steering for creative shot devel-
opment; has the ability to be broken
down into skid and column modules;
is easy to transport; can be pressur-
ized in any location with its manual
integral pumping system and also
comes with standard four -bolt inter-
face, allowing simple attachment of
any flat base head or bowl adapter for
spherical based heads.

+44 1284 752121
www.vinten.com
BOOTH: C5119C

CAMERA -MOUNT SYSTEM
Panther Broadcast
Multi Mount Kit
Mounts cameras, lamps and accesso-
ries; features three powerful suction
pads; achieves a payload of up to 80kg,
depending on the application; the base
plate allows users to mount a camera
(3/8in), fluid head or even a remote
head; users can also attach a Euro
mount, which makes it compatible to
many of the Panther accessories.

+49 89 613 900 01; www.panthertv
BOOTH: C6136

Color indicates advertiser

CAMCORDER
SHOULDER SUPPORT
PAG Orbitor
Supports and counterbalances the
weight of the camcorder, enabling
hours of shooting without fatigue; al-
lows camera operator to pan, tilt and
roll smoothly; designed to make con-
trol of the camera's movement effort-
less, requiring only a light touch.

818-760-8285; www.paguk.com
BOOTH: C8515

Flexiscope.
NE

GB 2329294

US 6 493 024131

"M

Waveform, vectorscape, audio, measurement
and monitoring using proprietary patented
ALL digital processing.

.... in the palm of your hand.

See Us at
NAB2006

Booth
C9319

QUO

'1/). shoos
kw- I .,._.

LL IBC 2005HD/SD Module :

rn Ref. inputs...
IBC 2005

SD/CST Module : SD serial dig tal and analog Compositer video, eitk,

ALL HD and SD serial digital video standards,
Embedded and AES/EBU audio plus External

Embedded and AES/EBU audio p us Atiormot
External Ref. inputs... 1,

World's first. Made to measure. Irresistibly priced. NAB 2005 NAB 2005

TEL: (949) 916-1070 TOLLFREE: 866 -4 -HAMLET E -Mall: sales©hamiet.us.com
Web site: www.hamlet.us.com

UK Tel: +44 (0) 1494 729 728 Freephone (UK): 0500 625 525
E -Mail: sales@hamlet.co.uk Web site: www.hamlet co.uk

HAMLET
EXCELLENCE IN VISION
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CGS,
PROMPTERS,
CAPTIONING

PROMPTING EQUIPMENT
Vinten Vision
iScript Systems
A portable prompting system; uses
the Vinten Vision iScript pan -and -

tilt head; reduces the time and effort
associated with the attachment of a
conventional prompting system.

+441284 752121
www.vinten.com
BOOTH: C5119C

CHARACTER GENERATOR
Harris Inscriber G3
Part of the G -Series, the HD/SD-se-
lectable character generator offers
MOS and automation interfaces, real-
time animation and 3-D FlyBy, multi-
ple -format clips, and OverLay, which
enables elements such as clocks, tim-
ers, tickers and time/temperature
bugs to remain visible while messages
and pages are being changed; cus-
tomized and third -party applications,
such as news tickers and school clos-
ings, can also run simultaneously on
the system.

513-459-3400; www.harris.com
BOOTH: SU2929

CHARACTER
GENERATOR OPTION
VertigoXmedia VxScaler
Field-upgradable module for the Ver-
tigoXG character generator; provides
high -quality upconversion and down -
conversion; enables simultaneous HD/
SD output from a single box; with the
module, VertigoXG can downcovert
an HD source to SD, upconvert SD to
HD, capture and SD source as an HD
clip for inclusion in an HD project,
and capture an HD source as a clip
in SD or a different standards; uses a
three -step process that includes mo-
tion estimation, de -interlacing and
scaling at 10 -bit YUV 4:2:2.

514-397-0955
www.vertigoxmedia.com

BOOTH: SL4726

Engineered for Broadcast

"The Avocent solution gives us the
connectivity we need and has allowed
us to put our hardware in a centralized
rack room, allowing user access
throughout the building."

Jeff Lovetinsky, Director of IT
KHOU-TV

The broadcast environment is unforgiving and there
is no room for downtime. Whether you need remote control of
production servers and systems, or centralized management,
Avocent keeps you on air with KVM switching and extension
solutions engineered for broadcast.

Keep your broadcast staff smiling!
Download one of our case studies to learn how Avocent can
help you stay on air at www.connectivity.avocent.com/onair

800.275.3500, EXT. 7110
connectivity.sales@avocent.com

Avocent and the Avocent Logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Avocent Corporation.
All other marks are the property of their respective owners. C 2006 Avocent Corporation. .14 Avocent.
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CG VIDEO AND
AUDIO CLIP PLAYER

Pixel Power Clarity5000
A dual -channel HD/SD switchable

character generator; features a new
video and audio clip player option
that supports up to two streams of
uncompressed HD video and key; the
video clips can be used as full -frame
backgrounds or passed through the
internal 2-D DVE channels and corn -
posited with other graphic elements.

954-943-2026
www.pixelpower.com

BOOTH: SU4359

DVB-ASI INPUTS
VertigoXmedia VxASI
An option for the VertigoXG char-
acter generator; provides four DVB-
ASI inputs with real-time demuxing
and decoding of MPEG-2 video and
audio streams; the decoded video
and audio streams are sent to the
VertigoXG rendering and composit-
ing engines as standard SDI or HD -
SDI video inputs and can be fully
branded, DVE'd, mixed and ouptput
as either SDI or HD -SDI signals.

514-397-0955
www.vertigoxmedia.com

BOOTH: SL4726

GRAPHICS,
ANIMATION
PRODUCTS

GRAPHICS PROCESSOR
Miranda Technologies
Imagestore Intuition
An SDI channel branding processor;
features a new MPEG video/audio clip
playout capability that improves the
output of multi -level graphics over
moving backgrounds; the MPEG clip
playout can also be used for backup
material in emergency situations; the
automated character generator has
been enhanced with multi -language
support and soft shadows; the CG of-
fers playout of text crawls, rolls and
dynamic text layers.

561-400-3320; www.miranda.com
BOOTH: SU1341

INTERFACE
Autodesk Incinerator
Web interface uses computing clus-
ter technology to provide real-time
Lustre capabilities for primary and
secondary color correction; includes
real-time visual effects processing at
HD and 2K resolutions and acceler-
ated 4K processing.

800-551-1490
http://usa.autodesk.com

BOOTH: SL3719

WORKSTATION
GRAPHICS SYSTEM
NVIDIA Quadro
FX 4500 SDI
Graphics system has 512MB memory,
256 -bit memory interface, a graphics
memory of 33.6GB/s, PCI bandwidth
and express graphics bus; features a
rotated -grid FSAA and High -Preci-
sion Dynamic -Range technology; has
improved pipeline color compression
and early z -culling to increase effec-
tive bandwidth and improve render-
ing efficiency and performance.

408-486-2000; www.nvidia.com
BOOTH: SL591

tte4Miun:;4741
COLOR CORRECTOR
eyeheight canalettoMDi
High -quality digital color correc-
tor is designed for 1920 pixel x 1080
line television signal formats; fea-
tures 1.5Gb/s input/output HD -SDI
SMPTE-274 with SDI auto -sensing;
each R, G and B channel has indi-
vidually controllable gain, lift and
Gamma; adjustment of luma, chroma
gain and black level is also provided
together with hue correction.

+44 1923 256 000
www.eyeheightcom

BOOTH: SU147
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COLOR CORRECTOR
Quantal Pablo
The suite is comprised of turnkey
software, hardware workspace and
user interface single -vendor responsi-
bility; available in HD, 2K or 4K con-
figurations; features the company's
new TimeMagic technology, 40TB
of online workspace and high-speed
background connections to SAN and
NAS; brings together hardware and
software -based color correction tech-
nologies in one system.

703-448-3199; www.quantel.com
BOOTH: SL1544

INTERCOM,
IFB PRODUCTS

WIRELESS INTERCOM
SYSTEM
HME PRO850
Version 3.10 of the intercom system
now features AC850 battery char-
ger that charges up to four BAT850
NiMH rechargeable battery packs si-
multaneously in three hours; includes
a new setup wizard; features include
frequency agility, a PC and PDA in-
terface, and simultaneous dual -chan-
nel interface.

800-848-4468
vvww.hme.com/proaudio.cfm

BOOTH: C9335
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INTERCOM
Clear-Com Eclipse
1RU four-way VoICE VoIP interface frames operate back
to back; provides up to four remote user panels intelli-
gently linked backed to the matrix with all the functional-
ity of a locally connected panel; has up to four intelligent
trunk lines between remote matrix, systems; features up to
four four -wire audio pairs and four asynchronous RS -422
data links.

510-496-6600
www.clearcom.cont

BOOTH: C5119D

DIGITAL WIRELESS TRANCEIVERS
Eartec STx 1000
Allows up to four people to communicate simultaneously;
the transceivers are not voice -activated, and there are no
buttons to push; to operate, users turn the units on and talk
through the headsets, just like on a wired intercom; features
a range up to 1/4mi, rechargeable batteries and an eight -
hour capacity; no base station or FCC license is required.

800-399-5994; www.eartec.com
BOOTH: TBA

HEADSET
HME ComLink
Wireless digital 2.4GHz all -in -one headset allows users to
work in dark or small locations without the risk of snag-
ging headset cables on other equipment; frequency hopping
spread spectrum ensures secure communication through
64 -bit encryption; no license required; is compatible with
HME's portable DX100 or rack -mounted DX200 systems.

800-848-4468
www.hme.com/proaudio.cfm

BOOTH: C9335

INTERCOM INTERFACE
Riedel Connect Duo
Combines an ISDN SO interface, allowing two simultane-
ous connections using two ISDN B -channels and an ana-
log POTS telephone hybrid in a 1/2RU device; ideal for
mobile units; fully compatible with all intercom systems;
easily integrates to Riedel's Artist matrix intercom system;
capable of remotely controlling panels via ISDN; can be
configured directly from Riedel's Director software or op-
tional Windows configuration software.

+49 202 292 90; wwwriedetnet

BOOTH: C8507
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IWE DIDN'T INVENT gr
DIGITAL BROADCAST ARCHIVES.

WE PERFECTED THEM.

More RESOURCES. Broader SOLUTIONS.
Deeper EXPERTISE.

Front Porch Digital and StorageTek have accelerated the
evolution of integrated archive systems, with custom
DIVAcomplete installations at more than sixty facilities
worldwide. Now that Sun has joined forces with
StorageTek, the team that perfected digital archives is
even stronger.

Together, we manage mission -critical archiving in the
world's leading broadcast, cable and satellite facilities.
We'll tailor -fit each system to your specific requirements.
With unparalleled design, delivery, and support for our
custom -fit software and storage hardware solutions, we
make sure you have the archive system that's perfect for
your facility.

Our customers are names you know and respect, and no
other archive management vendor can match the quality
of our references. Call us today to see here why your
company should be on this list, too, and why nothing less
than perfection will do.

For more information call Front Porch Digital today,
or visit us online at www.fpdigital.com.

US: 936.520.6042, Initernational: +33 4 50 88 37 70
DIVAcomplete a4pdigital.com

See us at AAB booth ttSU 2236

STORAGETEK'
Sun Mecrourstems

front porch digital
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INTERCOM INTERFACE
Riedel Connect IP

Provides intelligent and seamless in-
tercom interfacing to IP-based net-
works; 19in, IRU unit allows for ma-
trix -to -matrix connections, from ma-
trix to control panels and distribution
of audio lines over IP; converts one
AES3-stream and can be configured
to individual bandwidth needs; band-
width is scalable, resulting in audio
quality up to 20kHz at 230Kb/s; sup-
ports remote user control key panels.

+49 202 292 90; www.riedeLnet
BOOTH: C8507

DIGITAL AUDIO MATRIX
Telex Communications
ADAM
Employs an AIO-16 input/output
card, which offers 16 channels of au-
dio and an individual VOX option
per port; the card is also equipped
with one data driver per port and
can be operated with individual data
drivers or in the existing multi -drop
mode; with the card, it is possible to
implement ADAMs with 272 ports in
a single 7U frame, 512 ports in two
frames or 720 ports in three frames;
other features include two new master
controllers, two clock masters and two
specially designed power supplies.

952-884-4051
www.rtsintercoms.com

BOOTH: C4535

IPTV
SDI-TO-IP GATEWAY
Network Electronics
SDI-IP-G71N
For the transmission of uncompressed
SDI over IP networks; allows the real-
time contribution and distribution of
SDI over WAN, where arrPss to dark
fiber or wavelengths is limited; provides
standard compliant SDI-over-IP trans-
port in accordance with Pro-MPEG
Code -of -Practice #4.

800-420-5909
www.network-electronics.com

BOOTH: SU199

TRANSMITTER
Fox Electronics QoIP Cue
over lPTransport System
Provides primary and/or backup trans-
port of your network cues and GPI
switching commands; a cost-effective
point-to-point or point-to-multipoint
system that transports six independent
network DTMF cue commands and
six relays over IP; GPI relays can be
tied to the DTMF cues or can be trans-
mitted separately, providing up to six
independent switches for equipment
at one or more remote sites.

800-604-0301
www.foxelectronics.net

BOOTH: TBA

VIDEO NETWORKING
SOLUTION
Scopus Video Networks IP-
based video networking
Allows broadcasters and service pro-
viders to leverage a unified network
infrastructure and, as a result, sim-
plify network operations; based on a
superior product portfolio that per-
forms satellite reception, real-time
encoding and headend video process-
ing through IP networking.

609-987-8090, www.scopus.net
BOOTH: 4175

IPTV OPERATIONAL
MONITORING
Sencore IPTV Starter Kit
Pre-packaged solution for measure-
ment and monitoring; addresses ex-
isting network and streaming services
needs; helps determine suitability for
IPTV services.

800-SENCORE
www.sencore.com

BOOTHS: SU3009 AND C3810
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LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

HMI LIGHT
ARRI ARRIMAX 18/12
Light combines the variable beam
spread of a Fresnel and the light out-
put of a PAR; uses a unique reflec-
tor concept for beam control that
eliminates the need for spread lenses;
optical system has 22.8in diameter
specular; flatted reflector is adjust-
able; provides continuous focus from
15 degrees to 50 degrees.

845-353-1400, www.arri.com
BOOTH: C6926

DV BATTERY
ADAPTER PLATE
Litepanels DV Adapter Plate
A self-contained lighting source ca-
pable of running off of two standard
Panasonic, Canon or Sony DV cam-
era batteries; attaches easily to the
Litepanels Mini head; snaps on to the
back of the Mini Flood or Spot head;
once the plate is secure, two batteries
fit easily in place to power the fixture
for up to eight hours.

818-752-7009
www.litepanels.com

BOOTH: C9618

DMX LIGHTING
Kino Flo Mega4Bank
DMX system
Can harmonize light levels in a fixture
array or switch tubes independently
of one another from a DMX control
board; the system includes a fixture,
mounting plate, extension cable and
Mega4Bank DMX Ballast; the Bal-
last operates 4Bank fixtures, double
fixtures, single fixtures and the com-
pany's Blanket-Lite; is designed to
run on high output 8ft and 6ft True
Match lamps.

818-767-6528, www.kinoflo.com
BOOTH: C6633
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LIGHTING CONTROL
SYSTEM
Matthews Studio
Equipment ROAD FLAGS
Duplicates studio lighting effects on lo-
cation or in the studio; consists of two
easy -to -assemble frames, a single scrim,
silk diffusion and solid flag packed into
a lightweight case; its breakdown com-
ponent design allows users to switch
out light modification fabrics with ease,
speed and cost savings.

925-735-9269
www.msegrip.com

BOOTH: SU4347

FLUORESCENT LIGHT
Videssence
V168 -4427T V -Beam
Produces 2.4 times more light using
25 percent less wattage and one-third
fewer lamps than the previous V192-
632TT V -Beam; is 99.9 percent alu-
minum with 95 percent reflectance;
focuses the light of four 42W triple
tube fluorescent lamps to provide a
more powerful, even beam for key
lighting in studio applications; is a
168W unit.

626-579-0943; www.videssence.tv
BOOTH: C7116

MICROPHONES,
ACCESSORIES

WIRELESS MONITOR
SYSTEM
Sennheiser Electronic
3250 Series
An upgraded version of its 3000 Se-
ries wireless monitor system, the new
SRSR3254-U single -channel transmit-
ter, SR3256-U dual -channel transmit-
ter and EK3253-U body -pack receiver
are compatible with the company's
Evolution series wireless G2 monitor
series; offer higher RF output levels
and extended tuning capability.

860-434-9190
www.sennheiserusa.com

BOOTH: N1822

#44

ANTENNA COMBINER
Sennheiser Electronic ASA3000
The 1RU active antenna splitter for multichannel wireless microphone systems
combines up to 16 channels of Sennheiser 3000 Series receivers, configured as
eight EM3031 single -channel, eight EM3032 dual -channel or EM3532 dual-

channel true diversity receivers; operates across the entire UHF range from
470MHz to 870MHz or with selective filtering.

860-434-9190; www.sennheiserusa.com
BOOTH: N1822

GEPCO
INTERNATIONAL, INC.

ENGINEERED FOR PRECISION AND PERFORMANCE,

GEPCO CABLE AND CONNECTIVITY PFODUCTS

DELN ER PROVEN SOLUTIONS FOR A DIVERSE

RANGE OF INTERCONNECT FORMATS. FROM

LEAD NG EDGE AUDIO AND VIDEO DE IONS -0
SPECIALIZED NETWORKING AND AUTOMATION

CABLES, GEPCO ACHIE No ES THE PERFORMANCE

DEPENDABILITY REC UIRED FOR DEMANDING

PROFESSIONAL APPLICATIONS.

Innovative Designs
Int rconnect olution

A

 41i

AUDIO

VIDEO

NETWORK

HYBRID FIBER

AUTOMATION

LIGHTING

TOLL FREE 1-800-966-0069 www.gepco.com

0
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DUAL -CHANNEL
ON -CAMERA

UHF RECEIVER
Azden 200UPR

The 63 -frequency UHF receiver oper-
ates in the 794MHzMHz to 806MHz
band; records the sound from two
subjects simultaneously; is available
in three pre-packaged systems, which
include the receiver and two mic/
transmitters; features a crystal -con-
trolled PLL synthesis and a two -chan-
nel, 3.mm, -58dB balanced mic-level
jack; each channel has on/off switches,
LEDs, group frequency selectors and
dual high -gain antennas.

516-328-7500
www.azdencorp.com

BOOTH: N4218

DYNAMIC MICROPHONE
Beyerdynamic TG -X 48
Features a supercardioid polar pattern,
an integrated pop shield to reduce pop
noise associated with close vocal milk-
ing and high gain -before -feedback
characteristics; rugged metal housing
is coated with a soft lacquer on the
barrel for optimal handling; comes
with a microphone clamp and pouch.

631-293-3200
www.beyerdynamic-usa.com

BOOTH: N2412

MICROPHONE
Lectrosonics SM
(Super Mini)
A small professional audio wireless
transmitter; when used in its native
Digital Hybrid mode, it performs
without the hindrance of an analog
compandor or the headroom -limit-
ing pre- and de -emphasis found in
most analog systems; delivers 107dB
signal-to-noise ratio and flat fre-
quency response to 20kHz.

800-821-1121
www.lectrosonics.com

BOOTH: N3225

WIRELESS MICROPHONE
Azden 100LT
Offers 63 user -selectable channels in the
794MHz to 806MHz band; includes the
100UPR receiver and lOBT body -pack
transmitter, both of which are housed
in small, 3 7/8in x 2 3/8in x 13/16in
cases, ideal for smaller digital cameras.

516-328-7500
www.azdencorp.com

BOOTH: N4218

WIRELESS MICROPHONE
SYSTEM
Lectrosonics 200 Series
Includes a rack -mount diversity receiv-
er, two compact receivers and two belt -
pack transmitters; ideal in situations
where RF interference is a problem.

800-821-1121
www.lectrosonics.coni

BOOTH: N3225

DIGITAL WIRELESS
MICROPHONE
TRANSCEIVERS
Zaxcom TRX900
and TRX990
Wireless microphones provide inte-
grated audio recording, IFB receivers
and time -code transmission; record
up to six hours of audio directly to a
Flash memory card and then transfer
the .WAV files to either a PC or Mac
for post -production; includes inte-
grated audio recording, time -code
transmission and RF remote control.

973-835-5000; www.zaxcom.com
Booth: N4227
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MICROWAVE,
FIBER-OPTIC,

TELCO
EQUIPMENT

TIME DIVISION
MULTIPLEXER/
DE -MULTIPLEXER
Network Electronics
SDI-TD-MUX-4
Capable of time division multiplex-
ing four SDI, DVB-ASI or SDTI sig-
nals into one HD signal; multiplex-
es in accordance with the SMPTE
346M-2000 standard; allows usage
of a standard HD infrastructure
for transport and switching of the
multiplexed signal; both SDI and
DVB-ASI are accepted synchronous
or asynchronous and will be format -
detected automatically.

800-420-5909
www.network-electronics.com

BOOTH: SU199

FIBER-OPTIC
TRANSPORT SYSTEM
Multidyne RGB-5000
Single -fiber, single wavelength,
digital, RGB and UXGA fiber-optic
transport system now offers CWDM
support; provides 10 -Base T Ether-
net and bi-directional data, Daisy
chain and Star capability for point-
to-multipoint configurations, and
1600 x 1200 pixel resolution sup-
ported over one optical fiber.

516-671-7278
www.multidyne.corn

BOOTH: SU1729

MARCH 2006
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DIGITAL SNAKE HEAD
Fiberplex LightViper VIS-4832
Features 16 AES3 inputs (32 audio channels) via two 25 -
pin D connectors and four AES3 returns (eight audio
channels) via one 25 -pin D connector, with simultaneous
line level analog outputs via a second 25 -pin D connec-
tor; will pass 96KHz digital data natively; by syncing the
unit with a 48KHz word clock, the system will pass 48KHz
digital data as well; capable of passing both RS -422 and
10/100 Ethernet control data with optional accessories.

301-604-0100
www.lightvipercom

BOOTH: N2031

MULTI -IMAGE DISPLAYS

MONITORING SYSTEM
Zandar Technologies FusionPro+
A signal monitoring system supporting all common for-
mats, including composite video, SDI, HD -SDI, as well as
RGBHV and DVI computer sources and audio; is highly
modular with a range of plug-in interface cards enabling
users to combine formats in one system; includes support
for UMDs, tallies, clocks and time code.

+353 1 293 8966; www.zandarcom
BOOTH: SU1033

iiik,(c31111111111111M
HDTV VIDEO AND AUDIO MONITORING
ZandarTechnologies Predator HD8
HDTV video and audio monitoring multiviewer system;
features Zandar's new Z-Configurator user software and
ZdH Zandar dual -head display facility; comes in a compact
1RU system; has eight auto -sensing inputs, allowing both
HDTV 720p and 1080i formats and legacy SDI (270Mb/s)
signals to be used together, bridging the migration to HDTV
signal formats.

+353 1 293 8966; www.zandarcom
BOOTH: SU1033

Broadcasters Trust
Telecast Fiber for ALL

their Fiber Optic Needs.

ADDER and ADDER II
Whether you need analog audio, AES, intercom
or even A -D and D -A signal conversion, there

is an Adder system ready to handle any audio
challenge. Up to 256 channels per fiber, at 24 -bit
resolution, with optical redundancy for quiet,
reliable sound.

SHED/HDX and COBRA
For Triax and hybrid cabled cameras, we have

solutions to liberate you from your heavy copper.

SHEDs eliminate your costly hybrid cables on HD
cameras, while Cobras replace Max on HD or SD

camera systems...with ten times the distance.

VIPER I / SIDEWINDER

For 14 years the Viper and Sidewinder have sup-
ported ENG/SNG applications around the globe.

The reel -mounted Sidewinder and Viper Mussel

Shell are immediately familiar as the workhorse
systems that have proven themselves in the most

extreme conditions...day in and day out.

VIPER II
With small "throw down" modules that can be
converted to rack mount, the Viper II is an expand-
able system that grows with your faculty.

Modules range from video/audio to Ethernet to
robotic HD/POV, for incredible flexibility using

simple building blocks.

COPPERHEAD HD/SDI
Our camera -mounted CopperHead makes light

work of a wide range of applications, from
news coverage to digital cinematography.

Tum your ENG camera into a remote production
camera, and avoid the cumbersome, expensive
triax backs and base stations.

DIAMONDBACK II
Picking up where its predecessor left off the
DB11 now offers 8 channels of broadcast-

qualy NTSC/PAL video on each wavelength.
With optional audio and CWDM technology a

huge backbone can be implemented on a
single optical core.

C C:: 

iglu   CO

411114tesip

Save time on your even: production schedule. On a single

lightweight cable we support all your broadcast signals from

the field and the booth :o the truck. From Telecast, the leader

in fiber for television bnadcast production.

Telecast (508) 754-4858
Fiber Systems, Inc.

All products mentioned herein are trademarks of Telecast Fiber Systems

www.telecast-fiber.com

MARCH 2006 Visit us at NAB Booth #SU4717



MULTI -IMAGE
DISPLAY PROCESSORS

e-mediavision.com
X -View Series

Processors start from four input
quads to 32 -input display systems;
monitor and view input signals such
as composite video, SDI, HD -SDI,
computer and IP streams on large
screen display walls; integrate with
the X-Com remote management
and control plug-in to enable remote
management via IT network infra-
structure for local or remote sites.

+44 208 755 2014
www.e-mediavision.co.uk

BOOTH: TBA

16 -CHANNEL
MULTIVIEWER
FOR -A MV -16S
Supports analog composite and SD -
SDI mixed inputs; the viewer can be
set to divide the screen in many ways,
such as 4, 5+1, 8+1, 9, 12, 12+1 or 16
sections; enables the combination of
small and large images; an optional
UXGA or DVI output is available,
which is well -suited for displays on
large -sized screens.

714-894-3311; www.for-a.com
BOOTH: C3210

MULTI -IMAGE DISPLAY
PROCESSOR
Miranda Technologies
Kaleido-Alto HD
Features multiple new HD monitor-
ing capabilities; now offers advanced
video and audio probing, including
signal black, freeze and luminance too
high, audio presence, overload, mono
and out of phase alarms; the alarms
can be reported on -screen or via
SNMP to other monitoring devices;
can be combined with the new Alle-
gro RGB real-time, MPEG-4 stream-
ing encoder to provide 10 -channel
remote monitoring and production
over IP.

561-400-3320; www.miranda.com
BOOTH: SU1341

LCD MONITORS
NEC MultiSync 90 Series
LCD desktop displays that use ad-
vanced technologies, including in -
plane switching and vertical align-
ment LCD module technology; the
"i" models, which use IPS-based
modules, address color critical needs
and include the 19in MultiSync
LCD1990SXi, the 20in (20.1 view-
able) MultiSync LCD2090UXi and
the 21in (21.3 viewable) MultiSync
LCD2190UXi monitors.

866 -NEC -MORE
www.necdisplay.com

BOOTH: C9811

HD/SD LCD MONITOR
Panasonic BTLH2600W
A 26in production -quality LCD mon-
itor; features a true widescreen panel,
one-piece design, high resolution, low
delay and standard HD-SDI/SDI with
embedded audio; features increased
resolution (1366 x 768), pixel map-
ping of any of five areas of the screen
for superior camera focusing, audio
level meters superimposed and trans-
lucent (up to eight channels), and an
80 percent (of 4:3) safe -area frame
marker in 16:9 mode.

201-392-4127
www.panasonic.com/broadcast

BOOTH: C2518
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HD MONITOR
Marshall Electronics
TFT-MegaPixel
Provides high -pixel density for
10.4in to 3.5in displays in one-, two-
, three- and four -screen configura-
tions; newly developed proprietary
technology delivers a completely dig-
ital image process onto each screen;
features improvements in bright-
ness, contrast ratio and viewing
angles; configurations are available
with HD -SDI, SDI, DVI, component
HD/SD and composite video inputs;
all models feature screens calibrated
to SMPTE/IBU standards for color
gamut and color temperature.

310-333-0606; www.lcdracks.com
BOOTH: SU4355

NEW MEDIA,
STREAMING
PRODUCTS,

MULTIMEDIA/
INTERNET

FIPOPImP9.11

MODULAR RECEIVER
DECODER
Sencore Atlas MRD 3187
Is a 1RU chassis that supports up to
two decoders; with eight available
I/O slots, it can be configured either as
a single -eight slot or as two indepen-
dent four -slot modular receiver de-
coders; is available with a wide range
of interfaces, including: QAM/8-VSB,
DVB-S2, COFDM, 10/100/1000 Eth-
ernet, SD/HD-SDI, NTSC and PAL;
features a Web -based client and mul-
ticast unit management system.

800-SENCORE
www.sencore.com

BOOTHS: SU3009, C3810
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ENCODER
Vela Argus 200/250
Supports the MPEG-2 and MPEG-4
(ASP) encoding profiles; both boards
encode a variety or resolutions,
from SIF to full -resolution MPEG-2
and MPEG-4 formats; features an
embedded hardware stream proces-
sor, resulting in system resource sav-
ings and increased efficiency.

727-507-5367; www.vela.com
BOOTH: SL2936

INTEGRATED ENCODER
Axon Digital Design DDE51
Hot-swappable modular Dolby Digi-
tal encoder has 18 encoders in a 4RU
enclosure; features dual redundant
supply.

+31 0 13 511 6666; www.axon.tv
BOOTH: SU1414A

VIDEO TRANSPORT
Streambox
SBT3-7500 ACT -L3
The encoder solution is built on
Streambox's ACT -L3 codec and ad-
vanced proprietary video compres-
sion technology; is integrated in one
compact portable device that features
a lower power requirement to flex-
ibility of mobility without sacrific-
ing broadcast -quality video; matches
MPEG-2 video quality at a 75 percent
lower data rate and is up to 50 percent
more efficient than MPEG-4.

206-956-0544
www.streambox.com

BOOTH: SL581

DECODER
Radyne Tiernan HD4040
HD and SD decoder offers simultane-
ous HD/SD, 4:2:2 or 4:2:0; is available
in several different configurations;
offers video audio front -panel confi-
dence monitors; has up to eight au-
dio channels with analog and digital
outputs; includes QPSK as standard
with 8PSK and DVB-S2 as options;
includes Web -browser control and
front -panel video display; upgrade -
able to HD if bought with SD only.

602-437-9620
www.radynecomstream.com

BOOTH 2033

SD/HD MPEG-4 ENCODER
Snell & Wilcox MEMPHIS
The compression scheme is made through the company's Ph.0 phase correla-
tion motion estimation and Prefix compression pre-processing; a new 3RU
version is available; can be initially integrated as a conventional encoder into
a traditional ingest-for-playout environment and later upgraded into a fully
configured ingest workstation for use in an IT -based infrastructure.

212-481-2416; www.snellwilcox.com
BOOTH: SU156

Your HD infrastruc Lite is in reach

 with Vistek from Pro -Bel

Automation
Master Control

 Modular Infrastructure
Routing
Control & Monitoring

If you're worried about how to implement HD in
your facility - STOP! The Vistek range from Pro -Bel
has everything you need.

The most advanced up, down and standards
converters in the industry, synchronizers, DA's,
audio processors, multiplexers and lots more
besides, if you need FD (or SD) we've got it
covered. So relax, reach for your mouse, click

on pro-bel.com and contact your regional
Pro -Bel representative.

HD is at your fincertips.

p.o 1))el

www.pro-bel.com
Engineering The Broccicast Future
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VIDEO ANALYSIS
SOFTWARE
Inlet Technologies
Semaphore
Supports both SMPTE standards for
advanced encoding; new customiz-
able parameters and alerts allow for a
higher level of automated control in
the encoding process; prior to encod-
ing, a user can set job -specific param-
eters with alerts that will warn them
if any part of the encode goes outside
of these settings.

919-856-1080, www.inlethd.com
BOOTH: SL3803

PORTABLE STREAMING
MEDIA ENCODER
ViewCast GoStream
Uses ViewCast's Osprey video capture
cards to convert SD video content to
multiple streaming media formats
for delivery to Internet audiences;
EZStream buttons allow users to pre-
define encoding profiles for a specific
event and simply select the button,
followed by the Start button, to begin
a streaming session.

972-488-7121
www.viewcastcom

BOOTH: SL2840

POWER
PRODUCTS,
BATTERIES,

GENERATORS
BATTERY POWER SYSTEM
Anton/Bauer
QR-JVC 7/14HDV
A Gold Mount power system to be
used with the JVC GY-HD100 cam-
corder; supplies the proper regulated
operating voltage to the GY-HD100
camera while providing the ability to
use standard 12V video accessories,
all powered from the same battery.

800-422-3473
www.antonbauercom

BOOTH: C5119A

MULTI -CHEMISTRY
BATTERY CHARGER
IDX Technology VL-4Si
Advanced battery charger system
handles up to four Li -Ion, NiCd or
NiMH batteries simultaneously; LCD
display monitors battery condition;
direct USB PC interface; charges NP -

style batteries with A-E2NP adapter;
quick charge at 3A for one to three
channels or 2.3A for four channels.

310-891-2800; www.idx.tv
BOOTH: C4235, SU143

CAMERA BATTERIES
DX Technology ENDURA
System Batteries
The four new Li -Ion V -Mount bat-
tery packs include the 98Wh E-10
(with PowerLink) and E -10S and
71Wh E-7 (with PowerLink) and E -
71S; the PowerLink system allows two
E -50/E -80/E-10 V -Mount batteries to
be stacked together on a camera back,
allowing for longer runtimes and on -
camera lights without a battery belt.

0 310-891-2800; www.idx.tv
BOOTH: C4235, SU143

Color indicates advertiser

TWO -CHANNEL CHARGER
PAG V2
Designed for PAG and Sony V -Mount
Li -Ion batteries; features a tough
but lightweight moulded -construc-
tion; fits easily into a camera bag,
making it ideal for location use; offers
PAG ACS software, which is designed
to extend the battery cycle life.

818-760-8285
www.paguk.com

BOOTH: C8515

UNINTERRUPTIBLE
POWER SUPPLY
Staco Energy Products
FirstLineUPS
For 10kVA, 15kVA and 20kVA sizes; has
a standard battery run-time of more
than eight minutes, with optional bat-
teries for virtually unlimited run time;
front-end harmonic correction elimi-
nates the need for additional filtering.

937-253-1191
www.stacoenergy.com

BOOTH: C107

PRODUCTION
SWITCHERS,

VIDEO EFFECTS,
KEYERS

KEYER
eyeheight keyEyesMDi
HD downstream linear keyer features
background, fill and key inputs; in-
corporates all the facilities required
for generating HD matte overlays; fill
and key inputs with adjustable hori-
zontal timing are provided; includes
matte generators, wipe, independent
main and preview keyers, and EDH
re-insertion for the main output.

+44 1923 256 000
www.eyeheightcom

BOOTH: SU147
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SD/ND PRODUCTION
SWITCHER VIDEO EFFECTS
Snell & Wilcox IMPAKT
A 3-D DVE option for the company's
Kahuna production switcher; Kahuna
now offers up to four twin -channel
3-D DVEs that users can apply in ei-
ther SD, HD or both; work in source -
based or bus -based modes; allows
background and fill -and -key manip-
ulation; provides a variety of power-
ful effects including spheres, slabs,
zooms, warps, tiling, ripples, rolls and
peels, fragmentation, lighting effects,
and corner pinning.

212-481-2416
www.snellwilcox.com

BOOTH: SU156

11.

DIGITAL PRODUCTION
SWITCHERS
Ross Video Synergy SD
Version 16 of the switcher includes ad-
ditions to the array of device control
interfaces, operational enhancements
and support for the latest version of
the Ross OverDrive; added device
interfaces include Avid Airspeed and
EVS maXS servers, and Canon and
Sony robotic cameras.

613-652-4886
www.rossvideo.com

BOOTH: SU1356

ND CHROMA KEYER
Crystal Vision Safire HD
Modular chroma keyer works with all
HD formats as well as SDI; features ad-
ditive and multiplicative keying; allows
areas of the final picture to be a mixture
of both foreground and background;
control options include the Safire
Controller 2RU control panel and the
Statesman PC control system.

954-788-3334
http://crystalvision.tv

BOOTH: C7912

SD SWITCNER
Grass Valley Kayak SD
Designed for organizations that want
to create SD content today and HD in
the future; features all the power of a
Kayak HD system; can be made HD -
capable via an easy software upgrade.

503-526-8150
www.thomsongrassvalleycorn

BOOTH: SU3500, SU2906

nernational...Univision _al/ NBC O&Os.. ABC O&Os . Global...Telemundo...

Over two billion dollars in commercial revenue
delivered through Florical centralization.

ed on published 2004 revenue of US TV broadcasters se-ved by :lorical automation.

The leader in TV automation.
www.florical.com
1-800-372-4613

©2006 Forisal Systems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
'Fkirical Systems and its to n . trademarks of Florical Systems, Inc
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SD/HD VIDEO
PRODUCTION

SWITCHER
Snell & Wilcox Kahuna

New features include compact ver-
sions of the 1-M/E, 2-M/E and 3-M/E
control panels, as well as a micro con-
trol panel; the new compact 2M/E and
3M/E panels enable users to integrate
the switcher in space -constrained en-
vironments; the new Kahuna 1M/E
and micro panels provide the ability
to have a specialist operator control
the output from larger systems dur-
ing a live event, or to operate special-
ized equipment such as the Kahuna
IMPAKT DVE.

212-481-2416
www.snellwilcox.com

BOOTH: SU156

ADVANCED MEMORY
SOFTWARE
Broadcast Pix Scripts
Designed for Broadcast Pix's line of
production switchers, which features a
built-in graphics system and clip store;
scripts take advantage of this tight in-
tegration by recalling not only key set-
tings, but also the exact clips, titles and
animations to fill the keys; can be ex-
tended to control camera position and
lens, as well as video servers.

781-221-2144
www.broadcastpix.corn

BOOTH: SL2400

SWITCHER
Laird Telemedia
LTM-DV4X 1 A
Accepts DV IEEE 1394 inputs from
up to four DV devices, such as VTRs,
cameras or NLEs; will lock and
switch any of the four sources glitch -
free; devices used do not have to be
genlocked or synchronous; allows
insertion of external audio in to the
DV stream from either a line level or
microphone source.

845-339-9555
www.laridtelemedia.com

BOOTH: SL3769

SWITCHER OPTION
Grass Valley MatchDef
Provides a series of internal high -
quality video input scalars; allows
users to work in mixed formats while
creating a consistent look for their
productions; gives Kayak HD and
Kayak SD operators the ability to
seamlessly insert SD sources into and
HD production, HD sources into and
SD production and/or to cross -match
dissimilar HD formats into either an
HD or SD project.

503-526-8150
www.thomsongrassvalley.com

BOOTH: SU3500, SU2906

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT,

SERVICES
REMOTE SNG SYSTEM
Stratos Global Stratos
Mobile Media System
Based on Inmarsat's Broadband Glob-
al Area Network (BGAN) mobile sat-
ellite service; includes a low-cost and
lightweight BGAN satellite termi-
nal/antenna, handheld video camera,
voice handset, power adapters, batter-
ies, cables and laptop PC; offers IP data
speeds of up to 492kb/s; offers broad-
band data with simultaneous voice
through a single, portable device.

708-457-2508
www.stratosglobal.com
BOOTH: SU3006, C9843

DEMODULATOR
Radyne Tiernan DD240XR
Digital video broadcast demodulator
offers DVB-S and DVB-S2; features
data rates up to 144Mb/s for DVB -S
and up to 80Mb/s for DVB-S2; offers
QPSK, 8PSK and 16QAM operation;
has built-in M&C for field upgrades.

602-437-9620
www.radynecomstream.com

BOOTH 2033

Color indicates advertiser

DECODER/DEMODULATOR
MRC MRX4000
When connected to an existing Co-
deRunner 4 central receiver, the in-
tegrated demodulator/decoder lever-
ages existing technology to provide
integrated functionality; supports
new and old FCC band plans for both
analog and digital transmission; full
BAS enhancements are available for
CodeRunner 2 ENG transmitters.

800-490-5700
www.mcrbroadcastcom

BOOTH: C2007

OUTDOOR TINT AMPLIFIER
MITEQ/MCL MT2300
Weighs less than 321b; is available for
Ku -Band applications at 125W; 200W
will be available in the future; features
an event log and continuous attenuator
adjustment in dB; can be customized
to include such options as an L -Band
block upconverter and an internal lin-
earizer; redundancy is available in 1:1
and phase combined configurations.

630-759-9500; www.mcl.com
BOOTH: C5145

SATELLITE
NEWSGATHERING
Scopus Video Networks
DSNG E-1720
The encoder modulator with inte-
grated L -Band upconverter features
modulation and upconversion in
1RU; provides broadcast quality of
70/140 IF and 950MHz to 2150MHz
L -Band outputs as well as a separate
L -Band monitoring output; supports
various satellite modulation schemes
in the form of QPSK/8PSK/16QAM.

609-987-8090; www.scopus.net
BOOTH: 4175
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HIGH-SPEED DATA
TRANSFEROR
BMS Digital Media
Transport
Offers extended network capabili-
ties to mobile ENG field units using
the BMS Truck -Coder II digital mi-
crowave system; transmits recorded
video files back to the studio while
you're live on the air; sends pre-re-
corded program segments as files to
the studio over the digital radio link;
these files can be sent simultaneously
with live video and audio using un-
used bandwidth capacity.

858-391-3050; www.bms-inc.com
BOOTH: C2326

TRANSMITTER
BMS Truck -Coder II
COFDM digital transmitter has 100
available presets that can be entered
through front -panel controls or
downloaded through a front -panel
Ethernet port; indoor component is a
single -unit, rack -mounted controller;
outdoor component is an antenna -
mounted RF unit configured to oper-
ate in the 2GHz frequency band.

858-391-3050; www.bms-inc.com
BOOTH: C2326

SD ENCODER
Scientific-Atlanta D9034
An MPEG-4 SD encoder; supports
both MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 part 10
(H.264) video together with MPEG-
4 Picture -In -Picture video services
in the same chassis; features adaptive
motion compensated temporal filter-
ing with PreSightPlus noise reduction
and integrated frame synchronizer.

770-236-6609
www.scientificatlanta.com

BOOTH: SU1608

CHANNEL RECEIVER
Modulation Sciences PRO -3
Delay corrected PRO Channel generator; offers three independent solutions to
correct delay introduced by the advent of digital ENJG; includes selective calling,
main channel push -down and antenna diversity, front -panel tenability, four user
presets, a DELcor channel and the DELiminate squelch.

800-826-2603; www.modsci.com
BOOTH: C118

GET THE COMPLETE

PICTURF

7andar
TECHNOLOGIES

...WITH
Z000IIR TECHHOLOGIES

Zander Technologies is a world leader in the provision of multi -window
display solutions - with everything from simple screen splitters to advanced
visual display systems. The virtual monitor well concept is proven - don't be
left with an outdated monitor stack, when you can have a display wall that
is configurable, dynamic, and controllable. We have product to match your
specific input sources, for display devices from CRT to rear projection, with
extensive control options & interfaces. With Zander you can be sure of
excellent image quality, unsurpassed system flexibility and genuine value.

Fusion Series:

Predator Seres:

DX Series:

MX Series:

Modular 3RU 126 inputs) and 1RU (8 inputs) racks;
input cards for composite video/Y-C, SDI, HD -SDI and
VGA sources; high resolution RGBHV output.
Fixed configuration solutions for 4, 12 or 16 video
inputs; select from composite video, Y -C, SDI or HD -SDI
inputs; RGBHV output.
For 4, 8, 12 or 16 composite or SDI video inputs (auto -
detecting); high quality composite, component, SDI and
VGA outputs.
For 4, 8, 12 or 16 NTSC or PAL inputs; composite,
component or VGA outputs; preset layouts or custom
layouts on request.

Think Zander for
 Master Control Rooms  Command & Control
 Broadcast Multi -video  Mosaic & Interactive

& Audio Monitoring Channels

 Security & Surveillance
 Aucio Vaud Presentations

 Videoconferencing

FusionPro

DX

ammirr
Predator

HEADQUARTERS:

Bracken Court, Bracken Road,
Sandyford, Dublin 18, frelond.

Tel: +353 1 2938 966 Fax: +353 1 2936 955
E-mail: salestlhandar corn

US OFFICE.

1970 E. Osceola Parkway, No. 330,
Kissimmee, FL 34743, USA.

Tel: 321 9390 457 Fax: 321 9390 458
E-mail: advancecimsOmsn.com

WWW.ZANDAR.COM

Visit us at NAB Booth #SU1033
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STUDIO,
FACILITY

SUPPORT
PRODUCTS

COAX PATCHING SYSTEM
ADC High -Density Coax
A high -density patching system de-
signed for AES audio, 5.1 and 7.1 au-
dio applications where coax medium
is preferred but space is critical; the
1.5 rack space panel features 4 x 48
coax ports (96 circuits) with a pat-
ent -pending switchable termination
feature that allows the user to select
or deselect a 7511 termination func-
tion on each circuit pair.

800-366-3891; www.adc.com
BOOTH: C6526

MATRIX SWITCHER
Extron Electronics
MVX Plus 128 VGA A
A 12 x 8 matrix switcher for VGA and
stereo audio; combines the perfor-
mance of a wideband matrix switcher
with the convenience of 15 -pin HD
VGA style connectors.

714-491-1500; www.extron.com
BOOTH: TBA

MONITOR CIRCUIT
VIDEO PATCHBAYS
Switchcraft MVPM
Monitor circuit video patchbays that
offer performance in high -density
panels; a single row of isolated single
jacks allows for the monitoring of
signals without interrupting the sig-
nal path; panels are available in 1RU,
1.5RU and 2RU versions; all panels
meet SMPTE 292 specifications.

773-792-2700
www.switchcraftcom

BOOTH: C9316

CONTROLLER
ESE ES -700 Series
Programmable event controllers pro-
vide several contact closure outputs
at predetermined times; compares
SMPTE, IRIG and ESE time code de-
pending on model; is available with
thumbwheel, keypad or PC interface;
standalone clock or timer compara-
tors are also available.

310-322-2136; www.ese-web.com
BOOTH: C1639

Color indicates advertiser

TALLY MAPPER
Videoframe
96-FIexGPI VF0073
Tally router features relay outputs;
routes GPI tallies to different venues,
studio setups or technical directors;
point and click to create multiple
maps on Windows PC, and upload
them to the unit to reconfigure; PC
connects via RS -232 serial or over
TCP/IP 100Base-T Ethernet; includes
an SNMP agent for monitoring the
optional redundant power supply.

530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com

BOOTH: SU5164

PATCHING SYSTEM
ADC UniPatch GigE
A professional grade normal -through
Gigabit patching system; features
a high -density 32 -port normalled
through card frame system to pat-
ented ADC -Krone Direct -Edge LSA
plus termination system; uses a Mil
Spec switching contact and is rated
for 30,000 insertions/withdrawals.

800-366-3891; www.adc.com
BOOTH: C6526

Get more power and flexibility
from your wireless intercom system.

> Powerful and cutting -edge features allow the system
to support virtually any wireless system requirement

> PC and PDA interfaces provide quick and easy set-up,
configuration, and system monitoring

> Exceptional operating range, sound quality, and proven reliability

Call us today at 866-352-8569 or visit www.pro850.com for more details.
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SWITCHERS
Brick House Video Callisto
SDI/composite switchers feature a

new audio module that provides si-
lent audio switching with cross fade
options; Callisto-F incorporates push
button controls on the front panel as
well as a standard control interface
to allow direct operation without the
need for a remote control panel.

+44 1962 777733
www.brickhousevideo.com

BOOTH: SU230

SIGNAL INTEGRATION
SYSTEM
Ensemble Designs Avenue
An expandable, modular tray -based
signal integration system; housed in a
1RU or 3RU frame; allows any combi-
nation of HD video, SD video, DVB-
ASI and audio modules in the same
frame; modules include embedders,
synchronizers, converters, routers, sync
gens, protection switches and more.

530-478-1830
www.ensembledesigns.com

BOOTH: SU2997

ANALOG MATRIX
SWITCHERS
Avocent Matrix KVM
Supports consolidated control of
multi-user, multi -rack server envi-
ronments; provides end -to -end Cat
5 connectivity for access from the
server to the desk; feature full -system
management with an advanced Java -
based administration tool, optimal
video resolution and a patented OS-
CAR on -screen graphical interface; the
switching solution includes four KVM
switchers and three user stations.

800-275-3500
www.ay.avocentcom

BOOTH: SU4572

ALARM MONITORING SYSTEM
Pharos Communications Pharos Exception
Designed for use in television production studios, MCR environments, post -
production facilities or playout centers; provides notification of alarm moni-
toring signals from third -party equipment; incoming signals can be grouped,
time -masked and forwarded to a predefinable list of users at their workstations
or via the Web -based Pharos Information center.

+44 118 950 2323; www.pharos-comms.com
BOOTH: UK PAVILION

LightViper In The Real World
Super Bowl Pre -Game Show  Jacksonville, FL  Production by Audio Specialties

February 2005 & 2006: For six days leading up to the Super Bowl, live broadcast of the

Best Damn Sports Show Period streamed live audio to Fox SportsNet, then went live to

Fox Television before the game on Super Bowl Sunday. Audio Specialties of Burbank, CA

deployed the portable fiber optic LightViper system to handle the audio feeds.

"I was extremely pleased witi how well the LightViper performed in this

high -profile network TV live broadcast situation. The main fiber run to the F & F

Productions High-Def broadcast remote truck was approximately 1,000 feet away from the venue's live

stage and we also needed to provide a separate monitor split from the LightViper system for the audience.

The audio quality was excellent; we used all 32 mic inputs on the head end of the snake system.

"The LightViper digital snake elegantly solved one of our larger planning headaches for this show which

was the long run to the broadcast truck's distant location.The

terminations into both Yamaha digital consoles for live PA and

audio master control in the remote truck went without a hitch; the

new optical audio path was Invisible' and performed flawlessly.

I can't imagine doing a critical job like this now with a

conventional copper snake.

`LightViper also saved us a lot of time and we all know

what that translates into."

-Steve Cormier, Audio Specialties,
Burbank, CA

MADE IN THE USA BY sound@the speed ot
fiberplex inc.
www.lightviper.com  301.604.0100
sales@lightviper.com FIBER OPT AUDIO SNAKE
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IDENTIFIER
eyeheight TB -12

Multichannel source identifier is
operated via a panel of 2 x 12 user-

legendable pushbuttons; can be used
with an eyeheight playout system or
to control a third -party crosspoint
matrix; channel names can be edited,
saved and uploaded to an eyeheight
MW -3E switcher module, enabling
the system to recall and display the
correct source idents whenever the
panel acquires a different channel.

4-44 1923 256 000
www.eyeheight.com

BOOTH: SU147

MONITORING SYSTEM
Barco networked broadcast
monitoring system
Allows facility -wide distribution of
video sources, supported audio and
associated metadata over a standard
IP network; unlimited sources can be
networked to an unlimited number
and type of displays, with each dis-
play's graphical layout customized to
accommodate each user's dedicated
requirements.

678-512-6100; www.barco.com
BOOTH: SL3738

TECHNICAL FURNITURE
SYSTEM
TBC Consoles IntelliTrac
Front and rear device tracks allow
unlimited lateral positioning of crit-
ical monitors; rack bay turrets may
be easily upgraded or relocated, al-
lowing quick, user-friendly modifi-
cations; a full range of articulating
arms for distance, height and tilt
control may be used for mounting
flat panel monitors, speakers, phones
and task lighting.

631-293-4068
www,tbcconsoles.com

BOOTH: SU1390

TECHNICAL FURNITURE
Forecast Consoles
MASTERaiI
Designed to offer infinite potential
layouts and design configurations;
universal mounting system allows for
random placement of all monitors,
EIA rack boxes, speakers, script stands
and special-purpose devices anywhere
along the length of the console.

800-735-2070
www.forcast-consoles.com

BOOTH: SU146

TBCS, FRAME
SYNCS,

CONVERSION
EQUIPMENT

VIDEO CONVERTER
Doremi Labs XDVI
Multiformat converter for DVI, SDI,
VGA and HD -SDI; converts any in-
put to any output; converts computer
DVI (or VGA) output to HD video;
provides high -quality HDTV upcon-
version and HDTV crossconversion
by converting between any SD or HD
format to its HD -SDI video output.

818-562-1101
www.doremilabs.com

BOOTH: C5712

VIDEO PROCESSOR
Axon Digital Design HXT10
Video processor is an HD combined
frame synchronizer, 16 -channel em-
bedder and ultra -high -quality down -
converter; enables simultaneous feed-
ing of HD, SD with embedded audio
and composite transmissions in the
transmission output module.

+31 0 13 511 6666; www.axon.tv
BOOTH: SU1414A

Color indicates advertiser

VIDEO COMPRESSION
TOOL
Inlet Technologies Fathom
Enables advanced encoding of SD
and HD content in real time; soft-
ware is optimized to integrate with
the existing workflow infrastructure
of VOD and offline content creation
applications in the post -production
market, facilitating the transition to
HD; facilitates content creation and
distribution with smaller file sizes
and higher -quality output in a short
amount of time.

919-856-1080; www.inlethd.com
BOOTH: SL3803

CONTROL PANEL
Videoframe VTECS VF0054
An intelligent knob -per function
frame sync or proc amp control panel
for master control splash or QC posi-
tions; controls interface and process-
ing equipment from multiple vendors
using VNODE interface; interfaces
with router to follow the X -Y panel
or to cause monitors at the QC sta-
tion to follow this panel; panel allows
multiple pages of controls per router
source or processing channel.

530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com

BOOTH: SU5164

CONVERTER
Convergent Design
HD -Connect LE
Integrates video, audio, time -code
and deck control into one effective
box; the portable unit offers the fea-
tures of conversion to HD or SD, al-
lowing users to output to a wide va-
riety of formats; features two modes
of deck control: RS -422 to 1394 and
1394 to RS -422.

719-661-3388
www.convergent-design.com

BOOTH: C10845
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OVERWORKED NEWS WORKFLOW



Simplify with

Pre'cis
Entirely new way to contribute, create, and archive your News

[TI0.
00, sba.7.00m

"We thoroughly surveyed the market and found no
other competing product to be as comprehensive,
easy to install, or attractively priced as the Precis
solution from BitCentral."

Dan Billings, Director of Engineering and Technology,

Waterman Broadcasting

"Precis doesn't just digitize the workflow,
It redefines the workflow."

Craig Porter, Chief Engineer Channel 4, San Francisco

Straight to

Pre'cis

KRoN

iT



Should You Be Next?
These stations have already gone straight to Precis

KRON WRAL

KDRX KVAL

KTMD KPIK

WBBH KCBY

WZVN WNCN

WTAP WVIR

KECI KMTR

KATU KVDA

and many more.

Are you overworking an old workflow? Forget the complicated and proprietary
workflow altog3ther. Précis, the end -to -end news production solution enables yxir
creative people to submit their stories ready to air without all the steps in-between.

Pre'cis
Operates from within ENPS or iNews
Submit stories from the field over broadband
Non-proprietary and format agnostic
High Definition and Standard Definition
Cost effective online archive

Précis is all atout eliminating the workflow and enabling entirely new efficien:ias in
your station. Précis is one of the best selling news production solutions today
because creaking news does not need to be complicated. See why so many otters
have chosen Précis to simplify their news operations.

NAB Booth #SL 2158
www.precis.tv
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TBC CONTROL SYSTEMS
Ensemble Designs
TC400D and CP10
Controls video, chroma, setup, hue
and timing of digital and analog
VTRs, TBCs and frame syncs; built-in
networkability; any size system can be
achieved with control of any VTR from
any control panel; TC400D provides
control of the proc-amp functions of
four VTR TBCs; features hands-on
control of levels and timing.

530-478-1830
www.ensembledesigns.com

BOOTH: SU2997

BIDIRECTIONAL
CONVERTER
Blackmagic Design
Multibridge Extreme
Bidirectional A/D and D/A converters
allow editor to switch seamlessly be-
tween HD and SD material; supports
dual -link HD -SDI 4:4:4; converts an-
alog equipment to SDI -based systems
by simultaneously converting from
D/A and A/D; supports Windows XP
and Mac OS X.

702-257-2371
www.blackmagic-design.com

BOOTH: SL3791, SL3985

SDI -TO -ANALOG
CONVERTER WITH
GENLOCK
Ensemble Designs
BrightEye 15
SDI video input signal is converted to
analog composite and then synchro-
nized to the reference signal; analog
composite output is timed with respect
to the reference, including ScH phase.

530-478-1830
www.ensembledesigns.com

BOOTH: SU2997

SD/HD FRAME
SYNCHRONIZERS
LYNX Technik P VD
5600 Series
Includes a range of multiformat SD/
HD frame synchronizer products; of-
fer single- or dual -channel function-
ality on a single card with optional
firmware plug -ins to add up-, down -

and crossconversion capability into
each frame synchronizer; offer pro-
grammable video delay, full video and
audio proc with support for embed-
ded and external AES; fit into existing
LYNX 2RUs and are fully compatible
with the LYNX control system.

+49 6150 18170
www.lynx-technik.com

300TH: C9246

CONVERTER
Teranex Mini
Handheld, portable DTV format
converter converts SD video to and
from HD in real time; enables HD
field monitoring and conversion of
SD camera and graphics sources to
HD; has SD/HD-SDI inputs and out-
puts along with optional DVI, analog
component and HDMI outputs; may
be used to feed a VTR, display or vid-
eo projector

407-858-6000
http:Meranexlive.dimentians.com

BOOTH: SU4983
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AUDIONIDEO SYNC
Pro -Bel VALID8

Quickly and accurately diagnoses
and rectifies audio and video sync

problems; works with any HD or SD
standard; files can be compressed, re-
corded, replayed and standards -con-
verted, with the VALID8 signal then
measured for video/audio delay.

925-735-9269; www.pro-beLcom
BOOTH: SU4347

SIGNAL PROCESSOR
FOR -A FA -9000
HD/SD signal processor supports all
formats, including HD, SD, analog,
digital and audio; uses 12 -bit inter-
nal processing for high -quality im-
ages; functions include an up- and
downconverter and color corrector; a
median -based noise reduction, a logo
generator and a Dolby -E decoder are
provided in 1RU.

714-894-3311; www.for-a.com
BOOTH: C3210

VIDEO CAPTURE CARD
AJA KONA 3
An uncompressed video capture card
for SD, HD and dual link 4:4:4 HD for
PCI Express (PCIe) Apple G5 Power
Macs and Apple Final Cut Pro; fea-
tures a 4 -Lane PCI-Express bus inter-
face with integrated QuickTime driv-
ers; captures and plays back uncom-
pressed 10 -bit and 8 -bit digital video
and 24 -bit 48kHz digital audio.

530-274-2048; www.aja.com
BOOTH: SL4913, SU5125

SYNCHRONIZER/DECODER
Snell & Wilcox IQDEC
Features video decoding, frame syn-
chronization and powerful noise re-
duction; modules pack a 12 -bit Gold-
en Gate premium decoder, synchro-
nizer and audio embedder with noise
reduction on a single compact card;
advanced 3-D decoding algorithms,
powered by Golden Gate technol-
ogy, extract information from analog
picture sources; provides a bridge be-
tween analog legacy operations and
digital environments.

212-481-2416
www.snellwilcox.com

BOOTH: SU156

UP/DOWN/
CROSSCONVERTER
Miranda XVP HD
Includes new XVP-811i HD/SD up/,
down/crossconverter; new interface
features sophisticated aspect ratio
conversion using the soon -to -be
standardized Advanced Format De-
scriptor; offers 5.1 to left/right down -
mixing for easy audio monitoring of
downconverted HD signals; a Dolby
E Metadata insertion capability pro-
vides efficient distribution of audio
information across a plant, includ-
ing dialogue level and dynamic range
control information.

561-400-3320; www.miranda.com
BOOTH: SU1341

STANDARDS CONVERTER
Pro -Bel CIFER
A joint development with Digital Vi-
sion; converts between all the prima-
ry HD standards (regardless of fre-
quency), any SD standard, and from
SD to HD or vice versa with no loss of
picture quality.

925-735-9269; www.pro-betcom
BOOTH: SU4347

212 broadcastengineering.com
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HD TRANSLATOR/
CROSSCONVERTERS
Evertz 7710XC-HD
and 7710XC-AES4-HD
The 7710XC-HD is designed to provide
high -quality conversion of HD (SMPTE
292M) signals to other common
1.5Gb/s HD video formats; features
10 -bit processing, two HD serial digital
outputs, one OSD output and external
genlock; the 7710XC-AES4-HD with
external AES provides high -quality
conversion of HD signals to other com-
mon 1.5Gb/s HD video formats.

905-335-3700; www.evertz.com
BOOTH: SU170

HDTV UPCONVERTER
Snell & Wilcox Quasar
An HDTV upconverter integrates
motion estimation techniques based
on the company's Ph.0 technol-
ogy to produce clear, sharp HD out-
puts from a variety of SD inputs;
combines three Snell & Wilcox technol-
ogies in a single compact 1RU, includ-
ing Ph.0 motion estimation, premium
HD upconversion and Prefix compres-
sion pre-processing for noise reduction
and dropout filtering.

212-481-2416
www.snellwilcox.com

BOOTH: SU156

TEST &
MEASUREMENT

EQUIPMENT
FIBER SOFTWARE
JDSU Optical FiberCable v4
Enables complete qualification of
fiber infrastructure as required to
deliver the highest -quality triple -
play services via multi -wavelength
(CWDM/DWDM) and FTTx delivery
mechanisms; designed to provide fast
and efficient post -analysis of testing
carried out in the field; integrates the
latest fiber characterization test doc-
umentation (loss, reflectance, fiber
bend detection, dispersion analysis,
multi -wavelength analysis) for high-
er -capacity fiber build -out programs.

317-788-9351; wwwidsu.com
BOOTH: SU4201
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TEST AND MEASUREMENT
CONSOLES
Harris Videotek VTM Series
The fully customizable, multiformat,
multifunction test and measurement
consoles enable users to pick from a
list of video and audio options to cre-
ate the ideal precision test instrument
for their specific environment; feature
1RU chassis, tactile -feel lit controls
and intuitive navigation; outputs to
any VGA monitor with Videotek Q -
See customizable display.

513-459-3400; www.harris.com
BOOTH: SU2929

BOO Tit -1#

SURROUND SOUND
ANALYZER
Modulation Sciences
SpiderVision
A complete audio analysis solution;
features a built-in, full -color dis-
play; in a half -rack -wide case, it has
the same form factor as a standard
waveform monitor for easy mount-
ing; features a simple push-button or
remote screen selector; is a true plug
and play instrument; important user
selectable features include operating
level adjustment, VU, peak or PPM
metering standards and SpiderVision
or standard XY display modes.

800-826-2603; www.modsci.com
BOOTH: C118

VOIP ANALYZER
Sencore MIP 1860
MPEG-over-IP cross -layer analy-
sis system tests solution for design
and verification of all MPEG-over-
IP equipment, systems or networks;
an acquisition device that records
and analyzes hundreds of MPEG/IP
streams at full GigE speeds; has an
embedded TAP function for non -
intrusive network analyzing; allows
live video decoding of any transport
stream for complete confidence mon-
itoring is available.

800-736-2673
vvww.sencore.com

BOOTHS: SU3009, C3810

1.888.console I tbcconscles.com
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MULTIFORMAT
WAVEFORM MONITORS

Tektronix WFM6100
and WFM7100 Series

The SD -capable WFM6100 offers
high performance monitoring and
measurement capabilities for systems
using composite analog video and
SD digital video formats; the HD -
capable WFM7100 help users man-
age hybrid HD/SD/composite video
systems; both series offer options for
Dolby audio monitoring, high-per-
formance SDI -signal measurement
and in-depth digital data analysis.

800-833-9200; www.tektronix.com
BOOTH: SU4141

AUDIO ANALYZER
Rohde & Schwarz UP300
Offers a frequency range up to 80kHz
includes all conventional audio engi-
neering measurements; generates the
required test signals; features dual -
channel analog inputs and outputs.

410-910-7800
www.rohde-schwarz.com

BOOTH: C830

WAVEFORM,
VECTOR
AND AUDIO
MONITOR
Hamlet
Flexiscope
A multiformat, mul-
tistandard hand-

held waveform, vector, audio, picture
monitor; uses a built-in 3.5in diago-
nal high -quality TFT display; shows
the picture in 4:3 or 16:9 formats; dis-
plays conventional waveform, vector
and audio displays together with data
analysis; easy to plug-in input option
modules allow operation in all cur-
rent formats and enables future stan-
dards to be accommodated.

+44 1494 729728
www.hamletco.uk

BOOTH: C9319

ANALYZER
K-1/1/ILL VP21 P
Video -quality evaluation system
analyzes the 720p HD format on a
fully automated and real-time basis;
a double -stimulus system performs
detailed, pixel -by -pixel measurement
and reference comparisons, and cop-
ies videos; debugs encoder/decoder
operations; has automatic dubbing,
DVD authoring and DVD playback.

310-512-6979
www.kwillcorporation.com

BOOTH: C6936

CABLE CHECKER
Canare Cable Checker
FC1:FCK1T
Allows fast, easy confirmation of HFO
cables in the field; features the compa-
ny's HFO connector design for reliable
transmission and easy cleaning; the
compact design features a backlit digi-
tal display to measure optic loss and
electrical continuity; its small build
and light weight help make mobile in-
stalls smooth, secure and constant.

818-365-2446; www.canare.com
BOOTH: SU4164

MULTIFORMAT HD/SD-SDI
ON SCREEN MONITOR
Videotek VTM Series
A user -configurable, field upgrade -
able, multiformat test and measure-
ment console; available with HD/SD,
SD -only or composite analog input
modules; includes a robust array of
test and measurement functions like
waveform, vector, gamut, audio, pic-
ture and timing displays.

800-231-9673; www.videotek.com
BOOTH: SU2929

Color indicates advertiser

PORTABLE TEST SIGNAL
GENERATORS
Hamlet Protean Axiom
Part of the Protean series of test sig-
nal generators; the Axiom supports
all HD signal formats, with the con-
venience of a built-in alphanumeric
character generator, which can be
burnt into any test pattern.

+441494 729728
www. hamlet. co.uk

BOOTH: C9319

TEST SIGNAL GENERATOR
DK Technologies PT8612
A new option for the PT5300 HD/SD
VariTime sync generator; offers a test
pattern based on the EBU Tech 3305
standard and extended to all common
HD formats to check lip sync; out-
puts four independent test signals in
270Mb/s and 1485Mb/s SDI formats
with individual formats and timing.

+45 44 85 02 55
www.dk-technologies.oet

BOOTH: C2044

DIGITAL VIDEO
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
Rohde & Schwarz DVM 400
Monitors, analyzes, records and re-
plays MPEG-2 transport streams;
comes equipped with an integrated,
high-res color display, so users do not
need a laptop or external monitor to
operate the system; operates by its
keys and rotary knob, or via the sup-
plied USB mouse; an external moni-
tor and keyboard can be connected;
includes various interfaces and space
for three plug-in cards.

410-910-7800
www.rohde-schwarz.com

BOOTH: C830
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TV
RF SYSTEMS

AIR -DIELECTRIC
COAXIAL CABLE
Radio Frequency
Systems Heliflex
Available in sizes from 3/8in to
9in; minimizes discontinuities and
achieves low return loss over the en-
tire UHF bandwidth; with dual feeder
lines, the product's proximity facili-
tates phase matching and eliminates
the need for inherent temperature
compensation.

203-630-3311; www.rfsworld.com
BOOTH: C1217

TRANSMITTERS
AND REPEATERS
DMT transmitters
and repeaters
Range includes digital and digital -
ready analog models in VHF and
UHF bands, with air or liquid cool-
ing; offer 0.1W to 40kW output pow-
er; compatible with all types of digital
terrestrial TV networks.
856-423-0010; www.dmtonline.com

BOOTH: C316

DIGITAL SFN REPEATERS
Elti HALO
Compact digital SFN repeaters fea-
ture an echo canceller to guarantee
optimized transmission and low
degradation in signal quality; auto-
matic mode detection allows the SFN
network cell to be switched instan-
taneously; features an output power
range up to 250W and no required
measurement during installation.

+386 02 564 32 00; www.elti.com
BOOTH: N3631

UHF ANTENNA
Jampro JUHD
The UHF panel antenna can be config-
ured to provide various azimuth and
elevation patterns; by using optional
beam tilt and null fill, the elevation pat-
tern can be shaped to maximize cover-
age; designed as either a side- or a top -
mount horizontally polarized antenna.

916-383-1177; www.jampro.com
BOOTH: C1517

TRANSMITTER
Axcera Innovator LX Series
A low -to -medium power transmitter line; uses the latest LDMOS devices for
broadband operation across the entire UHF band; allows users to minimize
spare parts stock, which is especially important to group owners and networks;
enables simple, inexpensive channel changes for users with channels out of the
core or expected to be displaced in the future.

800-215-2614; http://broadcast.axcera.com
BOOTH: C8519

Turns out,
the most important
component of any
station automation
solution is people.

Hundreds of installations have taught us that

communication is key. So it pays to work with people

who involve you in the design process. People who

deliver modJlar, cost-effective software solutions.

And people who stick around to make sure it all works.

Automation just got easier.

MI 
NM  II

Ill
II III

www.crispincorp.zom sales@crispincorp.com 919.845.7744

Come visit us at RTNDA, Booth R218 or at
NAB, Booth SU608 South Hall.
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EXCITERS
Screen Service Italia

SCT 100U/S 10W
UHF stereo transmitter has a

modular construction; conven-
tional cooling and AGC and ALC

controls; features three -slope linear-
ity pre -correction; can program the
local oscillator from front panel; has
a preset for precision offset; features
a soft -start circuit, low -power con-
sumption, a SAW vestigial filter and
sync restore.

+39 030 3582225; www.screen.it
BOOTH: C333

UHF ANTENNA
ERITRASAR UHF
Dual -channel transmitting antenna;
allow stations with N+1/N-1 or ad-
jacent DTV/DTV assignments to
share a single antenna; can be top or
side mounted, or used as a structural
member in the company's STACKER
optimized antenna structure solu-
tion; offers 12 Azimuth patterns to
choose from; features a maximum of
6MHz per channel for NTSC.

708-570-0663; www.eriinc.com
BOOTH: N2406

UHF IOT TRANSMITTER
Acrodyne (Ai) Quantum
Depressed Collector
A UHF IOT transmitter for 8-VSB and
COFDM digital applications; features
power levels up to 120kW average
ATSC 8-VSB and DVB-T COFDM;
plug-in technology and tube removal
allow easy exchange of IOTs using a
built-in IOT hoist assembly, without
circuit assembly disconnection; the
IOT is cooled by clean, safe de -ion-
ized water; all glycol is eliminated
from the cabinet environment.

888-881-4447
www.acrodyne.com

BOOTH: C6207

700MHZ ANTENNAS
Dielectric Communications
7C Series
Slotted coaxial antennas designed for
applications requiring a lightweight,
6MHz or 10MHz solution in the
700MHz band; can be horizontally,
vertically or circularly polarized.
207-655-8100; wwwdielectric.com

BOOTH: C2020

Color indicates advertiser

TELEVISION ANTENNA
Radio Frequency
Systems (RFS) 611-CP
Top -mounted, circularly polarized
omnidirectional antenna; supports
the low VHF band; features corro-
sion -resistant stainless steel elements,
radiation pattern circularity and a
comparatively low wind -load; can
be supplied with single- or dual -feed
line systems for redundancy.

203-630-3311; www.rfsworld.com
BOOTH: C1217

DIGITAL SOLID-STATE
UHF TRANSMITTER
LARCAN Magnum
Users can choose between 2.5kW, 5kW,
10kW, 15kW or other options; features
versatile air-cooling and multiple reg-
ulated power supplies; includes Intui-
tive Advanced Diagnostics and an ex-
tensive monitoring system designed to
simplify maintenance; fits in 10kW of
power in 25sq ft of space.

303-665-8000; www.larcan.com
BOOTH: C4119

Q0IP TRANSMITTER

Fox Electronics, Inc.

Transport DTMF and Relays over IP
The Fox QoIPTM and GPI -100 efficiently and cost effectively transport
DTMF and relays point-to-point / multipoint over IP.

Fox Electronics, Inc. distributes equipment and systems from more than
ninety digital and analog equipment manufacturers for the cable, broad-
cast, and educational markets. For more information please contact us.

www.foxelectronics.net 800-604-0301

GPI -100 TRANSMITTER

N.

info@foxelectronics.net
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VIDEO EDITING
HD/SD NLE
Leitch VelocityHD
The latest version of the post -pro-
duction HD/SD NLE includes sup-
port for the HDV format and vari-
able frame rate processing for con-
tent from Panasonic's AJ-HDC27
VariCam camcorder and expanded
IEEE -1394 I/O support; delivers
full -quality, real-time HD playback
and editing of multiple video and
dynamic graphics streams.

513-459-3400; www.harris.com
BOOTH: SU2929

PROMOTIONS
CRAFT EDITOR
Leitch VelocityNX
A comprehensive editing and effects
toolset for NEXIO server environ-
ments; ideal for broadcast production
environments that need high -end
post features along with true shared
storage, sports applications that need
editing and slow-motion server out-
put or news operations that require
additional compositing capability.

513-459-3400; www.harris.com
BOOTH: SU2929

NEWSROOM SYSTEM
Video Technics
NewsFlow v4.0
A highly scalable tapeless newsroom
production, play -to -air and archive
system; features reliable digital and
analog Apella servers integrated with
Mac- and PC -based nonlinear editors
networked within NAS and SAN stor-
age devices; can streamline the media
ingest from Sony's XDCAM system
to Adobe Premiere Pro; with plug-in
technology, users seamlessly ingest
XDCAM files to the NewsFlow central-
ized database, without transcoding.

404-327-8300
wvvw.videotechnics.com

BOOTH: SU3014

PRODUCTION AND PLAYOUT ENVIRONMENT
Dalet Digital Media Systems News Suite
The integrated system offers cost-effective, scalable, tapless newsroom opera-
tion; the DaletPlus NewsWire, a newsroom computer system, features custom-
izable metadata forms, a single cross -media database, integrated video browse
and journalist editing; the DaletPlus MediaCutter allows users to browse, log
and edit clips from any desktop.

212-825-3322; www.daletcom
BOOTH: SL1132
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Smart Call.

With Sundance Digital automation software, good
broadcasting also means improved business results -
mcre efficiency, greater accuracy, increased productivity
and higher profitability. Now, how smart is that?

Th.?. secret lies in managing digital workflow. By integrating
digital television and information technologies, our
automation software handles the core operations of your
broadcast business. This Digital Workflow Management
helps you perform the same complex tasks you're already
do_ng. Only with greater speed, more control and
unprecedented flexibility.

That not only improves your on -air product, but also
your bottom line. Just the kind of thinking that makes
Sundance Digital the smartest call in the business.

SUN DINIcr
BROADCAST AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS

www.sunclancedigital.com 972.444.8442

MARCH 2006
Visit us at NAB Booth #SU1425
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WORKSTATION
DVS CLIPSTER

Real-time workstation has mul-
tiresolution, zoom and pan, con-

forming, color -correction, cropping
and versioning capabilities; software
supports workflows for dailies and
various compressed formats, such as
JPEG2000, WM-9 and QuickTime;
employs technologies, such as 64 -bit
CPU, operating system architectures
and multicore processor support.

818-846-3600; www.dvs.de
BOOTH: SL2964

INDEPENDENT ENCODER
OCTOPUS Newsroom
Video Twister
Encodes and transcodes high-res
media files or live media feeds into
low-res formats for proxy browsing,
Web pages or wireless broadcasting;
can be used as a standalone system or
with OCTOPUS Newsroom System
as a low-res media source.

+420 221 181 511
www.octopus-news.com

BOOTH: C5416

DUAL -LINK
CAPTURE CARD
Blackmagic Design
DeckLink HD Pro PCIe
The dual link HDTV 4:4:4 12 -bit SDI
card offers high -quality 14 -bit analog
video monitoring for Mac and Win-
dows computers; features twin HD-

SDI inputs and outputs for 4:4:4 high -
definition connections; can instantly
switch to 4:2:2 HD -SDI or standard
definition SDI; supports all SD and
HD standards; offers SPDIF/unbal-
anced AES audio input and SPDIF/
unbalance AES audio out, Word Clock
out, Tri-Sync/Black Burst reference in-
put and a built-in RS -422 remote con-
trol port for broadcast deck control.

702-257-2371
www.blackmagic-design.com

BOOTH: S13791, S13985

VIDEO ROUTING
ROUTER
Utah Scientific Utah -400
A router with the ability to expand
seamlessly from 64 x 64 to 1152 x
1152; includes HD and SD digital
video switchers and a digital audio
switcher; all SD switchers are fully up-
gradeable to HD operation by means
of a simple board exchange.

801-575-8801
www.utahscientific.com

BOOTH: C4507

DATA ROUTER
Network Electronics
SL-D32P
A 32 -port, configurable data router;
designed to provide a flexible solu-
tion for machine control routing in
broadcast facilities; ports can be con-
figured as controller or tributary ei-
ther via software or a GP that is avail-
able on each port; features redundant
power supplies with front indicators
and interoperability with the VikinX
modular range of routers.

800-420-5909
www.network-electronics.com

BOOTH: SU199

1181111.

DIGITAL VIDEO ROUTER
NVISION NV8288
Designed for use in video production
trucks and other applications where
space is limited; built for HD; supports
all standard SD data rates; is ASI-com-
pliant; can be configured for systems
ranging in size from 12 x 12 to 288
x 576; all modules, including power
supplies and cooling fans, are front -
serviceable and hot-swappable; runs at
data rates up to 1.5Gb/s; is engineered
to be 3Gb/s-capable for future signal
formats such as 1080p HD.

530-265-1000; www.nvision.tv
BOOTH: SU1414

Color indicates advertiser

MASTER CONTROL
SWITCHER
PESA MCLite
A compact, multichannel SDTV mas-
ter control switcher; available with a
wide range of processor and control
options; features a flexible and open
architecture; multiple processors and
control panels can be arranged in any
combination, with up to eight channels
being controlled from a single control
panel or from station automation.

800-328-1008; www.pesa.com
BOOTH: SU1370

MASTER CONTROL
SWITCHER
Pro -Bel Masterpiece
Offers HD and SD switching, ad-
vanced audio processing and flexible
keying and DVE options; upgrades
include an HD DVE, the option to
install Dolby E decoders and logo
storage; features four keyers and can
handle audio mixing.

925-735-9269, www.pro-bel.com
BOOTH: SU4347

LARGE APPLICATION
MULTIFORMAT ROUTING
SWITCHERS
Harris Platinum
The high -capacity, small -footprint
routing switchers provide high -qual-
ity signal routing up to 256 x 256 in
15RU and 512 x 512 in 28RU; support
a mix of video and audio signals from
analog to HD; built for reliable 24/7
operation; designed to offer flexibility
to incorporate future feature addi-
tions; redundant, load -sharing power
supplies and fans, along with front -
loading, hot-swappable modules, en-
sure that systems remain online even
during upgrades.

513-459-3400; www.harris.com
BOOTH: SU2929
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Building a Secure Digital Audio Network
A How -To Webinar from Wheatstone

Broadcast Engineering and the Wheatstone Corporation will conduct a FREE, live webinar
that will teach you how to build secure digital audio networks, ranging from the simple to
the most complex. Whether you're adding to an existing system or building a greenfield
facility, the information in this webinar will make your task easier. ---

Learn how to:
 simplify wiring, even in complex facilities
 design a custom, networked audio and control system
 provide expanded control and operational features
 seamlessly integrate both analog and digital audio s gnals
 build a secure backup routing path
 assemble an integrated, networked audio switching and

distribution system using Ethernet technology

Wednesday, March 29th, 200
This webinarwiiieovei 2 p.m.

Mo( lytltf,11

Brad Dick
Editorial Director

Broadcast Engineering

Andy Calvanese, of I tuitneering, 1/1/he;II%10ne

What is a digital audio
network? An overview
covering hardware,
operational function and
practical advantages over
traditional practices.

 System components
 Localized and centralized I/O
 Star, ring and IP based systems
 Control surfaces and other interfaces
 TDM versus IP high speed interconnects
 System administration

Paul Picard, Technical Support Li tryitteet Wheul',Ioue

A closer look at hardware
connections, communication
protocols and software
components that tie it all
together.

Iry

 Understanding system interconnects
 Audio over IP basics
 Controlling the system
 Interfacing house routers
 Planning the installation'
 Cabling specifics - audio and LAN wiring

Kent Hatfield, VP of Technology & Operation., WY/1 IV
Learn about digital audio
networking from a client point -
of -view. Kent discusses his
experience in specifying, installing
and operating a working network
at WXXI-TV in Rochester, NY.

 Developing audio networking goals
 Specifying the system
 User interfaces
 Connecting it all together
 Programming the system
 Broadcast operations

Organized and moderated by:

ccDr-fscDf-tiscDr-) and

For more information or to sign up, log on to:
www.broadcastengineering.com/webcast/wheatstone



ROUTING SWITCHERS
PESA Cheetah

The 128NE offers a 128 x 128 rout-
ing matrix requiring one power

supply of less than 600W to drive
the compact 7RU system; supports
PESA's Matrix WatchDog redundant
crosspoint matrix; the 11RU 128XE
is designed to offer broadcasters the
flexibility to select between a 128 x
128 configuration with output op-
tions or output expansion up to 128
x 256 without option slots.

800-328-1008; www.pesa.com
BOOTH: SU1370

ROUTER CONTROL SYSTEM
NVISION NV9000-SE
Features a new Java -based, easy -to -use
client interface; portable configuration
editor allows users to develop con-
figurations off-line and upload to the
server; new optimized wizards provide
a flexible means of adding devices and
tasks; bulletproof redundancy assures
uninterrupted 24/7 operation.

530-265-1000; www.nvision.tv
BOOTH: SU1414

OPTICAL SWITCHING
PLATFORM
Opticomm OptiLinx
OLX-3000
Switches digital signals up to
4.25Gb/s with any of its 144 ports,
housed in a 4RU chassis; designed to
accept up to three modular port cards
with up to 48 Small Form Pluggable
(SFP) transceiver modules per port
card; each SFP transceiver module pro-
vides the physical ports for one input-
output pair; features include complete
optical transparency and full duplex
switching capacity up to 6 12Gb/s.

858-450-0143
ur www.opticomm.com

BOOTH: SU4183
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VIDEO STORAGE
TECHNICIAN SUPPORT
Meta Media Creative
Technologies Xsan
Technician Support
Provides focused and relevant sup-
port for the active Xsan integrator or
administrator; allows users access to
Meta Media's knowledge base of Xsan
integration and troubleshooting ex-
pertise; is purchased as a yearly pack-
age; provides unlimited e-mail and
two hours of telephone support per
month to a single user.

800-305-2163
www.metamediatech.com

BOOTH: TBA

REMOTE MONITORING
Front Porch Digital
DIVAmonitor
Enables real-time, remote monitor-
ing of DIVArchive and all connected
broadcast and storage devices; ac-
cessed through the DIVAmonitor
portal, hardware and software in the
archive layer is monitored by a team
of support professionals working at
the 24/7 network operations center.

303-440-7930; www.fpdigitaLcom
BOOTH: SU2236

VIDEO DIGITAL RECORDER
Fast Forward Video
VDR 200
The compact industrial and profes-
sional VDR offers simple operation
in broadcast -quality video applica-
tions, including video assist, location
recording and video analysis, as well
as for use in inspection systems and in
sports and hazardous environments;
features an AC/DC power option; re-
cords to a removable 2.5in IDE drive;
can serve as a direct replacement for
tape -based recording systems.

949-852-8404; www.ffv.com
BOOTH: C1851

Color indicates advertiser
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HD MEDIA SERVER
Omneon Video Networks
Spectrum HD
Features integrated capability for the
simultaneous playback of SD and HD
content on either the same channel or
independent channel; HD MediaPort
playout modules can support one or
two channels of HD MPEG playout
of 4:2:0 and 4:2:2 material at bit rates
up to 78Mb/s.

408-585-5109; www.omneon.com
BOOTH: SU2959

SERVER
Silicon Graphics
(SGI) Altix 4000
Platform is comprised of modular
blades: interchangeable compute,
memory, and I/O blades, as well as
special purpose blades for plug -and -
solve configuration flexibility; the
blade -to -NUMAlink architecture
enables users to mix and match eight
standardized blade choices; is socket -
compatible with upcoming single-

and dual -core Intel Itanium 2 pro-
cessors; offers the ability to upgrade
or expand the CPU, memory, I/O or
visualization capabilities.

800-800-7441; www.sgi.com
BOOTH: SL3764

NEWS PRODUCTION
SERVER
Quantel Newsbox
A news production server with the
ability to ingest material, view rushes,
choose shots, edit stories, review fin-
ished pieces and play them out to air;
features common progressive user in-
terface and toolset the same as all the
sQ systems from Quantel.

703-448-3199; www.quantel.com
BOOTH: SL1544
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STORAGE
JustEdit vsnstorage
Shared storage for the entire network
supports all the workstations work-
ing at full capacity; each video server
supports simultaneous high -resolu-
tion editing; are equipped with GigE
or Fiber Channel; storage capacity
ranges from 100 hours to 2600 hours
in high -resolution; maximum data
security has RAID 0, 0+1, 5 and 6
support, backup power supplies and
hot-swappable drives.

+34 902 35 37 39; www.vsn-tv.com
BOOTH: SL1240

HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICAL
RECORDING TECHNOLOGY
Maxell Holographic Media
A joint venture with InPhase Technol-
ogies; features 300GB storage capac-
ity and a 160Mb/s transfer rate; uses
a laser beam to form and store data
in a number of 3-D hologram images
of data pages into the same location;
each location can hold hundreds of
pages of data; an entire 51/4in-diam-
eter optical disc can store millions of
pages; each piece of optical media is
capable of custom encryption.

201-794-5900; www.maxell.com
BOOTH: C6932

VIDEO PLAYER/
RECORDER SYSTEM
Merging Technologies
VCube HD -2K
A video hard disk -based video player
and recorder system; can be used as
an HD VTR replacement, a dual -
link 4:4:4 recorder, a frame store for
a graphics and animation houses, an
SD/HD digitizing station for network
servers, or as a 24fps screening system
for film dubbing, screening or digital
cinemas.
+44 1606892788; www.merging.com

BOOTH: SL3755

,111111DIGITAL

VTSTT US AT

NAB 2006!
BOOTH #SL 1835

he NEXT Generation of Media Asset Management

konandigital.com
+1 818 649 8655
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PORTABLE DISC
RECORDER

Sennheiser Rosendahl
bonsaiDRIVE

A miniature, lightweight, extremely
portable hard disc recorder; captures
both high -quality video and multi-
track audio; simultaneously handes
4:2:2 PAL or NTSC video signals
alongside 10 audio channels; allows
users to specify their choice of stan-
dard IDE drive, which neatly slots
into the unit itself; video is handled
in either composite, S -video or com-
ponent formats.

860-434-9190
www.sennheiserusa.com

BOOTH: N1822

EDITING SERVER
Quantel sQ
Available in SD, HD and resolution -
transparent versions; users can up-
date from SD to HD by adding HD
I/O cards to the existing unit; for
maximum flexibility, resolution -
transparent I/Os offer the ability to
increase or decrease the resolution of
any content stored in the sQ in real
time as the story is being played out
of the system.

703-448-3199; www.guantel.com
BOOTH: SL1544

FOUR -CHANNEL SERVER
Dayang VIPS 2000
Four -channel server can be assigned
to simultaneous input or output, or
be deployed in dual -channel in/out
mode; can perform ingest and play -
out of files in DV, MPEG-2I, MPEG-
IBP and GXF formats in NTSC, PAL
or ASI; supports VDCP and SNMP
networking protocols are supported.

+ 44 0 1234 271 053
www.dayang.com

BOOTH: SU4209

HD RECORDER
Panasonic AJ-HPS1500
A P2 DVCPRO HD recorder; serves
as a bridge between HD and SD, with
the capability of optional up- and
downconverting between SD and HD
recorded material; provides upgrade -
able capacity using five P2 card slots;
offers two slots for adding removable
hard disk drives.

201-392-4127
www.panasonic.com/broadcast

BOOTH: C2518

MEDIA INTERFACE
ADAPTORS
Omneon Video Networks
MultiPort 4100 Series
Line of media interface adapters avail-
able for Omneon Spectrum media
server systems; supports simultane-
ous playback of SD and HD MPEG-2
material; features integrated capabil-
ity for the simultaneous playback of
HD and SD content on the same or
independent channels; includes con-
nectors to allow for the use of external
up- and downconversion equipment.

408-585-5109; www.omneon.com
BOOTH: SU2959

NONLINEAR DISC
RECORDER
Sony Professional
Disc media PFD23
A single -sided, 12cm optical disc; uses
405nm blue -violet laser technology to
enable large -capacity recordings; stores
up to 23.3GB; features an objective lens
with a 0.85 numerical aperture and a
specially developed recording layer.

800-686-7669
www.sony.com/professional

BOOTH: SU107

SHARED MEDIA SOLUTION
Bright Systems BrightDrive
Offers sharing capabilities across Eth-
ernet and Fibre Channel networks; al-
lows concurrent users simultaneous file
access across multiple platforms in any
format; is scalable to meet the require-
ments of each application; can be inte-
grated with existing infrastructures.

888-477-3700; www.4brightcom
BOOTH: SL3800

Color indicates advertiser

STORAGE
Software Generation
(SGL) FlashNet v6.0
Offers a scalable solution with un-
limited storage capacity and full re-
dundancy; available on the Windows
Microsoft SQL platform; is fully scal-
able to an infinite number of server
configurations to serve broadcasters
from call -letter stations to worldwide
networks; Storage Manager extension
allows users to move, copy and delete
data within the archive and to defrag-
ment the archive in order to free up
media space containing obsolete data.

303-665-0909; www.sgluk.com
BOOTH: SL1513E

VIDEO CONTENT
MANAGEMENT AND
DISTRIBUTION
BitCentral MediaPipe
Integrates broadcast, satellite-over-IP
and -MPEG file technologies; a robust
software platform that facilitates the
management and distribution of vid-
eo via satellite in commonly accepted
digital file formats such as MPEG-1
and MPEG-2.

800-214-2828
www.bitcentraLcom

BOOTH: SL2158

PROFESSIONAL
VIDEO DRIVE
Quantum SDLT 600A
The data tape system is enhanced
for professional video; features a
tape -based file system and network
attached storage that is MXF-aware
for today's file -based workflows; each
tape carries its own file system direc-
tory, allowing direct drag and drop
access by applications on the network
without the need for other software.

719-536-5263; www.quantum.com
BOOTH: SU783
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VIDEO SERVER
Doremi Labs MCS-HD
HD video server with four indepen-
dent record and play channels; features
two record and two play independent
HD video channels with shared stor-
age and selectable compression rates;
ideal for applications such as live -to -
air playback, commercial insertion,
broadcast time delay, VTR replace-
ment and sports slow-motion.

818-562-1101
www.doremilabs.com

BOOTH: C5712

RECORDER
Sony XDCAM HD
PDW-V1 Mobile Deck
A compact, lightweight solution for
playing back Professional Discs and
AV and data files recording through an
Ethernet network interface or i.LINK
interface; features a built-in 3.5in type
color LCD screen; allows users to view
recordings at any time, without the
need for an external video monitor;
equipped with an analog RGB output,
enabling users to view recordings on
standard computer displays.

800 -686 -SONY
www.sony.com/professional

BOOTH: SU107

ARCHIVE MANAGEMENT
Front Porch Digital
DIVAnet 2.0
Allows customers to leverage the core
power of DIVArchive for advanced
content replication, disaster recovery
and business continuance functional-
ity across multiple facilities; provides
a fundamental toolset for advanced
content lifecycle control for effective
multi -site archive management; de-
signed for users with multiple DIVAr-
chive site installations.

303-440-7930; www.fpdigital.com
BOOTH: S U2236

If you had

,=euS
you'd be

home by

now.

Solutions to Power Your Business

Obor Digital is proud to unveil Zeus, an integrated physical asset and
technical workflow management system that provides full control
over your business model and processes. Created by broadcasters for
broadcasters, Zeus helps maximize your resources while saving you
time and mney.

 Physical asset tracking

 Work order management

 Automated communications

 Service scheduling

 Wireless access

 Contact management

A1
r"

PPi OBORkDIGITAL

 Flexible group -based hierarch}

 Document management

 Scheduling system

 Location management

 Safety integration

 Training tools

Power your business at

www. obordigital.com

Visit us at the NAB Conference-Booth C11012
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DIGITAL MEDIA
SERVER

Adtec Digital
Soloist 4111 HD

A digital media server for MPEG-
2 HD and SD file playback and IP
stream decoding; can automatically
scale content to match a user's output
target up to 1080i60 for HD playback
with multichannel Dolby Digital AC -
3 audio; media can easily be loaded,
managed and scheduled for playout
using the included mediaControl
software.

615-256-6619; www.adtecinc.com
BOOTH: SL2961

RECORDER
Sony XDCAM HD
PDW-1500 Compact Deck
A half -rack size recorder; for linear
and nonlinear editing; offers high-
speed data transfer capability between
compatible nonlinear editing devices;
equipped with an RS -422A 9 -pin inter-
face; fits well in linear editing systems as
a feeder; brings added benefits of non-
linear disc recording into linear editing
environment; features MPEG-IMX/
DVCAM and Proxy AV Data recording
and high-speed file transfers.

800 -686 -SONY
wwwsony.com/professional

BOOTH: SU107

HD DVC TAPE
TDK HDV Pro
Grade HD DVC
Designed for HD
footage acquisition;
incorporates TDK's
Dual Layer Metal
Evaporation bond-
ing technology and

Diamond Like Carbon tape formula-
tion for high recording and playback
accuracy and high reliability; com-
bines low drop -out rates with value
for cost-conscious professional users;
offers 63 minutes of recording time.

858-450-0143
www.opticomm.com

BOOTH: SU4183

DISK RECORDERS
DVS Pronto2K and ProntoHD
Recorders provide instant access, play -
out and capture of uncompressed 2K,
HD and SD; combine a disk -based re-
cording system with a workstation to
offer VTR emulation, computer -video
interfacing and networking integrated
in a single device; supply conforming
capabilities with transitions; support
several compressed image formats.

818-846-3600; www.dvs.de
BOOTH: SL2964

PRODUCTION SERVER
EVS XT2
A multichannel, multiformat, SD/HD
video server; features HD architecture
and SD compatibility; allows users
to perform multi -camera recording,
slow-motion and super slow-motion
replays, on the fly editing, clip -store,
playout, program turnaround, video
delay and archiving.

973-575-7811; www.evs.tv
BOOTH: C3230

WEATHER/DATA
SERVICES

WEATHER SYSTEM
Baron Services WPM
Incorporates severe weather tracking,
96 -hour forecast modeling and weath-
er graphics in one package; renderless,
real-time presentation makes it quicker
and easier to get on -air with the latest
information; features optional aerial
mapping and live sensor integration.

256-881-8811
www.baronservices.com

BOOTH: C7407

Color indicates advertiser

GRAPHICS SYSTEM
Weather Central 3D:LIVE
Computer weather system with Magic-
TRAK system allows talent control of
graphics while in chroma-key; on -cam-
era presenters interact with high -reso-
lution mapping; is available with SD or
HD serial digital video outputs; runs
on a turnkey, Windows XP system and
uses NVIDEA and DVS graphics and
video hardware.

608-274-5789
www.weathercentraltv

BOOTH C6014

WIRE, CABLE,
CONNECTORS

RG59 CABLES
White Sands Engineering
Mini Precision RG59 cables
Ninety-five percent tinned copper
braid with 100 percent foil shield;
SDI rated with a 1Mhz to 3Ghz rat-

"F," Female
"F," BNC, RCA and MCX.

623-581-0331
www. whitesandsengineering. corn

BOOTH: C739

CAMERA CONNECTOR
Fischer Connectors
and Corning 1053 Series
Fiber-optic HDTV broadcast camera
connector combines Fischer's broad-
cast triax connectors with Corning's
UniCam fiber-optic contacts; is
SMPTE signal -compliant.

+41 21 800 95 95
www.fischerconnectors.com

BOOTH: SU5193
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NETWORKING & SECURI
FOR TELEVISION:

A How -To Webinar Series
from Avid and Cisco Systems

Don't miss out!The third session
is coming up!

Join Broadcast Engineering with Avid and Cisco Systems' for the third session of a FREE, three-part,
live Webinar series that will teach you the basics of networking and security for television. If you
did not attend the first two sessions, the third part will include an overview to successfully bring
all the pieces together, while still offering other valuable information you won't want to miss!

111 Brad Gilmer
Contributing Editor Strategist and Fellow

ATAT Broadcast Engineering Avid Technology

Al Kovalick Pete Balkus Neville Wheeler Robert Welch
Workgroup Solution Senior Manager Systems Engineer

Architect Strategic Alliances Group Cisco Systems, Inc.
Avid Technology Cisco Systems

THE FIRST AND SECOND SESSIONS WERE A HUGE SUCCESS. SESSION 1 - Building Video
Networks guided participants through the process of designing a network for video and audio
applications. SESSION 2 - Video and Audio Applications in an IT Environment addressed the
key differences between AV transport and non -time -based applications.

SESSION 3 - NETWORK & MEDIA CONTENT SECURITY
Wednesday, April 12th  2 p.m. Eastern Standard Time
Network security
This section describes best practices for building efficient networks while maintaining
a high level of security from network -based threats.

 Find out the types of network threats - both internal and external
 Learn about firewalls and other security technology
 Detection and response - discovering a breach and repairing it

Digital media content security, planning and putting it all together
This section describes best practices to address security from the desktop and
application level.

 What are the threats, how do they propagate, what steps can you take to protect
from and limit threats?

 Access vs. protection: Learn the best practices to avoid problems while meeting
users' needs

 Putting it all together: the successful digital media network

IF YOU ATTEND ALL THREE SESSIONS, YOU'LL RECEIVE A CERTIFICATE
THAT MAY BE APPLIED TO SBE RE -CERTIFICATION.

CISCO SYSTEMS

ORGANIZED AND MODERATED BY: hatigEllgieelig Avid. mg
For more information or to register, visit:

broadcastengineering.com/webcastinetworking_and_security



D12 CONNECTORS
Gepco G37 Series
Twelve -channel DT12 connectors fea-
ture a new hard anodized aluminum
backshell that locks in place with two
set screws into a series of castellations;
the set screws and castellation prevent
accidental loosening of the connector
shell, extending the operating life; the
male connector shell is constructed
from stainless steel to prevent damage
and keyway wear.

847-795-9555; www.gepco.com
BOOTH: C5733

BRAIDED
COAXIAL
CABLES
Radio
Frequency
Systems
RGFLEX
The series of braid-
ed coaxial cables
and connectors

provides interconnection between
low -power RF equipment; composed
of three series of cables (RG, RGC and
RF); available with impedances of
50f/ or 7512 in diameters up to 1/tin,
optimized for use between 1MHz and
2400MHz.

203-630-3311; www.rfsworld.com
BOOTH: C1217

Color indicates advertiser

CABLES
Belden Brilliance CatSnake
Tactical field -deployable Cat 5e au-
dio and video cables designed for use
in patching Ethernet or other Cat 5e
digital audio and video formats; are
AES/EBU-compliant; feature Belden's
Bonded -Pair unshielded twisted pairs
with 24 AWG stranded bare copper
conductors and polyolefin insulation.

800-235-3364; www.belden.com
BOOTH: C1655
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For over 45 years, readers have learned to TRUST
Broadcast Engineering editors to bring them timely, reliable
and indispensable technical information.

You can TRUST Broadcast Engineering to deliver the best: It is ranked #1 most authoritative
global source of technology information in the industry.*

Stay on top of the latest technology developments, new players, products & decision -makers.

SUBSCRIBE to Broadcast Engineering.

To start your FREE subscription, go to www.broadcastengineering.com
and click on SUBSCRIBE NOW.

*2003 Paramount Rommel Study
Celebrating 45 years

as the Technology Leader.

TRUSTED, Technology Industry Leader
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STRIP TOOLS
White Sands Engineering CPT -7538
Strip tool for used for ASFP, ASFPF, BNCFP and RCAFP
connectors; strips Mini RG59, Belden 1855A, Belden 7787A,
Belden 7789A, Belden 7791A, CommScope 7538, WS940,
WS941, WS942, WS943, WS164, WS193 and WS172.

623-581-0331; www.whitesandsengineering.com
BOOTH: C739

CONNECTORS
Fischer Connectors
1052 Series
Triax connectors are compat-
ible with 3/8in and 1/2in 75,0,
cables; protect sensitive signals
from RFI interference with in-
tegral shielding within the con-

nector body; rout signals through contacts plated with a
minimum of 1µm of gold.

+41 21 800 95 95
www.fischerconnectors.com

BOOTH: SU5193

HYBRID FIBER DISTRIBUTION RACK
Gepco HDRA
An angled, 2RU hybrid fiber distribution rack; the angled
front panel reduces connector protrusion and cable strain;
provides a simplified solution for the on -site installation
of SMPTE hybrid fiber interconnections.

847-795-9555; www.gepco.com
BOOTH: C5733

CODING RING
Neutrik
XX-Series Translucent
Coding Ring
Allows individual customized
labeling, branding and coding;
an individual colored and/or
lettered paper or tape can be
placed inside the ring.

732-901-9488; www.neutrikusa.com
BOOTH: C6033

Wireless Headsets for
your Wired Intercom

Simultaneous Talk
Hands Free

No base station

Wireless user comm-
nicates in gull dupfx

with all wired static ns
.

TDx 901 Proline ...$655
Includes:

2 TD 900 Radios
1 TDx INT Wired Interface
1 Proline Headset

Interface plugs into
existing rack

mounted power
co or wall jack

1-800-399-5994
www.eartec.comr EARTEC7 free catalog!

Real-time
Broadcast Video
over IP
Encoders, Decoders, and Servers

High Quality Videp Compression
Point -to -Point and Point-to-Multipoint
Video Distr bution
Live News Gathering
24/7 Transmission a: Low Cost
and Low Latency

Integrated Solutions

Advanced Forward Error Correction

Visit us at:

The National Slow, B poth #2413

NAB 2006, Booth #SL581

Contact us to learn mot' F.

www.streambox.com
sales@streambox.con
206.956.0544 Ext. 222

-MO

St reambon
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Panasonic's
AG -H VX200:
A smart camcorder
BY BARRY BRAVERMAN

It's a heck of a lot of technology
crammed into one pint-size box:
MXF-native P2, true adjustable

frame -rate capability and 1080p 60fps
4:2:2 initial sampling at an astounding
19 bits! No wonder you may be feel-
ing particularly out of sync these days
in the face of such dizzying advances
in camcorder and imaging technol-
ogy. Who can possibly keep up?

I recently revisited Panasonic's AG-
HVX200 after experimenting with
an early prototype model for several
weeks last fall. Now outfitted with a
regular production model, I recap-
tured several of the same scenes: a
day interior inside a BMW sedan, a
walking night exterior along Holly-
wood Boulevard, a typical soap opera
set replete with emoting talent and a

The P2 -based AG-HVX200 is shown
here with the Chrosziel 16x9 matte box
and follow -focus for EFP applications.

Studio City Laundromat illuminated
by ugly overhead fluorescents. The
production version proved to be
considerably quieter in the shadows
- this conclusion drawn primarily
from the low -light scenes exhibiting
large areas of unfilled shadows.

As I previously observed, one thing
continues to be evident: The AG-
HVX200 represents the most signifi-
cant progress in small -format video
in more than a decade, since the in-
troduction of the first consumer DV
camcorder (the Sony DCR-VX1000)
in 1995. Any way you parse it - and
we're talking 81 different possible
shooting modes here - the cam-
corder is one remarkable image -cap-
ture machine.

Toward a tapeless workflow
The 5.31b basic AG-HVX200 is a

1/3in native 16:9 camcorder. Marry-
ing the functionality of the Varicam
and the company's P2 -based SPX800
and popular DVX100A/B models,
the unit captures DVCPRO HD (not
HDV!) at 1080i and 720p in the for-
giving 4:2:2 color space.

That means no long -15 frame
MPEG GOP structure to sabotage fast
pans, no fill high -motion scenes with
ugly macroblocks and no protracted
44 -hour HDV re -conform sessions
from the NLE. There are no convolut-
ed shenanigans when attempting to
cut DVCPRO HD picture and sound
natively on the timeline. Intra-frame
compression (as opposed to HDV's
inter -frame MPEG-2 type) facilitates
workflow along the lines we're used
to in a professional post -production
environment.

The Panasonic challenge
The question of native chip resolu-

tion in the HVX200 has been the sub-
ject of much speculation, as Panason-
ic has not (yet) specified the native
pixel density of the camcorder's CCD.
This has understandably aroused the

suspicions of some shooters and en-
gineers who automatically deduce a
sinister motive and raise fears of black
helicopters amassing on the horizon.

In addressing the issue, let me say
first that the AG-HVX200 is a very
smart camcorder, designed for a simi-
larly smart and well-informed user.
Panasonic faced a major challenge
in designing this camcorder's 1/3in
16x9 HD CCD. Adequate low -light
performance was paramount in the
company's mind as it is (rightfully
so) a major concern for most small -
format shooters. Happily, the cam-
corder exhibits exceptional low -light
sensitivity for a 1/3in HD camcorder
- about 1.5 stops better than the
popular HDV camcorders.

Most shooters, of course, will read -

Advanced heat sinks in the AG-HVX200
dissipate the heat away from the pro-
cessor and thereby help reduce noise in
underlit shadow areas.

ily acknowledge the value of good
low -light performance but do not
understand the trade-offs inherent
to achieving this goal. Just as fine-
grain film is associated with slower,
less -sensitive emulsions, cramming
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Jnbelievable at

This price does not include shipping.

IMAGEMASTER Model GC -1:
 Designed and Engineered for all Professional Multimedia Applications:

- Non-linear Editing - Graphics - Audio

 Spacious counter surface and raised bridge for flat screen or CRT monitors

 Integral Cableway for invisible wiring

 Ergonomically designed for operator comfort

 Durable Thermofoil finish adds that "Sleek, Beautiful Look"

 Solid, Real -Furniture Construction & Materials

FIIIRECAST'
C O NJ S CD L.

QUALITY TECHNICAL FURNITURE

For more information call 1-800-735-2070
or visit us on the web at

www.forecast-consoles.com
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smaller and similar pixels onto a
nominal 1/3in surface (actually 1/4in)
will have exactly the same effect. In-
deed, a higher resolution imager may
not always be desirable in small -for-
mat video due to because of this kind
of performance trade-off; a 2 mil-
lion -pixel imager, for example, would
almost certainly be perceived as too
dark by nearly everyone.
Marketers, of course, love to focus

on numbers, such as the clock speed
of PCs and the pointless but impres-
sive sounding "700X digital zoom"
emblazoned on the side of some con-
sumer camcorders. Broadcast profes-
sionals know better, so manufacturers
usually don't try such skullduggery on
us. However, the tendency of shoot-
ers, especially novice -types, to judge
camcorders (and everything else) on
the basis of numbers alone, such as
the "native resolution" of a CCD, is a

8YN
1ETAIL LEVEL
U DETAIL LEVEL
DETAIL CORING
GHROMA LEVEL
OHROMA PHASE
COLOR TEMP

Are you shooting film or video? The
AG-HVX200 offers different capabilities,
depending on which way you go. ENG
shooters in Video Camcorder mode can
access the pre -record, loop record and
slow shutter functions.

real and ongoing danger.
Suffice it to say that the CCD is a

quintessential analog device, the sili-
con crystals embedded in it output-
ting a stream of electrons in direct
proportion to the amount of light
striking its surface. It is this analog
stream that is amplified and digitally
sampled, raising the real issue of how
precisely these operations are per-
formed in a given camcorder system.

The analog signal from the imager is
sampled at 1080p60 4:2:2 at 19 -bits.
With 524,288 possible values assign-
able to each sample during initial
processing, the camcorder's DSP is

bound to find one that accurately re-
flects the original analog value out of
the imager. It also means that regard-
less of video format - and there are
81 available options - the camcorder
cache is crunching a huge amount of
data, which is then parsed for the de-
sired scanning mode, resolution and
frame rate.

As would be expected, the unit ex-
hibits increased noise at gain levels
above +6dB or when shooting scenes
containing large unfilled shadow ar-
eas. Reducing overall camcorder de-
tail to -3 or -4 combined with increas-
ing detail coring to +3 or +4 should
be considered to help suppress this
noise, which appears to be present in
all three color channels.

Two camcorders in one
The AG-HVX200 is really two cam-

corders in one. As a video camcorder,

The frame rate of the camcorder cannot
be changed while running. As a resullt,
in -camcorder ramping effects are not
possible.

it applies the Varicam model to out-
put 60p video. Thus, when shooting
1080i24p, the unit outputs 60fps by
applying a 2:3 pull -down. In terms
of storage, the maximum record-
ing time on a P2 card is the same for
1080i and 720p - the benefit of the
Video Camcorder mode being a val-
id DVCPRO HD stream output via
FireWire to an external VCR, laptop
or hard drive such as the Firestore
FS -100, CitiDISK HD or Specialized
Communications' CinePorter.

The Advanced 24pA mode popular-
ized in the DVX100 works in the same
way here using a 2:3:3:2 conversion of
60fps 1080i and 480i video streams.

The NLE removes the invalid frames
during capture to restore the original
24p frame rate with little or no loss of
quality in the process.

Some functions such as time-lapse,
pre -record (up to seven seconds in
SD and three seconds in HD), loop
record and slow shutter are available
only in the Video Camcorder mode.

Going native
in film camcorder mode

The film camcorder enables 720p
recordings at adjustable frame rates
from 12fps to 60fps. The camcord-
er's native mode is highly efficient
because only unique frames are de-
livered to the recording medium. So
while a 4GB P2 card can capture only
four minutes of video in non-native
modes over 60p, the card's total run-
time may be increased 2.5 times to 10
minutes at 720p24 in native mode.

The unit permits ready playback of
off -speed clips by switching the cam-
corder to VCR/MCR mode and view-
ing the desired scene on the the built-
in LCD screen, electronic viewfinder
or external HD monitor. Unlike the
Varicam, no external frame converter
is required to view slow-motion or
accelerated effects.
Recordings in native mode cannot

(currently) be output to an external
drive (even to the Firestore). The tar-
get computer must be fitted with the
appropriate P2 -enabled log and cap-
ture software. All popular NLEs now
support P2 capture, including Apple's
Final Cut Pro, Canopus Edius and
Avid Xpress Pro HD.

Issues to fathom
The top -mounted menu selection

buttons are non -tactile and difficult
to see in low light. I would also like
to see the button array rotated 90 de-
grees to reflect the operator's perspec-
tive from behind the camcorder.

A fiber-optic system similar to the
Apple Powerbook should be imple-
mented to help illuminate the menu
selection keys in low light. I found
the camcorder setup much easier to
perform using the (included) remote
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control. Unfortunately, the button
arrangement on the remote is not
consistent with the camcorder; the
Set button usurps the spot where the
right navigational arrow should be.

Of particular interest to non-NTSC
producers, the camcorder currently
lacks 50p capability for down -con-
version of DVCPRO HD files to PAL.
This could be significant to larger
rental facilities and broadcasters try-
ing to maintain support across mul-
tiple television standards.

Camcorder operators also should be
aware that the camcorder is utterly si-
lent when recording to the P2 card or
laptop, coming up to speed instantly
without the usual servo convulsions.
While one would think this is a posi-
tive point, the innocuous red REC
light in the viewfinder may not be suf-
ficient in some cases to get operator
attention. I would prefer a more ob-

The AG-HVX200 operates as a superb
standard -definition DVX camcorder,
recording consumer DV 4:1:1 (not HD!)
to tape. The 16:9 HD imager contributes
an enormous amount of fineness to the
SD image - a valuable consideration
for ultimate output to standard -defini-
tion DVD.

vious crawling "RECORD" message
in the viewfinder or at the bottom of
the side LCD screen. Ideally, this mes-
sage could be enabled or disabled as
a menu option. Given the short run-
time of the P2 card, it is especially
critical to know when the camcorder
is running and when it is not.

The relatively short runtime of the
P2 media continues to be the major
issue for shooters and producers, es-
pecially in documentary and ENG

applications. While producers of nar-
rative fare, commercials and music
videos may not object to four- and
eight -minute P2 loads (at 1080i over
60), ENG shooters will almost cer-
tainly balk at the abbreviated run-
times. For these shooters, recording
to tape in SD remains a viable option,
as does the use of an external drive
like the Firestore, with a continuous
runtime of 90 minutes or more.

Final thoughts
With the introduction of the Pana-

sonic AG-HVX200, the industry trend
toward a tapeless IT -based workflow
has taken a major leap forward. The P2
MXF-based system, introduced more
than a year ago in the AJ-SPX800, has
been rapidly gaining ground in the
rough-and-tumble world of TV news.
One reason is the retention of valu-
able metadata recorded in -camcorder,

The AG-HVX200 accommodates two P2
cards of 4GB or 8GB each for up to 40
minutes runtime at 720p24pn (native
mode). The card not being recorded to
can be off-loaded to a laptop, dedicated
Panasonic 60GB P2 store, or generic
Firewire or USB 2.0 hard drive.

including GPS settings and voice
notes. While the HVX does not re-
cord either metadata type in its pres-
ent form, one would expect this to
change in a future revision.

For ENG and broadcast applica-
tions today, whether one uses the
actual card media or not, the cam-
corder obviates the need for capture
sessions and expensive VCRs, thus
potentially realizing savings of tens
of thousands of dollars in heavy iron

outlays and more than offsetting the
current (temporary) high cost of
the P2 media. Many folks will still
cite the economy of videotape for
backup and archiving. But even here,
however, the necessity of using vid-
eotape at all is becoming increasing
doubtful, as lower -cost, higher -ca-
pacity P2 cards have recently entered
the market.

For storage and backup, large ca-
pacity optical discs also are looming.
In late spring, Panasonic is expected
to ship the first Blu-ray burners with
50GB capacities. HVD (Halographic
Versatile Discs) also may be immi-
nent; the first iteration of 5in discs
with a 330GB capacity are due for
shipping mid -year, according to the
HVD Alliance.

For shooters of every stripe, includ-
ing EFP and ENG camcorder op-
erators everywhere, the AG-HVX200

The P2 card may be inserted directly
into a laptop, permitting immediate
access to footage without capturing.
The P2 PCMCIA card mounted on the
desktop enables file transfers at speeds
theoretically up to 640Mb/s!

represents a major achievement in
HD resolution imaging and work-
flow. For broadcasters, the promise
of P2 in combination with a low-
cost HD camcorder is a dream come
true. BE

Barry Braverman is a veteran cinematog-
rapher with more than 20 years experi-
ence in feature films, documentaries and
music videos. He is currently serving as
a digital media expert and consultant to
major studios. His latest book, "Video
Shooter," is available from CMP Books at
www.cmpbooks.com.
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BitCentral's
Précis revolutionizes workflow
at KRON4-TV
BY CRAIG PORTER

IKRON4-TV in San Fran-
cisco is one of the largest
news stations in the na-

tion, broadcasting 10 hours of con-
tent from more than 20 news shows
every day. The decision to move away
from a tape -based news system was
largely driven by the ability to enable
new efficiencies and ways to contrib-
ute content.

At KRON4, the goal was not to just
digitize the existing workflow; it was
to develop an entirely new and more
efficient system from capture through
archives. The station implemented
BitCentral's Précis play -to -air system.
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KRON4 streamlined production by in-
tegrating BitCentral's Précis play -to -air
system with a Canopus Edius nonlinear
video editor and Avid iNEWS newsroom
computer system.

Videotape requires many people to
manage the process, but managing
video content as electronic files can
eliminate duplication of effort and
many wasteful steps. Moving from
physical media such as tape to digital
video files is like going from letters
and stamps to e-mail.

Some of the processes that were au-
tomated or eliminated by moving to a

file -based workflow include:
 Logging tapes. The producer or writ-
er now makes the cuts instead of log-
ging and developing cut sheets given
to the editors.
 Linear editing. All editors, produc-
ers, writers and photographers use the
same software for nonlinear editing.
 Tape duplication. Because multiple
people in the station can simulta-
neously edit a video file, there is no
need to duplicate tapes for addition-
al users.
 Dependence on a video path. Video
can be submitted from anywhere
over a broadband wired or wireless
connection.
 Tape playback. The new system
eliminates the labor previously re-
quired to prepare hundreds of tapes
per day and plug them into decks.
 Archive tapes. Everything that goes
to air is automatically archived as files
and can be instantly retrieved. The
station now stores video on spinning
disks, which is cheaper than buying
tape stock.
 Tape deck maintenance. The entire
process is now managed by one rack
of nonproprietary industry -standard
servers. Maintenance and support of
these servers is substantially less than
the decks they replaced.

One of the key factors of the success
at the station is the open architec-
ture that is totally interoperable. The
end -to -end system enables the staff
to manage all non -live video over the
existing Gig -E infrastructure. The
transition to HD newsgathering will
be a requirement soon, so the system
must be able to support all formats
and still operate at high speed.

The station purchased a Canopus
Edius nonlinear video editing plat -

Shown here is the BitCentral Précis
with storage.

form because it is similar to other
NLEs but has a shorter learning curve.
In addition, it works efficiently with
any video format, including SD, HD,
HDV, MPEG and DV.

Précis is fully integrated with the
nonlinear video editor, so editors
simply save from the timeline to
their stories within a show. The en-
tire news staff continues to do all its
textural work, such as scripts and
metadata, in Avid's iNEWS news-
room computer system. This in turn
drives the Précis system. The tight in-
tegration of the systems means that
duplicate data entry is eliminated,
and journalists can see status of any
video clip from within iNEWS.

The move to a file -based workflow
was a critical first step for several
other projects that the station plans
to implement in the future. Precis
has made the transition fast, easy and
complete. BE

Craig Porter is director of engineering of
broadcast systems at Young Broadcasting.
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PACKAGE

OPPORTUNITY X 3

The NAB Broadcast Conference Package program focuses on bringing today's savvy television and radio broadcasters up to speed on
all the latest information they need to improve their bottom line. Expert -led sessions cover the industry's most pressing issues
in station management, policy and regulation, and sales & operations.

The NAB Broadcast Conference Package includes at three con erences for one low p
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Newsroom
automation
BY JOHN LUFF

Newsroom automation is
undoubtedly an impor-
tant aspect of broadcast-

ing. However, exactly what type of
automation to have is a question in
the minds of news directors and gen-
eral managers everywhere.

Broadcasters automate master con-
trol or production operations to
improve processes and methods of
operation, as well as find financial
gains. The purpose should never be
to institute any type of operation for
reasons that do not actually improve
operations in a carefully considered
and thoroughly planned manner.

Process automation
There are a couple of types of news-

room automation systems that news-
room managers often consider. The
highest level is process automation
and is often known as simply a news-
room computer system. It begins with
ingest of wire copy and ends with
outputting of teleprompter script and
display in the control room of run-
downs. Often, managing the stories as
they move through the entire process
- from acquisition through editing
and on to air - is integral to process
automation.

To be clear though: It is a process
that is automated. The implementa-
tion can be customized to a large ex-
tent to match the specific operations
of each installation. It can issue com-
mands to load text into lower thirds,
cue up stories on servers and trigger
events - and that is at the lowest lev-
el of a valid purpose for automating.
Today, it is often considered as the
end purpose.

All of the major newsroom systems
can be installed to include some level
of production automation. And using
extended tools, the device level auto-

mation can be carried to a high level.

Production automation
These relatively new tools might

be thought of as middleware. (See
Figure 1 on page 235.) Middleware
takes the raw information from a
newsroom computer system and as-
sembles a production script. These
tools can control camera shots, mi-
crophone selection, the video switch-
er and the effects used to assemble the
final on -air production.

The intent of middleware is to limit
the number of operations that must
be done manually on multiple key-
boards. One might presuppose that
the goal is to eliminate labor. Produc-
tion automation can be used to allow
a lighter newscast, perhaps an early
morning or late -night feed when it
is impractical to bring in a complete
crew. Economics might show that
such a production cannot pay for it-

self any other way.
These systems used in newscasts are

also used in university environments
for distance learning and in govern-
ment and industries where limited
production staff can facilitate more
throughput than might otherwise be
possible. The systems have complex
scripting language tools that allow a
user to create a complete description
of a program that can run somewhat
unattended. I say somewhat because
there are no known voice recognition
production systems that would allow
a journalist to speak and the produc-
tion to simply follow along. However,
this is technologically within reach in
the near future.

Middleware products allow actions
to be chained together on a timeline
with triggers issued manually, to
move from one portion of the script
to another and for actions to occur
relative to absolute timings. Early

Henry Boze, vice president engineering and TV at Jefferson -Pilot Communications,
conducts a search for archived video at WWBT-TV using Crispin's NewsCat
application, an integrated news cataloging and archive system.
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Figure 1. Production automation middleware

versions used PC -resident hardware
and software solutions for many com-
mon production needs, such as char-
acter generation. Sometimes they are
interfaced with off -the -shelf compo-
nents (video switchers, for instance),
which allow more complex effects
than could be achieved in real time in
computers.

Do you remember the Play Trinity?
Although, ultimately, the product and

Production device
automation

Just a notch below the middleware
class of newsroom production auto-
mation sit a few products that per-
form the low-level machine control
functions, offloading the control of
complex devices from the newsroom
computer system. They stop short of
full automation scripting, but do al-
low a tight integration between the

A critical part of the interface between

the newsroom computer system and

production automation is the

Media Object Server technology.

company both died out quickly, the
concept was quite powerful and was
not far from this genre. The company
built special-purpose hardware and
stuck it in the PC, eliminating the need
for switcher keyboards, clip player
control panels and other external in-
terfaces. Such a box has been contem-
plated since the early Video Toaster,
and with the addition of production
scripting, it could have been a power-
ful production automation solution all
in one box. Alas, it didn't make it.

newsroom computer system and de-
vice control.

They provide a method of tying CG
text, playout of stories and other el-
ements to the script so that a single
operator can control the program.
By linking to the newsroom com-
puter system, rundown changes are
facilitated and the effect they have on
production support devices is mini-
mized. It is important to see these as
separate systems with links and not a
single integrated package, supported

by the newsroom computer system
directly.

Media Object Server
technology

A critical part of the interface be-
tween the newsroom computer sys-
tem and production automation is
Media Object Server (MOS) tech-
nology. MOS is an API that both the
newsroom computer system and the
devices under control write inter-
faces to. It is based on XML and al-
lows reliable and simple interfaces
to be written by multiple manufac-
turers with reliable interoperation.
SMPTE has been studying MOS as
a candidate for a standardized inter-
face for master control automation
for all the same reasons.

MOS is a powerful language and al-
lows the newsroom computer system
to interface to many devices directly.
But by using production middleware,
other protocols are brought into one
interface often with touchscreen or
dedicated keyboard access in the con-
trol room for the operator to use.

For example, servers that use VDCP
and do not support MOS can be-
come part of the automation system
through the middleware solution.
Using such solutions also makes fu-
ture changes less problematic because
there is a common device control
platform that may be easier to update
as new devices are brought online.

Conclusion
In reality, the combination of a pow-

erful newsroom computer system and
one of the forms of production auto-
mation can greatly enhance produc-
tions. It can provide operators a way to
execute complex productions without
errors and facilitate last-minute chang-
es that might otherwise have been left
out. Though not for everyone, it is a
way to execute at a lower cost and with
an astounding degree of reliability. IE

John Luff is the senior vice president of
business development for AZCAR.

SEND send questions and comments to:
inhn luff@prismh2b.com
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MultiDyne makes big things happen.

MultiDyne video and fiber optic solutions have been used by the Networks to cover major events such as the

National Political Conventions in 2004 to supporting our National Security with the Department of Defense.

Fiber Optics  Routing Switchers  Distribution Amplifiers  Test & ID Generators

For more information call 800-488-8378 or visit our website at www.multidyne.tv
Come see what's new at the NAB Show, booth SU1729.

1111-1") BAYSAVER HD
HD/SD ROUTING

The TTR BAYSAVER HD is a four
input stand alone HD SD routing
matrix housed in a self contained
small 180 x 190 x 40mm box. The
standard unit comes with four
Looping inputs. dual outputs and
a local control panel. There is an
optional RS232C control module
available if required. The BAYSAVER
HD has been designed to full SMPTE
292M. SMPTE 344M and SMPTE
259M specifications. and switches in
the vertical interval but will switch
immediately if no reference signal is
present. This unit employs automatic
sample rate detection on the input
equalizers allowing a mixture of

HD SD signals in the same unit.
Front panel LED's indicate signal
presence and control activity.

Broadcast specification

Full 1.5Gb s bandwidth
to handle uncompressed
HD signals

Looping equalized inputs
as standard

Vertical interval switching

Dual outputs as standard

Automatic sample rate
detection on the inputs

Re -clocked output

TT
Rwww.ttr.co.uk or email: sales@ttr.co.uk
84 Bridge Road . Chertsey  Surrey  KT16 8LA
Tel: +44 (0)1932 564063 Fax: +44 (0)1932 772824

%MultiDyne
Video Ft Fiber Optic Systems

Quad with ARC!
SDI4000 Quad Split

Compact and economically

priced. the SDI4000 Quad
Split provides four
complete video
pictures on one or
two monitors with
aspect ratio
convertion for
each input.

Displays four complete pictures
on one SDI monitor or Plasma

screen

On screen idents and 'on air' cue

Buffered SDI output per channel

525/625 Operation

Aspect Ratio Converter on
each input

Email: sales(c0shootview com

51100ZIEW
Shootview Ltd

87 Cadbury Road  Sunbury

Middlesex  TW16 7LS

Tel: +44 10) 1932 782823

Fax: +44 10) 1932 772824

Web: www.shootview.com
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 Video Over IP
With

Pro-MPEG FEC

Robust wide -area IP video transport
that complies with the latest Pro-MPEG
Forum FEC standards, for flawless
broadcast -quality video transmission
over IP

 Row and column Forward Error
Correction

 Embedded Linux® 2.6 OS
 Web -based interface and SNMP v1, v2,

and v3 control for remote management

Products:
OViaTM - MPEG-2/ASI IP Encoder

Fast Pass 111Tu/FEC - DVB-ASI IP Gateway

FireBlaster"' - HDV to ASI Converter

For more information, please call
858-613-1818, or visit www.dveo.com.

D13

vEo
Pro Broadcast Division

"YCM,
Systems PCI Cards Software

TALLY
MAPPERTM

 Tally Routing & Mapping
 One Button Operation
 Store Maps Internally
 Edit From a PC/Laptop

k, Ail

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and

Multiple Production Setups.

Video rai iC

Control System Solutions

Tel: 530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com

Go ng to NAB?
See DSC charts at all major camera booths
- hope to see you at DSC's booth SU 4120,
between Sony and Thomson

Precision Test Charts for
HD, HDV, SD and Digital Cinema

dricC La bs
"Better Images Through Research" - since 1962

Enter April contest to wine ChromaDuNionde chart - see details at WWW. isciabs.com. - Include BE227

Broadcast Engineering
www.broadcastengTheenng.corn

hadaStEngineering
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS

For digital ad requirements, specifications, and guidelines for
Broadcast Engineering magazine; visit the

"Ad Production Website"

MORITA'
T4

Universal
SMPTE Time Code

Generator

G obal
Postioning

S}stem

41111

Internal
"Real Time"

Clock

External
Time Code
Generator

11.111

UTG-50 $699
Universal Time Code Generator

" ime of Day" time code locked to GPS or
inkmal real time clock

OR

"Slane" to house time code

OR

Pee run at 2:-.976, 24, 25, 29.97, or 30 fps.

Unconditionally Guaranteed

MORITA*
(949) 489-0240 www honta corn honta@hontacorn

BroadaistEngineering

BROAD:AST ENGINEERING IS AIMED AT

EHE MARKET THAT INCLUDES CORPORATE

MANAGEMENT, ENGINEERS/TECHNICIANS

AND °TIER MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL AT

COMMERCIeL AND PUBLIC TV STATIONS,

POST -PRODUCTION AND RECORDING

STUDIOS, i,20ADCAST NETWORKS, CABLE,

TELEPHONE AND SATELLITE PRODUCTION

HIKERS AND NETWORKS.

To REACH INDUSTRY

PROFESSIONALS,

PLACE YOUR AD TODAY!

SUSAN SCHAEFER

F 484.478.0154
F 484.478.0179

SSCHAIFER@PRISMB2B.COM
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ADAPTABILITY
CONNECTABILITY
DEPENDABILITY

Your Three Wishes
Have Been Granted

Hotronic offers a complete line of SDI products to fit an endless list of applications.

Whether converting between SDI & Analog video or AES/EBU & Analog audio, to
testing signal references, SMPTE 259M video signal switching with remote control
panel for multi -location use, or video/audio delay for live broadcast, Hotronic has it all!

SDI Prat Amp

Digital Processing Amplifier

eVatieCIPPOr ,Bck *Pe'

Neal Video Route; 8,8 and Remote Control

 SMPTE 259M compliant

 Remote panel for mum location

8111Ceinieiter

CCIR801 ND. 0/A Converter

 10 bit composite. Y/C & YIN

 Low peers encoding

AU51.1)

Audo delay up to 9.99 woods

AES/EBU & Analog In/CAA

DOW Test Signal General

 11 Hz accuracy
 Gen -lock

1111111111111111111111111111

ANN Digital Ceimpter
AES/IBU AD. DA Converter

 AES/EBU, 44 1KHz or 33 1KH: to Analog

 24 tid Antics/

ii Oft Iv'', same, I.
AP4111P-D

TBC/FraneSyndeonote
Simultaneous SDI. `I/C

Composite Output

Products are available
in NTSC or PAL

H
sales@hotronics.com
408.378.3883
Hotronic, Inc.1875 S. Winchester Blvd.
Campbell, CA 95008 Fax 408.378.3888

Career
Where can I find... a new job?

an engineer?

RESUMEBank
JobsONLINE

Go to Career Services at www.sbe.org  (317)1146-9000

Help Wanted

For Sale

AcousticsFirstmV

Zi:br:re 888.765-2900
Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Help Wanted

AV  TV IT  SYSTEMS
Coast -to -Coast Staffing & Job Service

www.KeystoneAmerica.com
TECHNICAL ENGINEERING SALES/Mgnt VPGM

CALL TODAY: AL KORNISH - (570) 655-7143

Help Wanted

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING
AND OPERATIONS

Headquartered in Madison, WI, the licensee
of 5 Wisconsin Public Television and 16 Wis-
consin Public Radio stations, 26 All -Hazards/
NOAA transmitters statewide, 35 EBS/ITFS
licenses and the statewide backbone for, EAS
and Amber Alert - the State of Wisconsin
Educational Communications Board (ECB)
- has an immediate opening for a Director of
Engineering and Operations. ECB is a part-
ner with the University of Wisconsin Regents
in Wisconsin Public Television and Wisconsin
Public Radio. This working manager is re-
sponsible for the planning, development, and
management of statewide delivery engineer-
ing for Wisconsin Public Broadcasting.

A successful candidate will have 3+ years of
recent experience in, and be thoroughly fa-
miliar with, complex organizations, project
management, contemporary broadcast and
multi -media technology (including, but not
limited to: the master control through an-
tenna systems, internet-based applications,
and other innovative uses of technology),
supervision of staff and partnership devel-
opment. Must possess superior oral and
written communications, negotiations, and
team -building skills. Salary up to the mid
90's commensurate with qualifications and
experience. Excellent benefit package. Send
detailed resume, salary history and 3 refer-
ences in confidence to: Personnel, Mr. Larry
Dokken - Director of Engineering Search, The
Wisconsin Public Broadcasting Center, 3319
West Beltline Highway, Madison, WI 53713.
Phone: 608.264.9669. Include a letter describ-
ing how your experience will contribute to
the Wisconsin Public Broadcasting. Initial
screening of application materials begins on
April 21, 2006, with preference given to appli-
cations filed by that date. Position remains
open until filled. Website: http://www.ecb.
org.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Maintenance
Engineer I

CBS News, NY has excellent opportunities for
experienced Maintenance Engineers.

Candidates must have a minimum of 5 years
experience repairing and maintaining ENG and news

editing equipment. Experience troubleshooting and
resolving non-linear editing system, video server and
related network problems required. Computer skills

and operations experience on news remotes a must.
Some travel required. BSEE preferred.

At CBS, you'll enjoy a competitive salary and benefits
package. Apply at www.CBSCareers.com. Include

salary requirements and the referral source IBE).

No company -paid relocation.
CBS News is an Equal

.11.4 SOpportunity Employer/AA.
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Help Wanted
CHIEF ENGINEER

For group owned small southern market
network affiliate. 5 years of directly related
experience in TV engineering and main-
tenance. Background should include ex-
perience with VHF or UHF high power TV
transmitters, STL microwave, towers, anten-
nae, multicasting, analog and digital audio/
video and processing equipment. Additional
background in computer and digital network-
ing would also be helpful. Great opportunity
for a good assistant to move up. E-mail a
resume, references and salary requirements
to: engopening@yahoo.com All responses
will be confidential, our staff is aware of this
ad. EOE.

mATc -Rummo.
Milwaukee Area Technical College

Milwaukee Public Television

TELEVISION MAINTENANCE
ENGINEER

Milwaukee Public Television WMVS / VVMVT-TV is
seeking a Television Maintenance Engineer expe-
rienced in the maintenance, installation, and
repair of television broadcast transmitter and stu-
dio equipment.

To apply, please visit our website at
www.matc.edu or call (414) 297-7770 for an
application and job description. Resumes and
letters of application will not be accepted in lieu
of a MATC application.

MATC is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity
Institution and complies with all requirements of

the Americans with Disabilities Act.

ENGINEERS
KTVI FOX 2 is looldng for engineers.
A complete listing is at http://www.fox2ktvi.
com/ or on the Job line: (314) 644-7414.
Please submit a resume, cover letter &
salary requirements to jobs@fox2ktvi.com
or 5915 Berthold Ave., St. Louis, MO 63110

MOBILE/VIDEO PRODUCTION
ENGINEERS

Clark Media, an established mobile & pro-
duction company serving clients in the Mid -
Atlantic area, is looking for full-time video
production engineers. Entry level and senior
positions are available to work with our fly -
packs, hi-def systems and our mobile truck.
Position provides opportunity to work as
part of a team in a fast paced environment.
Send resume and salary requirements to:

Gary C. Snyder
President / Engineer

Clark Media
Phone: 610-694-9800  Fax: 610-694-9700

e mail: GaryS@ClarkMedia.com

Help Wanted

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING

Executive level responsibility to oversee all
technical and IT operations of large cluster of
six radio stations (5 FMs & 1 AM) in beauti-
ful Portland, Oregon. Primary responsibility
includes technical compliance with FCC rules
and safety regulations, asset management,
expense control, and preparation and ex-
ecution of capital projects. Candidate must
have proven leadership ability and outstand-
ing management skills to direct and manage
a large team of engineers and a complex
radio broadcast operation. Candidate must
have extensive experience and demonstrated
success in similar assignments in previous
broadcast engineering management posi-
tions. Prefer candidates with electronic
engineering or computer science degree, plus
SBE certification. DOE reports to local and
corporate management.

Please send resume to:
Laura Klein, CBS Radio -Portland

1501 SW Jefferson, Portland, OR 97201
or email jobs®cbsportland.com

CBS Radio is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

SATELLITE TRUCK ENGINEER
New York

Ku Satellite Truck Engineer, full-time is need-
ed in New York. Ideal candidate responsible
for driving Ku satellite vehicles to various lo-
cations and coordinating remote broadcasts
with News, Sports and Entertainment clients.
Flight 9 is based in Rockland County NY and
covers the entire Northeastern US.
JOB DESCRIPTION: MUST be highly reliable,
well organized and maintain a positive, and
creative attitude. Possess strong interper-
sonal and communication skills and the abil-
ity to work effectively under pressure of a live
broadcast environment Must have MINIMUM
three years prior experience with Ku satellite
operations with a strong understanding of
remote truck operations. Must work indepen-
dently with little or no supervision. Working
knowledge of personal computers and equip-
ment used in broadcast production. Remote
production skills are essential. Must be able
to bend, lift and carry up to a maximum of 75
lbs at chest level, climb on ladders and stand
for long periods of time. Position requires
heavy travel schedule. Candidates must be
available to work flexible shifts including
weekends and holidays. Position requires the
operation of large vehicles, and to comply
with DOT regulations by maintaining accu-
rate logs and records. Valid CDL license with
no AT FAULT citations required.
EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS: High School
diploma, GED and completion of certified
technical/vocational program, or minimum
two years college. Competitive salary/ ben-
efits package.

Apply via email to Dave Weingold
uplinkjob@flight9.com
Please, no phone calls

Equal Opportunity Employer

Help Wanted
TRANSMITTER ENGINEER

A Transmitter Engineer is needed for a CBS
owned station in Salt Lake City, UT. Appli-
cant must be able to troubleshoot broadcast
transmitter and microwave equipment to the
component level. Must be proficient in Har-
ris SD and HD transmitters, microwave de-
sign and repair, Satellite Uplinks/Downlinks,
data radios, and ENG receive systems. Must
have working knowledge of computers and
networking technologies digital audio/video
systems. Applicant must have good verbal
and written communications skills and work
well in fast paced stressful environments.
Requires at least five years experience in
broadcast transmitter and microwave main-
tenance. SBE certification is preferred.

Please submit resume to:
Ronda Porter

KUTV Human Resources,
299 South Main, Suite 150
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

E-mail Address: porterr@kutv2.com
Or fax to 801-973-3173
No phone calls please.

MANAGER
MPTV TECHNICAL FACILITIES

Milwaukee Public Television WMVS/WMVT-
TV is seeking an experienced Manager of
Technical Facilities, to direct the electronic
maintenance program; to supervise main-
tenance personnel; and to write specifica-
tions and grant applications for the purchase
and installation of MPTV's equipment and
systems. See www.matc.edu for details and
application.

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

AZCAR, a major media system integration
and consulting firm, seeks highly motivated
individual to run Business Development.
Experience in system engineering and sales
management important. Staff of about 10.
Marketing and advertising responsibilities
along with personal involvement in major
accounts. Salary, commission, override and
bonus plans. Relocation allowance. Excel-
lent benefits. Commitment to growth, client
service, and solid team work important.
Communications skills and public speaking
must be strong suits. Modest travel required.
Position filled before NAB. Send expres-
sion of interest, resume and references to
BDVP@AZCAR.com

Products & Services
RATHBONE ENERGY

Batteries, Battery Recelling, Analyzer Char-
gers, Fuel Cells, PAG PowerARC HMI Lights, HP
Business Solutions. Broadcast News Batter-
ies, a Specialty at rathboneenergy.com since
1989. Visit as at NAB booth C10621

800-223-1775 Sales  Office: 865-484-1783
saies@rathboneenergy.com

865-803-4430 Verizon In Network
There's a better way - rathboneenergy.com

A Full Disclosure Web Site.
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Broadcast
quality
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK

It seems like it has only been a
few years since all the manufac-
turers were touting the claim

that their equipment was of broad-
cast -quality. Their claims had some
truth to them because the fact of the
matter is that the broadcast industry
has never defined a specific quality
for images.
The current definition of broadcast-

quality relies solely on a single figure

quality, there is another level of qual-
ity taking a nosedive.

When you look at some of the car-
toons on children's television chan-
nels, you have to wonder what goes
on in the heads of the producers of
that cheap, sloppy stuff. And though
some video game manufacturers
spend a bunch of money designing
products capable of decent images on
large screens (decent in quality, not

Some of the digital tuners being designed for

future products offer technology stories that would
make most RF engineers' hair curl.

drawn in the RS -170A standard. That
drawing only defines scan timing and
is simply an update from the mono-
chrome EIA RS -170 standard.

Thank goodness the days have passed
when stations could get away with
transmitting a VHS signal as broad-
cast -quality. The plain truth is that a
lot of present-day consumer and pro-
sumer gear produce a picture quality
equal to or better than what we were
producing in the 1970s and 1980s.

That fact has not been lost on some
of the larger broadcasting equipment
manufacturers, whose initial invest-
ment in research and development
led to the quality we see today across
the board. Indeed, there have been
rumors over the last couple of years
that some vendors were considering
pulling out of the broadcast market.

The market is one in which the costs
are much higher because of the spe-
cialized sales forces needed and the
limited distribution chains. No doubt,
those rumors will be compounded
next month at NAB.

But just as the quality of consumer
equipment has leapt up to commonly
accepted standards of broadcast -

in content), there are other handheld
gaming systems that make me ques-
tion how anyone can look at the dis-
plays for more than a couple of min-
utes without getting a headache.

During my last visit to Silicon Valley,
I saw video that ranged from superb
MPEG-4 quality (some of which you
will get to see next month at NAB)
right down to the unimaginable, poor
quality that people seem to be willing
to put up with.

The trend to make cell phones into
smart phones means that the vendors
have to add features that encourage
consumers to go out and buy the lat-
est and greatest. I'll give a bonus to
whoever invented the marketing name
smart phone. Smart implies digital,
and, of course, we all know that digital
is the way to improve everything!

The industry's technology began
with still cameras, moved on to movie
cameras, and then some manufactur-
ers started adding GPS to their prod-
ucts - not so you could find your
way around but as a future advertis-
ing feature for the carrier to direct
you to the nearest McDonald's.

Now the move is toward putting a

tuner in the phones so that you can
watch TV. Some of the digital tuners
being designed for future products of-
fer technology stories that would make
most RF engineers' hair curl. Stories
like the frequency percentage of the
IF they can pass, with all the obvious
artifacts, that they can correct with al-
gorithms in the later digital world.
Another oncoming horror is the

need by consumers to transfer video
from the smart phone to a large do-
mestic -type display. ICs are being de-
veloped to either convert (and the in-
dustry cannot get its story straight as
to whether this is coding or decoding)
digital video signals in the camera to
NTSC or PAL, or to take raw analog
video and filter/buffer it to feed to the
larger display.

Can you imagine how awful cell
phone images will look on a 40in TV?
What's the point of promoting HDTV
if consumers will watch this kind of
fuzzy TV? I may faint outright if some-
body calls it broadcast -quality. I
Paul McGoldrick is an industry consultant
based on the West Coast.
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PLATINUM..

The dawn of a new era in routing.

Processors

Routers

Servers

Editing

Grapfics

Digital Signage

Test & Measurement

Monitoring & Control

Master Control & Branding

Management Software

Networking Equipment

TV & Radio Transmission Systems

H -Class- Content Delivery Platfo.-m

Platinum-. The router you've been waiting for.

Large routing was die for a shake up, and P.atinurt delivers. High -density, compact systems - 256x256 in
15RU, 512x512 in 28RU. Routing of any signal - video and audio, from analog to HD, all in the same frame.
Exceptional serviceability. Extraordinary pricing. The 13test tethnology.

Then Platinum goes a step further:

Unprecedented Rel ability
 Distributed control system that eliminates potentia single ooint of failure
 Eight signals per WO module limits number of signals affected by any one module
 Redundancy that extends from power and control 311 the way to complete signal paths

Superior Control & Monitoring
 Multi -level access security and customizable alarm management
 Support for real -tine CCS'" and SNMP protocols and our rew NUCLEUS" user -configurable, (tii'

real-time control panel Cd

And that's just the beginning. Platinum's inncvative, future -proof design anticipates feature additions that
will render traditional core routers obsolete. So revolutionary it's almost unfair to call it a router.

Enter the new era in -outing. Learn more at b-oadcast harriscom/platinum

Canada +I 800 387 0233 1 USA East +1 800 231 9673 1 USA West +1 F88 843 7E041 LaUn America +1 305 512 0045

assuredcommunicationf
Broadcast  Microwave RF  Government Systems www.harris.corn
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DMX6860+82, 84, C2, C4
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MSA-3901-A, B. C, B4,C4

MSA6800+A2. A4
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MXA6800+82, 84, C2, C4

OBS6800+C

ODS6800+CL4, CU4, CL8, CU8

OMS6800+CL48, CU48, CL8, CU8

Advanced Applications

AC0-3901

ARC -3901

CSD-3902

DVR-3901

GPS-3902

IRB-3901

MGI-3901

MGI-3901-H

MTG-3901

NN -000i

Switthing Products

NSM-8x1-A2

NSM-13x1AES-B,C, NSM-7x2AES-B,C

NSM-8x15110. NSM-7x25140

NSM-8x1V, NSM-7x2V

VSR-4041

VTS-6801

Distribution AinpMilers

ADA-3981-66,-600

AES-3981

AES6800+B. C

ARG6800+

DHSE6800+, D8506800+

DVSE6800+, DVSD6800+

HDC-3901, HDC-3901-AD

11006800+. HDC6800+A

11506800,11566800+

1155-3901

USM-6800

VAM6800+A2, A4

VCA6800+

VDA6800+

WA -3901

VEA6800+

VPD-6830

VRG6800+

VSD6800+

VSE-3901

VSE6800+

VSI6800+

VSM-3901

VSM6800+

VTM6800+

Distribution Amplifiers

Logo Generator, Keying. Flash Slide

05K-6801, 05K-6803

LG1-6801

HDTV 4 AES Audio De -multiplexer

Analog/AES Audio De -multiplexer

AES Audio De -multiplexer

Analog Audio Synchronizer/Delay Processor & De -multiplexer

Broadcast -quality Digital -to -Analog, Video and Audio Monftoring

HDTV Down -converter with De -multiplexer

HDTV AES Audio De -multiplexer

HOW AES Audio Multiplexers

Audio Synchronizer/Delay Processor & Multiplexer

Analog Audio Multiplexers with Synchronizer and Delay

Analog Audio Multiplexers with Synchronizer, Delay & AES Outputs

AES Multiplexers with Synchronizer & Delay

4 -Channel Analog or 2 AES Digital Audio to SDI Multiplexer

4 AES Audio to SDI Multiplexer

FIDIV 4 AES Audio Multiplexer

Analog Audio Multiplexers

Analog/AES Audio Multiplexers

AES Digital Audio Multiplexers

Passive CWDM Optical Splitter and Combiner

Passive CWDM Single -mode Optical De -multiplexers

Passive CWDM Single -mode Optical Multiplexers

42

22

23

60

24

41

12

12

59

20

21

22

58

58

42

19

20

21

7

6

6

Automatic Changeover Module 45

Aspect Ratio Converter 56

Master Clock Driver 45

Digital Video Recorder 47

GPS Receiver and Antenna 48

IRIG-8 to/from SMPTE / EBU Tirnecode Converter 48

SDI konLogo' 47

1101V konLogo' 44

Master Timing Generator 44

NE0 SuiteView Multi -source Display Processor 43, 69, 70

46

Analog Audio Switches

AES Audio Switches

HDTV and SDI Video Switches

Composite Video Switches

SDI 4x1 Switch

Video Timing Switch

Analog Audio Distribution Amplifier

AES Audio Distribution Amplifier

AES Audio Distribution Amplifier

Analog Audio Remote Gain Distribution Amplifier

Dual HDTV. ASI, SDI Reclocking Distribution Amplifier;
Dual 1101V, ASI, SDI Distribution Amplifier

SDVASI Video Equalizing and Reclocking Distribution Amplifier;
SDVASI Video Equalizing Distribution Amplifier

HDTV Down -converter, HD1V Down -convener with De -multiplexer

HDTV Utility Down -converter

HMV, ASI, SDI Distribution Amplifier; HDTV. ASI,
SDI Reclocking Distnbution Amplifier

HDTV and SDI Reclocking Distribution Amplifier

Universal SDI Encoder/Distribution Amplifier

Digital -to -Analog Video and Audio Monitoring

Composite Video Equalizing and Clamping Distribution Amplifier

Composite Video Distribution Amplifier

Composite Video Equalizing Distribution Amplifier

Composite Video Equalizing Distribution Amplifier

Composite Video Programmable Distribution Amplifier

Composite Video Remote Gain Distribution Amplifier

SDI Video Equalizing Distribution Amplifier

SDI and ASI Reclocking Distribution Amplifier

SDI Video Equalizing and Reclocking Distribution Amplifier

SDVASI Equalizing Reclocking Distribution Amplifier

SDI Monitoring Distribution Amplifier

SDI Monitoring Distribute. Amplifier

SDI Triple Monitoring Distnbution Amplifier

Standalone Distribution Amplifiers

SDI Downstream Keyers

SDI Logo Generatornnserter

62

62

61

61

33

33

65

64

32

32

14

26

41

14

46

29

26

31

30

64

30

31

30

28

63

28

29

63

27

27
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34

34

MGI-3901 SDI konLogo" 47

MGI-3901-H HDTV IconLogo- 44

VES-6801, VE5-6801-2 SDI Video Slide Generators 35

Legalization and Color Correction

DL-850HD, DL -860 Seder Digital Legalizer 68

SDC-101 Serial Digital Video Color Corrector 68

DPA-100 Serial Digital Processing Amplifier 68

Reference, Test Signal Generator

ACO-3901 Automate Changeover Module 45

C50-3902 Master Clock Driver 45

DAR -6880 AES Audio Reference And Test Generator 36

GPS-3902 GPS Receiver and Antenna 48

IRB-3901 !RIG -8 to/from SMPTE / EFILI Timexode Converter 48

MTG-3901 Master Timing Generator 44

TSG-3901 Test Signal Generator 46 LU
VTG-6801-1 SDI Test Signal Generator 35

Frames and Frame Control

FR -3901 1RU NE0 Frame 37

FR -3923 3RU NEO Frame 37

FR -6801-1 6800 1RU frame 4

FR6802+ 6800+ 2RU frame 4

ICE6800+ CCS" Ethernet Communications Card 36

Test and Measurement

APM-210, APM-200, APM-800 Stereo Audio Program Monitors 96

ASM-100 Audio Signal Monitor 95

F5M-15R, F5M-17RK LCD Monitors 97

PTSA-305 Personal Test Monitor 88

RCU-1000 Remote Control Panel 91

T5M-61, T5M-51, V5M-61 Waveform Monitors and Vectorscopes 94

NM Options Video and Audio Options for NM -950, IVM-900, TVM-850
and TVM-840

91, 92

TVM-8210, TVM-821D/DC, NM -675 Waveform Monitors and Vectorscopes 93

NM -900, NM -850, NM -840 Mufti -Format Video and Audio Signal Analyzers with Integral LCD 90

TVM-950 Multi -Format HD/SD-SDI Video and Audio Signal Analyzer
with Integral LCD

89

VTM series User -configurable Test and Measurement Console 83, 84, 85

VTM-100 Multi -Format On -Screen Monitor 87

VTM-200,AM-150 Multi -Format On -Screen Monitors 66

Infrastructure and Distribution

Overview Total Content Delivery Solutions 1

CCS Command Control System 71

CCS Navigator Graphical User Interface System Software 72

Demodulators Videotek IV Demodulators 98. 99, 100

Distribution Amplifiers Video, Audio DAs 79, 80

Icon Master Control and Branding Solutions Overview 66

IconMaster Modular HD/SD Master Control with Integrated Branding 67

Integrator/Integrator Gold Mid -Sized Routing Systems 77

NUCLEUS User -Configurable, Real -Time Control Panel 73

Panacea Small Routers 78

Platinum Large Routing Systems 75,76

Routers Routing Systems Overview 74

SuiteView Mufti -Source Display Processor 69, 70

X75 HOW Multiple Path Synchronizer, Convener, Processor 81,82

Environmental Compliance

Leitch, a business unit of the Broadcast Communications Division of Harris Corporation, is a
leading global provider of high-performance, multi -format solutions for professional digital

video. We readily accept our responsibility as a worldwide supplier of electronic goods and are

participating in leading -edge efforts that benefit the environment.

Currently, all Leitch product shipments to the European Union are Waste Electric and Electronic

Equipment (WEEE) compliant, as indicated by their CENELEC WEEE labeling. We are also

committed to complying with the EU directives regarding the Restriction on the use of
Hazardous Substances (RoHS). Our RoHS compliance initiative is well underway, and we fully

expect to be shipping RoHS compliant product to the EU after June 30, 2006.

Leitch also continues to monitor similar environmentally focused legislation originating in
other parts of the globe. We will continue to uphold our responsibility as a world -class
supplier that complies with all national and international standards and certifications.

Look for these symbols on our RoHS and WEEE compliant products:

Rolls
Compllam

ww leitch com °LEITCH.
A brand of Harris Corporation
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FUNCTIONAL INDEX

HDTV

AC0-3901

A5 -3901 -AD, DA, DA -600

AS -3901-8, C

CSD-3902

DL-850HD, DL -860

DH5E6800+, D9506800+

DMX-390111-84, C4

HDC-3901. HDC-3901-AD

HDC6800+, HDC6800+A

HDX6801+82, C2, B4, C4

HFS6801+

HMX6801+112, C2, 84, C4

FI056800+

#O56800+.

1-1506800+,13566800+

FISE-3901

HSEE6800+, 151E6800+

HSFS6800+

HSFSA6800+

HUC-3901

HUC6800+, HUC6800+C

MGI-3901-#

MTG-3901

MXA-3901#-B4, C4

NSVorox

0856800+C

OD56800+CL4, C154, CL8, CU8

01456800+

OMS6800+CL4, CU4, CL8, CUB

TSG-3901

WS -39019-1

X75

XHD-3902-C

090-3902-8

XHD-3902-M

090-3902-U

XHD-3902-UCD

XHD68004.U. SIC

OPTO+1. Fiber Optics

8056800+

FI056800+.

0856800+C

OD56800+CL4, CU4, CLB, CU8

01356800+

OMS6800+CL4, CU4, CL8, CUB

0556800-e, 05M68000

5056800+, SOM6800+

SOS6800+.

Automatic Changeover Module 45

4 -Channel Analog/2-Channel AES Audio Synchronizerlsslay/Processor 43

2 AES Audio Synchronizer/Delay/Processor 43

Master Clock Dnver 45

Serial Digital Legalizer 68

Dual HDTV, ASI, S01 Reclocking Distribution Amplifier; 14
Dual HDTV, ASI, SDI Distribution Amplifier

HDTV 4 AES Audio Demultiplexer 42

HDTV Down -converter, HMV Down -converter with Do multtplexer 41

HDTV Utility Down -converter 11

HDTV AES Audio De -multiplexer 12

HDTV Frame Synchronizer/Processor

HDTV AES Audio Multiplexers 12

HD -SDI to Single -mode Optical Transmitter

HD, SD, ASI Single -mode CWDM Optical Transmitter

HDTV, ASP, SDI Distribution Amplifier; HDTV, ASI, SDI Reclocking 14

Distribution Amplifier

HDTV and SDI Reclocking Distribution Amplifier 46

HDTV Thumbnailing/MPEG-4 Streamer 9

HDTV AudioNideo Frame Synchronizer and Processor Amp 13

HDTV AudioNideo Frame Synchronizer and Processor Amp 13

HDTV Up -converter 40

HDTV Utility Up -converter 11

HDTV IconLogo" 44

Master Timing Generator 44

HDTV 4 AES Audio Multiplex. 42

NEO SuiteView Multi -Source Display Processor 43, 69, 70

Passive CWDM Optical Splitter and Combiner 7

Passive CWDM Single -mode Optical De -multiplexers 6

Single -mode Optical to (10-501 Receiver 7

PassNe CWDM Single -mode Optical Multiplexers 6

Test Signal Generator 46

HON Video Frame Synchronizer/Processor 41

HON Multiple Path Synchronizer, Converter, Processor 81, 82

Advanced Broadcast -quality HDTV Cross -converter and Fame/
Audio Synchronizer

Advanced Broadcast -quality HMV Downssonverter with Audis Processing

Advanced Broadcast -quality Multi -Path HDTV Converter with
Audio Processing

Advanced Broadcast -quality HDN Up -converter with Audio Processing

Advanced Broadcast -quality HDTV Converter with Audio Processing

Broadcast -quality Up -converter

HD -SDI to Single -mode Optical Transmitter

HD, SD, ASI Single -mode CWDM Optical Transmitter

Passive CWDM Optical Splitter and Combiner

Passive CWDM Single -mode Optical De -multiplexers

Single -mode Optical to 90-501 Receiver

Passive (MN Single -mode Optical Multiplexers

Single -mode Optical & Multi -mode Optical to SDI ReceNees

SDI to Single -mode & SDI to Multi -mode Optical Transmitters

SD Single -mode CWDM Optical Transmitter

Up-converters/Down-converters/Cross Converters

HOC -3901, FIX -3901 -AD

HDC6800+, HDC6800+A

HUC-3901

HUC6800+, HUC6800+-C

X75

XHD-3902-C

XHD-3902-D

XHD-3902-M

XHD-3902-U

XHD-3902-UCD

XHD6800+UD, UCD

Audio/Video Simplicity Products

AVM -3901-A, B, C, B4, C4

AVM -3902414, C4

AVS-3901-8, C

AVS-3902-B, C

AVS6800+132, C2

DAS-3901

EAS6800+82, C2

H5F56800+

HDTV Down -converter, HDTV Down -converter with De -multiplexer

HDTV Utility Down -converter

HDTV Up -converter

HOW Utility Up -converter

HDTV Multiple Path Synchronizer, Converter, Processor

Advanced Broadcast -quality HDTV Cross Converter and Frame/
Audio Synchronizer

Advanced Broadcast -quality HDTV Down -converter with Audio Processing

Advanced Broadcast -quality Multi -Path HDTV Converter with
Audio Processing

Advanced Broadcast -quality HDTV Up -converter with Audio Processing

Advanced Broadcast -quality HDTV Converter with Audio Processing

Broadcast -quality Up -converter

SOVAudio Synchronizer/Processor & Multiplexer

SDVAES and Embedded Audio Synchronizer/Processor & Multiplexer

SDVAES Synchronizer/Processor

SDVAES and Embedded Audio Synchronizer/Processor

SDVAES Synchronizer/Processor

Composite Video/Analog Audio Synchronizer/Processor/Mudiplexer

Broadcast -quality Digital -to -Analog, Video and Audio Monitonnit

HDTV Audio/Video Frame Synchronizer and Processor Amp

39

38

40

38

39

10

5

5

7

6

7

6

9

8

8

41

11

40

11
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39

38

40

38

39

10

50

51

50

51

25

49

24

13

HSFSA6800+

SFS-3901

556800+

HDTV AudioNideo Frame Synchronizer and Processor Amp

SDI and Embedded Audio Synchronizer/Processor

AudioNideo Frame Synchronizer and Processor Amp

Decoder/SynchronIxers and A -to -D Converters

ADC -3901

ADC -6801

ADV6800+

DEC -3902

DEC6800+, DES6800+

DES -3901-S

DES -3902

DNS -3901-S

DNS -3902

Analog Component Video to SDI Converter

Analog Component to SDI Converter

Analog Component Video to SDI Converter

Composke Video to SDI Decoder

Composite Video Decoder, Composite Video Decoder/Synchronizer

Composite Video to SDI Decoder/Synchronizer with SDI Input

Composiss Video to SDI Decoder/Synchronizer

Composite Video to SDI Decoder/Synchronizer/Noise Reducer
with SDI Input

Composite Video to SDI Decoder/Synchronizer/Noise Reducer

Encoder/Synchronizers and D -to -A Converters

DAC-6801

DAV61300+

ENC6801+, EINS6801

ENS -3901

Video Synchronizer- Delays

AVM -3901-A, 8, C, 84, C4

AVM -3902414. C4

AVS-3901-0, C

AVS-3902-13, C

AVS6800+82, C2

DAS-3901

DLV-3901-4

EAS6800+132, :2

HFS6801+

HSFS6800+

HSFSA6800+

SFS-3901

SES6800+

VFS-3901

VFS-3901H-1

VFS6800+

XHD 3902-C

Audio Conversion Products

ADC -3981

ADC6800+A2BC, A4BC

ADS6800+A2BC, A4BC

DAC-3981 (-6001

DAC6800+BCA2, BCA4

EAS6800+132,

Audio Synchronizer - Delays

ADS6800+A2BC. A4BC

ADS6800+132, C2

AS -3901 -AD, DA, DA -600

AS -3901-B, C

AVM -3901-A, B, C, 84, CO

AVM -3902-B4, C4

AVS-390t-8, C

AVS-390243, C

AVS6800+82, C2

DAS-3901

D5A-3901-4

EAS6800+82D, C2D

HSFS6800+

HSFSA6800+

MSA-3901-A, B, C, 84, C4

MSA6800+A2, A4

MSA6800+A282. A2C2. 4402, A4C2

MSA6800+132, B4, C2, C4

SFS-3901

SFS6800+

090-3902-C

Multiplexers and De -multiplexers

AVM -3901-A, B, C, B4, Cd

AVM -3902-64, C4

DAS-3901

DMX-3901-A, 8, C

DMX-3901434, C4

SDI to Analog Component Converter

SDI to Analog Component Video Converter

SDI Video Encoder; SDI Video Encoder/Synchronizer

SDI to NT iC/PAL Color Encoder/Synchronizer

SDVAudio-Synchronizer/Processor & Multiplexer

SDVAES and Embedded Audio Synchronizer/Processor & Multiplexer

SDVAES Synchronizer/Processor

SDVAES ard Embedded Audio Synchronizer/Processor

SDVAES Synchnssizer/Processor

Composite Video/Analog Audio Synchronizer/Processor/Multiplexer

SDI Delay nrocessor

Broadcast -quality Digital -to -Analog, Video and Audio Monitoring

HON Frame Synchronizer/Processor

HON AudloNideo Frame Synchronizer and Processor Amp

HDTV AudioNideo Frame Synchronizer and Processor Amp

SDI and Embedded Audio Synchronizer/Processor

AudioNideo Frame Synchronizer and Processor Amp

SDI Frame iNnchronizer/Processor

HDTV Video Frame Synchronizer/Processor

SDI Frame ssnchronmer/Processor

Advanced troadcast Quality HDTV Cross -converter and Frame/
Audio Synchronizer

4 -Channel Analog to 2 AES Audio Converter

Audio Analog to AES Converters

Audio Delay Synchronizer with A to D Conversion

2 AES 4 -Channel Analog Audio Converter

AES to Ana og Audio Converters

Broadcastxtsslity Digital -to -Analog, Video and Audio Monitoring

Audio Delay Synchronizer with A to D Conversion

AES Audio Delay Synchronizer

4 -Channel Analog/2-Channel AES Audio Synchronizer/Delay/Processor

2 AES Audio Synchronizer/Delay/Processor

SDVAudio Sy chronver/Processor & Multiplexer

SDVAES and Embedded Audio Synchronizer/Processor & Multiplexer

SDVAES Synchronizer/Processor

501/AE5 and Embedded Audio Synchronizer/Processor

SDVAES Syndironizer/Processor

Composite Video/Analog Audio Synchronizer/Processor/Multplexer

Analog Audio Synchronizer/Delay Processor & De -multiplexer

Broadcast Quality Digital to Analog, Video and Audio Monitoring

HDTV AudioNideo Frame Synchronizer and Processor Amp

HDTV AudioNideo Frame Synchronizer and Processor Amp

Audio Synchronizer/Delay Processor & Multiplexer

Analog Audio Multiplexers with Synchronizer and Delay

Analog Audio Multiplexers with Synchronizer, Delay & AES Outputs

AES Multiplexers with Synchronizer & Delay

SDI and Embedded Audio Synchronizer/Processor

AudiciNideoirame Synchronizer and Processor Amp

Advanced Broadcast -quality HDTV Cross -converter and
rrame/Audio Synchronizer

SDVAudio Synchronizer/Processor & Multiplexer

SDVAES and Embedded Audio Synchronizer/Processor & Multiplexer

Composite Viileo/Analog Audio Synchronizer/Processor/Multiplex.

501Demultiplitter to 4 Analog or 2 AES Audio

SDI Demultipktter to 4 AES Audio

13

49

25

56

16
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52
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53

52

54
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50

51
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49
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DM -192, DM -154, DM-145GCR, DM- 145, DM -141A - Frequency Agile Analog Demodulators

The DM -192 is a 192 -channel agile demodulator that
provides features and performance found on demodulators
over twice its price! It shares all of the features of the
DM -154 plus front panel selectable synchronous or envelope

detection and three types of full-time audio outputs. The
DM -192 is ideal for high quality reception and testing. The

DM -154 demodulator can be used for FCC compliance testing. Controls include forced mono mode, a Zero Carrier Pulse
(chopper), 4.5 MHz aural carrier output, external IF loop and remote control via an RS -232 port. The DM -145 and
DM-145GCR have the capability of providing full time stereo audio and SAP outputs.The DM-145GCR adds the capability
of Ghost Cancellation Reference (GCR) correction to the Video output. The most affordable model in our family, the
DM -141A receives "off -air" or CATV signals, processes these signals and provides two buffered composite baseband video

outputs. Additionally the DM -141A provides balanced stereo audio outputs and front panel speaker.

Features  Up to 4 MHz bandwidth for FCC testing
 Multi -band tuning (VHF/UHF/Cable)
 HRC/IRC tuning capability
 Random access, search or up/down channel selection
 Front panel Cable/Antenna selection
 Synchronous detection
 Envelope and synchronous detection on DM -192

DM -100 - Utility Analog Demodulator

The DM -100 is the perfect demodulator for utility
applications in cable TV, industrial TV headends, trucks,
presentation rooms, and more. The DM -100 accepts either
Antenna or Cable TV RF inputs, and outputs both video and
balanced BTSC stereo audio. Compact size - three units in
1RU space.

OPTIONS:

DM -100X: DM -100 without external power supply
P5-120 Multiple Unit power supply
PS -48: -48 VDC power supply
DAT-1: Rackmount frame
DM -1001: Channels plans for Standard M, Japan

 Audio output configurations for every requirement
 Front panel LED channel display
 Front panel memory retained for one week in event of

power loss
 Standards available: NTSC, PAL -M and NTSC-J

BTSC-100 - Aural BTSC Demodulator

The BTSC-100 is an aural TV demodulator that decodes a
4.5 MHz or aural composite input into balanced left and
right BTSC stereo audio and Secondary Audio Program
(SAP) outputs. The BTSC-100 is designed for use in

applications where the existing audio is only available in
4.5 MHz or aural composite formats, and where fully
demodulated stereo and SAP audio is required.

OPTIONS:

DAT-1: Rackmount frame
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DEMODULATORS

DDM-800 - Multi -channel 8VSB/QAM Frequency Agile Demodulator

The DDM-800 is a compact, one rack -unit, Frequency Agile
Digital Demodulator capable of demodulating 8VSB, 64 QAM
and 256 QAM modulated signals and converting them to
DVB-ASI output format. The DDM-800 can house up to four
separate demodulators in one package. The demodulated
MPEG-2 output streams can then be locally decoded,

analyzed, multiplexed or passed to a cable facility via QAM modulators or to a data distribution network. The DDM-800
front panel interface enables quick setup through direct entry keypad and navigation keys. The status display for each
demodulator shows SNR and Bit Error Rate (BER). External communications supports configuration through an intuitive Web

Browser GUI via the 10/100 Base -T Ethernet connection, SNMP and Serial communications. The DDM-800 has the flexibility
to add three optional demodulators (DDM-Opt-801) to its base unit, providing a space efficient and economical solution for
Cable, Satellite and Broadcast facilities.

/11?R1S®

OPTIONS - DDM-Opt-801: 8VSB Demodulator with single ASI output. (Three additional allowed per base unit)

Features
 High Demodulator Density: Four ATSC Receivers in

compact 1RU package

 Supports 8VSB and QAM modulated transmissions
 Factory or Field installed modules (Single Demodulator is

standard)

 Ethernet communications, Web Browser, and SNMP
support with Alarm Time Stamp

 Real-time clock with battery backup, instant memory
save feature for all settings

 Front panel LCD display
 Power and Summary Alarm LED indicators
 Universal, Multi -drop Serial port
 Programmable GPI Alarm outputs
 Standards available: ATSC

DM -200 & DM -200A - High-performance Frequency Agile Analog Demodulators

Representing over a quarter century of continuous commitment to meeting
the requirements of the most demanding video RF engineers, Harris offers
the DM -200 and DM -200A high-performance demodulators. With a signal-
to-noise figure better than 56 dB, the DM -200 series is ready to take charge
at your laboratory bench, cable headend rack or broadcast facility. Whether
you are performing FCC compliance testing, monitoring or recording off -air

signals, or rebroadcast to your cable plant, don't settle for second best. No one else offers all the performance, all the
features, and all the controls - in a single package. For CATV and satellite services, the DM -200A offers all of the same
features and specifications as the DM -200 except that the DM -200A does not include a quadratur output. With a custom -

designed SAW filter and a full complement of professional features, the DM -200 and DM -200A are ready to handle your
most stringent performance applications.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES- DRT-3: Dual Rackmount Tray, BLK-3: Blank filler panel for either side of DRT-3

Features
 Full FCC 4.1 MHz bandwidth video for compliance testing
 Better than 56 dB Video SNR
 Differential gain: 1.0%
 Differential phase: 1.00

 Proprietary high performance SAW filter ensures optimal
performance
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 Quadrature output for ICPM measurements (DM -200 only)
 Simultaneous BTSC stereo and SAP outputs
 4.5 MHz and composite audio outputs
 Zero Carrier Pulse control allows depth of modulation

measurements

 Remote control via user selectable RS -232/422/485 port



DEMODULATORS

Harris Videotek® Demodulators - 8VSB, 64 QAM, 256 QAM and NTSC
For nearly three decades, the Videotek® brand name has become synonymous with high performance TV demodulators at

the lowest cost to the industry. With a range of models to support applications from basic monitoring through full FCC

proof -of -performance testing, Videotek has become one of the largest suppliers of frequency agile demodulators in North

America. All analog models provide video and BTSC stereo signal demodulation for off -air broadcast, CAN and closed

circuit monitoring applications. 8VSB demodulators use advanced digital technology to provide transport stream outputs.

High definition, standard definition, and analog MPEG-2 decoding features are available in select products.

Digital
Demodulators

ASI
Output

SMPTE 310
Output

LVDS
Output

ASI
Input

SMPTE 310
Input

LVDS

Input
HD SDI
Output

SD -SDI

Output
NTSC

Output
HD CAV
Output

Remote
Control

Audio
OUtput

Size

DDM-800 4° NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO Web Browser
SNMP, Serial, GPI

NO 1RU

DDM-540 1 YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES Serial
1-AES

2 -Analog 2RU

ODM-520 1 YES YES YES YES YES NO YES YES YES Serial
1-AES

2 -Analog 2RU
Analog
Demodulators

Cable
Channel * Remote

Video
Outputs

Video
SNR

Audio
Output

QUAD
Output

4.5 MHz/
Comp

IF

Loop
Zero

Carr Pulse Detection
Diff
Gain

Diff
Phase Size

DM -200 2 - 125 RS -232/422 2 s 56dB Stereo/SAP YES YES YES YES Synchronous < 1% < 1.0°
1RU x1/2

Rack Width

DM -200A 2 - 125 RS -232/422 2 > 56d0 Stereo/SAP NO YES YES YES Synchronous < 1% < 1.0°
1RU x12

Rack Width

DM -192 2 - 125 RS -232/422 2 > 50d0
Stereo/SAP/

PRO YES YES YES YES

Synchronous/
Envelope <4% < 4.0° 1RU

DM -154 2-99 RS -232 2 x. 50dB Stereo/SAP YES YES YES YES Synchronous <4% <4.0° 1RU
DM-145GCR 2 - 99 NO 2 > 49dB Stereo/SAP NO NO NO NO Synchronous < 5% < 5.0* 1RU
DM -145 2 - 99 NO 2 > 49dB Stereo/SAP NO NO NO NO Synchronous < 5% < 5.0° 1RU
DM -141A 2 - 99 NO 2 > 49dB Stereo NO NO NO NO Synchronous < 5% < 5.0° 1RU

DM -100 2 - 99 NO 1 NaUStereo NO NO NO NO Synchronous Narila Nartla

x 1/3
Rack Width

BTSC-100 Na Na Na Na Stereo/SAP Na YES (IN) Na n/a Na Na Na
1RU x1/3

Rack Width

Options allow up to four, one is standard # All video demodulators tune VHF and UHF channels 2 through 69

DDM-520/DDM-540 - 8VSB Frequency Agile Demodulator/Decoder

The DDM-520 and DDM-540 are frequency agile 8VSB
demodulators with MPEG-2 HDTV/SDTV decoders. The MPEG-2
transport stream generated by the DDM-520 and DDM-540 is
compliant with the SMPTE 310M, DVB-ASI and DVB-SPI
requirements. The MPEG-2 HDTV decoder decompresses the

demodulated MPEG-2 program streams, accepting either HDTV (main profile at high level) or SDTV (main profile at main
level) formats, and generates a multitude of signals including RGB and YPBPR analog Component Video, NTSC analog
composite video, SVGA and Serial Digital signals for monitoring the video program selected. A separate connector
provides for the selected AES or Dolby® Digital (AC -31M) encoded audio bit stream output. In addition, the decoder will
produce an analog stereo audio output for the selected channel for monitoring purposes. The DDM-520 and DDM-540
are packaged in a standard 2RU rack mountable chassis. The DDM-540 provides for additional monitoring of signals with
an HD/SDI output that conforms to SMPTE 292M and 299M.

Features
 12 Button Numerical Keypad for direct data entry of

channel
 Signal to Noise Ratio and Bit Error Rate information

available
 HD/SDI output (DDM-540)
 Closed Caption decoded and displayed on the output video
 Transport stream display selection for PSIP table information

 Auto programming of available 8VSB channels
 SMPTE 310M, DVB-ASI, DVB-SPI transport stream inputs

and outputs
 Constellation diagram display selection
 CAV, SVGA, SDI, NTSC outputs
 Dolby® Digital (AC -31M) and Stereo Audio outputs
 Standards available: ATSC
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FSM-15R - 15" LCD Display with Drawer

The FSM-15R is the perfect solution to a conventional monitor taking up

valuable rack space. A 15" TFT active matrix LCD supporting up to

1024x768 resolution mounted in a one -unit high (1.75") drawer with

industrial heavy-duty hinges. Easy action drawer withdrawal and return

for ability to raise for display. Unit pushes back into the rack to minimize

space during viewing.

Features  Plugs directly into standard VGA output
 One (1.75") rack unit high Video and power cables provided
 15" active matrix TFT LCD display  Display powers off when in closed position
 1024x768 resolution, supporting 16.7 million colors  18" slides for stable rack mounting
 Extra wide viewing angle  Recessed front panel handle fits behind rack doors
 High brightness and contrast ratios

FSM-17RK - 17" Rackmount Flat -Screen LCD Monitor

The FSM-17RK Flat -Screen LCD Monitor is the perfect match for any
VTM Series"' or other multimedia devices such as editors and data servers. A 17"

TFT active matrix LCD panel supporting up to 1280x1024 resolution with 16.7

million display colors is housed in a 9RU ultra -thin 3" deep space saving

rackmount. The FSM-17RK is VGA I SVGA / XGA compatible with a flicker and

static free extra wide viewing angle that is low on power consumption and high

in display solutions.

Features

 17" TFT/LCD Flatpanel

 1280x1024 resolution, supporting 16.7 million colors
 Plugs directly into VGA output
 Extra wide viewing angle
 Space saving, 3.0" depth

Flat Screen LCD Monitors

Screen Size Screen Type Horizontal Scan Vertical Scar Optimum Resolution Input Mounting

FSM-17RK 17" Diagonal TFT 39-75 kHz 50-77 Hz 1280 x 1024 60 Hz RUB Analog 9RU Rackmount

FSM-15R 15" Diagonal TFT 15-63 kHz 50-77 Hz 1024 x 768 6C Hz RGB Analog 1 RU Drawer
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APM-210 - Stereo Audio Program Monitor

The APM-210 is designed to provide superior audio

41111.11/1111
fidelity from a sleek 1RU package. Designed for ease

of integration with Harris' Videotek® state-of-the-art

test and measurement instruments (VTM Series-,

TVM-950, TVM-900, TVM-850, and ASM-100) via a

looping input connection and provided 37 -pin audio adapter cable, the APM-210 is an ideal multi -purpose monitor. The

APM-210 audio's high quality and low distortion is attained using a 2 -way speaker system, with a low and high frequency

driver per channel, plus wide volume control range with balance adjustment. Front panel, direct input mode switching

allows the selection of stereo and L + R monitoring for up to 10 different channels. Two, 10 -segment, color LED bargraph

meters are provided with selectable peak or average response ballistics and reference level. Five reference level selections

allow a wide range of audio input levels. A front panel headphone jack mutes the speaker output for isolated listening

requirements. Shielding permits use adjacent to waveform or picture monitors without magnetic interference making the

APM-210 ideally suited for use in remote vans, editing suit, VTR monitor bridges or for any system that requires high quality

professional aural monitoring of stereo audio signals.

APM-200 - Stereo Audio Program Monitor

Engineered for aural monitoring of stereo audio, the

compact APM-200 requires only one rack unit space.

High -quality, low -distortion volume levels are output

through two 5 inch speakers. Input mode switching

allows the selection of L - R, L + R, stereo, reversed

stereo, L only or R only monitoring. Ten segment, two color LED bargraph meters are provided with switchable peak or

average response ballistics. Shielding permits use adjacent to waveform or picture monitors without magnetic interference.

The APM-200 is ideally suited for use in remote vans, editing suit, VTR monitor bridges or for any system that requires

professional monitoring of stereo audio signals.

APM-800 - Stereo Audio Program Monitor

Engineered for dual aural monitoring of up to eight inputs, the
APM-800 has two color bargraph meters, internal speakers,

headphone jack and external speaker amplifiers. High quality, low

distortion volume levels are output through two 3" speakers. The

APM-800 has switchable peak or average meter response, stereo or

monarual operation, and eight selectable inputs. Magnetic shielding permits use adjacent to waveform or picture monitors

without interference. The APM-800 is ideally suited for use in remote vans, editing suites, VTR monitor bridges or for any

system that requires monitoring of multiple audio signals.
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The ASM-100 is an advanced audio monitoring instrument providing all

the features required to maintain high quality audio in today's arena of

multi -format, multi -channel scenarios. The unit draws many of its features

from the value packed VTM series of multi -format on -screen monitors.

Providing a high resolution 1024 x 768 XGA output for use on any
standard computer monitor, the ASM-100 will accept and display up to 8

channels of analog or AES/EBU audio (base unit). Options are available for

de -embedding SD and HD SDI inputs, Dolby® Digital and Dolby® E inputs

with 8 channel analog decode, and a remote control panel. A unique
advanced test tone option provides a means to verify surround sound

channel placement and proper phase alignment.

Eight channels of audio can be displayed simultaneously along with

lissajous patterns for proper amplitude and phase monitoring. Scales can

be customized by adding text to each meter and a full range of meter

ballistics are available. A 72 -hour trending chart can be viewed directly

below the meters to track historical amplitude and phase movement. The

peak values are averaged over time and displayed to assist in determining

overall audio sound level.

The unique Videotek® CinePhase display designed for intuitive viewing of

surround sound levels is coupled with a new multi -channel phase display

which presents all critical interchannel relations at a quick glance. A

loudness ballistic selection coupled with Metadata readout provides

valuable information for developing or monitoring modern multi -channel

audio. Built-in on -screen alarms will continuously monitor for out of

tolerance conditions and can report those conditions to the SpyderWeb®

software for logging. Communication ports are available in serial

RS -232/422 and Ethernet 10/100 Base -T.

Features

 Audio inputs include 8 analog, 8 AES/EBU, 2

embedded sources HD or SD

 Real lime chart recording of data samples

 Eight channel plotting of phase and level

with average value display

 Analog, AES/EBU, Dolby® Digital (AC -31,

Dolby® E from external or embedded sources

 CinePhase TM multi -channel Level and Phase

display

 XGA Frame capture

Options

 Dolby® Digital (AC -r), and Dolby® E

metering and decoding

 Embedded source from SD

 Embedded source from SD and HD

 Embedded Tone output (CineTonel

Multiple Lissajous Screen

litkok1=311

CinePhase- Display includes multi -channel

Phase Display
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TSM-61 - Waveform Monitor with Line Select

TSM-51 - Waveform Monitor

VSM-61 - Vectorscope

The TSM-51 and TSM-61 are an excellent value in waveform monitors. Market -

proven traditional features are combined with ergonomically designed controls

for a variety of measurement functions. Selection of filter response and time

base sweep are easily accomplished via tactile membrane control switches.

Rapid A/B comparisons may be made by directly switching between the A and

B inputs. The TSM-61 includes Line Select for lines 14 to 21, 1H and 1H mag

sweep and a Differential Gain filter.

The VSM-61 is designed for convenience and ease of operation in observing

the vector display of video signals. Proven, reliable circuit design permits

accurate measurement of differential gain and differential phase. Requiring

only three rack units (5.25 inches) and one half -rack width, the VSM-61

vectorscope may be mounted in the optional DRC-1 double rackmount case

along with Videotek's TSM-51 or TSM-61 waveform monitor for complete

signal monitoring.

SD -SDI
Inputs

Analog
Composite

Inputs

CAV
Inputs

Looping
Inputs

WFM Line
Select

Vector Eye
Pattern

Alarms Audio Remote
Control

Video
Monitor
Output

Size

TVM-821D 2 NO NO YES YES NO YES NO YES Stereo
Lassatous

NO NO 3RU

1/2 Rack
TVM-675 NO 3 YES YES NO YES NO NO Stereo

Lassatous

NO YES 3RU
1/2 Rack

ISM -61 NO 2 NO YES YES YES. NO NO NO NO NO YES 3RU

1/2 Rack
TSM-51 NO 2 NO YES YES NO NO NO NO NO NO NO 3RU

1/2 Rack
V5M-61 NO 2 NO YES NO NO YES NO NO NO NO NO 3RU

1/2 Rack

* 3 Inputs shared as one CAV ** Vertical interval
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WAVEFORM MONITORS & VECTORSCOPES

TVM-821D and TVM-821D/DC - Serial Digital Waveform Monitor/Vectorscope

The TVM-821D serial digital waveform monitor/vectorscope brings the

most commonly needed functions within quick, easy and affordable

reach. Button per function desigr provides simple operation. With two

serial digital inputs NB Parade and Overlay modes provide for level

comparison and easy system timing. Waveforms can be displayed as

RGB or Y,Pb,Pr. LEDs provide a display of input EQ for verification of

signal integrity as well as alarms for EDH, Gamut, EAV and SAV data

problems. X -Y display of stereo analog audio for gain and phase

measurement. Four memories give fast recall of setups. Memories can

be recalled from GPI inputs and there is a GPI output for alarm
indication. Designed for portable applications, the TVM-821D/DC

offers all of the same features and specifications while operating from

a 12 volt DC source.

TVM-675 - Analog Component/Composite Combination Waveform Monitor/Vectorscope
and Audio Monitor

The TVM-675 is a full -featured half -rack -width combination waveform

monitor/vectorscope and stereo audio monitor engineered to observe

either composite or component analog signals. The audio may be

displayed alone or in any combination with waveform and/or vector.

One, two or three composite video signals may be observed
individually or in any combination of three inputs. Waveforms can be

displayed in ether parade modes or overlaid for comparison of timing

and amplitude characteristics. R -Y mode for improved resolution of

differential phase measurements of composite signals. All three

composite inputs may be displayed simultaneously with Flat, Low Pass

and Chroma filters. Vector displays can also be overlaid for
simultaneous observation and comparison of the phase and amplitude

of up to three composite signals. Four user defined setups can be

stored in memory.
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A3- Advanced Audio Analysis options for the TVM-950, TVM-900, TVM-850 and TVM-840

TVM-A3-OPT 2

View up to eight (8) audio channels as Bar graphs or in the unique CineSound® display. Includes eight (8) Analog inputs,

four (4) AES/EBU shared input/output pairs, and 16 channel of Embedded audio. Use the TVM-A3-4004 to add four (4) more

AES/EBU inputs. Analog monitoring outputs for up to eight (8) channels simultaneously.

TVM-A3-4004

Audio expansion module. Adds four (4) additional AES/EBU input pairs to the TVM-A3-OPT 2.

TVM-A3-OPT 3 View up to eight (8) audio channels as Bar graphs or in the unique CineSound® display. includes eight (8)

Analog inputs, eight (8) AES/EBU input pairs, four (4) shared AES/EBU output pairs, and 16 channels of Embedded audio.

Analog monitoring outputs for up to eight (8) channels simultaneously. Includes channel mapping, loudness metering,

customizable meter scales, and peak level reporting.

TVM-A3-OPT 4

View up to eight (8) audio channels as Bar graphs or in the unique CineSound® display. Includes eight (8) Analog inputs,

eight (8) AES/EBU input pairs, four (4) shared AES/EBU output pairs, and 16 channels of Embedded audio. Analog

monitoring outputs for up to eight (8) channels simultaneously. Includes channel mapping, loudness metering, customizable

meter scales, and peak level reporting. Adds decoding of Dolby® Digital, Dolby® Digital Surround EX, Dolby® E, and Dolby®

Pro -Logic I signals for metering and provides a 2 -channel mixdown analog output.

TVM-A3-OPT 5

View up to eight (8) audio channels as Bar graphs or in the unique CineSound® display. includes eight (8) Analog inputs,

eight (8) AES/EBU input pairs, four (4) shared AES/EBU output pairs, and 16 channels of Embedded audio. Analog

monitoring outputs for up to eight (8) channels simultaneously. Includes channel mapping, loudness metering, customizable

meter scales, and peak level reporting. Adds decoding of Dolby® Digital, Dolby® Digital Surround EX, Dolby® E, and Dolby®

Pro -Logic I signals for metering and provides a fully decoded analog output. Includes Dolby® metadata display.

Mounting Options

55C-2 Single Standard Case for TVM-950, TVM-900, TVM-850 and TVM-840

PTC-2 Portable Case with Handle for TVM-950, TVM-900, TVM-850 and TVM-840

DRC-2 Double Rackmount Case for TVM-950, TVM-900, TVM-850 and TVM-840

BLK-1 Blank Panel for DRC-2

EPC European Power Cord
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TVM MULTI -FORMAT SIGNAL ANALYZERS

WITH INTEGRAL LCD

9KRRIS

RCU-1000 Remote Control Panel for the VTM Series'", TVM-950, TVM-900, TVM-850 and TVM-840
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The RCU-1000 remote control panel replicates all of the front panel controls of the VTM Series-, TVM-950, TVM-900,

TVM-850 and TVM-840 instruments. It can control up to ten (10) units in any mix of models up to 1,000 feet away.

Dimensions:

Height: 1.75"

Width: 19.0"

Depth: 2.75"

Standard
HD/SD-SDI

Inputs

Standard
SD -SDI
inputs

Option
Inputs

Looping
Inputs

WPM line
Select

Vector Eye
(Pattern

Alarms Audio Remote
Control

Video
Monitor
Output

Size

TVM-950 2 0 2 Yes, passive YES YES YES Option YES Advanced
Analysis Options

YES YES 3RU
1/2 Rack

TVM-950-E 2w/Eye 0 2 Yes, active YES YES YES YES YES Advanced
Analysis Options

YES YES 3RU
1/2 Rack

TVM-900 2 0 2 Yes, passive YES YES YES NO YES Advanced
Analysis O.tions

YES YES 3RU
1/2 Rack

TVM-850 0 2 2 Yes, passive YES YES YES Option YES

hisAnal is 0 tOiils
YES YES 3RU

112 Rack
TVM-850-E o 2w/Eye 2 Yes, active YES YES YES YES YES Advanced

Analysis Options
YES YES 3RU

1/2 Rack
TVM-840 0 2 2 Yes, passive YES YES YES NO YES Advanced

Analysis Options
YES YES 3RU

1/2 Rack

Video Input Options

TVM-OPT EYE -2, Dual HD/SD-SDI Input Module with Eye

pattern plus Jitter display for the TVM-950. Replaces the

standard HD/SD-SDI Input module with two (2) HD/SD-SDI

active looping inputs with auto -detection of input formats

(1080i, 1080p, and 720p at all popular frame rates including

standard definition 525/625) and HD and SD Eye pattern with

Jitter display. Monitoring output of selected input. Must be

installed as inputs A and B.

TVM-OPT EYE -1, Dual SD -SDI Input Module with Eye pattern

plus Jitter display for the TVM-850. Replaces the standard

SD -SDI Input module with two SD -SDI active looping inputs

with auto -detection of input formats (525/625) and SD Eye

pattern with Jitter display. Monitoring output of selected
input.

TVM-OPT HD/SD, Dual HD/SD-SDI Input Module for the
TVM-950 and TVM-900. Adds two (2) HD/SD-SDI passive

looping inputs with auto -detection of SMPTE 292M and
SMPTE 259M -C input formats (1080i, 1080p, and 720p at all

popular frame rates including standard definition 525/625).

Monitoring output of selected input.

TVM-OPT SD, Dual SD -SDI Input Module for the TVM-950,

TVM-900, TVM-850 and TVM-840. Adds two (2) SD -SDI

passive looping inputs with auto detection of SMPTE 259M -C

input formats (525/625). Monitoring output of selected input.

TVM-OPT ACV -2, Dual Composite Analog Input Module for

the TVM-950, TVM-900, TVM-850 and TVM-840. Adds two

(2) Composite Analog passive looping inputs with auto -
detection of NTSC and PAL.

TVM-OPT AAP, Advanced Analysis Package adds Data

Analyzer functions in quadrant or full -screen views to the

TVM-900 and TVM-840.
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Harris' Videotek® TVM-900 multi -format HD/SD-SDI video
and audio signal analyzer with integral XGA TFT color LCD
display is the most cost-effective, versatile, modular, and
intuitive test instrument available in a half -rack scope
package.

Features
 Dual, auto detecting HD/SD-SDI Inputs
 Standards: SMPTE-292M, SMPTE-259M-C
 Supports 4:2:2 and 4:4:4 (Dual Link) Formats
 Customizable display functions and screen location
 Patented Gamut display
 Video Relative Timing Display
 Peak Value Report
 Picture Thumbnail
 608/708 Closed Caption detect/alarm/display
 Comprehensive Alarm set
 16 direct -access user presets
 Integral XGA TFT color LCD display
 Illuminated controls and indicators
 Ultra -quiet cooling system
 DVI - I output
 USB port for control and data transfer
 10/100BaseT Ethernet, SNMP agent, Web Server
 SpyderWeb II Remote Control and Logging
 GPI and Router control

Options
 Additional Dual HD/SD-SDI Input Module
 Dual SD -SDI Input Module
 Dual Analog Composite Input Module (NTSC, PAL)
 Advanced Analysis Package

- Pixel locator/Data Word Analyzer
 A', Advanced Audio Analysis Modules:

- Meter and monitor up to eight channels of Analog, AES/EBU and
Embedded

- Dolby® Digital, Dolby® Surround EX- Dolby® E, Pro -Logic I formats

- Dolby® decoded outputs
- "Loudness" metering and alarm
- Multiple audio Lissajous display

 Remote Control Panel, RCU-1000

www.broadcast.harris.com/videotek

Harris' Videotek® TVM-850 and NM -840 multi -format SD -
SDI video and audio signal analyzers with integral XGA TFT
color LCD display are based on the most advanced, versatile,

modular, and intuitive test instrument platform available in a
half -rack scope package. TVM-850 users can display and
evaluate up to four input sources simultaneously, while the
TVM-840 displays and evaluates one source. The

TVM-850-E includes SD Eye Pattern with Jitter display.

Features
 Dual, auto detecting SD -SDI Inputs
 Standards: SMPTE-259M-C
 Display four different inputs, simultaneously (TVM-850)
 Customizable display functions, screen location, multiple displays
 Video Relative Timing display
 Patented Gamut display
 Pixel locator/Data Word Analyzer (TVM-850)
 Picture Thumbnail
 NB Parade and Overlay
 608 Closed Caption detect/alarm/display
 Comprehensive Alarm set, Peak Level Report
 16 direct -access user presets
 Integral XGA TFT color LCD display
 Illuminated controls and indicators
 Ultra -quiet cooling system
 DVI - I output
 USB port for control and data transfer
 10/100BaseT Ethernet, SNMP agent, Web Server
 SpyderWeb II Remote Control and Logging
 GPI and Router control

Options
 Dual SD -SDI Input Module with Eye Pattern (TVM-850)
 Additional Dual SD -SDI Input Module
 Dual Analog Composite Input Module (NTSC, PAL)
 A', Advanced Audio Analysis Modules:

- Meter and monitor up to eight channels of Analog, AES/EBU
and Embedded

- Dolby® Digital, Dolby® Surround EX- Dolby® E, Pro -Logic I formats
- Dolby® decoded outputs
- "Loudness" metering and alarm
- Multiple audio Lissajous display

 Remote Control Panel, RCU-1000
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TVM MULTI -FORMAT SIGNAL ANALYZERS
WITH INTEGRAL LCD

Harris' Videotek® TVM-950 is the flagship of our multi -format HD/SD-SDI

video and audio signal analyzers with integral XGA TFT color LCD display.

These instruments are the most advanced, versatile, modular and intuitive

available in a half -rack scope package. Input options are available for

HD/SD-SDI, SD -SDI and Analog Composite video. The TVM-950-E includes

HD/SD Eye Pattern with jitter display. The TVM-950 can display and

evaluate up to four input sources simultaneously.

100% digital signal processing enables a precision presentation of

Waveform, Vector, Gamut, Audio, Picture, Timing, and Data Analyzer

screens, each of which can be viewed in any quadrant or full screen. Along

with picture thumbnail, and powerful MULTI mode, complete display
flexibility is a reality.

The TVM-950 has impressive features: illuminated controls, modular

platform for easy upgrade, HD/SD-SDI auto -detect, passive looping inputs

which accept 1080i, 1080p, 720p formats at popular frame rates including

SD- 525/625, dual link, real-time alarms (with time stamp, adjustable limits

and peak value report), frame capture/trans'er, EIA 608 & 708 closed

caption, Teletext, XDS, Alarm Status, and Metadata displays.

The TVM-950 can be quickly and easily configured, with direct access to

display functions, selectable screen location and context -sensitive pop-up

menus, plus the industry's most intuitive navigation system. Complete

presentation changes can be instantly applied with any of the 16 front

panel preset selections.

Options include dual HD/SD Eye Pattern with Jitter display, dual HD/SD-SDI

and dual Analog Composite inputs; Advanced Audio Analysis with
CineSound® Surround display and comprehensive Dolby® decoding.

The TVM-950HD integrates seamlessly into any Broadcast, Post -

production, Telecine, Satellite, or Cable facility. It's the ultimate choice for

quality control, troubleshooting, and compliance check applications.

Features

 Dual, auto detecting HD/SD-SDI Inputs

 Standards: SMPTE-292M, SMPTE-259M-C

 Multiple Reference Inputs

 Supports 4:2:2 and 4:4:4 (Dual Link) Formats

 Display four different inputs, simultaneously

 Customizable display functions, screen

location, multiple displays

 Video Relative Timing display

 Patented Gamut display

 Pixel locator/Data Word Analyzer

 Picture Thumbnail

 NB Parade and Overlay

 608/708 Closed Caption detect/alarm/display

 Comprehensive Alarm set, Peak Level Report

 16 direct -access user presets

 Integral XGA TFT color LCD display

 Illuminated controls and indicators

 Ultra -quiet cooling system

 DVI-I output

 USB port for control and data transfer

 10/100BaseT Ethernet, SNMP agent, Web

Server

 SpyderWeb II Remote Control and Logging

 GPO and Router control Options

Options
 Dual HD/SD-SDI Input Module w/Eye Pattern

 Additional Dual HD/SD-SDI Input Module

 Dual SD -SDI Input Module

 Dual Analog Composite Input Module:
NTSC, PAL

 Dual ASI Input Module

 A', Advanced Audio Analysis:

- Meter and monitor up to eight channels of

Analog, AES/EBU and Embedded

- Dolby® Digital, Dolby® Surround EX-,

Dolby® E, Pro -Logic I formats

- Dolby® decoded outputs

- "Loudness" metering and alarm

- Multiple audio Lissajous display

 Remote Control Panel RCU-1000
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PERSONAL TEST MONITOR
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The Harris Videotek® PTM-305 portable, battery powered, personal test

and measurement instrument provides multi -format functionality and

versatility that set it apart from other handheld devices on the market. With

a powerful array of features and functions that include two Video Signal

Generators, Color Monitor, Waveform, Vectorscope and an Audio
Analyzer/Monitor, the lightweight PTM-305 is ideal for monitoring field

production camera setup, equipment installation, or troubleshooting signal

path issues related to analog and standard definition digital formats.

This PDA-sized personal test monitor was designed to offer the
convenience of portability without sacrificing function and performance. To

enhance the user's experience, the PTM-305 features an integrated 320 x

240 color LCD display, utilizing touch -screen technology and the provided

stylus to control and configure each operation. And maintaining power in

the field won't be a problem - the PTM-305 runs on standard "AA"
Ni-cad batteries for up to four hours when fully charged (dependent on

enabled functions). No special battery packs are required.

The PTM-305 includes two video inputs, one for monitoring composite

analog NTSC and PAL video signals and the second for monitoring SD -SDI

signals formatted in SMPTE 259M with embedded audio. The test signal

generator has both composite analog video and SD -SDI outputs that may

be active simultaneously. A balanced analog audio output from an internal

audio tone generator is also included.

Standard accessories include a sunshield, stylus, batteries, charger/adapter,

and a belt -style pouch.

#417RIS

Specifications

 Multiple functionality

- Color Monitor

- Vectorscope

- Waveform Monitor

- Test Signal Generator

- Embedded Audio Monitor

- Serial Data Analyzer

 Multi -formats

- SD -SDI

- Composite Analog

 Portable, handheld PDA-sized

 Weighs under one pound

 Integrated 320 x 240 color LCD Display

 Touch Screen Operation

Features

 EDH generation

 One Group Audio embedding

 Audio Frequency & Amplitude adjustable

 Zoom and Pan for Picture and Waveform

 RGB cr Y,Pb,Pr Waveform

 Digital Line Select

 75% or 100% Vectors

 Adjustable Persistence

 Analyze any one pair from 4 groups of

embedded audio

 Stereo Headphone output

 Analog Audio tone output
 Auto shutdown of unused functions
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VTM TELEVISION SIGNAL MONITOR

4111M16
The Harris Videotek® VTM-100 Television Signal Monitor displays
waveform, vector and audio information for analog composite, Y/C
(requires optional YC-1 adapter), and component video signals plus analog
audio on a composite video monitor. The VTM-100's three passive looping
inputs auto -detect the incoming video format ior NTSC or PAL and change
the graticule and output format accordingly. The VTM-100 provides a
waveform and/or vector display of the input video. The waveform and
vector can be displayed independently or as a combination of both. All
waveform/vector displays can be keyed or mixed with the picture on
screen. Other features include line select, waveform filters, V Gain, and H
Mag. The input format and SC/H measurement are displayed on screen
with alarms for SC/H, Burst and Sync level, for easy reference and user
convenience. The VTM-100 provides convenient operation and control
from the front panel through a drop -down menu or remotely via a mouse
or any PC. With features usually found only in more expensive test
instruments such as waveform parade and overlay, vertical and horizontal
sweep rates and magnifications, flat/low pass and chroma filters or full field
line select the VTM-100 is the complete test instrument for any analog
video testing application in a cost effective package.

Features

 Waveform, Vector, and stereo audio displays

in multiple combinations

 Selectable formats, composite, Y/C, or

component

 Three composite or one component passive

looping inputs

 Composite waveforms include parade or

overlay of up to three inputs with filters

 Sync, burst, and SC/H phase numeric

readout and alarms

 SC/H phase, sync and burst amplitude alarm

limits are user selectable

 Alarm indication of text message and display

color change

 Menus and displays controlled via front

panel, mouse, or PC

 Component waveforms include parade,

overlay, and bowtie

 Picture mixed or keyed

 Bright, full field line select

 Time base modes: 1H/2H/3H/ and 1V/2V/3V

 Magnifications: x1, x5, x10, and x20

 Flat/low pass/chroma filter selection

 NTSC and PAL standards

SD -SDI

Inputs
Analog

Composite
Inputs

CAV
Inputs

Looping
Inputs

WFM Vector Line
Select

Audio Output
Type

Size

VTM-203 2 2 1 NO YES YES YES Option VGA C MO -200 (Optional) 1RU

VTM-200 2 2 NO NO YES YES YES Option VGA CMO-200 (Optional) 1RU

VTM-180 NO 2 NO NO YES YES YES Option VGA CMO-200 (Optional) 1RU

VTM-ISO 2 2 YES YES YES YES Analog Standard VGA TMO-150 (Optional) 1RU

VTM-100 NO 3" 1" YES YES YI:S YES Analog Standard Analog Composite 1RU

*Input "B" assigned as composite or CAV *" Inputs are shared formats
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VTM MULTI -FORMAT ON -SCREEN MONITORS

VTM-200 Multi -format On -Screen Monitor

The VTM-200 Multi -format On -Screen Monitor provides Harris' patented
means to monitor and measure 601 and AES digital and composite analog

II(NTSC or PAL) video and audio signals. The primary output is SVGA compatible

for display on any standard computer monitor capable of locking to 50 Hz
(PAL/625) and 59.94 Hz (NTSC/525) vertical sweep rates. The output display
includes video picture, waveform, vector and optional audio - each in one

risionsammismosimmik

high resolution quadrant of the screen or any element in a full screen view.
Standard inputs include two 601 serial digital (525 or 625) and two analog
composite (NTSC or PAL). The VTM-200 also optionally accepts four AES
stereo pairs and four analog stereo pairs as inputs and displays two stereo
pairs plus the phase differences in the standard audio display. For accurate

setup, a "zoom" feature allows the user to individually adjust and measure black level, white level and audio reference
levels. Easy to operate, all functions are via dedicated buttons or knobs. The VTM-200 is at home in mixed format facilities,
graphics suites, production and post production areas and remote vehicles. The popularity of our VTM-200 Multi- Format
On Screen Monitor has led to the expansion of the family of NTSC/PAL compatible models: the VTM-180 and the VTM-
203. All models support VTM-200 features and specifications, and are distinguished by unique input options.

Features
 Two Analog Composite and two 601 Serial Digital inputs
 Dedicated buttons for all common functions
 Versatile user configuration
 SVGA display output
 Zoom view on waveform Black (0 Units) and White

(100 Units)

VTM-150 Multi -format On -Screen Monitor

 Zoom view on vectors - each quadrant plus a center zoom
for checking each color and black/white balance

 Zoom view on audio to set 0 dB reference
 Universal switching power supply 90 to 260 VAC, 50 or

60 Hz.

 Standards available: NTSC, PAL, 525 and 625

The VTM-150 Multi -format On -Screen Monitor combines a cost-effective
display output at SVGA resolution to monitor and measure 601 digital, CAV,
and composite analog (NTSC or PAL) video and analog audio signals. The
output display includes a waveform and vector overlay, alarms, and analog
stereo audio levels mixed or keyed over internally generated color background
or picture. Inputs include two composite analog NTSC/PAL with one shared
CAV and two 601 SDI digital inputs. Standard output is compatible for display
on any SVGA computer monitor The VTM-150 is easy to operate with
dedicated buttons or knobs. Front panel setups are capable of being stored
as 8 user presets. Alarms include Gamut (RGB) and EDH for SDI, Peak video,
SC/H, Loss of Signal (sync or carrier), and Peak audio. The unit offers an
output option for SDI and analog composite.

Features
 Two looping composite inputs, with NTSC/PAL auto

detection
 Two looping SDI inputs, with 525/ 625 auto detection
 One CAV input (3 BNCs) configurable as Y/C, RGB, Y CB CR

 On screen display includes waveform, vector, audio and
alarms mixed or keyed over internally generated color
background or picture

 Standard display output for display on a computer monitor

 Alarms include Gamut (RGB) and EDH for SDI, Loss of
Signal (sync or carrier) for composite and SDI, Peak video

and SC/H for composite and Peak audio
 Eight user presets
 Four analog audio inputs
 Standards supported: NTSC and PAL composite, RGB,

Beta 75 & 100, MII 75 & 100, EBU 75 & 100, SMPTE

and Y -C component, plus 525/59.97 and 625/50 SDI
 Standards available: NTSC, PAL, 525 and 625
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VTM SERIESTM

VTM Series Preconfigured Packages and Options

/11?1?1S®

Standard
HD/SD

Standard
SD

Inputs

Video
Optional

Inputs

Looping
Inputs
Inputs

WFM Gamut Eye
Pattern

Vector Pixel Locator/
Data Word

Line
Select

Relative
Timing

Closed
Caption

Alarm
Log

Audio Output
type

Size

VTM -4100 PKG 2 0 2 YES YES YES Option YES Option YES YES YES YES Advanced Audio

Analysis Option

XGA DV 1RU

VTM -3100 PKG 0 2 2 YES YES YES Option YES Option YES YES YES YES Advanced Audio

Analysis Option

XGA DVI 1F1U

VTM Console (model VTM-ASX)
Console for all VTM Series- on screen monitor instruments. Included are the chassis, power supply, cooling system fans,

system controller. Front panel controls with USB port, and back panel connections for Ethernet, 2nd USB port, one router

and remote port, and LTC/GPI interface. A Graphic Display Engine and at least one input module are required for operation.

Options

VTM-OPT 40, GDE Module (display engine) affords unit
display capability of four (4) - input sources at a time.
Includes Video Relative Timing display and Alarms with
Peak Level Reporting.

VTM-OPT 10, GDE Module (display engine) affords unit
display capability of one (1) - input source at a time.
Includes Video Relative Timing display and Alarms with
Peak Level Reporting.

TVM-OPT AAP, Advanced Analysis Package. Software
upgrade only. Adds Pixel Locator / Data Word Analyzer.

VTM-OPT EYE -1, Dual SD -SDI Input module with SD Eye
pattern. Two active looping connections with auto -
detection (525/625). Monitoring output.

VTM-OPT SD -SDI, Dual SD -SDI Input module. Two passive

looping connections with auto -detection (525/625) and
Line Select. Internal and Blackburst references. Monitoring
output.

VTM-OPT EYE -2, Dual HD/SD-SDI Input module with
HD/SD Eye pattern. Two active looping connections with
auto -detection (1080i, 1080p, and 720p at all popular
frame rates including SD 525/625). Monitoring output.

VTM-OPT HD/SD, Dual HD/SD-SDI Input module. Two
passive looping connections with auto -detection (1080i,
1080p, and 720p at all popular frame rates including SD
525/625) and Line Select. Internal and Blackburst/Tri level
references. Monitoring output.

VTM-OPT ACV -2, Dual Composite Analog Input module.
Two passive looping connections (NTSC/PAL) with auto -
detection and Line Select.

RCU-1000, Remote Control Panel for VTM Series
instruments. Replicates all of the front panel controls. 1RU.

A3, Advanced Audio Analysis Options for VTM Series Instruments
Harris offers a wide range of audio options to complement the advanced technology of the VTM Series test instruments.

Options provide the ability to monitor/decode Dolby® Digital, Dolby® Digital Surround EX, Dolby® E, embedded, AES/EBU and

analog audio. Additional tools include numerous International meter scales and ballistics, Metadata information display,

Lissajous and CineSound® displays plus many more professional features. Please refer to the chart below for additional

information.

Audio
Options

Loudness
Monitoring

SNR Channels
Displayed

Embed.
Audio

Analog
Input

Analog
Outputs

AES/EBU
Inputs

AES Input
Expansion
Channels

AES/EBU
Outputs"

Channel
Map

Dolby
Digital
Output

Dolby
2-ch.

Decode

Dolby
8-ch.

Decode

Alarms Dolby
Metadata
Display

VTM ALOpt. 2 NO 100dB 8 YES 8 8 4 4 NO NO NO NO YES NO

VTM A' -Opt. 3 YES 100dB 8 YES 8 8 8 Standard 4 YES NO NO NO YES NO

VTM A' -Opt 4 YES 100dB 8 YES 8 8 8 Standard 4 YES YES YES NO YES NO

VTM A' -Opt. 5 YES 100dB 8 YES /3 8 8 Standard 4 YES YES YES YES YES YES

*Provided by At -4004, Audio Expansion module option. Adds 4 AES/EBU input pairs. ** Shared with AES/EBU Inputs 1 thru 4.
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Video Formal

Waveform Setup

Eye Pattern Setup
Vector Setup

Gamut Setup
Picture Setup

Audio Alarms
Video Alarms Digital
Time Code Alarms

Display Setup
Communications

System
About

Configure Input A

configure Input it
Meter Setup
AES Validity Bit

Output Preferences

Audio Type

Audio Display
Ito Mapping

a

2 Channels

4 Channels

4 Channel Setup

6 Channels

6 Channel Setup

8

Example of Intuitive SETUP Navigation

The VTM Series' console is easily configured via direct access -to -display

functions, selectable location and context -sensitive pop-up menus. The

intuitive navigation system enables easy access to all functions for even the

most inexperienced users.
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Q-SeeTM, Harris' patented display technology, enables users to configure

their screen for any specific need. Whether full -screen, quadrant with

picture thumbnail, or the convenient MULTI mode, Q -See" can make it

happen. Choose from waveform, vector, gamut, audio, picture and timing

displays, and place each in any quadrant on the screen.

Q -See" is just one more way the VTM Series" proves it is the most versatile

instrument in its class. When equipped with the proper input options, the

VTM Series" can output four different waveforms to the Q -See" display,

from four distinct signals - in essence, handling a job that used to require

four separate monitoring instruments.

Features

 User -configurable hardware

 Display engine flexibility

 Dual auto detecting inputs for HD/SD-SDI,

SD -SDI, or Analog Composite

 Standards: SMPTE-292M, SMPTE-259M-C,

NTSC/PAL

 Supports 4:2:2 and 4:4:4 Dual Link

 Multiple Reference Inputs

 Capability of displaying up to four different

inputs simultaneously

 Customizable display functions, screen

location, multiple displays

 Video Relative Timing display

 Patented Gamut display

 Picture Thumbnail

 AB Parade and Overlay

 608/708 Closed Caption detect/alarm/display

 Comprehensive Alarm set, Peak Level Report

 16 direct -access user presets

 Illuminated controls and indicators

 DVI-I output
 USB ports front and back

 10/100BaseT Ethernet, SNMP agent, Web

Server, SpyderWeb II

 GPI and Router control

Options
 Selectable Graphic Display Engines

 Pixel locator/Data Word Analyzer

 Selectable Video Input Modules

- Dual HD/SD-SDI Input

- Dual HD/SD-SDI Input with Eye Pattern

- Dual SD -SDI Input

- Dual SD -SDI Input with Eye Pattern

- Dual Composite Analog Input (NTSC/PAL)

- Dual ASI Input

 A3, Advanced Audio Analysis Modules

- Meter and monitor up to eight channels of

Analog, AES/EBU and Embedded

- Dolby® Digital, Dolby® Surround EX",

Dolby® E, Pro -Logic I formats

- Dolby® decoded outputs

- "Loudness" metering and alarm

- Multiple audio Lissajous display
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VTM SERIESTM

  
Harris' Videotek® VTM Series- features the world's first user configurable,

field upgradeable, multi -format test and measurement console. The

innovative modular platform makes the VTM Series- fully customizable and

affords broadcasters unprecedented flexibility to choose exactly how they'll

apply the award -winning Videotek technology. It's the perfect solution for

today's multi -format environment.

Start with the number of signals that can be monitored. When fully

equipped, the VTM Series- is the only test instrument of its kind that

monitors and displays as many as four inputs simultaneously. Videotek's

proprietary graphic display engines enable multiple input configurations to

accommodate any environment. HD/SD, SD and composite analog inputs

are available. Users can mix and match the appropriate graphic display

engine to other options like eye -pattern with jitter display and audio

packages featuring Dolby® decoding to create the ideal instrument for their

specific need. A further benefit is a clear upgrade path when technical

requirements change.

Based on the popular VTM products and featuring the same technological

advances introduced in Harris' Videotek TVM instruments, the new VTM

Series- will impress with its functionality offering Waveform, Vector,

Gamut, Audio, Picture, Timing, and Data Analyzer screens. But that's just

the beginning. The unique patented Q -See" display enhances the
performance of this instrument when viewed on any common XGA
monitor.

The VTM Series is also loaded with features designed to enhance the

user's experience: illuminated controls, simple and intuitive navigation and

a compact 1 RU console. Favorite display configurations are Instantly

recalled using the assignable one -touch presets.

Whether customized with specially selected options or preconficured by

Harris' experts, the VTM Series- is the optimal choice for any facility.

4.1?RIS

VTM Series- Display Versatility
Featuring Q -See- Technology

.110.10.

MIA

Vector and Waveform Display of HD and
SD signals.

HD Eye Pattern Waveform and Jitter
Display with Amplitude Cursors and
Picture Thumbnail.

MULTI Mode Display showing Relative
Timing with Waveform and Vector.
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MPEG-4 CIF full motion video and
audio streaming) makes PC control
and monitoring over large networks
entirely manageable. A built-in Web
Server and optional SNMP (Simple
Network Management Protocol) are
industry -standard means of
controlling and monitoring the
X75" over Ethernet. The Leitch CCS
(Command and Control System)

Navigator" software and NUCLEUS"'
customizable control panels further
enhances the remote control aspects

of the X75" for any application. The
CCS-P protocol allows for integration
into automation systems.

Limitless Applications
Expanding video processing to include

"anything in" to "everything out" and
M -PATH Multiple Path and Simulcast
conversions, the Leitch X75- is equally

suited for use in analog, digital, or
high -definition hybrid facilities. The
X75" provides a simple solution for
even the most complex applications.
For production and editing, the X75"
provides conversion to and from any
signal type for HDTV productions. In
news environments, it can time base
correct any tape format - analog,
digital or HDTV. For broadcast, the
X75" can perform up -conversion for
HD output, down -conversion for
monitoring/logging, and cross -

conversion for programs that are
recorded in other than the native
format for the station. For ease of
timing video relative to audio over large

systems, the video to audio timing tool

allows for an out of service robust video

and audio test signal that can be
analyzed for any video to audio timing

differences through analog/digital,

MPEG code/decode, and up/down/cross

conversion processing.

HDTV
CCS

www.leitch.com

C:=

M-PATHTm Multiple Path Processing Supports Bi-Directional Processing

The exclusive M-PATHTm feature

provides multiple directional

connectivity between analog, digital

and high -definition tape transports

or routing systems. Enabling

simultaneous converter and frame

synchronizer operation, M -PATH

mode routes HDTV optical fiber or

HD -SDI and converts and

synchronizes directly to the SDTV

analog and SDI video outputs,
which feed the inputs of analog
composite and component and
digital tape machines and routing

systems. The analog or digital

outputs of tape machines or

routing systems can be

simultaneously connected to one of

the synchronizer's SDTV analog or

digital inputs where it can be

processed and output via the HDTV

optical fiber and HD -SDI port.

Audio signals are handled in a

similar fashion, with eight or

sixteen channels of processing in

each direction. Analog (two stereo

pairs) and 2 or 5 AES inputs and

outputs or 8 AES inputs and
outputs with embedded HD -SDI

and SDI audio are also supported..

M -PATH - Simultaneous UP and DOWN Conversion Example

SDI Digital Server

SOW out to VTR

HD TV
In X75HD

SOW out to X75HD

HDN
Out

Legacy Analog VTR I

fSDTV out to X75HD

SON out to VTR

HDTV
In

X75HD HDIV
Out

Compressed/Embedded Audio - Audio Processing for Discrete, Embedded and Compressed
Audio using either Internal or External Dolby° coders

4111713S-
15.1 Corn, pressedl

X75HD

5.1 Discrete

5.1 Discrete' I

I Dol Encoder

HDTV

Dolby' Decoder

Dolby E/AC-3 Codes (internal or external)

Video to Audio Timing Measurement Tool - Send robust video/audio test signals through
your system (inter/intra-facility) and measure the video to audio timing differences that may
occur.

essmarnii

5HD

ND, MPEG
code/decode,

Up/Down/Cross
Convert 5HD
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X75TI1D/SD
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Multiple Path Converter, Synchronizer....and More

Combining HD and legacy standard -definition video and audio processing capabilities, all in a space -saving

1RU package, the X75- is the definitive, all -in -one solution for broadcasters who have made or are making
the transition to HDTV.

 LEITCI-1 X75-

HD 111
 111111-.2

 01.
 Jn19
 11.1.
 smarm

11111111111111111111101--_.
lir ill -;17- MCI CI IC MI CI

More Than Just a Synchronizer

. Upgrade from SDTV to HDTV

. Audio Embedder/De-Embedder for SDI and HD -SDI

. Bi-Directional Standard/High-Definition Converter

. Video Processor with Auto -Switch Time Base Corrector

. 8, 16 or 32 channel internal audio processing with up to
8 AES VO

. Integrated optional Dolby® E compression and/or
Dolby® E/AC-3 decompression options

. Video and Surround Sound Audio Processing

. Closed Caption Processing

. MPEG-4 Monitor Streaming Option

. Video to Audio Timing Tool Option

. Video and Audio Test Signal Generators

. Digital Noise Reducer with Digital Bandwidth Filtering
Option

. Audio Limiter Option

. Auto -sensing, multi -standard device

(PAL-B/PAL-M/NTSC/SECAM/NTSC) for worldwide use

. Redundant Power Supplies

More Functionality with Less
Equipment
With capabilities that far exceed a
synchronizer, the X75" allows

broadcasters to do more with less
equipment. Video processing

features include level/color control;
3D adaptive color decoding; noise
reduction; frame synchronization and

time base correction for
nonsynchronous signals; and up-,
cross-, and down -conversion with
aspect ratio conversion for hybrid
facilities. The X75's 8, 16 or 32
channels of internal audio processing

include level control, analog/digital

conversions, and embedding and de -

embedding for both SDI and HD -SDI

serial digital signals for interfacing
any audio signal in a professional
environment. Integrated Dolby®

compression and decompression and

voice-over brings even more
functionality.

Infinitely Flexible I/O
The exceptionally flexible input
options for the X75- with HD upgrade
capability provide up-, down- and
cross -conversion from up to seven
input video formats - more than any
similar product currently on the

market - to almost any output video
format. In addition, the X75" features
auto -detected inputs with auto -

changeover and user -selectable alarms

for reduced downtime. Providing

separate connections for all video

input and output formats, the X75"
allows for convenient front panel
selection between multiple input
devices - all of which may be
connected simultaneously. Video input

format options for HDTV optical
fiber, HD -SDI, and optional analog
composite/component/(Betacam®)
and Y/C (S-VHS/Hi-8) inputs are

possible. Dual SDI inputs are included.

Ten broadcast -quality outputs of the
same signals are provided, as well as

optional streaming video and audio
over Ethernet, RGBS, DVI-D, or

auxiliary PAL -B / PAL -M / SECAM /
NTSC composite video outputs.

Effortless Control
Control and monitoring of signals
passing through the X75" is enabled
using IP over Ethernet. Instant
operator control from the local or
remote control panels allows for easy

manipulation of video and audio
signals. Using two Ethernet ports per
unit (one for control, monitoring and
video thumbnails, and the other for
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UDA-683 Utility Video Distribution Amplifier
The UDA-683 is a one in, eight out analog video
utility distribution amplifier, ideal for analog

composite/component, color black, subcarrier and analog

HDTV video installations.

VDA-683 Video Distribution Amplifier
The VDA-683 is a one in, eight out analog video
distribution amplifier with a differential input, ideal for

analog composite/component, color black, subcarrier and

analog HDTV video installations.

VEA-683 Video Equalizing Amplifier
The VEA-683 is a one in, eight out analog video
equalization distribution amplifier with a differential input

for long cable runs using analog composite/component,

color black, subcarrier and analog HDTV video signals.

VEA-684 Video Equalizing Amplifier
The VEA-684 is a one in, eight out analog video equalizing

and clamping distribution amplifier with a differential
input and AC or DC coupling for long cable runs using

analog composite/component, color black, subcarrier and

analog HDTV video signals.

VPD-683 Video Programmable Amplifier
The VPD-684 is a one in, eight out analog video
equalization and clamping distribution amplifier with a

differential input and AC or DC coupling for long cable

runs using analog composite/component, color black,

subcarrier and analog HDTV video signals. Optional,

removable submodule with different gain and EQ settings

is available.

VEH-683 Video Wide Band Equalizing Amplifier
The VEH-683 is a wide bandwidth one input, eight output

video equalizing and clamping distribution amplifier with

differential input and equalization for up to 100 meters

(325 ft.) of coaxial cable. Ideal for analog

composite/component and computer -generated video

installations.

INT-EX1x2 and INT-EX1x6 Analog Video, Digital
Video, Digital Audio Distribution Amplifier
Packages

The INT-EX1x2 is a 1RU package containing 16 one input,

two output distribution amplifiers for analog

composite/component, 75 ohm AES digital audio and SDI

digital video signals.

For applications where price and space are limited, the INT-

EX1x6 distributes 16 signals of virtually any format without

extra processing and cost, allowing distribution of

wideband analog video, SDI video, and AES audio. The INT-

EX1x6 offers 16 channels of 1 input, 6 output distribution

and redundant power supplies with fail alarms via GPI

contacts in a single 2RU frame that can be mounted in

either the front or rear of your equipment rack.

HDA-1508 HD/SD Digital Distribution Amplifier
Standalone, 1/3RU digital distribution amplifier with cable

equalization and eight outputs for HD/SDI and SDI video

data rates of 143 Mb/s to 1.45 Gb/s.

DDA-108 Digital Distribution Amplifier
Standalone, 1/3RU digital distribution amplifier with cable

equalization and eight outputs for serial digital video data

rates of 143, 177, 270 and 360 Mb/s.

DDA-144 Serial Digital Distribution Amplifier
with Analog Composite Monitor Outputs
Standalone, 1/3RU SDI monitoring distribution amplifier

with equalization, reclocking and composite video
encoding. Includes four serial component digital outputs

and four composite analog outputs.

VDA-16 Video Distribution Amplifier
Standalone video distribution amplifier with cable

equalization, one looping video input, and six isolated

video outputs.

A brand of Harris Corporation



AUDIO & VIDEO DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS

AMD-880 Mono Audio Distribution Amplifier
The AMD-880 is a one in, eight out monaural analog audio

distribution amplifier for balanced 66 or 600 ohm signals.

ASD-880 Stereo Audio Distribution Amplifier
The ASD-880 is a one in, four out stereo (2 channels)

analog audio distribution amplifier for balanced 66 or 600

ohm signals.

APD-880 Mono/Stereo/Summing
Programmable Audio Distribution Amplifier
The APD-880 can be programmed using plug-in

submodules to provide monaural, stereo or summed, or a

combination of outputs.

ARG-880 Audio Remote Gain Amplifier
The ARG-880 is a one in, eight out monaural analog audio

distribution amplifier for balanced 66 or 600 ohm signals

with remote gain control.

AES-880 AES/EBU Digital Audio Distribution
Amplifier
The AES-880 is a one in, eight out AES/EBU digital audio

distribution amplifier for use in 110 ohm balanced
installations.

ATG-880 Audio Tone Generator
The ATG-880 provides audio tones of 400 and 1000 Hz on

four dual outputs at levels of +8, +4, 0 and -10 dBm. 440

Hz tone may be requested in place of 400 Hz.

ADC -880 Analog to Digital Audio Converter
The ADC -880 s a two -channel analog audio to 110 ohm

balanced AES digital audio converter with 20 -bit precision.

DAC-880 Digital to Analog Audio Converter
The DAC-880 is a 110 ohm balanced AES digital audio to

two -channel analog audio converter with 20 -bit precision.

INT-EX1x4A2 Analog Audio Distribution
Amplifier Package
The INT-EX1x4A2 is a 2RU package containing 32 one

input, four output stereo (two channels) distribution
amplifiers.

ADA-16 Audio Distribution Amplifier
Standalone audio distribution amplifier with one

balanced/unbalanced audio input and six unbalanced

audio outputs. Uses barrier strip input/output connectors.

ADS -24 Stereo Audio Distribution Amplifier
Standalone audio distribution amplifier with one stereo

Additional Distribution Amplifiers

balanced/unbalanced audio input and four stereo

balanced/unbalanced audio outputs.

ARG6800+ Analog Audio Remote Gain Distribution Amplifier HDC6800+ HDTV Down -converter

VSM6800+ SDI Monitoring Distribution Amplifier DHSE6800+ Dual HDTV, ASI, SDI, Reclocking Distribution

VTM6800+ Triple Monitoring Distribution Amplifier Amplifier

VCA6800+ Composite Video Equalizing & Clamping Distribution DHSD6800+ Dual HDTV, ASI, SDI, Distribution Amplifier

Amplifier DVSE6800+ SDI, ASI Video Equalizing and Reclocking Distribution

VDA6800+ Composite Video Distribution Amplifier Amplifier

VEA6800+ Composite Video Equalizing Distribution Amplifier DVSD6800+ SDI, ASI Video Equalizing Distribution Amplifier

VRG6800+ Composite Video Remote Gain Dstribution Amplifier HDC-3901 HDTV Down -converter and Distribution Amplifier

VPD-6830 Composite Video Programmable Distribution

Amplifier

HDC-3901-AD HDTV Down -converter and Distribution Amplifier

with audio outputs

AES6800+ AES Audio Distribution Amplifier VSM-3901 SDI Monitoring Distribution Amplifier

VSE6800+ SDI Video Equalizing Distribution Amplifier HSE-3901 HDTV / SDI Reclocking Distribution Amplifier

VSD6800+ SDI Video Distribution Amplifier VSE-3901 SDI Reclocking Distribution Amplifier

HSD6800+ HDTV, ASI, SDI Distribution Amplifier AES-3981 AES Audio Distribution Amplifier

HSE6800+ HDTV, ASI, SDI Reclocking Distribution Amplifier VEA-3901 Video Equalizing Distribution Amplifier

VSI6800+ SDI/ASI Equalizing Reclocking Distribution Amplifier ADA-3981 Analog Audio Distribution Amplifier

USM-6800 SDI Component Video Monitoring Distribution
Amplifier

VAM6800+ SDI SDI Video and Analog Monitoring Distribution
Amplifier
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PANACEATM

The affordable, compact Leitch Panacea- routing switcher line has become the market leader for small
routing applications, offering the largest selection of matrix sizes, options and built-in control features,
allowing you to purchase a router tailored to your applications.

11-11517C.

Panacea 1RU - Single -Format Matrix Options

Single 16x16 Single 16x8 Single 16x4 Single 16x1 Single 8x8

Panacea 2RU - Single and Dual -Format Matrix Options

Single 32x32 Single 32x16 Single 32x8 Single 32x4 Single 32x1

Dual 16x16 Dual 16x8 Dual 16x4 Dual 16x1 Dual 8x8

Comprehensive Format Coverage

Panacea- offers comprehensive format coverage, with HD -SDI, SDI/ASI, AES, and analog video and audio available in the

most complete and flexible array of matrix sizes.

Advanced Control Options

The advanced control options of Panacea'" include local and remote control panels RS232/422, X/Y and IP/Ethernet, with

Web and SNMP control direct to the frame. With the most versatile and advanced selection of control features, Panacea`"

raises the standard for small routing. Panacea- also shares a common control base with all other Leitch routers, so
integration into existing and new router installations is effortless.

Superior Performance

The Leitch unit of Harris is an industry leader in incorporating the most advanced technology to meet the latest broadcast

and professional media applications. With Panacea-, performance was not sacrificed to provide a compact, cost-effective

solution.

Excellent Value

Panacea'" provides the same flexibility, performance and reliability customers have come to expect from Leitch routers -
all at an exceptionally cost-effective price.

Panacea"' is for Everyone

Television production facilities, cable operators, outside broadcast vans/trucks, DBS satellite operations, post -production

facilities, webcasters, telcos, corporate boardrooms, schools, military, government, videographers, or anyone else who

wants a compact, on -air quality routing switcher with the ability to mix and match signal formats within the same frame.

HDTV ol) cl=
CCS

Panacea- allows you to tailor your small
router to your application.

 Flexible matrix partitioning options allow for flexibility and
customization

 Choose either integrated universal AC or DC power
supplies or external (brick) universal power supplies

 Redundant power supplies

 Clean switching of discrete SDI or HD -SDI video option

 Quiet switching of discrete AES/EBU digital audio option

 Signal diagnosis capabilities (i.e., signal presence, error

detection)

 Control via X/Y, serial RS -232/422, local control panel,

optional remote control panel or direct -to -frame

IP/Ethernet/SNMP
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INTEGRATOR'
TtRRIS

Flexible, multi -format routing switchers that provide unrivaled performance and control options for all mid to
large routing applications.
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Expandable Architecture
Integrator- is a series of economical,

scalable, multi -format routers packed

with advanced features and

redundancy that provides unrivaled

performance and control options for

all mid -to -large sized routing

applications. The Integrator- allows

you to mix different types of signals

and I/O connections within the same

frame by offering modular I/O back

panels.

Our Integrator- prepares your facility

to switch today's and tomorrow's
formats. The Integrator solutions
include routing systems in 4, 6 and

8RU frames that provide

expandability from 32x32 to

256x256, and our 8RU Integrator
GOLDTM wideband digital multi -rate

router will easily expand from 8x8 to

256x256. Other features include

optional redundant hot-swappable

logic cards and power supplies and

incorporated alarms for control, fans

and power supplies.

Comprehensive Control
A powerful and complete control
system is provided through

programmable control panels and our

RouterMapper, RouterWorks, CCS

PilotTM and CCS NavigatorTM control

software. Our control options free you

from hardware constraints with virtual

crosspoint mapping and soft -matrix

partitioning; crosspoint restrictions

such as locks and protects; up-

loadable drivers for diagnostics and

control of other vendors equipment;

system polling for new or added

component configuration without

interrupting operations; and traceable

system signal paths. Integrator"' is fully

compatible with existing Leitch control

software and hardware, allowing you

to easily integrate into or upgrade

existing or new router installations.

Integrator GOLD`"
Integrator GOLD- is the standard

when it comes to wideband digital

multi -rate routing. With the capability

of routing signals from 3 Mb/s to 1.5

Gb/s, Integrator GOLD- offers a clear

growth path from lower bit rate AES,

SDI and ASI to high -bandwidth, high -

definition format signals.

The 8RU Integrator GOLD"' can easily

scale from 8x8 to 128x128

in multiples of 8 I/O. Features

include redundant power supplies,

redundant logic cards and easy -to -use,

front -loading, hot -swap capability.

Integrator GOLD"' provides complete

digital format support: HD, SDI, AES,

ASI and common Telco rates and an

option for SDI -only.

New Integrator GOLD- encoder and

decoder boards support analog video

via high -quality 10 -bit conversion.

Control Topologies

TCP/IP (Ethernet)

RS -232/422

X/Y Coaxial

Standard I-Vf

Standard IV r
Standard

HDTV (V) CZ=ccs
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frame needs to operate within a
system. A complete failure of both

modules -or of the complete frame

- would only affect the signals in
that frame. The rest of the system

would continue to operate. In

addition, communications from

control panels and applications do

not have to be brought to a

centralized controller, thereby

enhancing the ability to widely

distribute systems and removing

another single point of failure.

Enhancements to traditional routing

control include secure access rights

with level, source and destination

restrictions per user; tie -line

management; and timed events,
allowing distributed events to occur

simultaneously. Platinum" offers

native support for all legacy Leitch

router protocols, CCS" PROTOCOL

(protocol common to all Leitch

processing product lines) and SNMP.

Drivers are also available to interface

to most common third -party routers

and/or control systems.

Platinum- routing switchers are

supported by an extensive line of

Leitch applications, protocol

interfaces and control panels. This

includes several new hardware -based

control panels applicable to control

and monitoring of routing,

as well as other product lines.

In addition, the award -winning

CCS Navigator"' application, which

provides user -configurable GUIs

applicable to complete facility -wide

control and monitoring, has been

extended with several router -specific

enhancements.

Exceptional Serviceability and

Support

In environments that require routing

of a large number of signals,

exceptional serviceability is critical.

The Platinum" line is designed

to provide maximum ease of

serviceability, allowing problems to

be easily detected even in multi-

channel facilities and ensuring that

your system remains online even

during upgrades. Leitch CCS" allows

you to monitor your router from

anywhere in the world, enabling
faster troubleshooting time and

improved operational efficiency.

Should an upgrade be required for

Platinum", its frontloading, hot-

swappable modules and individually

replaceable fans guarantee easy

service with no need to take the
system off-line.

HDTV 0=

 Routing for large systems

- 256x256 in 15RU

- 512x512 in 28RU

 Video Routing

- HD -SDI digital multi -rate from 3Mb/s to 1.5Gb/s

- Digital video signals including SMPTE 310, SDI, ASI, HD -SDI

- Analog video via conversion to/from SDI on I/O modules

 Audio routing

 Digital audio signals including balanced and un-balanced AES

- Analog stereo audio via conversion to/from AES on I/O modules

 Module I/O in groups of 8

 Route to/from digital & analog signals with no external processing

 Front -loading, hot-swappable modules for 24/7 operation

 Redundancy throughout

- Power supplies, resource modules, signal paths

 Enhanced control and monitoring capabilities with support for Leitch
Command Control System" (CCS'")

- New desk and rack -mount HW-based control panels

- Enhancements to award -winning CCS Navigator" application

 Secure access rights with restrictions by level, source and destination

 CCS" PROTOCOL, SNMP and third -party protocol support
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PLATINUM"
TiRRIS

The Platinum"' line of routing switchers combines a highly robust architecture with the flexibility required to
future -proof your investment, delivering unsurpassed value for your larger routing needs.

Designed to support high -quality

routing for 24/7 operation,

Platinum- routing switchers are well -

suited to network, local broadcaster,

mobile production, cable, telco,

military, government and corporate

applications - any environment that

requires routing of a large number of

signals.

The Platinum"' line provides high -

quality signal routing up to 256x256

in 15RU and 512x512 in 28RU.

Supporting a mixture of almost any

type of signal within the same frame

(i.e., analog stereo audio, AES,

analog video, SDI, ASI, HD -SDI, etc.),

Platinum" combines wide band-
width, multi -rate routing with

built-in optional conversion of analog

signals on input and/or output

modules. The built-in conversion also

enables the user to route to/from one

type of signal to another without the

addition of external processing.

Higher Reliability
Platinum" routing frames are

designed for harsh, 24/7 operation

(including mobile truck environ-

ments), and feature front -loading,

hot-swappable modules for ease of

serviceability. Employing the latest

technology, Platinum- allows more

functionality at lower power

consumption, and is supported by

redundant, load -sharing power

supplies. Airflow is from front to

back, with each fan individually

replaceable without taking the

system off-line.

For further reliability, Platinum's I/O

modules support either eight inputs

or eight outputs, thereby limiting the

number of signals affected by

any one module. With Platinum-,

complete signal paths can be made

redundant, and our software allows

for manual or automatic rerouting of

signals in the event of a failure. Each

Platinum frame supports redundant

control and sync modules. In

addition, Platinum" supports The

Leitch Command Control System-

(CCS-), which is designed such that

no external controller is required,

eliminating yet another single point

of failure in your system.

Enhanced Control and

Monitoring
Platinum's distributed control system

is unique in the industry, requiring no

separate, centralized controller. Each

Platinum- frame features redundant

control modules that store

configuration information related to

that frame in non-volatile memory

and contain all the information that
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ROUTING SWITCH ERS
TiRRIS

No matter what your requirements, we've got the router for you. Any size, any budget, any signal format - our
portfolio can deliver. And you won't sacrifice quality or performance for price. We offer affordable, broadcast -

quality routing switchers that route all signal formats from analog to HD for any sized application. Which ever
system you choose, you're investing in world-renowned Leitch routing technology. Robust architecture,
exceptional scalability, space -saving frames, superior control, unsurpassed reliability - that's what you can expect
from every router in our portfolio.

Large Routing

Platinum"

HDTV ccs
256x256, 512x512 and larger
The Platinum" line of routing switchers combines a highly robust architecture
with the flexibility required to future -proof your investment, delivering
unsurpassed value for your larger routing needs. Designed to support high -

quality routing for 24/7 operation, Platinum`" routing switchers are well -suited
to network, local broadcaster, mobile production, cable, telco, military,

government and corporate applications - any environment that requires
routing of a large number of signals.

Medium Routing

Integrator"

Integrator GOLD"

32x32 to 128x128

Integrator" is a highly scalable, multi -format medium to large scale router

designed for high reliability in mission -critical applications. Integrating all

digital and analog signal formats in the same frame, Integrator supports signal

formats including composite, component, SDI, HD -SDI, ASI, E3, DS3, AES,

Stereo, Mono and Data.

8x8 to 128x128

Adds wideband, digital multi -rate routing to the Integrator" family in a

compact 8RU frame.

Small Routing

Panacea Lite'

Panacea'"

Panacea"' Clean/Quiet
UW0,6666:7,6661z11111111-

12x1

Mixed format, broadcast -quality 1 2x1 utility routing - all within an
affordable, ultra -compact 1RU frame.

8x8 to 32x32; 16x1 to 512x1

Affordable, compact router providing on -air quality in every signal format from

analog to HD.

16x2 (with 6 auxiliary outputs)

The industry's most powerful dual -channel clean video with quiet embedded

audio routing switcher.
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NUCLEUS'

The NUCLEUS- network control panel is designed to meet the many needs of today's broadcast operations.

Providing complete customization, NUCLEUS- enables users to tailor the control interface to their specific
applications. NUCLEUS- allows the user to navigate to a specific device quickly with the minimum number of
keystrokes.

Enhanced Parameter Control

 Accessed by means of device
parameter submenus

 4 user -assignable parameter
adjustment knobs

 4 user -assignable parameter
adjustment buttons

Numeric Keypad

 [lied device selection
 Pc rarietric value entries

 Copy/download panel
configurations

 Copy/downIcad device
parameter settings

16 User -Programmable LCD Buttons -1

 Drect desire selection
 Ctegory/index device :election
 Device parameter subir enus
 Rcuter destination/souse select
 Rcuter ca-egory/index cestinatioe'source select

NUCLEUSI 4,*11/MI5

 Up to 8 p-esets per dev ce

USB Port Us -N --Assignable P-eset BLttons

Leitch has always led the way in the industry with practical, real-time control panels, and NUCLEUS" is no exception.

More knobs for parameter adjustments. More buttons to quickly invoke parameter value changes. A better display to

improve overall operation, and a higher degree of user customization. NUCLEUS- allows the user to quickly store and

recall device presets and to reset a device to a user -defined "unity" setup.

Offering much more than simply processing control, NUCLEUS- has been designed to support Harris/Leitch routers, test

and measurement tools, and branding and master control systems. Customers will be able to control these products as

the drivers become available through software upgrades.

Configuration services: Time is a precious commodity. To help maximize the effectiveness of your CCS NAVIGATOR -

or NUCLEUS- setup, skilled technical service personnel are available to assist in the planning, design and implementation

of your monitoring and control requirements within these platforms.
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CCS NAVIGATOR'

Network monitoring and control
applications. Both NUCLEUS- and

quickly identify problems and take

CCS NAVIGATOR"' is an innovative,

Windows® -based software applica-

tion that enables users to easily
monitor both Leitch and third -party

devices within any facility. Operators

experience immediate familiarity with

Navigator's onscreen GUIs, as they are

representations of the user's facility

and workflow. Minimal operational

training is required, as Navigator

supports a simple, point -and -click

operation.

Actual system block diagrams can be

imported into CCS NAVIGATOR" to

accurately reflect the impact of any

alarms within a signal path. Actual

JPEG images of rack elevations can be

imported to accurately identify the

location of any problem. Both Leitch

CCS-enabled devices and third -party,

SNMP-enabled devices can be linked

into these system images -
providing a powerful monitoring and

control system that allows users to

mastermind their operations.

An alarm from any CCS-enabled
device within the facility is broadcast

over UDP to all clients on the network

- multiple workstations are visually

alerted simultaneously. An SNMP

trap (alarm) from any third -party
device within the network is sent to

every addressed client on the

network. Any operator can manually

take charge and address the

situation. CCS NAVIGATOR" also

supports automatic responses to

can be accomplished by means of both hardware panels and software
CCS NAVIGATOR- provide customized user interfaces that enable users to
corrective action.

specific, critical alarms. User -defined

actions can be triggered by specific

criteria for situations when the
response must be immediate and

accurate.

CCS NAVIGATOR" provides a set of

design wizards that permit users to

quickly set up router controls and
processing product (6800+", NEO")

frame views. These wizards are

significant time savers during the
setup of the GUIs.

Thumbnails and streaming video:

The newest Leitch processing

products are able to generate

thumbnails from the video signal that

passes through them - greatly
enhancing the operator experience.

Operators are now able to see the

state of the signal that is generating

the alarm. They can confirm content

prior to actually switching a feed live

to air. Suddenly, signals from remote

Alarm
renders

up

.CCS NAV/GA TOR

World Map

EM

=ZEN
waraisme ii14"

-

m=11=W
S. IN nrc.,

0

You

drill
down

it

CCS NAVIGATOR

....11111111I11111

OEM

1""

IFunction Module Itt

INNIS

5

facilities across the country can be

seen at a central monitoring facility

- just as if they were in the next
room. Mistakes are minimized, con-

fidence is gained.

,22,1, Marge -U. .-a4,11111. IN.4841

 Centralized or distributed monitoring of

Leitch and third -party equipment

 Real-time local or remote control with

individually configurable control

parameters

 Scalable from simple control of one or

two devices to the control of large

distributed systems with many devices

 Secure access to network resources by

user groups and individual settings

 Creation and placement of action/status

hotspots over user -supplied images

 Wizards enable quick creation of control

panel surfaces to control/monitor routers

 Buttons, images, text and CCS-enabled

products symbol gallery

 Browsing (backward & forward) across

Navigator pages

 Single button to launch simple or

multiple presets

 Single click to launch web -based

applications

(I) az!:tCCS
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CCS

The Leitch Command Control System, CCS-, encompasses a powerful system of software applications, control

panels, protocols and gateways that enable monitoring and control of both Harris/Leitch and third -party
products within a network.

Broadcast infrastructures are becoming increasingly complex to design and integrate.

With complex infrastructures comes an even greater need for simple, straightforward

monitoring and control. Operators need to know - at a glance - where a problem

exists, and must be able to take corrective action confidently.

The fundamentals of good system design remain constant: industry -standard IP

infrastructures; a system architecture that is scalable from small, compact islands of

equipment to large distributed networks; and protocols that are open and documented

for straightforward integration into any ne:work client. The CCS- environment delivers

all this and more.

Industry -standard IP infrastructures: broadcast engineers cannot afford to invest in

non-standard communications infrastructures. Price points for IP networks continue to

drop. Troubleshooting tools quickly locate bottlenecks. More employees possess IP skills.

It just makes good business sense.

ccTM
Any product identified with
the CCS- check mark will
bring you all the value
of the award -winning Leitch
Command Control System"

Scalable system architectures: Network traffic is bursty - increasing during peak production times and falling at night.

Whether a broadcast facility's system is small with only a few frames, or large with hundreds of frames from various

manufacturers, the infrastructure must be scalable to accommodate the network traffic. CCS- infrastructures are able to scale

with no special customizations to standard network infrastructures required and offer both UDP and TCP/IP communications

to ensure the most efficient use of precious networking bandwidth.

Open and documented protocols: Today's broadcaster needs to know what traffic is being carried on his communications

networks. Proprietary protocols are a thing of the past! The open and documented CCS- PROTOCOL brings practical,

real-time control across IP networks. And because CCS- PROTOCOL provides a single broadcast of all product alarms to all

clients within the network, overall network traffic is minimized.

Leitch core processing products, Videotek® Jegalizers, Platinum routers and Harris IconStation- branding systems support CCS-

PROTOCOL. Implementation plans are underway across our other core product lines - IconMaster- master control systems,

IconLogo- branding and Videotek® test equipment. A single protocol will allow users to gain access to the majority of the

Leitch product portfolio.

SNMP
SNMP support complements the implementation of CCS- PROTOCOL. All Leitch processing

products (6800+-, NE0- and X751 now, optionally, support SNMP. In cases where third -

party systems are already in place for system -wide monitoring, SNMP is the common

interface to virtually all devices.

Documented device interface descriptions can be accessed via the Leitch website. Whenever possible, both the CCS'"

PROTOCOL definition and the SNMP MIBs are posted.
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NEO SuiteView Solo-
A compact, high -resolution multi -source display processor

supporting up to 12 inputs in 1RU. NEO SuiteView Solo'"

provides a very affordable, high -resolution monitoring solution

for full -featured applications requiring fewer inputs.

HDTV

LMT
ccs

SuiteView."
A simple yet versatile multi -source display processor

offering from 4 to 16 inputs in 1 RU. Supporting a wide

range of video outputs simultaneously, SuiteView-provides

an extremely cost-effective monitoring solution for use

with video -based displays.

 Compact and cost-effective with up to 12 inputs in 1 RU

8 -input version providing ultimate affordability

Auto -sensing video inputs for HD -SDI, SDI and

composite, plus graphics/streaming video inputs

High -resolution configurable outputs support up to

UXGA (1600x1200) for use with plasma, LCD, computer

monitors and projection displays

Optional local or remote control panel available

Easy -to -use Layout Manager provides configuration and

control capabilities

Smaller High -quality Monitoring Applications

Mobile trucks

 QA stations, edit suites, tape rooms

Master control and production control rooms

Corporate board rooms, schools

Video conferencing

Trade shows and kiosks

Compact and versatile with from 4 to 16 inputs in 1RU

Auto -sensing video inputs for SDI and composite video

signals

Multiple video outputs provided simultaneously,

including SDI (x2), component and composite video

Well -suited for use with SDI, composite or component

video monitors, smaller plasma displays, or for routing

across video networks

Local control panel provided standard

Optional user-friendly Layout Editor provides

configuration and control capabilities

Simple Monitoring Applications

Mobile trucks

Master/production control rooms

 QA stations, edit suites, tape rooms

Monitoring remote sites

Cost-effective "as run" confirmation

- Record multiple feeds simultaneously

- Interstitial/security/traffic monitoring
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SuiteViewTM Multi -Source Display Processors
The SuiteView- processors are capable of rendering multiple video and computer graphics signals

in real time to either high -resolution plasma, LCD, computer monitors and projection displays or

video -based displays. See page 43 for ordering information.

NEO SuiteView-
An advanced, modular multi -source display processor scalable up to 44 inputs. Integrated with our award -winning CCS

Navigator- application, NEO SuiteView- provides fully customizable system -wide monitoring solutions for mission -critical

24/7 operation.

Highly scalable and modular with up to 44 inputs in 3RU

(smaller configurations available in 1 RU)

 Auto -sensing inputs support a wide range of signal

formats from HD -SDI, SDI and composite to streaming

video on VGA/DVI graphics inputs

High -resolution configurable outputs (main and

redundant) support up to UXGA (1600x1200) for use

with plasma, LCD, computer monitors and projection

displays

Mission -critical Monitoring Applications

Multi -channel master control rooms

Production control rooms

Network control centers

Mix -and -match other NEC processing modules within

the same frame

 NEO frames support multiple NEO SuiteView- systems

to drive multiple unique displays

Front -loading, hot-swappable PSU, fans and modules

for mission -critical applications

Peace of mind with optional redundant PSU and controller

Redundant outputs provided standard with approaches

for redundancy/backup in event of display unit failure

Satellite transmission sites

Traffic monitoring

Security monitoring

=. =

HDTV

(Iccs
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LEGALIZATION & COLOR CORRECTION

DL-850HD and DL -860 Serial Digital Legalizers

The mulitple-award-winning DL-850HD high -definition serial digital
legalizer accepts all popular HD formats, with complete flexibility for
legalizing high -definition signals. The DL-850HD output format tracks the
input format, and the signal can be legalized to HD, SD, RGB, and/or
Encoded color space. CRC values are monitored and recalculated to insure
proper output values. Input EQ added to the incoming video is displayed on
the front panel. The DL-850HD has a selection to pass or blank all ancillary
data without any alteration except CRC correction. All legalization limits are
variable, allowing for many custom configurations to the HD Clips, SD

Clips, Encoded gamut and RGB gamut limits. Direct access and operation of the DL-850HD is straightforward, from the
backlit front panel LCD display to the LED status indications, function selection buttons, and knob for easy menu
navigation. All operational parameters, including the selectable bypass function are also supported via Ethernet using the
embedded Web server interface. The DL -850 also supports the Leitch CCS Navigator" control and monitoring software,
and the NUCLEUS"' user -customizable control panel.

1:1_PRELIMINARYi The upcoming HD/SD DL -860 serial digital legalizer will build on the features of the
DL-850HD, expanding upon it with support for standard -definition input as well as HD input
signals.

SDC-101 Serial Digital Video Color Corrector

The SDC-101 digital color corrector accepts a SMPTE 259M -C input and
produces an output of the same format. It provides the user with
real-time control over common video parameters for the purpose of
correcting or enhancing video signals. Familiar and understandable
analog terms give the user the traditional look and feel of an analog color

corrector, while 10 -bit digital processing guarantees optimum signal quality. The SDC-101 lets you inexpensively correct
picture errors and alter video levels in component serial digital video. It accurately corrects and enhances more than 40
critical parameters and stores 50 user -defined presets.

DPA-100 Serial Digital Processing Amplifier

knobs,

The DPA-100 serial digital processing amplifier provides the controls that
are familiar in the analog world while working in a pure component serial
digital format. The unique automatic "Broadcast Legal" function
monitors the signal and looks for colors which, while legal in the
component digital environment, fall outside the limits legal for NTSC or
PAL broadcast. The DPA-100 automatically adjusts these values to provide
a clean, properly modified signal to feed an encoder, transmission system
or storage device. The DPA-100 also provides control, via dedicated

of six video parameters including: Video Gain, Luminance Gain, Chroma Gain, Hue, Black Level and Y/C Delay.
Front panel LED's provide constant system status monitoring. The system includes two optional, separate remote control
units that operate over an RS -422 interface.
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ICONMASTER'

SD/HD Configurable Master Control With Embedded Multi -Layer Branding

IconMaster" is based on our industry -leading NEO" modular platform. It is the only Master
control that can be combined with other advanced applications to create a complete, self-
contained channel release system.

IconMaster'" goes beyond other master control offerings by allowing you the
flexibility to choose the best configuration and options you need - when
you need them.

IconMaster" is a cost-effective, modular master control and branding solution
beyond the conventional, offering the ability to combine critical master control functions
with multi -layer integrated branding - all in a modular card format with room to add and grow
as requirements change.

You can also upgrade IconLogo" to a full IconMaster", protecting your investments with an easy upgrade path.

IconMaster" - for today's and tomorrow's master control & branding needs.

Future -proofed
 SD and HD configurable with no hardware changes

 Compact, two -slot solution leaves 10 free NEO'" slots for
future growth

Flexible
 Assignable (two -channel) squeezeback position

 Assignable clean output and key priority

 Internal routing and/or external routing

Control
 12 -input desk mount/rack mount control panel

 Industry -standard buttons with LEDs for bus selection &
transitions

 Fully configurable LCD buttons

 Optional intelligent audio control panel

 Optional touch -screen configuration and control application

Features

 12 -input HD/SD configurable Master Control with
embedded Branding

 Full next -event preview

 6 Keyers -2 external (key/fill), 4 internal branding keys

 Flexible audio with 16 channels embedded (HD)

Audio Over 1

Audio Over 2-,

Squeeze 8KGD

Input A --le
Input B

Key 1

Fill I -qp.
Key 2

F1112

IconMaster

P.T

-

 2 audio overs with dedicated inputs

 Machine control
 Branding

- Internal audio playback
- Static and animated
- Analog and digital clocks

Options
 Relay bypass with dedicated bypass input

 Discrete AES audio (embedded audio standard)

 2 -channel video squeeze back

 Crawl with dynamic data insertion

 RSS and ODBC connectivity

 EAS and Amber Alert (Emergency Alert System) insertion

HDTV

IconMaster: Internal Routing

- 4 -layer branding engine
- Crawls and EAS/Amber Alert

Audio Over 2

Squeeze BKGD
GPI

X111
FIII2

ut A

put B

le11

Pgrn 1

Pqm 2

Ps(

AUtIto Over 2
Dimes.

Squeeze BSC° --O.
GPI

Key/Fig I -10.
Key/Fill 2 -BP

Input A

IconMaster: External Routing
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ICON""

Icon- -A Family of Products and Integrated Applications for Master Control & Branding

When it comes to master control and branding, you want unrivaled choice and flexibility. You also want an
advanced, future -proofed set of solutions that allows your businesses to grow as individual needs dictate.
Harris' Icon" family delivers the broadest suite of master control and branding products on the market, from
master control switching, to master control graphics and channel presentation, to master control branding.
And with the Icon" family, you can feel confident your investment is truly protected - all the products in our
Icon" family are tightly integrated so your Icon" master control and branding solution can evolve as your needs
evolve.

IconLogo'" - Master Control Channel Branding

IconLogor" is a modular branding solution based on the Leitch NEO'" platform. Significant

IconLogo" features include support for crawls and EAS as well as a new software graphical user

interface (GUI). These features are made possible as software functionality and advanced

graphics capabilities are shared across the Icon"' family. IconLogo" provides an easy upgrade

path from SD to HD and even to a full IconMaster". It is ideal for channel branding applications

such as time/temperature, stills/animations, audio clip playback and text crawls for breaking

news.

mi is  

lo II    

IconMaster'" -SD/HD Configurable Master Control with Embedded Branding

IconMaster", also based on the industry -leading NEO" modular platform, combines critical

master control functions with multi -layer integrated branding. IconMaster" is the only master

control that can be combined with other advanced applications, such as the Leitch NEO

SuiteView" multi -viewer series or the new Leitch NEO" XHD up, down, cross and M -Path

(multiple) converter series, to create the ultimate plug -and -play system - all in the same
frame. IconMaster" also supports internal routing using NEO" routing modules and/or external

routing with Leitch or third -party routers. IconMaster" is unique, as it is fully configurable

between SD and HD formats without the need for expensive upgrades or replacements.

IconStation- - Master Control Graphics and Channel Presentation

IconStation" is the first branding solution to combine logo insertion with multiple real-time

data crawls and a squeezeback DVE for maximum channel branding impact. Ideally suited to

either large or small broadcasters seeking a reliable on -air branding solution, IconStation"

includes Inscriber® award -winning character generation for superior title and graphic creation,

and is ideal for enhanced or demanding applications requiring functions such as L -bars effects,

template -driven channel playout, unlimited layering and multi -level animation/still insertion.

IconStation"' is SD/HD configurable depending upon your requirements.

Icon" - for today's and tomorrow's master control and branding needs.

HDTV

O
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ADA-3981-66, 600 - Analog Audio Distribution Amplifier

IN 1

Analog
Inputs

Gain
IN 2 Control

ii

- OUT 1
--10. OUT 2

- OUT 3

-* OUT 4

- OUT 5
- OUT 6

OUT 7

-0. OUT 8

1 in, 8 out (mono) or 2 in, 4 out (stereo)
20-20kHz bandwidth

+30Bu (66ohm), +24dBm (600ohm)
maximum input level

Gain range of -6 to +33dB
Remote gain (.5dB steps), channel swap,
mute

Channel swap and mute
Left and right inputs can be summed to
mono

+ -GND+-GND+-GND+-GND
1 2 3 4

+ -GND+-GND+-GND+-GND
1 2 3 4

+
1 2

11111111111111111111111111K
AVM -3901-C

 CI' ei
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0000000i
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Additional back modules intended to complement product
information provided on product pages.
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AES-3981 - AES Audio Distribution Amplifier

AES In Ea

-11P OUT 1
OUT 2

OUT 3

-10. OUT 4

-11. OUT 5
OUT6

--) OUT 7
--I. OUT 8

Input signal types:
AES 75 and 110 Ohm interfaces
Data -only mode for compressed audio signals

 AES frame rates up to 96kHz
Auto EQ, auto reclock up to 96kHz

CCS

CZ=

VEA-3901 - Composite Video Equalizing Distribution Amplifier

NTSC/PAL
Analog

Controlar'

Input

-It. OUT 1

-10. OUT 2

OUT 3

-It- OUT 4

OUT 5
OUT6

-a. OUT 7

OUT 8

Input signal type: passive looping 1Vp-p video
Clamp off/soft /hard

 White clip, hard and soft
 AC/DC coupling (jumper selectable)

Remote control of gain (-3 to + 3dB)
 Remote control of EQ (300m)

CGS

1=3
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VSM-3901 - SDI Monitoring Distribution Amplifier

SDI In - E0
RECLOCK

-I. SDI

SDI 2
SDI 3

SDI 4

-1. SDI 5/CFID

SDI 5/CPST

V/GPOCPST 2

PB/13/1../CPST

PHIRJC/CPST

/11?RIS

10 -bit signal processing path

Up to 6 reclocked, equalized 4:2:2 serial outputs
Up to 4 NTSC/PAL-B analog composite color
outputs or 1 component (GBR / Y, Pb, Pr, / YC)

Delete, chroma on/off, setup on/off, burst on/off
and chroma filter bandwidth select

OUT 1
CPST/
Pr/R/C

OUT 2
CPST/
Pb/BN

OUT 3
CPST/
Y/G

O
OUT 6 OUT 7 OUT 8 OUT 9

SDI/SPST SDI/CFI D SDI SDI SDI SDI
OUT 4 OUT 5 INPUT

SDI

VSE-3901 - SDI and ASI Reclocking Distribution Amplifier

SDI
Input

(143Mb/s-
540Mb/s)

SDI 1

SDI 2

-I. SDI 3

--10. SDI 4

-I. SDI 5
-40. SDI 6

-0' SDI 7

-0. SDI 8

Input signal types:
SMPTE 259M, 344M, DVB-ASI

Differential input, transformer coupled inputs
and outputs
8 reclocked and auto -equalized outputs

Automatic bypass if unable to lock
at the above rates
Forced bypass capability

ASI compliant

- LEITCH



NSM-8X1AES-B, C, NSM-7X2AES-B, C - AES Audio Switches

Input 1 -

Input 2

Input 3 -

Input 4 -

Input 5 -

Input 6 Quad
AES

Input 7 Receiver

Input 8
)Output 2)

SYNC

8 X 2
MATRIX

with
Synchronous
Processing

nve

-Cl":epn,Tatord

D ve

Output 1

(Output 2)

See page 65 for other back panels: NSM-7x2AES-C and NSM-8x1AES-C

NSM-8X1-A2 - Analog Audio Switches

RRIS

High -quality AES audio routing switcher

8x1 switcher with auto -detect switchover
configuration or 7x2 switcher configuration
Supports these signal types:

- AES3 - 30kHz - 100kHz frame rates
- Any 50% duty cycle digital signal within the

voltage and frequency range
Relay bypass

Driver I -- Output Al
Input A,1 -

Input A,8

Buffer I-1.

Driver -0. Output A2

Logic
Buffer

16 X 4
Matrix

Control

Audio Level

Input B,1
Detect I

Buffer H

Input B 8
Driver I- Output B1--0.> Buffer

Driver I - Output B2

0000 00000 00
0000 00000000

High -quality analog audio routing switcher
Can be user -configured for the following
matrix sizes:

- single stereo 8x2
- single mono 16x4
- stereo 8x1 with dual outputs
- quad mono 4x1 (married)
- quad mono 4x1 (breakaway)
Relay bypass

Swap / sum capability
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NSM-8X1S HD, NSM-7X2SHD - HDTV and SDI Video Switches

Input 1 --tf

High -quality HD/SDI wideband video routing

8x1 switcher with auto -detect switchover configuration orEQ ---o Buffer -of SDISReicHlocDD
)utput 1

ker

7x2 switcher configuration
Input 2 --of

Input 3 --of

EQ -of
EQ -of

Buffer

Buffer

-of
Logora

Control
Supported signal types (10Mb/s to 1.5 Gb/s):

- SMPTE 259 - 143, 177, 270, 360, and 540 Mb/s

SO/HD

Input 4-
Input 5--n

Ea --of
EQ -.

Buffer

Buffer

8 X 2
MATRIX

Output 2)
- SMPTE 292 - 1.485 Gb/s

Input 6 -of EQ Buffer --n
SDI Deterministic, line -accurate switchingReclocke

Input 7 --of EQ Buffer Relay bypass

Input 8 ---of EQ - Buffer
SYNC

~ Sep razor Reclock both SMPTE 259M and SMPTE 292M bit rates
(Output 2)

Bypass operation for signals at nontraditional video rates
SYNC Auto -equalize all inputs up to 1.5 Gb/s

NSM-8X1V, NSM-7X2V - Composite Video Switches

HDTV

(I)cc

=ID

1

High -quality analog video routing switcher
8x1 switcher with auto -detect switchover configuration or

BufferInput 7x2 switcher configuration
Input 2 Output 1 Deterministic, line -accurate switching

Output 1
- Buffer

Processing -.
NTSC/PAL analog referenceInput 3 - Buffer

Input

Input

8 X 2
MATRIX

Outp
Processing2

Relay bypass
(Output 2)

4 -Buffer
5 Buffer Bypass operation lor signals at nontraditional video rates

Input 6 - Buffer

Input 7 - Buffer ,_____,
Contrologic

Input 8 -
2)

Buffer

(Output

ISYNC

ccs

=ID
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DMX-3901-B4, C4 - SDI De -multiplexer to 4 AES Audio

SDI in

SDI out

Reclock I t

CPU

DeMux
Resample

Proc Amp

AES 1

AES 2

AES 3

AES 4

4-channell AES output

Selectable 16/20/24 -bit audio delay/processing

Passes compressed audio data, ie., Dolby® E,
AC -3'
Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds

0000000000000
000000000000

BALANCED AES OUTPUT
OUT I OUT 2 IN

SDI ACTIVE LOOP -

O
C=I

O
LU

cC5

111111Mik
DSA-3901-A - Analog Audio Synchronizer/Delay Processor and

De -multiplexer

Au io

SDI In
Re- A c,
Clock Demur De ay

1_ Sync

CF'U
trol

Autlio
Proc

To e
Generator

Audio
Matrix

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
00000000000

z SDI 1

SDI 2

SDI 3

2 X Analog
Audio

2 X Anal,
Audio

 4 -channel analog audio demultiplexer
Selectable 16/20/24 -bit audio
synchronization/delay/processing

Audio processing amplifier: gain, swap, invert,
summing

Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds

CGS

EITCH 60
of Harris Corpo,at,,,,



CH 2 In
Antlog - - Con..
Mae

0.12

MSA-3901-A, B, C, B4, C4 - Audio Synchronizer/Delay Processor
and Multiplexer

SDI video input, 2 or 3 processed outputs
 Analog and digital audio versions

Selectable 16/20/24 -bit audio
synchronization/delay/processing

 Audio re -sampling for 32-108kHz AES inputs,
with bypass for data over AES operation
C, U & V bit transparency for AES versions

Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds

Tnic4Ing

DARS

$1211

-1. SDI:

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000

ANALOG AUDIO IN

0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00

See page 65 for other back panels: MSA-3901-C, B4, C4

OUT 1
SDI

OUT 2 IN
SDI SDI

DMX-3901-A, B, C - SDI De -multiplexer to 4 -Channel Analog or

SEM -

(
ccs

2 AES Audio

1

Versions for analog or 2 -channel AES audio
outputs

Dorpt.oc PO4

NCH

CH 2

Selectable 16/20/24 -bit audio
delay/processingAnalog

p,, Audio
Passes compressed audio data, ie., Dolby® E,-.CH 3

-.CH 4 AC -3-

Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds

SDI in CO

SCI out

EDH DeMt,
kesample

00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000
0 0 0 0 0 0 00 000

AES OUT

See page 65 for other back panel: DMX-3901-C

OUTi OUT 2 IN
SDI SDI SDI

A brand of Hares Corporation



H RRIS

mvA-3901-A, B, C -4 -Channel Analog or 2 AES Audio to SDI
Multiplexer

CH 1

CH 2

Analog Audio

CH 3

CH 4

SDI in

SPG

Reclock

MUX /
PROC
AMP

CPU 14-1

000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0,

2 SDI out

INPUT
ANALOG AUDIO BALANCED DARS INPUT DARS

00 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 00

BALANCED AES IN/OUT

4 -channel analog or 2 -channel
AES audio multiplexing into SDI

Selectable 16/20/24 -bit audio delay/processing

Passes compressed audio data, ie., Dolby® E,
AC -3-

Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds

OS DI
OUT 2 IN

SDI SDI SDI

See page 65 for other back panel: MXA-3901-C

MKA-3901-R4 4 AES Audio to SDI Multiplexer

AES 1 -

AES 2 -

AES 3

AES 4

SDI in

Resample

Resample I

Resample I

Resample I

SPG

Ej Reclock

2. CPU

MP2
Ppt
AMP

o00000000000
oCoeoc00000cy

\.

2 SDI out

AES IN
OUT 1

SDI

CCS

4 -channel AES audio multiplexing into SDI

Selectable 16/20/24 -bit audio delay/processing

Passes compressed audio data, ie., Dolby® E,
AC -3-

Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds

OUT 2
SDI

IN
SDI

C.C.S

CI=
En

alliartls Corporation



r ADC -3981 -4 -Channel Analog to 2 AES Audio Converter

4 Analog Audio
Or -

2x2 Analog Audio

s, Composite
or Analogue
P. Reference

DARS

Analog
to Digital

Conversion

Proc Amp

CPU

GENLOCK
LOOP

2 AES
( 75 ohm)

2 AES
(110 ohm)

000 0 0 00 0 00 000
00 0 0 00 0 00 00C) )

ANALOG AUDIO IN AES OUT

Simultaneous balanced and unbalanced
AES outputs

32/44.1/48/96 kHz output sampling rate
16/20/24 -bit quantization
Audio processing amplifier with: channel
invert, channel swap, gain, delay
Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds

DARS AES1
OUT

AES2
OUT

DAC-3981 (-600) -2 AES 4 -Channel Analog Audio Converter

2 AES
ohm

2 AES
(110 Ohm

Digital
to Analog

Conversion

Proc Amp

CPU

GENLOCK
LOOP

CCs

02=

Input signal types: 2 AES-75 or 2 AES-110
(selectable)

4 balanced analog audio outputs
4 -Analog Audio

or (4 -channel or 2 x 2channel)
- 2x2 Analog Audio Audio processing amplifier with: channel

invert, channel swap, gain, delay
Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds
32/44.1/48/96 kHz sampling rate support

0 c_)00000000000
000000000000

DARS
ANALOG AUDIO OUT AES IN

AES1 AES2
IN IN C=2



IS

ADC -3901 - Analog Component Video to SDI Converter

GA' in

B/Pb in

R/Pr in

Sync

Color
Space

Converter

ARC -3901 - Aspect Ratio Converter

2 SDI out

12 -bit high -quality video conversion to SDI

Smart clip to prevent output errors
Looping inputs: YPbPr, RGBS

SMPTE, EBU, MII, Betacam standard levels

12 -bit video processing

Motion -adaptive, 4 -field, 4 -line conversion for
enhanced vertical resolution with minimal
interlace artifacts

HANC/
VANC
Delay

Fixed and variable picture re -sizing ratios

10 -bit video processing
Video
Index/ Video Index and Wide Screen Signaling handling

SDI Out
WVVS and insertion

Preview Out Relay bypass upon loss of power or module
SDI In

Re-
Clock

Input
Processing

H & VI_
Resizer

Output
Processing

3 SDI Out

failure

VANC and HANC are passed transparently

CPU

- Monitor BNC output with selectable "used area"
overlay or key output

Control

Relay Bypass

GPI Inpu I Output

REMOTE + GPI
OUT OUT 1

PREVIEW SDI
OUT 2

SDI
OUT 3

SDI
OUT
SDI

IN
SDI

www.leitch.corn

CCS

0=12
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TIMMS

Frame sync with infinite timing
Re clocked

SDI Out Video Processing Amplifier:

black level, luminance level, chrominance level,
4 black/white clip, hue (525 only)

SDI Video delay mode - up to 1 frame delay
Outputs

Provides internal audio tracking to audio

VFS-3901 - SDI Frame Synchronizer/Processor

SDI In -

Ref
Input

Genlock

Audio Tracking

IFrame Sync
Proc Amp

DLY-3901-4 - SDI Delay Processor

SDI with
Embedded

Audio

2X SDI 4--
Reclocked 4-

Outputs

4x Delayed SDI
with Embedded Audio

synchronizers

ccs

All11111111111111111111L

 Up to 4 seconds of video delay
525/625 SDI input
4 delayed SDI outputs

2 reclocked, non -delayed SDI outputs

 HANC and VANC passed transparently
Auto -detect or user -selectable input video
standard

EDH status monitoring of SDI input (presence,
error count)
NeoScope- video signal monitoring at card edge

CCS

C=



DNS -3901-S - Composite Video to SDI Decoder/Synchronizer/Noise
Reducer with SDI Input

RISC -
PAL -

SDI IN -

Genlak

1

Function

Audio reciong Industry leading, 12 -bit fully adaptive
frametfield/3-line/notch composite decoding,
processing amplifier with clipping

Sermlizer SDI input with internal decoder bypassS013

MOD AdetfitFD43Leb
in er

-1.

S014 Noise reduction removes impulse and random
SOI I noise

Re -Clock

Video
Processing,
Frame Sync

NO,,. Reduction

Composite 1

Input noise immunity and input video soft
clippingComposite

Encoder

ECI
SDI 2 2 user -selectable outputs (SDI with embedded

Composite 2 EDH or composite analog monitoring)

Video proc amps for digital and analog inputs
SOI Out

CPU

Line -by-line VBI selection (normal, simple,
bypass, delete)

Provides internal audio tracking to
audio synchronizers

GENLOCK
LOOP

OUT 1 OUT 2 3 OUT 4 OUTPUT INPUT
SDI/CPST SDVCPST SDI SDI SDI ACTIVE LOOP

INPUT LOOP
CPST

ENS -3901 - SDI to NTSC/PAL Color Encoder/Synchronizer

SDI In - EC) and
/400. Reclock

Genlock
Genlock

Audio hacking

Frame 4, X lor Encoder -I.Sync

High -quality, chroma-locked broadcast
composite encoder with processing amplifier

Rclocked
SDI Out and frame synchronizer

12 -bit signal processing
6 Vertical Blanking Field/Line/Mode Control

composite
Timing Controls:Outputs

Vertical, Horizontal, Fine SC (from Genlock)

IQ or UV modulation for the composite
output
Cross Color Reduction (525) and Aperture
control (2 dimensional)
Frame sync or delay mode

Provides internal audio tracking to
audio synchronizers

GENLOCK
LOOP

OUT 1
CPST

OUT 2
CPST

OUT 3
CPST

OUT 4
CPST

OUT 5
CPST

Pr)

OUT6 OUTPUT INPUT
CPST SDI ACTIVE LOOP w

ccs
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O
LiJ

NEOm

DES -3901-S - Composite Video to SDI Decoder/Synchronizer
with SDI Input

MSCjFunction
PAL -

20 31)- Atop f AORAN; Ca*
FIar

SDI

Genlock

HeCbck

ED

Video
Preceseing

Ftern: Sync

Sandb=ar

Composite
Encoder

S013

5014

SDI,

Composite 1

SDI 2

imirspomm

SD, Ctit

RRIS

Industry leading, 12 -bit fully adaptive
frame/field/3-line/notch composite decoding,
processing amplifier with clipping
SDI input with internal decoder bypass

A to D 12 -bit input processing
Video proc amps for analog and digital inputs
Input noise immunity and input video soft
clipping

2 user -selectable outputs (SDI with embedded
EDIT or composite analog monitoring)

Line -by-line VBI selection
(normal, simple, bypass, delete)

Provides internal audio tracking to
audio synchronizer

GENLOCK
LOOP

OUT 1 OUT 2 OUT 3
SDI/CPST SDUCPST SDI SDI

OUT 4 OUTPUT INPUT
SDI ACTIVE LOOP

INPUT LOOP
CPST CCS

CND

DNS -3902 - Composite Video to SDI Decoder/Synchronizer/Noise
Reducer

Audio

NTSC -
PAL

Video
Pocessing,
Frerne Sync

Noise Reduction

G.nlark

-I. SDI 3

5014

a. 5011

Commits 1

5012

Composite 2

Industry leading, 12 -bit fully adaptive
frame/field/3-line/notch composite decoding,
processing amplifier with clipping
Noise reduction removes impulse and random
noise

Input noise immunity and input video soft
clipping
2 user -selectable outputs (SDI with embedded
EDH or composite analog monitoring)
Line -by-line VBI selection (normal, simple,
bypass, delete)

Provides internal audio tracking to
audio synchronizers

O. CO
GENLOCK OUT 1 OUT 2 OUT 3 OUT 4 INPUT LOOP

LOOP SDUCPST SDUCPST SDI SDI CPST

cNI

as

z

CCS

CI=
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DEC -3902 - Composite Video to SDI Decoder

PAL SDI I

- SDI 2

SDI 3

-P. SDI 4

TM/US°

Industry leading, 12 -bit fully adaptive
frame/field/3-line/notch composite decoding,
processing amplifier with clipping

 A to D 12 -bit input processing
Input noise immunity and input video soft
clipping

Line -by-line VBI selection (normal, simple,
bypass, delete)

DES -3902 - Composite Video to SDI Decoder/Synchronizer

MSC unFction
PAL

A to 0 F- AdaMbilt Comb I.
Fot er

Proc 20. 30

Genlock-_D

- SDI 3
- SDI 4

-I. S011

Composite 1

SE,I 2

Composite 2

OUT 1 OUT 2 OUT 3
SDI/CPST SDI/CPST SDI

Industry leading, 12 -bit fully adaptive
frame/field/3-line/notch composite decoding,
processing amplifier with clipping

2 user -selectable outputs (SDI with embedded
EDH or composite analog monitoring)
Line -by-line VBI selection (normal, simple,
bypass, delete)

Provides internal audio tracking to
audio synchronizers

cc



ARRIS

AVS-3902-B, C SDI/AES and Embedded Audio Synchronizer/Processor

SDI In -

AES (or Diamond,
DOLBY -E) In 1

AES (or Diamond
DOLBY -E) In 2

Audio Tracking

L

Reference a_
DAPS

r
with bypass

Audio

Audio Rate
Convener

Audio Rate Sync

Converter
with bypass

Gen lock

Frame
Sync

Proc Arno

Audio Audio

Delay Pr.r
Amp

Audio Audio

Delay ' r'c
Amp

Matrix

SDI 1

-IP. SDI 2

GENLOCK
LOOP

INPUT
DARS

AES (or Diamond,
DOLBY -E) Out 1

AES (or Diamond,
DOLBY -E) Out 2

0(Coo o oo oo 000 000
\000000000000/

DARS AES INPUT

Cleanly handles hot switch on input for video AES
and embedded audio
Embedded audio is demultiplexed and
subsequently remultiplexed to avoid audio
distortion during frame drop/repeat
3 -color space video processing amplifier
(YPrPb/composite/GBR)

16/20/24 -bit AES and embedded audio
synchronization/delay/processing

Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds
Passes compressed audio data, i.e., Dolby.E,
AC-3Tm

Up to 30 frames video delay in delay mode
Provides internal audio tracking to additional audio
synchronizer

OUT 1
SDI

our 2
SDI

INPUT
SDI

AVM -3902-B4, C4 - SDI/AES and Embedded Audio Synchronizer/
Processor and Multiplexer

Sot In Denux

AES for Diamond.
DOLBV-E) In 1

AES (or Diernond
DOLBY -El In 2

AES (or Diamond
DOLB,E) In 3

AES (or Diamond.
DOLBY -El In 4

Refere

Audio Tracking

LAudio Rate
Converte+

,i4th bypass

Iwith bypass

- Audio Rate
Con tutor-

Audio

I- Audio to

r
5,"`

Co yerte
with leorlee

Audio Rate
Converter

with bypass

Genlock

Frame

Prop Amp
Sync

I I

Aada
Da ar AAl

Mem
Audio
Delay

GENLOCK INPUT
LOOP DARS

-le SDI 1

111 2

.00000000000n
0 C 0 0 0 0 0 000

BALANCED AES / DARS IN

CCS

Cleanly handles hot switch on input for video AES
and embedded audio

 Embedded audio is demultiplexed and
subsequently remultiplexed to avoid audio
distortion during frame drop/repeat
3 -color space video processing amplifier
(YPrPb/composite/GBR)

16/20/24 -bit AES and embedded audio
synchronization/delay/processing

Up to 30 frames video delay in delay mode
Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds
Provides internal audio tracking to additional audio
synchronizer

CCS

CI=
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AVS-3901-B, C - SDI/AES Synchronizer/Processor
Audio Tacking

SDI In
jIc7ck

Audio Rate
AES (or Diamond,

ConverterDOLBY-E)

In 1 with bypass
Audio

Audio Rate
AES (on Diamond, Converter
DOLBY -E) In 2

Sync

with bypass

Reference

OARS

Genlock

Video
Frame
Sync

Audio Audio

Delay Proc
Amp

Audio Audio
Proc
Amp

Matrix

SDI 1

-I. SDI 2

AES (or Diamond,
DOLBY -E) Out 1

AES (or Diamond,
DOLBY -E) Out 2

SDI embedded input with two processed SDI
embedded outputs

 Two AES streams input and output
Selectable 16/20/24 -bit audio
synchronization/delay/processing

Variable audio delay of up to 1.3 seconds

Audio re -sampling for 32-108kHz AES
outputs, with bypass for data over AES
operation, Diamond or Dolby E
C, U & V bit transparency

Provides internal audio tracking to additional
audio synchronizer

GENLOCK
LOOP

INPUT
DARS

000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000

DARS AES IN/OUT
OSUT 1DI

OUT 2
SDI SDIINPUT

AVM -3901-A, B, C, B4, C4 - SDI/Audio Synchronizer/Processor
and Multiplexer

SDI video input with two processed SDI
SDI, embedded outputs

2 SDI video outputs with embedded audio
 2 AES or 4 channels analog input with

multiplexed and 2 AES outputs
4 AES input with multiplexed output
Selectable 16/20/24 -bit audio
synchronization/delay/processing

Variable audio delay of up to 1.3 seconds
Audio re -sampling for 32-108kHz AES outputs,
with bypass for data over AES operation
C, U & V bit transparency

Provides internal audio tracking to additional
audio synchronizer

SDI In ......../ - clout 1 7

mth bypass F
Aube Rate

4 .annel analog
--le Convener

audio inputs

2 AES to Dtemond.
-...t. C

monverter

Audio Rate SY,(AVM -3901-A)

DOLBY-El.npUts
in bypass

4 AES (or Damond.

Sud.° R..(AVM-3901-B,C) - Converter
w" '.." A.*

DOLBY -El inputs
Audio Rate(AVM -3901-04C,, - Converter
wilh bypass

SY,

Relarence

0.5

IH
Geol. 1

Audio Tracking

Sync
F''rarne"

Audio AWIo

Delay
AMP

Matra,

Audio Audio

Delay_

Auden Audio
Delay Pr''' IL

Amp

CCS

-lie SDI 2

AES for Diamond.
Out

OVM-3901-13.0 ONLY)

AES to Diamond.
- DOLBY -Et Out 2

GENLOCK
LOOP

O 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000
00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 O

INPUT
ANALOG AUDIO BALANCED DARS INPUT DARS

OUT 1
SDI

OUT 2
SDI

INPUT
SDI

GENLOCK
LOOP

INPUT k.
DARS

00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000

DARS IN AES IN/OUT
.1 OUT 1 OUT 2

SDI SDI
INPUT

SDI

See page 65 for other back panels: AVM -3901-C, B4, C4

CCS
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DAS-3901 - Composite Video/Analog Audio Synchronizer/
Processor/Multiplexer

a Ca
ANA,
AUDic

REFERE,I

OARS

Audio Tracking

aka

0
GENLOCK

LOOP ANALOG AUDIO IN DA RS AES OUT

SDI OR NTSOPAL

SDI or AES

SDI or AF -S (1s)

AES (110)

AES (110)

12 -bit fully adaptive frame/field/3-line/
notch composite decoding, synchronization,
processing amplifier with clipping
(hue, chroma, video, setup controls)

Line -by-line VBI handling and processing

Selectable 16/20/24 -bit A to D, synchronization,
delay and processing amplifier (gain, swap,
delay, invert, mix) for audio input
Variable audio delay of up to 1.3 seconds
Audio multiplexer
Provides internal audio tracking to additional
audio synchronizer

0
11)
cn

OUT IN in
SDI/CMPST SDUAEOUT S 1 SDOVAE ES 2 NTSC/PAL

SFS-3901 - SDI and Embedded Audio Synchronizer/Processor

Audio Tracking

REF

SDI

GENLOCK

DEMUX
Frame Sync
Proc Amp

Audio Sync
Proc Amp,

Matrix

ECL

RECLOCK

CCS

=3

Cleanly handles hot switch on input for video
and embedded audio
3 -color space video processing amplifier

- SDI (YPrPb/ Composite/GBR)
SDI Up to 30 frames video delay in delay mode

SDI Embedded audio is demultiplexed and
- SDI subsequently remultiplexed to avoid audio

SDI distortion during frame drop/repeat
- SDI 16/20/24 -bit embedded audio

synchronization/delay/processing

Variable audio delay of up to 1.3 seconds
Passes compressed audio data, i.e., Dolby®E,
AC-3TM'

Provides internal audio tracking to additional
audio synchronizer

GENLOCK
LOOP

OUT1
SDI

OUT2
SDI

OUT3
SDI

OUT4
SDI

O O
OUT1 OUT2 INPUT

SDI ACTIVE LOOP

a>

U)
LL
to

C95
CCS

=1
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GPS-3902 - GPS Receiver and Antenna

GPO -3902
Antenna

GPS-3902
Receiver

DC Power
Supply

RS -232 and
lops

CSD-3901

Compatible with CSD-3902, MTG-3901 and
CSD-5300

GPS provides an accurate time reference
available globally

Separate antenna and receiver for mounting
flexibility

Accurate to 10ms

Antenna Port 1

oC),o
Port 2

CNI

C
Or

In

IRB-3901 - IRIG-B to/from SMPTE/EBU Timecode Converter

SMPTE/EBU
Time Code

Input 1

SMPTE/EBU
Time Code

Input 2

Input 1

IRIG-B
Input 2

Leap Year
Control

ISMPTE/EBU to IRIG-B
Conversion

SMPTE/EBU to IRIG-B
Conversion

I' IRIG-B to SMPTE/EBU
Conversion

IRIG-B to SMPTE/EBU
Conversion

IRIG-B
- Output 1

- I RIG -B

Output 2

SMPTE/EBU
lime Code
Output 1

SMPTE/EBU
Time Code
Output 2

CGS

Simultaneous conversion of IRIG-B to SMPTE/EBU
timecode and SMPTE/EBU timecode to IRIG-B
2 IRIG-B inputs

2 IRIG-B outputs, each with selectable timecode
inputs

2 SMPTE/EBU timecode inputs

2 SMPTE/EBU timecode outputs, each with
selectable BRIG -13 inputs

Output locked to input timecode

IRIG-B INPUTS

IRIG-1 IRIG-2

TC OUTPUTS

tin
TC-1 TC-2

TC INPUTS

TC-1 TC-2

IRIG-B OUTPUTS

IRO

IRIG-1 IRIG-2

CCS
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DVR-3901 - Digital Video Recorder

000
000

LTC GENLOCK

reek:4)0010
0000000

RS -422

11111111

Enhanced functionality including record and
playback, variable speed playback, and jog and
shuttle

Supports RS -422 control link

Dual onboard 2.5" IDE hard drives, 40GB each

Motion JPEG compression ranges from
4:1 to 10:1

Record time per drive: 2-8 hours,
depending on selected bit rate
1 channel video and 1 stereo audio being
recorded/played

LTC input and output

FTP file transfer of content via Ethernet
connector

OUT
ETHERNET AUDIO CBVS SDI

MGI-3901 -- SDI IconLogoT'

AES

MON

PROGRAM -+

KEY -e
FILL ---.

AUDIO
MIXER

IINPUT

DEMUX
AUDIO
MIXER

- VIDEO
RAM

KEY/- FILL
- ROUTER

Program input Preview output

Ethernet connection LED Fill input
Key input

Clean output
Key output

( Reference Input Program! Fill output

Serial
Comm.

100Base-T
Ethernet

Ethilleet type LED
One 100Base-T
Off .10Base-T

GPI Inputs
DPI outputs
time code
Temperature

OG149014314

7
AES In AES Out

MON IN
SDI

000
000

AES

cr)

C'?
cc

0

Mix SD and HDTV modules in one NE0- frame
Bypass relay equipped as standard

* Front hot-swappable PSUs and modules
CLEAN User -configurable "apology/trouble slide" airs

- AES automatically if loss or errors in program or reference

- PROGRAM /FILL
inputs

Up to four logos in SDI; each layer (logo) can be:

- KEY
- Static logo, animated logo, digital clock

- PREVIEW
(with or without time & temperature),
analog clock or external key

Logos may be any size and may be positioned anywhere
with varyirg transparencies and prioritized overlap, if
desired

Up to 999 logos can be "online" and instantly accessible
on any layer

Multiple native graphics formats supported
Transfer files using the Compact Flash Card and/or over
Ethernet from other file systems, machines or servers via
NFS

4 -channel AES capability (SDI)

- 24 -bit resolution, embedded and/or discrete, associate
audio clips with logos or independently

* Operates in Program/Preview or Key/Fill modes

Upgrade path to IconMaster- (V)
CCS

- LEITCH



TSG-3901 - Test Signal Generator

HDTV, SDTV analog video test signal generator
module

Integrated automatic changeover (optional) for
maximum reliability

SDI/HD-SDI independent test signal outputs x4 with
embedded tone or silence

AES balanced tone outputs x2

AES unbalanced tone outputs x2 (linked to
balanced outputs)

Independent analog audio tone channels x2
10MHz output
6Hz output
Word Clock

+ i -

000
000

+ -

000
000

ANAAUDIO1&2 TC IN
OUT + -

WCLOCK
6Hz OUT

000
000

10MHz GENLOCK GENLOCK COMP1
OUT

24V DC
2.2 A

LOOP IN

COMP2 OUT

AES2 OUT AES1 OUT
+ i -

000
000

AES BALL1&2 OUT

SD12
OUT

SDI1
OUT

SDI4 OUT SDI3 OUT

HSE-3901 HDTV and SDI Reclocking Distribution Amplifier

SDI
Input

(143Mb/s-
1.485Gb/s)

HDTV

cv

Input signal types: SMPTE 259M, 292M, 344M

SDI 1 Auto EQ for 300m (983ft.) for 270 Mb/s and-I.
159m (483 ft.) for 1.485Gb/s

SDI 2
Auto reclocking at 1.5Gb/s, 143Mb/s, 177Mb/s,

--I. SDI 3 270Mb/s, 360Mb/s and 540Mb/s
SDI 4 Auto bypass if unable to lock at the above rates

DVB-ASI compatible (outputs 2,4,6,8)

-I. SDI 5
SDI 6

- SDI 7

SDI 8

I-10TV

cvh
CCS
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CSD-3902 - Master Clock Driver

1-friRRIS

10.1Hz

PPS

RS232

Time Co.
input

CPS Black gmator enh
swat

-.LTC 1

GPS Interface for time reference (standard)

Timecode input
SMPTEIEBU drop -frame or non -drop timecode
(Time/Date)

Programmable DST settings
Time EngineC.a

LTC generator LTC 2

Genlocir

Built-in modem for dial in/out
Ble h

Ple.erice Loop
1 Hz generator Dual timecode configurable for offsets and drop -

frame and non -drop frame timecode
7-

_.OARS
Ethernet port for supplying NTP

PARS generator

DI,. (Network Time Protocol)Phone

Impulse drive output
NTP Server s.

Compatible with ACO-3901 automatic changeoverClient

c000000000cxooO
ooc00000ccyd)0

OARS TIA-232-E LTC GPIO +24VDC IMPULSEDRV
PPS/GENLOCK

10 MHz/P LOOP

NI= uun

GENLOCK BLACK OUT ETHERNET
TELCO

LINE
LOOP

1111111111111111111LAIL

ACO-3901 - Automatic Changeover Module

Composite '-
Composite 2 -

External

LTC 1 I ELTC 2 -
OARS
mpp

Hz

111TO 1

Composite '-
Composite 2-
Composite 2 -
Composite 4 -

LTC ILTC 2 -OARS -
Imputs.4*---

Composite '-
Composite 2 -
Composite 3 --

WO 2 Compzi7V-
LTC S-OARS -

In 1

In 2

selection

Sognel
validation

Composite 1
Composite 2
COMposit 3
Composes 4
LTC
LTC 2
OARS
Impulse
1.2

Compatible with MTG-3901and CSD-3902
Redundant switching of up to 2 MTG-3901s /CSD-
3902 internally and a third reference source
externally for enhanced reliability
Optional standalone power supply for enhanced
reliability (power modules only, not frame)

ACO-3901-BM ®®®®0®
N2 DARS COMP 4 COMP 3 COMP 2 COMP 1

AC0-3901 OUTPUTS

raig
PPS RS.232 LTC IN

11111111 11111111
TELC01.1414

ETHERNET 2 ETHERNET 1

MIROOGla OARS COMP 4 COMP 3 COMP 2 COMP

111111

LOOP RACK
GENLOCK

HDTV

CGS
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MGI-3901H - HDTV IconLogo'

AES

PROGRAM -I.

KEY -.
FILL ---.

INPUT

AUDIO
MIXER

DEMUX
AUDIO
MIXER

VIDEO
RAM

KEY/
FILL

-.ROUTER

114101411101411

Program input

Ethernet connection LED Fill input Key
input

Reference input

Serial 100Base-T
Comm. Ethernet

Ethernet type LED
On = 100Base-T
Off = 10Base-T

GPI inputs
GPI outputs
Time code
Temperature

: :]LAYER
- KEYER

MUX

.CLEAN

- AES

PROGRAM/FILL

-. KEY
- PREVIEW

Preview output
Key output

Clean output
Program / Fill output

AES In

MG1.3901441

AES Out

111111111111111111111111.1111111111111111t

MTG-3901 - Master Timing Generator

10.014

PPS

RS232

TIrne Code
Input

Black reference

Reference Loop

NTP
Eteernet

GPS

11rne Code

-
Oenlock

Time Engine

clump

NTP Cc and

Black generator with
ATR and VITC

01.11 generatar with
ATR and VITC

Black generator with
ATR and VITC

Black generator with
ATR and VITC

LTC g erator

LTC g nerator

OARS g orator

Impulse generator

1 Hz generator

Mix SD and HDTV modules in one NEO frame

Bypass relay equipped as standard

Front hot-swappable PSUs and modules

User -configurable "apology/trouble slide" airs
automatically if loss or errors in program or reference
inputs

 Up to two logos in HDTV; each layer (logo) can be:
- Static logo, animated logo, digital clock

(with or without time & temperature),
analog clock or external key

Logos may be any size and may be positioned anywhere
with varying transparencies and prioritized overlap, if
desired

Up to 999 logos can be "online" and instantly accessible
on any layer

Multiple native graphics formats supported
Transfer files using the Compact Flash Card and/or over
Ethernet from other file systems, machines or servers via
NFS

4 -channel AES capability (SDI)

- 24 -bit resolution, embedded and/or discrete, associate
audio clips with logos or independently

Operates in Program/Preview or Key/Fill modes

Upgrade path to IconMaster"

Black 1

- 131 Y2

--It Bled( 3

Black

-0 LTC

-IP LTC

- OARS

HDTV
CCS

Fully integrated reference signal generator system

High -density modular packaging for any application
Comprehensive array of reference signals for
maximum flexibility and economy (reference signals
include Black Burst, LTC, DARS, VITC, NTP)

 GPS synchronization for maximum precision
(Optional)

Integrated automatic changeover unit for enhanced
reliability (Optional ACO-3901)

Fully redundant and standalone configurations
available

AGO -3901 -BM.

HZ PARS COMP 0 COMP3 COMP2 COMP
ACO-3901 OUTPUTS

PPR

o-tti
.99

RS -232 LTC IN

1011111
TELCOLINE

ETHERNET 2 ETHERNET 1

111111

GOO
Dun COMP 4 COMP3 COMP2 COMP I GENLOCK GELSOCK

LOOP BACK

HDTV

CC.5
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AS -3901-B, C -2 AES Audio Synchronizer/Delay/Processor
AS -3981 -AD, DA, DA -600 -4 -Channel Analog/2-Channel AES

Audio Synchronizer/Delay/Processor
4 Channel Analog

ox..st2USam
2 AES inputs SyncI

Au io
Frame

(AS -3901.8,C
AS -3901.0A ONLYI

e, Composite -

on RetVeru3
Gentock

Audio

?RIS

Audio I

Proc

Tone
Generated

CPU
IControl

Audio
Meth.

INPUT
DARS

4 Channel Analog
Audio outputs

(AS -3981 -DA ONLY)

2 AES outputs
(AS -3931-13.0 ONLY)

04100004141416000000604100040
AES IN/OUTDARS IN

Companion audio synchronizer to any NEO
SDVHDTV frame synchronizer

Analog or digital audio interfaces
Tracks to video synchronizer products

Full audio processing

(gain, channel swap, invert, delay)
Balanced or unbalanced AES

Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds

to
cc

See page 65 for other back panels: AS -3901-C, AS -3981 -DA

NSV-xxxx NEO SuiteViewTM Multi -Source Display Processors

Highly scalable, modular,

multi -source display

processor renders multiple

video & computer graphic

signals in real time to plasma,

LCD, high -resolution

computer monitors and

projection displays.

NEO SuiteView' Related Modules

NSV-H4

NSV-S4

NSV-V4

NSV-G3

NSV-OUT

NSV-EAu
NSV-AUD16

NSV-AES16

Quad auto -detecting HD/SDVcomposite video input module
Quad auto -detecting SDI/composite video input module
Quad analog composite video input module (also supports fewer
YUV, Y/C) inputs

Triple VGA/DVI graphics input module
Output module with redundant outputs
Embedded audio option, per video input (xx)
16 channel stereo analog audio input module
16 AES channel audio input module

See page 69, 70 for more information.

HDTV

CJJ

0=3

Up to 44 inputs in 3RU frame,
up to 12 inputs in 1RU frame
Future -proof auto -format detecting HD -SDI,
SDI & composite inputs

NTSC, PAL, PAL -M, VGA & DVI

inputs supported
Outputs configurable up to UXGA
Redundant outputs standard
Separate external graphics input
Reliable flexibility with NEO"
- Ideal for mission -critical applications
(24/7 operation)

- Redundant PSU & controllers (in 3RU)
- Front -loading, hot-swappable modules and

PSUs

- Mix -and -match with other NEO" modules
on the same frame

A0jdio metering & alarm support for
embedded, analog stereo & AES/EBU audio

Dynamic UMDs & multiple tallies
Extensive alarming capabilities

HDTV CI=
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MXA-3901H-B4, C4 - HDTV 4 AES Audio Multiplexer

4 AES audio multiplexing into HDTV

Resample 1
Selectable 16/20/24 -bit audio delay/processing

AES 1

AES 2
Audio

Passes compressed audio data, ie., Dolby® E,
AC -3-Resample

AES 3

-kx- I

Processing
and

Multiplexer

Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds
Resamplel

3 HD -SDI
out

AES 4 Resample

HD -SDI in HD -SDIReclock I
active loop

DMX-3901H-B4, C4 - HDTV 4 AES Audio De -multiplexer

HD -SDI in

HD -SDI out

DARS

Reclock I DeMux
Audio
Processing

AES 1

- AES 2

- AES 3

- AES 4

HDTV

CCS

4 AES audio demultiplexing from HDTV
Selectable 16/20/24 -bit audio delay/processing

Passes compressed audio data, ie., Dolby®E,
AC -3"

Variable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds

DARS

(600000000000c
00000000000 O

BALANCED DARS / BALANCED AES OUTPUT
INPUT OUTPUT

HD -SDI ACTIVE LOOP

HDTV

(I)
CCS

EITCH 42
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HDC-3901 - HDTV Down -converter
HDC-3901-AD - HDTV Down -converter with De -multiplexer

HD -s0.0

-110 SOUSOI 1

{HO-SDI/SDI
oto scum a)
HO SOUSDI4)

,G,CPAPST 1

PhaT/CNIPST 2/0,ES 2

Pr,R/C/CAllsSi 2.51

-to HD-SEWSOKFID
-1 SOUSDI

AES 1..14-3901.. ONLY)
AES 2 (1,451.439014.0 ONLY,

-11. 4 CM AnabOuno
-ISM11-3601. ONLY)

Supports HDTV signals for 1080i/59.94,
1080i/50, 720p/59.94, 720p/50, 1080p/25 for
down -conversion

SD and HD input capability

NTSC/PAL (3) or GBR, YPbPr (1) converted video
monitoring outputs
Supports five display types for downconverted
HDTV signal Anamorphic, Letter Box, Crop,14:9
and Zoom In

Embedded audio (one group) is passed from the
HD -SDI input to the SDI output

Monitoring outputs for analog and digital audio:
2 AES audio outputs; 4 -channel analog
audio outputs

OUT 1 OUT 2
CPST/ CPST/
Pr/Ft/C Pb/BN

OUT 3
CPST/

Y/G

OUT 4
SDI/CFID

OUT 5
SDI

OUT 6
HD -SDI

SDI

OUT 7
HD -SDI

SDI

OUT 8
HD -SDI

SDI

OUT 9
HD -SDI

SDI

INPUT
HD -SDI

SDI

0
a)
th

O

OUT 1 OUT 2 OUT 3 OUT 4
CPST/ CPSII CPST/ SDI/CFID

Pr/C/AESI Pb/Y/AES2 Y/G

11101111b 1100 0000
V
AES/ANALOG AUDIO

OUTS INPUT
HD -SDI HD -SDI

SDI SDI

VFS-3901H-1 - HDTV Video Frame Synchronizer/Processor

SDI In -.4-

1

Ref.
Input

EO/
RECLOCK

Genlock

Audio Tracking

Frame Sync
Proc Amp

CPU I

Redocked
SDI Out

4

SDI
Outputs

HDTV

(No
ccs

HDTV video frame sync for 1080i-50/59.94 and
720p-59.94

- Passes entire VANC and HANC

Provides audio tracking and hot -switching internally
to a companion audio synchronizer

Color, black or tri-level sync reference input
Built-in video processing amplifier

Cleanly handles hot switch on input
Provides internal audio tracking to
audio synchronizers

- Up to 16 frames of delay

a,

INPUT OUT U.

HD -SDI ACTIVE LOOP -

HDTV

(1)ccs
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XHD-3902-M - Advanced Broadcast -quality Multi -Path HDTV Converter

Channel 1 2nd
SDIHD-SDl ti

Shred
SO/WS= Input

Memel 2 2nd
20/11D -Sin

SHOMIMILINS
XIID-3902-11

HDTV conversion engine
see xioesesuco same ASA. ir dicer)

XHD-3902-II
HDTV conversion engine it2

MOM 21104102-UCCI 010els db.= for HEYS.)

CHMSNEL A

9.SNOUT SIN OLEE

oo@o@o51
OI .aN DARS IN SNOUT SNOUT SDI .11 SCI

OLNA. OVIAV MCONDARV PRIMAAY

COS MO.
0111/1/EY 01/11ArI SECONDARY

OSANNB..

HUC-3901 - HDTV Up -converter

SDI -

www.leitch.com

Up
Converter

Dual channel motion adaptive HDTV up/down/cross
converter

-* Channel
130/1104301 Out NA 2 X independent up/down/cross-conversion engines

-0 Dual SDI input protection switch for each HDTV
conversion engine

Transcoding of closed captioning between SDTV and
HDTV formats

--0 MIMICS 2 AES audio support (optional), 2 groups of embedded
SOMD-SO, 0" audio proc standard

-0 Integrated video proc, audio proc and noise reducer
User configurable ARC and picture positioning
Separate sidebar key channel output to feed
downstream keyer

[HAMM.? OMMEL A0000 0000
OtoPr otEsrI .13 al tP,

CHANNEL A
IWOUT

O
COMMON

GO

SO OUT SNOUT SDI
OUT/RDI OVIAEY SECONDARY

CHANNEL S
COMMON

SES M CARS IN SNOUT SMOOT so SPIN 2 SON I
OUTROY MYR. SECOND/AY MAIM

0- SDI 1

SDI 2

-0. HD -SDI 1

1-10-501 2

HD -SDI 3

HD -SDI 4

HDTV CV)
CCS

Single -channel HDTV up -converter

Supports 480i, 720p and 1080i formats
Ideal for up -conversion of existing SDI content

MOTV

ffla
CCS

CZI:=
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XHD-3902-C - Advanced Broadcast -quality HDTV Cross -converter
and Frame/Audio Synchronizer

12211121

pm,Sync ,,00 Sawl
042

_J=

Cken4
Sang,

rj'gr"*.,4 .4.
2,22222,,
SP ON

AES Oul
- Cow 02

SWnorod

oas ow

p.oppop

11111111

GPI

11111111

RS -232 REF DARS OUT OUT OUT/KEY OUT/KEY IN2

Scw

Dual switchable SDI inputs

Single -channel motion -adaptive HDTV cross converter

Software-upgradeable up- and down -conversion
(optional)

Supports cross -conversion between all 720p and
1080i HDTV formats

 AES audio support (optional), 2 groups of embedded
audio proc standard

Integrated video proc, audio proc and noise reduction
Dual input protection switching
Separate sidebar key channel output to feed
downstream keyer

IN1

MUM

o.(3`)o°0°.°0`).°°%%°0°.°990

11111111

GPI RS -232 REF OARS

O.
AES OUT2 AES OUT1 AES 1N2

OUT OUT OUT/ICEY OUTIKEY IN2

0
AES IN1

IN1

m

XI

XHD-3902-UCD - Advanced Broadcast -quality HDTV Converter

4-

11111111

GPI

261Towo

km.
Sou
Solo21

Dobv ::"jj"4" lot

,Th00000000000
016)00000000000

AES IN/OUT

11111111

RS -2372 REF DARS OUT

AES OUT2

4

20u1
Cow or
!WM.

AES OUT1

fe

HDTV

ccS

Dual switchable SDI inputs

Single -channel motion -adaptive HDTV
up/down/cross converter
Supports conversion between 720p,1080i and
525 and 625 formats formats
AES audio support (optional), 2 groups of
embedded audio proc standard
Integrated video proc, audio proc and noise
reduction

Separate sidebar key channel output to feed
downstream keyer
Remapping of closed captioning
Dual input protection switching

AES IN2

OUT OUT/KEY OUT/KEY IN2

AES IN1

IN1

HDTV

ff5
CC'S

1=2



XHD-3902-U - Advanced Broadcast -quality HDTV Up -converter with
Audio Processing

S.on-dery

AES I

S ed

AES 2

Seismal

P

OEM

Ref ,ITSC.
PA, 11131

OAPS -

Audio

Select

4nZ

Gsd.d

Single -channel motion -adaptive HDTV up -converter

Software-upgradeable down- and cross -conversion
(optional)

iF:
Supports upconversion to 1080i and 720P

 AES audio support (optional), 2 groups of embedded
audio proc standard

Integrated video proc, audio proc and noise reducer
Transcoding of closed captioning between SDTV and
HDTV formats

User -configurable output image ARC and picture
position

Dual input protection switching
 Separate sidebar key channel output to feed

downstream keyer

5010.

C: t:

ES Out

MUM 11111111

GPI RS -232 REF DARS OUT OUT OUT/KEY OUT/KEY IN2

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0
0
0
0 0/) 0

11111111

GPI RS -232

AES IN/OUT

REF DARS OUT OUT

AES OUT2 AES OUT1

OUT/KEY OUT/KEY

AES IN2

1N2

AES IN1

IN1

HDTV

CC.S

XHD-3902-D - Advanced Broadcast -quality HDTV Down -converter
with Audio Processing

Dual switchable SDI inputs

Single -channel motion -adaptive HDTV down -converter

Software-upgradeable up- and cross -conversion
(optional)

Supports down -conversion of 720P and 1080i formats
 AES audio support (optional), 2 groups of embedded

audio proc standard

Integrated video proc, audio proc and noise reducer

Remapping of closed captioning

Dual input protection switching
Sidebar key channel output
Provides SD arc

11111111

GPI

11111111

RS -232 REF DARS OUT OUT OUT/KEY OUT/KEY IN2 IN1

11111111

000000000 6-69 (Th
\O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00/

GPI RS -232

AES IN/OUT

REF DARS OUT OUT

AES OUT2 AES OUT1

OUT/KEY OUT/KEY

AES 1N2

IN2

AES IN1

IN1

HDTV

CCS

CZ=
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NE0- For Advanced Applications - NE0- frames have been designed with the future in mind, offering
flexibility for multiple applications of use and housing any combination of video/audio analog/digital conversion

and distribution modules. The frames offer an easy upgrade path of video and audio from analog to SDI and HD
for Broadcast, Post Production, Cable and Telco applications requiring monitoring and control capability of
incoming and outgoing feeds. There are two frame sizes available for NE0- products: a 1 RU frame that holds

four NE0- products and a 3RU frame that holds twelve NE0- products. Additionally, a local control panel can be
provided at time of order or can be field retrofitted for the 1 RU frame.

CCS--Resource Communications

Module

When external communications and/or

a local control panel are necessary, a

resource communications module is

required. External contact closures

and Ethernet communications are

supported. The FR -3901-E, FR -3901 -E -P

and FR -3923-E frames contain this

module. There is room for one resource

module in the 1 RU frame and room for

two (redundant) resource modules in

the 3RU frame.

3901P5 Power Supply

The 3901 PS provides power to the

modules inside the 1RU frame. The 1 RU

frame can hold a single power supply. It

is hot-swappable from the front of the

frame.

3923PS Power Supply

The 3923PS provides power to the
modules inside the 3RU frame. The

3RU frame can hold up to two
power supplies. The 3923PS is

hot-swappable from the front of the
frame.

HDTV

Features

- Capacity of four modules in the FR -3901 and twelve modules in the FR -3923

No power or thermal limits for any module combination within the NE0-
frame

Front -loading, hot-swappable modules, fans, power supplies and resource

modules

DejaView- provides rapid automatic restoration of last known valid parameter

settings from a failed module into newly inserted spare module, significantly

reducing downtime

NEOSCOPE- provides a visual display of the video passing through the module

on the card edge display, allowing for quick confirmation of signal presence

from input to output

NUCLEUS- Network Control Panel

NUCLEUS- streamlines the control and monitoring of NE0- and other Leitch

orocessing products. NUCLEUS- is completely user programmable (by means of

an intuitive panel wizard), ensuring that each network control panel can be

tailored to meet the exacting demands of every user.

MI IN III MI III MI
WUNneek.

NUCLEUS Control Panel

FR -3901

FR -3923

e
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DAR -6880 - AES Audio Reference and Test Generator
Locks to video or AES audio

Auto -detects PAUNTSC

Provides 8 Digital Audio Reference Signal (DARS) outputs:

- 5 DARS outputs with card edge selection of tone or silence
- 3 dedicated DARS outputs (1 -tone, 1 -silence, 1 -word clock)

Generates self -clocking AES grade -2 reference at loss of sync or in free -run mode

Versatile DARS tone signal - Output level adjustable from 0 to 31 dBFS in 1dB incre-
ments

Note: This is a 6800 series module

Sync
Reference .1,

Input

External
Sync Referencl
Clock Generato

DARs Silence Generator

DARs Word
Clock Generator

Selectable
DARs

 Outputs 1 - 5

DARs
Tone
Output

DARsi Silence
Output

DARs
1 Word Clock

Output

LOOPING SYNC INPUTS

02 
DAR OUTPUTS

C.3

it
° SILENCE I 5re co

W/C TONE

DAR -6880
Back Connector

ICE6800+ - CCS'" Ethernet Communications Card

Each CCS- Ethernet card provides connectivity of up to nine 6800+ frames to Leitch CCS`" networks.

Fits in FR6802+X and FR6802+XF frames

Controls 8 additional frames (FR6802+DM/DMF and/or FR6802+X/XF) via simple coaxial
interconnections

Full CCS client support including Pilot, Navigator, CCS Control Panel, etc.

Supports real-time remote control access via Ethernet to PC for get/set/adjust, automatic status moni-
toring and alarming

Status and change monitoring is achieved off of the network, minimizing traffic for optimal use
Interface option to external SNMP monitoring systems

Supports full Leitch External Protocol (EP) with third -party automation capability

Ethernet-

Microprocessor
Core

MI PHY

N110'
PORT 5 PORT 1

arig j(al
PORT 6 PORT 2 0

ea. 740

SW" til
PORT 7 PORT 3

PORT 8 PEIVrif

ETHERNET

ICE6800+
Back Connector

www.leitch.com C?)LEITCH
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r
VES-6801, VES-6801-2 - SDI Video Slide Generators

Single -channel and dual -channel models

Storage for two 8 -bit or single 10 -bit images per channel

4 serial digital 270Mb/s outputs with embedded EDH
Analog reference input (black or sync) provides genlock capability

Infinite phasing relative to reference, s/w controlled V and H adjust
Supports both 525- and 625 -line standards, and can accommodate slides of
both standards on a single module
Card edge controls for timing and slide selection

GPI input for slide selection
Fully compatible with complete set of Logo Graphics Utilities
(LogoWIN and LogoDOS)

Front PCB -mounted DB-9 serial port for image downloading,
RS232 also available on two BNCs

Note: This is a 6800 series module

Analog
Reference

(video -
or sync)

XY Remote

GPI
Control

RS232 -
Download

Flash
megamaga Storage

Parallel
to Serial Serial

2sIlbft Encoder Outputs

FPGA
Flash Control

Data Formatting
Flash Parallel

Image Storage to Sorel Serial
1s1Oblt, 2s8bIt Encase Outputs

Control Logic

VES-6801
VES-6801-2

IN

REF

OUTPUTS (O

OUTPUTS
B1 B2 

G IN

GPM
IN

XY oGuil

VES-6807 and VES-6801-2
Back Connector

VTG-6801-1 - SDI Test Signal Generator

Up to 32 selectable 4:2:2 digital test signals (1C -bit)
8 serial outputs
Optional embedded digital audio (AES/EBU) test signals

Optional embedded EDH check words in test signal
4:3, 270Mb/s interlaced
Free run or genlock operation
Infinite timing range
Note: This is a 6800 series module

 Optional

8 aerial
4:2:2
Outputs
(270 or
3E 0 Mb/s)

VTG-6807-7
Back Connector

35 www lertch com LEITCH
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LGI-6801 - SDI Logo Generator/Inserter

525/625 line formats supported (auto detect)
 TARGA, TIFF, JPEG, PICT file formats supported

GPI control interface

Note: These are 6800 series modules

DSK-6801, DSK-6803 - SDI Downstream Keyers

Both DSKs Feature:

Full 10 -bit program path with 12 -bit keyer for
optimum quality

 MIX keying mode
Control via card edge controls or GPI contact
closures

RS232/422 serial port for automation and editor
control
Luminance or linear keying

Adjustable transparency, gain, offset, fade rates
Fade -to -black

ram
In

Fill In

Key In

Aux In

Analog
Ref In

XV Remote

www leitch com

LIrlenc Lurna
ChrornaNey
Processmg

GPI
Control

DSK-6803 Adds:

Preview path

Additive keying mode
Simple chroma keyer

Simple wipe transitions

Note: These are 6800 series modules

Program Out

Preview Out
(DSK-6803 only)

XV Remote

a:

VIDEO s,
INPUT

1 1

r
F.O
0

3 -I 3

4 40 0
LGI-6800

Double Slot
Back Connector

DSK-6801
DSK-6803

OUT
PGM
OUT SIMP

KEY

FILL

DSK-6800 and
DSK-6803

Back Connector

aLEITCH. 34
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6800+'
/1R17,15

VSR-4041 - SDI 4x1 Switch

4x1 serial digital switcher

Digital component or composite video
 Two serial outputs

Local and/or remote operation
All inputs equalized for up to 200m (675ft)
Reclocked outputs

Note: This is a 6800 series module

4 Serial Inputs
(143 - 270Mb/s)

Local or
Remote
Control

Panel

2 Serial
Outputs

CONTROL I

z

OUTPUTS

1 2

VSR-4041
Double Slot

Back Connector

VTS-6801 - Video Timing Switch
Fixes SAV/AEV errors

Fixes illegal codes in active picture

Recalculates EDH (Error, Detection and Handling)

2 x 1 clean -switch router

Used to time input signals for devices with no time buffers on inputs
 Can be used as two independent delay lines (no reference input)

GPI control for video switching
Horizontal phase adjustment
Note: This is a 6800 series module

PGM 1 IN

SERIAL
1) OUT 1

2

GPI 1 PGM 2 IN

(0) 0
4 3

SERIAL
OUT 2

6 5
GPI 2 EXT REF

O
7

VTS-6801
Double -Slot

Back Connector
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AES6800+B, C - AES Audio Distribution Amplifier

The AES6800+ B/C is a differential input, nine outputs AES/EBU
digital audio distribution amplifier for use in balanced or
unbalanced installations.

Manual or automatic equalization modes

Bypass mode for non-AES (non bi-phase encoded) signals up to
30MHz 50% duty cycle
Data reclocking provides jitter reduction

LED indication of input lock and other important errors

AES-
- AES 1

AES 2

AES 3
4 AES 4

AES 5
 AES 6

 AES 7
 AES 8
- AES 9

411 +

I

OUT 1

-8

-I9

OUT 3

OUT 4

OUT 2

our 9

I

OUT

3
9

OUT 7

1:3
I

OUTS

OUTS

9

AES IN

3
OUT

I.3

OUT 2

+

OUT

I

OUT 4

I

OUT 9 IN (AES)r.
OUT a OUT 1

(*.*
OUT 7 OUT 2

(it
OURS OUTS

Ours ouzo

(AES IN

OUT 1

OUT 2

OUTS

OUT 4

AES6800+B AES6800+B AES6800+C AES6800+C
Double -Slot Single -Slot Double -Slot Single -Slot

Rear Connector Rear Connector Rear Connector Rear Connector

CCS CZ=

ARG6800+ - Analog Audio Remote Gain Distribution Amplifier

Balanced inputs and outputs
Remote control for mute settings
Remote indication for channel state and overload

Remote and local control for independent channel gain adjustment
Local control for selecting output configuration
Configurable outputs to one of the following options:
- 8 outputs designated to 1 channel (1x8)
- 4 outputs designated to channel A, 4 outputs designated to channel B (dual 1x4)
- 8 outputs designated to the combined stream of both channels (2x8 sum)

Analog
Channel A - Galn Control Audio

Out (4x)

Analog
Channel B: Gain Control Audio

Out (4x)

1A 18

2A

n TA

O
S

4A

5A

a

a
5

2111

38

4B

58

a

a
5

a
5

S

1A

2A

I TA

O

4A

5A

a

a
5

ARG6800+ ARG6800+
Double -Slot Single -Slot

Back Connector Back Connector

CCS ozz
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VPD-6830 - Composite Video Programmable Distribution Amplifier

Differential input, 8 outputs
 30 MHz bandwidth (-3dB)
 Jumper -selectable soft back porch clamp
 Jumper -selectable AC or DC coupling
 Note: This is a 6800 series module

Analog Video
Input (looping -

use 7 -adaptor
in 6800 Series

Frames)

75 ohm
Termination

Jurnror
Soled
(680E
Serie .
001/1

DIfferentlal
Input

AC or DC Oti/Sof-/
Cou led Hard

Jumper
Select

Clamp

EQ

Belden 8281 (default)
plug -In option for:
Belden 8241
Belden 1505A
Belden 1694A
SPF 1/3
Nokia 0.6/2.8
VPM 2000

Frog ram mable
Functions

Porg-In submodule
to one of:
-

3elay
 bare EO

Belden 8281 only)
- Jual EO

Nokia 0.6/2.8 and
'the, cable type)

8viAnoalog
Video
Outputs

INPUT

O

OUTPUT 2 OU UT 1

N11111.) Ws.1

OUTPUT 4 OU 73

CO 
OUTPUT 6 OUTPUT 5

OUTPUT 8 OUTPUT 7

V PD -6830

Back Connector

VCA6800+ - Composite Video Equalizing and Clamping Distribution Amplifier

The VCA6800+ is an analog video clamping and equalizing distribution amplifier. This
distribution amplifier is capable of hard and soft clamping to the composite NTSC and
PAL video signal.

 AC and DC input coupling selectable
Looping and internal terminating selectable with double -slot back module, internal
terminating with single -slot back module

 ± 3 dB gain adjustable range, >50 MHz bandwidth
 Continuous cable equalizing up to 984 ft (300 m) Belden 8281 cable, or equivalent

Back porch clamp with selectable soft, hard and non -clamp modes
Optional gain/EQ control

Clamp Mode Select(

z
13 Ts

LOOPING INPUT

OUTPUT 2 OUT 1

(E' -f9 @)

OUTPUT 4 OU 3

OUTPUT 6 OUTPUT 5

OUTPUT 8 OUTPUT 7j

SIGNAL INPUT

OUTPUT 1

OUT UT 2

OUTPUT 3

OUTPUT 4

VCA6800+ VCA6800+
Double -Slot Single Slot

Back Connector Back Connector

c41,5 c =a
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VDA6800+ - Composite Video Distribution Amplifier
VEA6800+ - Composite Video Equalizing Distribution Amplifier
The VDA6800+ is a high-performance, high -reliability, cost-efficient general purpose
analog video distribution amplifier. The VEA6800+ adds input video equalization.

DC input coupling

Looping and internal terminating selectable with double -slot back module,
internal terminating with single -slot back module

 ± 3dB gain adjustable range, > 50 MHz bandwidth

VEA6800+ Adds:

Continuous Cable Equalizing up to 984 ft (300 m) Belden 8281 cable, or equivalent

Termination
Select

CCS Remote
Control and Monitoring

2

3

4

5

6
7

LOOPING INPUT

OUTPUT 2 OU UT IAgi
O

OUTPUT 4 OIJAVZ 3* (

OUTPUT 6 OUTPUT 5

6J CO
OUTPUT 8

CCI

7

SIGNAL INPUT

(45rVi

NOL)

OUTPUT I

(Q
OUTPUT 2

OUTPUT 3

OUTPUT 4

VDA6800+ and VDA6800+ and
VEA6800+ VEA6800+

Double Slot Single -Slot
Back Connector Back Connector

(-1) =2:3cc. __A

VRG6800+ - Composite Video Remote Gain Distribution Amplifier

The VRG6800+ is an analog video remote gain and EQ distribution amplifier.

Remote gain, EQ and clamping timing adjustability

Looping and internal terminating selectable with double -slot back module,
internal terminating with single -slot back module
Back porch clamp with selectable soft, hard and non -clamp modes

Input
Loop

Through

www.leitch.com

Outputs12
3456
7

LOOPING INPUT

p,OUTPUT 2 OU UT I

re OJ
, TOUTPUT 4 OU 3* 0

OUTPUT 8 OUTPUT 5 0
OUTPUT 8 OUTPUT 7r,

.0

SIGNAL INPUT

OUTPUT 1
0A-- 

OUTPUT 2CO

OUTPUT 3

OUTPUT 4

VRG6800+ VRG6800+
Double -Slot Single -Slot

Back Connector Back Connector

CCS

,urporehon
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VS16800+ - SDI/ASI Equalizing Reclocking Distribution Amplifier

The VSI6800+ is a serial video distribution amplifier that meets the requi-ements of
SMPTE259ABC and DVB-ASI.

Transformer coupling at the input and output
Identical polarity Detween the input and outputs
Automatic cable 4qualization
Automatic reclocking at 143, 177, 270 (SDI and ASI), and 360 Mb/s

Automatic bypass if the signal is not able to be -eclocked
Enforce bypass

SDI-

CCS Remote
Monaoring &

Control

 Output 1 SDI. ASI Compliant
 Output 2 SDI. ASI Compliant

4 Output 3 SDI, ASI Comp liant
4 Output 4 SDI, ASI Comp liant

 Outpur 5 SDI. ASI Compliant
Outpu' 6 SDI, ASI Compliant

- Outpu 7 SDI. ASI Compliant
 Outpu 8 SDI. ASI Compliant

SIGNAL INPUT

OUTPUT 2 1

OUTPUT 4 OU 3

OUTPUT 6 OUTPUT 5

OUTPUT 8 OUTPUT 7j

SIGNAL INPUT

OUTPUT 1

OUTPUT 2

OUTPUT 3

OUTPUT 4

V5I6800+ VS16800+
Double -Slot Single -Slot

Back Connector Back Connector

USM-6800 - Universal SDI Encoder/Distribution Amplifier

PALINTSC Monitoring Encoder

Selectable outputs, all with 4 serial outputs
- 4 NTSC/PAL composite analog
- 1 RGB or YUV and 1 composite analog
- 1 YC and 2 composite analog
Automatic data reclocking of 143, 177, 270 & 360 Mb/s
525/625 line auto-switching/4 equalized, reclocked serial outputs
Note: This is a 6800 series module

4:2:2
Serial -
Input

4:2:2
+ Serial

-* and

NTSC/PAL

or
- --NTSC/PAL

RGB/YUV

or

NTSC/PAL

- iYC

(No
C*C5 CZ=

Serial
Input

1

a0 0

O

USM-6800
Double -Slot

Back Connector
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VSD6800+ - SDI Video Equalizing Distribution Amplifier

The VSD6800+ is a serial digital video distribution amplifier with cable equalizing.

High video performance and low cost

Distributes any 10-540Mb/s data within the amplitude limitation
Input signal presence detect

Automatic cable equalization
Alarm output

SDI

CCS Remote
Monitoring &

Control

Output 1 SDI. ASI
Output 2 SDI

Output 3 SDI, ASI
Output 4 SDI

Output 5 SDI, ASI
Output 6 SDI

Output 7 SDI, ASI
Output 8 SDI

SIGNAL INPUT

OUT 2 OUT 1

(7)

OUT 4 OUT 3

OUT 6 OUT 5

OUT 7

SDI IN

0
3

VSD6800+ VSD6800+
Double Slot Single Slot

Back Connector Back Connector

(V)
CCS

VSE6800+ - SDI Video Equalizing and Reclocking Distribution Amplifier

The VSE6800+ is a serial digital video DA with cable equalizing and reclocking.

High video performance and low cost
Handles 143, 177, 270, 360 and 540Mb Mb/s SDI signals; and ASI signal
(4 outputs only)
Input signal presence detect
Automatic cable equalization
Alarm output
Automatic/manual reclock rate select at 143/177270360/540 Mb/s
Reclocking status report

Automatic/manual bypass

SDI ED

CCS Remote
Monitoring &

Control

Driver

Driver

Driver k

Output 1 SDI, ASI
Output 2 SDI

SIGNAL INPUT

OUT 2 OUT 1

Ce
OUT 4 OUT 3

OUT 6 OUT 5

OILEI OUT 7

(.0 0

SDI IN

10

2(a
*WO/0

0

Output 3 SDI, ASI
Output 4 SDI VSE6800+ VSE6800+

Double Slot Single Slot
Output 5 SDI. ASI Back Connector Back Connector
Output 6 SDI

Output 7 SDI, ASI
Output 8 SDI cz=

www !etch com ()LEITCH 28
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VSM6800+ - SDI Monitoring Distribution Amplifier

The VSM6800+ serial monitoring DA combines the functions of an equalizing,
re -clocking serial DA and a composite video encoder on a single card.

Vertical blanking (pass/blank) - Line 10 to 22 (NTSC); Line 10 to 23 (PAL)
 V -Blanking chroma, plus chroma on/off
 Mono burst on/off

SDI

ARRIS

SDI IN

lotio

SDI OUT 4 CMPST 1j
CMPST 3 CMPST 2

SDI OUT 3 SDI OUT 1

ij
CMPST 4 SDI OUT 2

SDI IN 1

(CMPST II

O
CMPST 2

SDI OUT

J

VSM6800+ VSM6800+
Double -Slot Single -Slot

Back Connector Back Connector

VTM6800+ - SDI Triple Monitoring Distribution Amplifier

The VTM6800+ triple serial monitoring DA combines the functions of three equalizing,
re -clocking serial DAs and three composite video encoders on a single module.

SAVE SPACE AND MONEY!

Vertical blanking (pass/delete)

Set-up on/off option (per channel) NTSC only
Local Gain control for each channel

 Zero SCH and proper picture position
Burst and chroma on/off (jumper per channel)

27 www leach com

Serial
Out 1

Composite
Out 1

Serial
-4 Out 2

Composite
Out 2

Serial
Out 3
Composite
Out 3

M
=2CCS

SDI IN 10 
SDI OUT1 CMPST 1

SDI IN 2 CMPST 2

SDI OUT 3 SDI OUT 2

CMPST 3 SDI IN 3

VTM6800+
Double Slot

Back Connector

CCS t==
2- LE ITCH.
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VAM6800+A2, A4 - Digital -to -Analog Video and Audio Monitoring
SD -SDI input SMPTE 259M -C 270Mbps

Data inputs (external sync for video and audio)
4 composite analog video outputs

SD -SDI re -clocked output SMPTE 259M -C 270Mbps

2 stereo pairs (4 mono channels) for VAM6800+A4 option
1 stereo pair (2 mono channels) for VAM6800+A2 option
Jumper -selectable audio level (0 dBFS) for each channel
Support for up to 24 -bit audio de -embedding

Composite encoder converts a 4:2:2 digital video into a composite analog
signal; supports NTSC, PAL -B and PAL -M output video formats

---0 Composite Video Output
-0 Composite Video Output

Composite Video Output
-0 Composite Video Output

Analog Audio Output
-10 Analog Audio Output

Analog Audio Output (A4D model
Analog Audio Output (A4D model only)

SDI IN

DATA I/O

SDI RECLK

VAM6800+A2
Back Module

-0 SDI Reclocked Output

VAM6800+A4
Back Module

DVSE6800+ - SDI/ASI Video Equalizing and Reclocking Distribution Amplifier
DVSD6800+ - SDI/ASI Video Equalizing Distribution Amplifier
The DVSD6800/DVSE6800+ Dual DAs provide 2 channels of SDI/ASI video distribution with cable equalizing
(and reclocking on DVSE only). The DVSD/DVSE6800+ Dual DA will provide 4 outputs for each input (2-1x4)
as well as a jumper that provides a method allowing for a single -channel DA with 8 outputs (1x8).

2 inputs, 4 outputs per input
Auto/manual reclock on DVSE only (19.4/143/177/270/360/540 Mb/s)
Manual (force) reclock bypass option
Alarm output
For use in both the FR6802+X(F) and FR6802+DM(F) frames

Input signal presence detection
Automatic cable equalization
Handles MPEG and ASI distribution on all outputs (SMPTE310 - 19.4 Mb/s to 270Mb/s)
Loss of input switch - guarantees input to all outputs if one of the two inputs is lost

SDI or ASI -

SDI or ASI -

CCS Remote
Mor.oring
and Control

---0 Output 1 SDI or ASI
- Output 2 SDI or ASI- Output 3 SDI or ASI
- Output 4 SDI or ASI

- Output 1 SDI or ASI
- Output 2 SDI or ASI
- Output 3 SDI or ASI- Output 4 SDI or ASI

SDI IN SDI IN

2 1

SDI OUT 1

2 ' 1

w
SDI OUT 2

o.

4

)

DVSE6800+ and
DVSD6800+
Double -Slot

Back Connector

r®/
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AVS6800+B2, C2 - SDI/AES Synchronizer/Processor

The AVS6800+ B2/C2 are single modules that combine SDI frame synchronizer and
an audio delay synclronizer functions.

Video Proc Amp

Frequency jitter removal

Delay or synchronize modes

Audio adjustment proc amp
Audio synchronizer tracks video frame sync
Fixed delay of up to 1.3 seconds

AES input and output ports provide full 24 -bit capability, as well as compressed
(Diamond, Dolby*E) pass -through capability

SDI Input -

2 AES In

Analog Comp
Reference

DARS

2SD1 Out

-DATA I/O

-.2 AES Out

I; 6)
(t2

BalL
SDI IN

L

z

L

O

00
-CAD*

000
-GND.

000
-CIND«

1110
-MD*

SOO
-CND+

2 DATA I/O

2

GENLOCK

4VS6800+82
Back Connector

DARS IN SDI IN

(0 3 0
r f:41

2

L*.
2 2

J

DATA I/Ojro
,

0
0

GENLOCK

2

AVS6800+C2
Back Connector

cci2

SFS6800+ - Audio/Video Frame Synchronizer and Processor Amp

The SFS6800+ combines embedded audio and SDI video processing furctions on a sirgle module.

Operator control of either GBR, YcbCr or composite domains (no swtching between domains)
 One button "retsn to zero" or unity setting

Composite domain - adjustment of level, saturation, hue, black level
GBR, YCbCr domains - adjustment of video levels/offset
White and Black Soft and Hard Clips (adjustable) for both composite and component domains
Internal audio processing amplifier.

Gain, swap, invert, delay, mix (sum) of embedced audio signals
Data mode for passing compressed audio - APTX, DOLBY -E, AC -3
16-, 20- or 24 -bit audio processing

REF -

SDI -

GENLOCK

DEMUX Frame Sync
Proc Amp

Audio Sync
Proc Amp,

Matrix

E0/
RECLOCK

MUX

CCS Remote
Control &

Monitoring

--. DATA VO
(Audio Tracking)

-  Reclocked SDI
_ Reclocked SDI

Synchronized SDI
- Synchronized SDI
- Synchronized SDI
- Synchronized SDI

112 PRELIMINARY
See Page 49 for current SFS-3901

)
CCS
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ADS6800+A2BC, A4BC - Audio Delay Synchronizer with A to D
Conversion

The ADS6800+ A4BC/A2BC are audio delay synchronizers with on -board analog -to -
digital conversion capabilities. To be used in conjunction with the 6800+ DES, ENS and
VFS modules.

Internal audio processing amplifier
Fixed delay of up to 1.3 seconds

32/48/96Khz sampling

Selectable 16/20/24 -bit analog -to -digital conversion

Channel ID tone generators (750 Hz, 1.5 kHz, 3 kHz, and 6 kHz)

Selectable delay adjustment for each channel

Analog In
2 or 4

Channel

Frame -Genlock

DARS -
DATA I/O

(Audio
Tracking -

Input)

Audio Proc

Tone
Generator

Audio
Matrix

CCS Remote
Control &
Monitoring

-aAES Out 1 Coax/Balanced

.--pAES Out 2 Coax/Balanced

0 UNBAL
uJ c2

01110 L 0
2

-GND+

000
-GND+

BAL

2

-GND+

DATA I/O
(ADS ONLY)

Nror

000
-GND+

000
-GND+

000
-GND+

Se.
-GND+

IN
1A

IN

1B

IN

2A

IN
28

ADS6800+A2BC
and A4BC

Back Connector

cl2

EAS6800+132, C2 - Broadcast -quality Digital -to -Analog, Video and
Audio Monitoring

Video processing with controls for: black level, luminance gain, chrominance gain,
chrominance phase, and SCH offset

Frame synchronization to reference video input
Line synchronization within a 3 -line window of input video

 Audio processing amplifier with controls for gain, invert, mute, and channel
multiplexing (including summing for mono channel production)

 Jumper -selectable audio level (0 dBFS) for each channel
Balanced (+B2 model) or unbalanced (+C2 model) AES inputs
16-,20- or 24 -bit audio processing (selectable word length in channel pairs)
Audio test tone generator
Programmable audio delays (up to 1.32s per input channel)

 Composite encoder converts a 4:2:2 digital video into a composite analog signal;
supports NTSC, PAL -B and PAL -M output video formats

-* SDI Restocked Output

-0 I/Ontzpinol Output/Data

SDI Input - DEMUX p Composite Video Output
-.Composite Video Output

Balanced AES Inputs
(B2D Model)

Unbalanced AES Inputs
(C2D Model)

www.leitch.com

-Pr Analog Audio Output
--*Analog Audio Output
-1Anolog Audio Output
--1Anolog Audio Output

EA56800+82
Back Module

DATA VO

SDI RECLK

CMPST r

CIO

EA56800+C2
Back Module

Cl
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DMX6800+132, B4, C2, C4 - AES Audio De -multiplexers

The DMX6800+ B2/B4/C2/C4 AES digital audio demultiplexers support up to four
balanced or unbalanced AES audio outputs.

Internal audio processing amplifier
16 -bit, 20 -bit, or 24 -bit audio processing

C -bit, U -bit and V -bit transparency

Adjustable audio delay of up to 1.3 seconds

SDI -

DARS -

Rinelooked SDI Video 1
Re-elooked SDI Video 2 1

-.AES2

DMI6800.134
C4 only

.-.AES 3
-.ASS 4

iii

DMX6800+62
and 84

Back Connector

DMX6800+C2
and C4

Back Connector

CCS

ADS6800+82, C2 - AES Audio Delay Synchronizer

The ADS6800+ B2/C2 are the audio delay synchronizers used in conjunction with
the 6800+ DES, ENS and VFS modules.

 Two 24 -bit digital audio inputs
 Audio adjustment proc amp for levels and mute

Framestore tracking and system delay operation
Fixed delay of up to 1.3 seconds

2 AES In -

Frame
Genlock

DARS

DATA UO
(Audio

Tracking
Input)

# 2 AES Outputs

2 DATA I/O

GENLOCK

DARS IN

3 CO

el CO

DATA VO

GENLOCK

ADS6800+B2 ADS6800+C2
Back Connector Back Connector
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MSA6800+B2, B4, C2, C4 - AES Multiplexers with Synchronizer & Delay

The MSA6800+ AES digital audio multiplexers with audio sync and delay combine
the function of embedding up to two audio groups onto a serial digital video stream
with video synchronization and delay capabilities, all in one module.

Embedder input can be selected from any audio input
Input audio sample rates from 32 kHz to 108 kHz
24 -bit audio processing with adjustable fade rate, gain, invert and mute, inde-
pendent per channel
Adjustable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds
Black video generator at loss of video input

Adjustable embedding group and mode

SDI

AES 1 -
AES 2 -

ASS 3 -
AES 4

DATA I/O
(Audio

TreckIng
Input)

DARE -

Auto Embedder EDH
Insertion

MSA6800404/C4:
ONLY

......

CCS Remote
Control &
MorulorIng

-le SDI OUT 1

-01 SDI OUT 2

-IS SDI OUT 3

AES 1

-01.AES 2

DARS

iie
oio

soi

iii

Ate ;

o

3

MSA6800+C2 MSA6800+B4
Back Connector. Back Connector.

Balanced (+82) version Unbalanced (+C4) ver-
also avaliable sion also available

(V)
Cc5 CI=

DMX6800+A2B, A2C, A4B2, A4C2 - Analog/AES Audio De -multiplexers

The DMX6800+ A2B/A2C/A4B2/A4C2 analog and AES audio demultiplexers
provide audio de -embedding from an SDI input with up to two -channel AES and
up to four -channel analog output.

Selectable 16-, 20- and 24 -bit resolution during audio processing

Adjustable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds
Selectable on/off mute function for audio errors
Adjustable gain, invert, channel swapping
Left/Right channel swapping
Audio group selection

 Add "Z" at end of part number for 600ohm output impedance option

LIARS

esuseste out wee

El III El ill El El

Mil WEI
CGS

Non* cons.
lislonsarse

- 44331

A1232

aki

- 2

--r 4

SDI IN

SDI Salk

O)

AES 1 OUT A

AES 2 OUT

ii
44,ii

8

SOHN

SDI Relit

AES 1 OUT
IA

IP 

DMX6800+A4BZ A2B DMX6800+A4C2, A2C
Back Connector Back Connector

LI)
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MSA6800+A2B2, A2C2, A4B2, A4C2 - Analog Audio Multiplexers with
Synchronizer, Delay & AES Outputs

The MSA6800+ analog audio multiplexers with sync and delay combine the function
of embedding one audio group onto a serial digital video stream with video synchro-
nization, delay capabilities and AES outputs all in one module.

Selectable 16-, 20- and 24 -bit resolution during audio processing
Accepts 32kHz and 48kHz audio

Adjustable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds
Customer -selectable on/off mute function with adjustable mute duration
Adjustable gain, invert, channel swapping
Audio group selection, insertion/pass-through/delete

Audio and time code selectable delay

SDI - -18 SDI 1

Analog Input IA -
Analog Input 1B -

Analog Input 2A -
Analog Input 2B -

DATA VO
(Audio

Tracking_
Input)

DABS -

*ASS 1

-BASS 2

2

oio

iii

18/-
Kg),

)

iiiI

eii
MSA6800+A282

and ,44B2
Back Connector

MXA6800+132, B4, C2, C4 - AES Digital Audio Multiplexers

The MXA6800+ B2/B4/C2/C4 AES audio multiplexers embed up to two audio
groups onto a serial digital video stream.

Embedder input can be selected from any audio input
Input audio sample rates from 32 kHz to 108 kHz
24 -bit audio processing with adjustable fade rate, gain, invert and mute, inde-
pendent per channel
Adjustable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds
Black video generated on loss of video input
Adjustable embedding group and mode
Choice of unbalanced or balanced AES inputs

Sol -

AES 1-

AES 2-

AES 3-

-B 8011

5012

X5013
MXA6800+82

and 84
Back Connectors

MSA6800+A2C2
and A4C2

Back Connector

U ci=CCS

2

(03

,T)
4

MXA6800+C2
and C4

Back Connectors

(1)=1ICCS
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MSA6800+A2, A4 - Analog Audio Multiplexers with Synchronizer and
Delay

The MSA6800+A2/A4 analog audio multiplexers with sync and delay combine the function of embedding
one audio group onto a serial digital video stream with video synchronization and delay capabilities, all in
one module.

MUX-enabling embedder input can be selected from any audio input
24 -bit audio processing with adjustable fade rate, gain, invert and mute
Adjustable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds
Black video generator at loss of video input
Adjustable embedding group and mode

SDI -

Analog Input IA
Analog InpullB

Analog Input 2A
Analog Input 2B

DATA I/O -

-p SDI OUT 1

-110. SDI OUT 2

SDI OUT 3

ii
iii

iii

MSA6800+A2 and A4
Double -Slot

Back Connector

ccs czrz

MXA6800+A2B2, A2C2, A4B2, A4C2 - Analog/AES Audio Multiplexers

The MXA6800+ A4B2/A2B2/A4C2/A2C2 audio multiplexers provide audio
embedding up to four -channel analog to a serial digital interface (SDI) output,
and up to two -channel AES with outputs.

Selectable 16-, 20- or 24 -bit resolution audio processing
Accepts 32kHz & 48kHz audio

Adjustable audio delay up to 1.3 seconds
Customer -selectable on/off mute function with adjustable mute duration
Adjustable gain, invert, channel swapping
Audio group selection, insertion/pass-through/delete
Audio and time code selectable delay

(0).

MXA6800+A4C2
and A2C

Back Connector

0 2

iie
iii

iii

MXA6800+4482
and A28

Back Connector

cid
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DAC6800+BCA2, BCA4 - AES to Analog Audio Converters

High -quality, 24 -bit D to A conversion

2 -channel and 4 -channel versions

Provides 110 ohm balanced (AES3-1992) and ;5 ohm coaxial (SMPTE-276) AES inputs

 Add "Z" to end of part number for 600ohm oJtput impedance option

AES in
2 or 4 -

Channel

- Output 1 Left
- Output 1 Right

Outpu-. 2 Left
Outpu-. 2 Right

?RIS

(tat
UNBAL

a

cJ

ii
SAL A

GND.

GND

iii
OND

iiieO
- ONO +

414,
GND

-OND.

DAC6800+BCA2
and BCA4

Back Connector

MXA680C+A2, A4 - Analog Audio Multiplexers

The MXA6800+ A2/A4 analog audio multiplexers embed up to two audio groups onto a serial
digital video stream.

MUX-enabling embedder input can be selected from any audio input
24 -bit audio processing with adjustable fade rate, gain, invert and mute
Black video gererated on loss of video input
Adjustable audo delay up to 1.3 seconds
Adjustable embedding group and mode

SDI

Analog
Input IA
,Annpaulia?E

Input 2A
Analog-
Input 2B

Delay Gain invert

INYIE400.1AO
ONLY

EON
Unser, -Of SDI OUT

--Or SDI OUT

-110-4. SDI OUT

GCS Remote
Control
Monitoring

MXA6800+A2
and A4

Back Connectors

19 www.leitch.com LEITCH.
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Auto EO/Reclock I
and S/P

CCS Remote
Control &

Monitoring

1-14RRIS

DAV6800+ - SDI to Analog Component Video Converter

The DAV6800+ is an SDI to analog component video converter.

 4X over -sampling
High -end 10 -bit conversion and signal path

Selective Vertical Blanking

Built-in color bars as alignment aid

Digital gain offset calibration

SDI In -

Signal Locking & Control
Sync Insertion/Blanking
Color Bar Generator + 1:2 H

-k 1:2 f -k

Sync
Out

GN
-.Out

B/Pb
-.Out

R/Rb
Out

II PRELIMINARY
See Page 17 for current DAC-6801

ADC6800+A2BC, A4BC - Audio Analog to AES Converters

The ADC6800+ A2/A4BC are two -channel or four -channel analog audio to AES audio
converters with delay.

Internal audio processing amplifier
Fixed delay operation of up to 1.3 seconds
32/48/96kHz sampling

Selectable 16/20/24 -bit analog -to -digital conversion
Channel ID tone generators (750 Hz, 1.5 kHz, 3 kHz, and 6 kHz)
Selectable delay adjustment for each channel

Audio Proc
Analog In A/D Conversion Audio Delay Audio -. AES 1

2 or 4 Matrix
ToneChannel - AES 2

Generator

Frame
Genlock

DARS-

Genlock/
DARS

www leach com

CCS Remote
Contrpi &

Monitoring

SERIAL SERIAL
OUT IN

44) B/Pb

SYNC C)
OUT \O

DAV6800+
Back Connector

CI)cc

AES OUT I

AES OUT 2

2

Unbal II

DAdS IN

Bal

000
 OND 

AES OUT

000

- GNU 

IA

efb
GND 

IB

000
GNI)

2A

000
- CND 

1

0.0
 GND

2B I]

ADC6800+A2BC
and A4BC

Back Connector

CLEITCH. 18
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6800+

DAC-6801 - SDI to Analog Component Converter

525/625 line operation
4x over -sampling

10 -bit conversion and signal path

 Auto -calibration
Built-in color bars as alignment aid

 Automatic line -standard switching
Sync on GN or external sync

RGB, SMPTE/EBU component, Betacam and MII

Note: This is a 6800 series module

SDI In
Sync
Out

G/Y
Out

B/B-Y
Out

R/R-Y
Out

SERIAL (:)
IN

0 GN 0
l(T) B/B-Y 0

R/R-Y

SYNC-r
(01 OUT 0

DAC-6801
Back Connector

ADV6800+ - Analog Component Video to SDI Converter
525/625 line operation

10 -bit converter and 12 -bit signal path

Looping inputs supporting SMPTE/EBU component and RGB, Betacam and MII, and NTSC RGB

SMPTE 259M outputs (2)
Sync on GN or external SyncNideo (looping input)
Built-in color bars as alignment aid
EDH Insertion on output
Card edge and remote communications

No, PRELIMINARY

See Page 16 for current ADC -6801

(C
.SYLNC pIN)

GN
LOOP

19/Pb
LOOP

(#1. -COP

ADV6800+
Back Connector

i2 cr=m

17 www.leitch.com °LEITCH.
A brand of Harris Corporation
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VFS6800+ - SDI Frame Synchronizer/Processor

The VFS6800+ is a full -featured 10 -bit serial 4:2:2 video frame synchronizer.

Video Proc Amp

Jitter removal
Passes all ancillary data including embedded audio, VBI (HANC and VANC)

Infinite Phasing relative to reference (both V and H)

1 Frame Delay buffer

Delay or Synchronize Modes

SDI
Input

Composite
Analog

Reference

GPI Control

EO/Re-clock

Genlock

Frame Sync/Delay

CCS Remotel
Control &
Monitoring

SDI Out
-.DATA I/O
-pRe clocked

SDI Out

ADC -6801 - Analog Component to SDI Converter

525/625 line operation
2x over -sampling, 27MHz Y 13.5MHz Cr/Cb
10 -bit conversion and signal path

Auto -calibration

Built-in color bars as alignment aid

Automatic line -standard switching
Sync on G/Y or external sync

RGB, SMPTUEBU component, Betacam and MII

Optional 8 -bit rounding
Note: This is a 6800 series module

RIB Y

BIB Y

G/Y

Sync -

CAV Matrix Over -sampling
A/D

Digital Filtering
and Data
Formatter

Black & Bars

4:2:2 Serial
Digital

SDI OUT SDI IN

SDI RECLK

CCJ1

r
DATA I/O

oci

eNt'j

2 W
GENLOCK

CO3 0

VFS6800+
Double -Slot

Back Connector

SDI IN

GENLOCKtai

VFS6800+
Single -Slot

Back
Connector

K)) Lo/op

CO) psi CO

Loo-pLCI

L.* Szruital*

ADC -6801
Back Connector

www leitch com (3LEITCH. 16
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6800+'

r
DEC6800+ - Composite Video Decoder
DES6800+ - Composite Video Decoder/Synchronizer
The DEC6800+ anc DES6800+ are compact, high -precision 12 -bit decoders that convert
NTSC or PAL composite video signals into superior -quality component (4:2:2) digital video.

 2-D Adaptive comb filtering using Leitch Phase Quatradure Modulation (PQM) algorithm
Full line -by-line VBI handling and processing

Black level adjustment

 DES6800+ additionally provides frame synchronization and TBC capabilities

NTSC
PAL

Composite
Ref
NTSC/PAL

12 -bit ND
converter

3 -line adaptive comb
filter decoder

Frame Sync

[CGS Remote
Control &

onitoring

4:2:2 Serial
Digital
Dutput

Data I/O

IrtRRIS

ENC6801+ - SDI Video Encoder
ENS6801+ - SDI Video Encoder/Synchronizer
The ENC6801+ and ENS6801+ are high-precisior 12 -bit digital encoders that convert 4:2:2 digital video into
NTSC or PAL composite video.

NTSC, PAL -MB with settings shadowed/restored

12 -bit digital processing, output over -sampled at 54MHz
Jitter removal; EDH detection

 VB Field/Line/Mode control
User controls: Luma, chroma, black levels; chroma phase; SCH offset

Line synchronization within a 3 -line window of input video

ENS6801+ Adds:

 Frame sync or delay modes
Bypassable cross color reduction with 1 -line delay
Fine phase adjustments

 Audio tracking for compatible module (ADS/MSA800+), uses one Fteclock out
Black, Pass or Freeze if loss of input

 Test signal generator

412:2 Ssrial (x2)
Digital

4:2:2 DigitalCroeaor NTSCPAL (x4)
Serial -
Composite
Ref NTSC/PAL

15 www leitch com

 Data l/0

Fre
CMPST

Genlock
ler.al 2 oft

DATA I/O

SDI OUT 3

SDI OUT 4

SDI OUT 1

tMl
patat

SDI OUT 2

DEC6800+ and
DES6800+

Back Connector

CCS c=

SDI IN

/7"..

Genlock
525 625

SDI RLCK 1 SDI RLCK 2

CMPST
3 1

2@S
NTIO

ENC6801+ and
ENS6801+

Back Connector

tv5

C?'..)- LEITCH
A brand of Nara Corporation
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DHSE6800+ - Dual HDTV, ASI, SDI Reclocking Distribution Amplifier
DHSD6800+ - Dual HDTV, ASI, SDI Distribution Amplifier
The DHSE6800+ and DHSD6800+ dual DAs provide 2 channels of HD/SD-SDI video distribution with
cable equalizing (and reclocking on DHSE only). The DHSD/DHSE6800+ Dual DA will provide 4 outputs
for each input (2-1x4) as well as a jumper that provides a method allowing for a single -channel DA with
8 outputs (1x8).

2 inputs, 4 outputs per input
1 input to 8 output selection capability
Automatic cable equalization
Auto/manual reclock on DHSE only (143/177/270/360/540 and 1.5 Gb/s)
Manual (force) reclock bypass option
Input signal presence detection

 Alarm output
For use in FR6802+X(F)

Unique LOS (loss of signal) switch provides guaranteed signal output protection and backup

HD, SDI
or ASI

HD. SDI
or ASI

Output 1 HD, SDI or ASI
Output 2 HD, SDI or ASI
Output 3 HD, SDI or ASI
Output 4 HD. SDI or ASI

Output 1 HD, SDI or ASI
Output 2 HD, SDI or ASI
Output 3 HD, SDI or ASI
Output 4 HD, SDI or ASI

HD/SDI IN HD/SDI IN

4 2 1
HD/SDI OUT 1

2

04 \'-a,3
HD/SDI OUT 2

J2 J,
4 ` 3

DHSE6800+ and
DH5D6800+
Double -Slot

Back Connector

HDTV (45CCS

HSD6800+ - HDTV, ASI, SDI Distribution Amplifier
HSE6800+ - HDTV, ASI, SDI Reclocking Distribution Amplifier
HSD6800+ and HSE6800+ are SD/HD/ASI serial digital video distribution amplifiers with
cable equalization.

Input signal presence detection
Automatic cable equalization

Automatic/manual reclock rate setting at 143, 177, 270, 360 and 540 Mb/s;
and 1.485 Gb/s (HSE6800+ only)

Reclocking status report and Automatic/enforced bypass (HSE6800+ only)
For use in FR6802+X/XF frame.

 Output 1 SDI, ASI or HD
I+ Driver

SDI, ASI
or HD

E0 Re Output 2 SDI, ASI or HD-clocker

 Output 3 SDI, ASI or HDDriver
Output 4 SDI, ASI or HD

4 Output 5 SDI, ASI or HD
CCS Remote

Driver
Output 6 SDI. ASI or HD

Monitoring &
Control

Driver  Output 7 SDI, ASI or HD
4 Output 8 SDI, ASI or HD

HD/SDI IN

C.

CI=

H5D6800+ and HSD6800+ and
HSE6800+ H5E6800+

Double Slot Single Slot
Back Connector Back Connector

HDTV Ca
CCS

www.leitch.corn 0-LEITCH. 14
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6800+'

HSFS6800+ - HDTV Audio/Video Frame Synchronizer & Processor Amp

The HSFS6800+ combines embedded audio and HD -SDI video processing functions on a single module.

Cleanly handles F-ot switch on input

Up to 7 frames less 2 lines of video delay

Loss of video modes: Pass, Black, Freeze

PRELIMINARY

See Page 41 for current VFS-3901H-1

HD video processing amplifier with controls for uminance gain, lumirance offset and chrominance gain
Internal audio processing amplifier

Gain, swap, invert, delay, mix (sum) of embedded audio signals

Data mode for passing compressed audio - APTX, Dolby® E, AC -3

16-, 20- or 24-bi: audio processing

Handling of embedded data and audio when a hot switch occurs (de -embed, re -sample, buffer, re -embed)

REF

HD -SDI

GENLOCK

DEMUX Frame Sync
Proc Amp

Audio Sync
Proc Amp,

Matrix

EO/
RECLOCK

CCS Remote
Control &

Monitoring

DATA I/0
(Audio Tra :king)

Reclocked HD -SD'

Reclocked

Synchronized HD. SDI

Synchronized HD SDI

Synchronized HD SDI

Synch rorized HD. SDI

HDTV ( )
CCS

HSFSA6800+ - HDTV Audio/Video Frame Synchronizer & Processor Amp

The HSFSA6800+ combines embedded and discre:e audio and HD -SDI video processirg functions on a
single module.

Cleanly handles not switch on input
Up to 7 frames less 2 lines of video delay
Loss of video modes: Pass, Black, Freeze

HD video processing amplifier with controls for luminance gain, lumirance offset and chrcrninance gain
Internal audio processing amplifier
Gain, swap, invert, delay, mix (sum) of embedded audio signals
Data mode for passing compressed audio - APTX, Dolbye E, AC -3
16, 20 or 24 bit audio processing

Handling of embedded data and audio when e hot switch occurs (de -embed, re -sample, buffer, re -embed)
Discrete AES audio VO

1131 PRELIMINARY

REF -

HD -SDI

AES 1

AES 2 --

AES 3 --

AES 4

DATA VO
(Audio Tracki 19)

Reclocked 1 -0 -SDI

Reclocked

Synchronized HD -SDI
Synchronized HD -SDI

Synchronized HD -SDI
Synchronized HD -SDI

AES 1

AES 2

AES 3

AES 4

HDTV )CCs

13 www leitch com (2:-)LEITCH
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HMX6801+132, C2, B4, C4 - HDTV AES Audio Multiplexers
The HMX6801+ AES multiplexers embed two to four AES audio signals into a
single 1.485Gb/s HD video signal.

Automatic detection of all SMPTE 292M HD -SDI standards

Select any mix of audio channel(s) to embed into up to 4 groups, including
channel sum or audio tones

16 -bit, 20 -bit, or 24 -bit audio processing

Audio proc for delay, gain, invert, mute, channel multiplexing and dithering

Programmable audio delay from 0 to 1320 msec

Disable sample rate conversion to handle compressed data such as Dolby®E
Four internal audio test tones

HO SDI

AES 1-

AES 2-

AES 3-

AES -

Mo SDI

CJ C
DANS IN SAL

AES IN \

iii

Sio
2

/"AES OUT

iii

1

2

HMX6801+82 HMX6801+C4
Back Connector. Back Connector.

Unbalanced (+C2) Balanced (+84) version
version also available also available

HDTV M
CCS

HDX6801+132, C2, B4, C4 - HDTV AES Audio De -multiplexers

The HDX6801+ audio demultiplexers de -embed two to four AES audio signals
from a single 1.485Gb/s HD video signal.

Automatic detection of all SMPTE 292M HD -SDI standards
24 -bit AES audio de -embedding

User assignment of any audio group/channel mix for output, including tones
Audio proc for delay, gain, invert, mute, channel multiplexing and dithering
16 -bit, 20 -bit, or 24 -bit audio processing per channel pairs

Programmable audio delay from 0 to 1320 msec
Passes compressed audio such as Dolby® E (by channel pair)

Four internal test tones: 750Hz, 1.5Hz, 3kHz, 6kHz (all at-20dBFS)

AES 1

-sAES 2

HD SDI
In

HD SDI ED &
De-seriallzer

Audio
Demu

Audio Audio
Delay Proc Amp Dither

11.6801.411C/Ony

-ASS 3
-.AES 4

CCS Remote HD SDI Moo

OARS - Audio R Clock Control and
Monitoring

OARS IN HD IN

ej CO
Dolls IN SALii
AES OUT

eiej

iiiii
Iie

OARS IN HO IN

HDX6801+132 HDX6801 +C4
Back Connector. Back Connector.

Unbalanced (+C2) Balanced (+84) version
version also available also available

HDTV (9i)
CC.5

www.leitch.com °LEITCH. 12
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1-friRRIS

HUC6800+, HUC6800+C - HDTV Utility Up -converter
The HUC6800+ provides 10 -bit digital up -conversion of SDI video for use in utility applications in HDTV environments.

 Up -conversion using high-performance 2D de-interlacer/scalar
10 -bit video de -interlacing with edge interpolation

 Embedded audio processing (de -multiplex from SD -SDI, delay/sync, sample rate conversion, re -multiplex
into HD -SDI)

Auto -sensing or user -selectable 525/625 input 3 reclocked SDI outputs

4 up -converted HDTV outputs, 1080i, 720p
Aspect ratios: 16:9 anamorphic; 16:9 middle cut; 14:9; 4:3; Pixel True (1 to 1 mapping)
User -selectable color and super -black background

 HD video test generator

HUC6800+C adds:

Support for transcoding of closed captioning between HD and SD

SD/HD In

D/HD Re -clocked Output 1

SD/HD Re -clocked Output2

HD -501 Program Output 3

HD SDI Program Output 4

HD -SDI Prog/Sion Output 5
HD SDI Prog/Mon Output 6

SDI IN

OUT1 OUT2

7`.

OUT3 OUT4

GENLOCK OUTS

OVJ
DATA I/O OUT6

tNig

HUC6800+, HUC6800+C
Back Connector

HDTV CCS t==

HDC6800+, HDC6800+A - HDTV Utility Down -converter
The HDC6800+ provides 10 -bit digital down -conversion with user -selectable choice of outputs for use in utility applications.

Auto -sensing HD -SDI or SD -SDI input capability

Support HDTV signals for 1080i/59.94, 1080i/50, 720p/59.94, 720p/50
4 equalized and re -clocked outputs of the HD or SD input
2 SD -SDI Program Outputs

Preset aspect ratio with 16:9 anamorphic, 16:9 middle cut; 14:9, 4:3, Pixel True (1:1 mapping)
Variable ARC with five user presets

Provides variable ARC with 5 user presets.

SDI output can add on screen display of graticules and safe area markers overlaid on the video
Processes closed captioning data in both HD and SD

HDC6800+A Adds:

Passes two groups of embedded audio from HD -SDI to SD -SDI

2 of the outputs can be configured as either 2 additional SD -SDI Program or 2 composite outputs

cc

SD/HD InHD 5D EO 8 Vni-o
10 1-1,00,2

Or MD/SD SDI Crump, I
117 MD/SO SDI Output 2
11. MD/SD SDI Output
7.1.10/5D SDI Output 4

-If SDI Output 5
-7 SDI Output 6

0.501 0/135 Monitor Output 7
IP 501 0035 Monitor Owlput

HDC6800+, HDC6800+A
Back Connector

HOW ti..) r=2
CC'S

11 www.leitch.com LEITCH.
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HFS6801+ - HDTV Frame Synchronizer/Processor

The HFS6801+ is an HDTV frame synchronizer.

Automatic detection of input video standard
Provides 4 synchronized 1080i/50, 1080i/59.94, or 720p/59.94 outputs

 Add up to 8 frames of delay for 1080i inputs, 16 frames for 720p
Video proc amplifier for luminance offsets and chrominance gain
Set pass, black or freeze mode when loss of input video
In Delay mode passes VANC/HANC data, including compressed data such as Dolby®E

Data I/O output provides hot switch and I/O delay signals for tracking audio processing
For use in FR6802+X/XF frame

SDI Input -

Reference Inputs

Module -
Frame -

-0 Re -clocked
-0 HD -SDI Outputs

- Four
HD -SDI-

-k Outputs
 DATA I/O

(Auto Tracking)

XHD6800+U, UC - Broadcast -quality Up -converter
The XHD6800+ provides advanced, broadcast -quality 10 -bit digital up -conversion of SDI video for high -
quality applications in HDTV environments.

HD IN

HD OUT

01 2

3 4

05UY
GENLOCK

80

DATA I/O

HFS6801+
Back Connector

HDTV (No

Up -conversion using high-performance 3D de-interlacer/scalar

10 -bit video de -interlacing with edge interpolation
4 up -converted HDTV outputs, 1080i or 720p

User -configurable picture-resizing Aspect Ratio Conversion (HN size, HN position), smooth ARC
transition

Preset aspect ratio with 16:9 anamorphic, 16:9 middle cut; 14:9, 4:3, Pixel True with five user presets
Embedded audio processing (de -multiplex from SD -SDI, delay/sync, sample rate conversion, re -multiplex
into HD -SDI)

XHD6800+UC Adds:

Support for transcoding of closed captioning between HD and SD

313/HD In -

\ANNAN leitch corn

-LSD/HD Re -clocked Output 1

--,P.SD/HO Re -clocked Ounput2

- HD -SDI Program Output 3

HD -SDI Program Outout 4

HD-SDIProgrMan Output 5
-* HD -SDI Prog/Man Output 6

-IP Audio Delay Out

SDI IN

OUT1

(49
OUT2

OUT3 OUT4

(.0
GENLOCK OUT5

DATA 110 OUTS

XHD6800+U, UC
Back Connector

F-IDTV (13
CCS

°LEITCH 10
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OSS6800+ - Single -mode Optical to SDI Receiver
OSM6800+ - Multi -mode Optical to SDI Receiver
The 0SS6800+ module is suited to reception over longer "metropolitan" distances. The
0SM6800+ is best suited for "enterprise" distances.

Cost-effective solution for reception of SDI and EVB-ASI signals over fider
1310 to 1550nm wavelength input on SC-, ST- cc FC-type fiber connector

Minimum input power better than -29 dBm (27C Mb/s)
Automatic optical input signal detection
Alarming of input signal loss and non -locked data rate
Automatic or fixed reclocking of output at 143, 177, 270, 360 or 540 Mb/s
Bypass mode for non-reclocked data rates
Fit up to 20 modules in FR6802+X(F) frame

Fiber in - IFiber -Optical
Receiver Limiting ED Ant p Re -clocker

Microprocessor

Output
Driver

Ilk

CCS Remote
Control and
Monitoring

- SDI Output 1
- SDI Output 2
- SDI Output 3

SDI
OUTPUT 1

:taw
SDI

OUTPUT 2

o)
SDI

OUTPUT 3

OSS6800+,
05M6800+

Back Connector

(1.) CZ1=1 OPTOccs

HSEE6800+, ISEE6800+ - HDTV Thumbnailing/MPEG-4 Streamer
The HSEE6800+ and ISEE6800+ are 8x1 thumbna ling MPEG-4 streame-s.

Up to 8 independent HD/SD-SDI input channels

Provides thumbnails of the HD/SD-SDI video signal at up to 3 frames per second
High quality "monitoring" MPEG-4 CIF output at up to 30 frames per second
Configurable thumbnail size (small, medium, large)
Real time monitoring/alarms for the primary channel, TDM monitoring/alarms for o:her channels
Selectable primary channel for MPEG-4 CIF streaming

Video level, audio level and data package alarms
Configurable level/period threshold for audio v deo alarms

ISEE6800+ Adds:

SDI output

SD/HD-SDI Input 1

SD/HD-SDI Input 2

SD/HD-SDI Input 3

SD/HD-SDI Input 4

SD/HD-SDI Input 5

SD/HD-SDI Input 6

SD/HD-SDI Input 7---

SD/HD-SDI Input 8-

MPEG-4 Streamer
Thumbnail Generator

SD/HD-SDI Output (liEE6800+ only)

MPEG-4 Streaming

11:1 PRELIMINARY

HDTV CM=

9 www leach com ()LEITCH.
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Output
Driver

Laser
Diode

CCS Remote
Control &

Monitoring

SOS6800+xx - SD Single -mode CWDM Optical Transmitter

The SOS6800+xx is a Coarse Wave Division Multiplexer (CWDM) single -mode transmitter.

Supports single -mode transmission over long "metropolitan" distances
Supports 16 CWDM optical frequencies
Optical power OdBm

Fit up 20 modules in the FR6802+XF frame

SDI EO Re -clocker

Microprocessor

Laser
Driver

-"SDI Output 1

-.SDI Output 2

-.Fiber Out

SOS6800+ - SDI to Single -mode Optical Transmitter
SOM6800+ - SDI to Multi -mode Optical Transmitter

The SOS6800+ is suited to transmitting over longer "metropolitan" distances.

The SOM6800+ is best suited for "enterprise" distances.

Cost-effective solution for transmitting SDI and DVB-ASI signals over fiber
Automatic detection or fixed setup for 143, 177, 270, 360 or 540 Mb/s
Bypass mode for non-reclocked data rates

Detection and alarming of equalization and video format
Automatic cable EQ up to 300 meters for Belden 1694A at 270Mb/s
1310nm wavelength output on SC-, ST- or FC-type fiber connector
Optical power better than -7.5dBm
Fit up to 20 modules in FR6802+X(F) frame

"'SDI Output 1

-.SDI Output 2

SDI

-.Fiber Out

www !etch com

INPUT

OUTPUT I

OUTPUT 2CN

SOS6800+xx
Single -Slot

Back Connector

(1-3 =12 OPTOccs

SDI
OUTPUT 1

SDI
OUTPUT 2

SDI I
INPUT

SOS6800+,
SOM6800+

Back Connector

) OPTOcc5
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OBS6800+C - Passive CWDM Optical Splitter and Combiner

The OBS6800+C is a single -mode optical splitter/combiner.

Passive design

Divides or combines 1.310nm band and 1.550nm band with low insertion loss and high isolation
Bi-directional application on one signal mode fiber

Optical In/Out
1.3um band

Optical In/Out
1.55um band

-.41--b Optical In/Out Full Spectrum

HDTV

Full
Spectrum

Optical
Out

1.3 urn
Optical
In/Out

1.55 um
Optical
In/Out

OB56800+C
Back Module

(1) m:, op-ro.:CCS

OHS6800+ - Single -mode Optical to HD -SDI Receiver
The OHS6800+ is a fiber optic to HD-SDI/SDI/DVB-ASI receiver.

Supports single -mode operation

1310nm to 155enm optical input on choice of SC-, FC- or ST -type fiber connector
Minimum input power better than: -20 dBm for HD -SDI; -27dBm for SDI/ASI
Auto -detect and reclocking for 143, 177, 270, 360, 540Mb/s or 1.485Gb/s
Can bypass reclocker when input signal does not lock
Fit up to 20 modules in FR6802+X/XF frame

Fiber -Optical
Receiver

7 www.leitch.com

Limiting Re -clocker Output
)river

CCS Remote
Control and
Monitorinc

HD Output 1

I -1D Output 2

-. HD Output 3

HDTV
OUTPUT 1

HDTV
OUTPUT 2

Cse
HDTVI

OUTPUT 3

0H56800+
Single -Slot

Back Connector

0- LEITCH.
A brand of Harris Corporation
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OMS6800+CL4, CU4, CL8, CU8 - Passive CWDM Single mode
Optical Multiplexers

The 0MS6800+ are passive 4 and 8 channel mulitplexers for the
CWDM system.

Passive design

Provide options for connectors including SC, ST, FC

 CWDM modules comply with ITU-T G.694.2 standards for
CWDM wavelengths

Do not require low "water" peak fiber to utilize all 16
wavelengths and operate over wavelengths between
1271nm and 1611nm

Optical Express Input gar
Optical Input Me =1
Optical Input 2 M IBM
Optical Input 3 MIN um
Optical Input 4 -- MIA

11114
MEM OP" Optical Ouiptil

Optical Input 5 MEM
Optical Input 6 MI Ern
Optical Input 7 NM MON
Optical Input 8 III4 Emi

Optical Optical
Express Output

Input

nn
193Inm 1291nrn

Input Input

1351nm 1311nm
Input Input

OMS6800+CL4
Back Module Back Module

OPtIcel 009.9
Express Output

Input

101
1591nm 1551nm
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ODS6800+CL4, CU4, CL8, CU8 - Passive CWDM Single mode
Optical De -multiplexers

The 0DS6800+ are passive 4 and 8 channel de-mulitplexers for the
CWDM system.

Passive design

Provide options for connectors including SC, ST, FC
 CWDM modules comply with ITU-T G.694.2 standards for

CWDM wavelengths

Do not require low "water" peak fiber to utilize all 16
wavelengths and operate over wavelengths between
1271nm and 1611nm
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HOS6800+ - HD -SDI to Single -mode Optical Transmitter

The H056800+ is an HD-SDVSDVDVB-ASI to fiber optic single -mode transmitter.

Supports single -mode transmission over longer "metropolitan" distances
Auto -detect and reclocking for 143, 177, 270, 360, 540Mb/s or 1.485Gb/s
Automatic cable EQ up to 100 meters for 1.485Gb/s, or 300 meters for 270Mb/s
with Belden 1694A

Can bypass reclocker when input signal does not lock
1310nm optical output on choice of SC-, FC- or ST -type fiber connector
Optical power is better than -7.OdBm
Fit up to 20 modules in FR6802+X/XF frame

HD In - EQ Re -clocker

Microprocessor

Laser
Driver

Output I
Driver

Laser
Diode

CCS Remote
Control &

Monitorng

HD Output

...HD Output 2

+Fiber Out

HDTV

O

0

0

HDTV
OUTPUT 1

HDTV
OUTPUT 2

HDTVL
INPUT

HOS6800+
Single -Slot

Back Connector

OPTO

HOS6800+xx - HD, SD, ASI Single -mode CWDM Optical Transmitter

The HOS6800+ is a Coarse Wave Division Multiplexer (CWDM) single -mode transmitter.

 Auto -sensing HD, SD, ASI input
Supports single -mode transmission over long "metropolitan" distances
Supports 16 CWDM optical frequencies
Optical power OdBm
Fit up 20 modules in the FR6802+XF frame

CCS Remote
Control &

Monitoring

-.HD Output 1

-.HD Output 2

HDTV

5

O

INPUT

OUTPUT 1

OUTPUT 2

HOS6800+xx
Single Slot

Back Connector

(1) =:1 °PTO+.CCS
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FR6802+X(F)

The FR6802+X(F) is the core 6800+"' frame. Specifically

designed for maximum flexibility, the back of the frame

accommodates removable back -connectors that are

module -function specific.

 ALL 6800+" and ALL 6800" modules can be housed in

this frame

 Houses up to 20 modules, in any combination

(both single- and dual -slot modules at the same time)

 Requires back -connectors to be ordered for both 6800"

and 6800+" modules to be housed in this frame

FR6802+DM(F)

The FR6802+DM(F) incorporates the benefits of the
6800+" platform, with further considerations for ultimate

cost-effectiveness. For applications requiring housing for

coaxial products of the

frame is a fixed BNC panel, eliminating the need to order

separate back -connectors (as in the FR6802+X(F) frame).

 Fits coaxial (all-BNCs) 6800+ modules:

SDI, composite video, and unbalanced AES

 Fits some older 6800 series coaxial modules

(Contact Leitch for specifics)

FR -6801-1

 1 rack unit frame is also available for only coaxial

6800+" modules and most 6800" modules

 No access to Leitch CCS" control with this frame

PRODUCT NUMBER ORDERING DETAILS

xxx6800+D -D implies that the product is delivered with

a "2 slot" back -connector for an

FR6802+X(F) frame

xxx6800+S S implies that the product is delivered

with a "1 slot" back -connector for an

FR6802+X(F) frame

111 111 '

11 jS11

lig):11111,9111;111111;iP111111111411
FR6802+X(F) back view with blank plates

[Iir '1'11'11.1Aur Al.'

li
I I I I I I

,

11 11 11 11 11 11 t :
tronlrb.0" :11_

 0

0 

FR6802+X(F) back view with blank plates removed
to insert back connectors

HDTV Ci.)
ccs

.0

FR6802+DM(F) back view

 Fits up to 10 double -slot modules

 Not suitable for HDTV and non-BNC modules

(fiber optics, analog audio, balanced AES, ICE card)

HDTV ccs

FR6801-1 back view

moc6800+ - Implies that only the module is delivered

for an FR6802+DM(F) frame

°LEITCH. 4
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6800+" For All Core Processing - The 6800+- frames house and power 6800 family modules and enable a new

generation of 6800+ style products. These frames allow genlocking, remote control, higher product and power capacity

and modular interfaces.

HDTV
Main Features
General

 Capable of handling HDTV, SDI, analog and AES audio,

fiber optics and other (non-BNC) interfaces (in the

FR6802+X(F) frame only)

 Holds up to 20 single -slot cards (in the FR6802+X(F) frame

only) or 10 double -slot cards or any combination of the two

totaling 20 single slots

 Provides continuity to legacy products, housing 6800

modules

 All modules and PSUs are hot-swappable

 Frame -based looping video reference distribution across

frame midplane

 Lightweight for mobile production applications

 Rear support extension rail and cable strain relief/tie-down

options available

Power and Thermal Considerations
 Frame can house two (redundant) power supplies: AC, 48V

DC, or one of each

 AC power cord is locked in place (no DC cord provided)

 Single power supply unit can support entire frame load

 Able to support any combination of modules in every slot of

the frame

 Optional integral fan cooling; front to back primary airflow

 Frames equipped with integral fan cooling; may be
rack -mounted on top of one another without restrictions

 Processing products must be housed in frames with fans

Control and Monitoring
 Frame status monitoring by means of GPI contact closure

 Every frame supports serial control and monitoring

with free +Pilot Lite application

 Option to connect to Leitch CCS- control through an

interface card (ICE6800+)

 Each ICE6800+ module enables control and monitoring

for up to 9 frames

RCP CCS-1U

Remote Control Panel

The RC P -CC S -1U remote control panel provides

simple control and monitoring of devices on a Leitch

CCS- network. This control panel supports all modular

platforms.

3 wvvw leach corn
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6800+" and NEO" provide unmatched product choice for both Core Processing and Advanced

Applications, allowing flexible system designs that reduce both upfront capital and ongoing operational costs. Both

platforms support networked integrated control and monitoring and are SNMP-friendly for easy

integration within larger facility supervision infrastructures.

6800+" - High -quality Core Processing modular

platform. 6800+" is an exceptional value and high -quality

processing platform that provides all core processing and

distribution functions in analog, SD, HD and optical

formats. Products are designed with a "core function per

module" concept that ensures straightforward system
designs with lower costs and higher performance. Based

on the renowned 6800" platform, 6800+" has been
completely redesigned to offer integrated control and

monitoring and is SMNP-friendly. 6800+" offers a modern,

future -proofed solution for any core processing infrastruc-

ture requirements.

NEW! °PTO+ ", a full range of fiber optic products in the

Leitch 6800+ platform, delivers top-quality, easy -to -use

fiber solutions in a minimal amount of space. The OPT0+"

line includes auto -sensing HD/SD/ASI transmitters and

receivers, along with a complete line of Coarse Wave

Division Multiplexer (CWDM) modular products.

NEO" - Premier Advanced Application modular

platform. NEO" hosts a vast array of advanced applications

designed to offer high performance, high value, and a

compact form factor while simultaneously simplifying inte-

gration and operational requirements. NEO" Advanced

Applications include the award -winning NEO" VR digital

video recorder, the IconLogo" branding tool, the NE0

SuiteView" multisource display processor and the MTG-

3901 Master Timing generator, as well as a comprehensive

selection of NE0 Simplicity"' integrated video and audio

processing modules. These applications extend the

practicality of NEO" beyond traditional modular

processing.

NEW! In addition to supporting the open, documented

CCS" Protocol, the NEO" Advanced Application platform

offers optional SNMP support, direct to the frame, with

support of both SNMP vl and SNMP v2c. SNMP support is

key for facility -wide monitoring applications and offers an

industry -standard interface to address interoperability
between multiple vendors.

CCS Navigator" and NUCLEUS" - Network monitoring

and control can be accomplished through both hardware

panels and software applications. Both NUCLEUS" and

CCS Navigator" provide customizable user interfaces to

enable users to quickly identify problems and take
corrective action. 6800+" and NE0'" products are fully
CCS"-compliant and can be remotely monitored and

controlled by CCS Navigator" software over industry -stan-

dard Ethernet networks. The NUCLEUS" Network Control

Panel allows the user to navigate to a specific device

quickly with the minimum number of keystrokes.

Together, NEO", 6800+'", the X75" converter/synchronizer/

processor, CCS Navigator"' and NUCLEUS" allow you to

build an integrated, cost-effective Total Content Delivery

system with unprecedented practical real-time control.
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TOTAL CONTENT DELIVERY

The ultimate goal of every professional television and video operation is a streamlined process for creating,

managing, distributing and delivering content. Harris is the leader in Total Content Delivery, offering the broadest range

of hardware, software and services that span every segment of the content delivery chain. Our portfolio delivers solutions

that enable broadcasters to achieve greater productivity, reduced costs, new revenue streams and assured

communications.

The extensive Leitch offering of HD and SD infrastructure solutions, together with the Harris Videotek® line of test and

measurement equipment, forms the critical backbone of an integrated workflow for content management and

distribution.

Content Management
The Leitch infrastructure portfolio is the world leader in

HD/SD signal processing, offering the widest range of

functions in a choice of flexible platforms: the NEO"
advanced applications platform and 6800+- core process-

ing platform for dedicated applications, and the multiple

path, multi -function X75- for dynamic environments.

Productivity, reliability and performance all benefit from

unified content management, control and monitoring with

common software controls, configurable interfaces and

open standards. From the CCS Navigator- software

application to the customizable NUCLEUS- network

control panel, Leitch monitoring and control products

enable advanced local and remote monitoring and control

across our broad infrastructure portfolio.

Managing signal quality is an essential element of content

management, and the Harris Videotek® line of multi -

format, multi -function test and measurement equipment

includes a broad range of offerings to deliver the ideal pre-

cision instrument for any environment.

Content Distribution
Our industry -leading routing portfolio allows customers to

route high -quality signals of all formats from analog to HD,

for any sized application. The new Harris Platinum'"

provides mixed signal routing including analog video, SDI,

ASI, HD -SDI, AES and analog audio for applications

256x256, 512x512 and larger. The wideband Leitch

Integrator GOLD- provides scalable routing of any
broadcast digital signal up to 128x128 in a single 8RU

frame, and the Leitch Panacea." small routing switcher pro-

vides affordable, compact routing in sizes from 12X1 to

32X32.

The new Icon family features integrated products and

applications for master control, branding and channel

release. IconStation- combines logo insertion with

multiple real-time data crawls and superior character

generation for maximum channel branding impact. Based

on the NEO- platform, IconLogo- is a modular channel

branding system and is fully upgradeable to IconMaster.",

our SD/HD configurable master control and channel

release solution with integrated multi -layer branding.

IconMaster- can be easily combined with other advanced

applications in the same frame, including Leitch NEO

SuiteView- - a highly scalable, modular multi -source

display processor that allows users to create a

customized, system -wide monitoring solution tailored to

their operation.

Managing Content, Delivering Results

To provide its customers with the ultimate Total Content

Delivery portfolio, Harris combines its renowned

infrastructure offerings with content creation solutions

(including Leitch Velocity"' editing systems and Inscriber®

broadcast graphics solutions); video servers (Leitch NEX10-

server system for transmission and news environments);

automation and management software systems; video and

audio networking; content delivery platforms; and

transmission systems. Scaling from individual point

products to complete integrated workflows, Harris Total

Content Delivery solutions drive our customers' strategic

success and deliver business results.
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